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PREFACE
For some forty years, beginning about 1880, a lively debate on one of the
central problems in welfare economics took place between Continental
writers on public finance. This problem was concerned with the optimum
distribution of resources between the government and the private sector,
and with the ideal means of taxing individuals so that resources could be put
at the disposal of the state. The debate absorbed the energies of Austrian,
French, German, and Swedish writers, and made the reputation on the continent of the Italian writers on public finance. It would be interesting to
speculate on the reasons for the neglect of these writers in the English-speaking
world, were it not that so many other writers in the field of economic theory
encountered similar treatment. We may be sure, however, that this neglect
has meant that Anglo-Saxon economics has suffered in consequence. Moreover, this seems an appropriate moment to introduce some of this largely
forgotten work, because controversy on welfare economics in Englishlanguage journals has recently turned to the problem of the pricing of public
goods, albeit rather belatedly.
In the present volume, we cannot do more than provide a sample of the
voluminous literature on the subject. However, it can be claimed that the
writings of no important school of thought have been omitted. We have
tried to assist the reader in the understanding of the evolution of the debate
by means of an Introduction.
The arrangement of material which seems best suited to clarify the pattern
of the debate is a chronological one. It is true that this arrangement results
in the placing of the work of Sax almost to the end of the period of debate
instead of establishing his right to be one of the pioneers of the application
of utility analysis to public expenditure. However, we have preferred to
print Sax's final thoughts on the subject and to discuss his earlier work in
our Introduction.
We feel also that our approach demands the inclusion of the famous discussion ofjustice and taxation by Edgeworth, although this is already available
in English.
The editors are indebted to many people who have helped in selecting and
translating the essays here presented, and in permitting their reproduction.
In particular, thanks are due to Professor James Buchanan of the University
of Virginia, for his assistance in the Italian selections. Our only regret is that
so much good material had to be omitted, reflecting no doubt the pains of
social choice which are the basic subject of this volume.
THE

EDITORS

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH IMPRESSION
The first (1958) edition of this 'York was prepared mai~ly for specialists on
the assumption that it would provide the background to an unportant ~eglectcd
field of'cliscussion in public finance. Sjnce that date, the theory of public goods
and its implications for public policy has become incorporated in the main
body of the economic analysis of public finance in the Anglo-Saxon literature.
A glance at the footllotes of some of the standard textbooks on public fmance
indicates that this assembly of articles has not been in vain. Indeed, the first
edition has already been reprinted twice, and now seems the appropriate time
to make the work available as a paperback also.
Probably the most inlluential part of this collection has been the theol'y of
public expendit'ure, which contains two closely related elements. The first is as
a part of welfare economics: under what conditions, if.any, can Pareto optimality be achieved i.n an economic system in which some goods SLtpplied are
indivisible? This guestion has been considered very thoroughly in recent years
with due attention paid to the earlier work ofWicksell and Lindahlin particular.
The other strand of thought is concerned with the positive theory of the public
sector: how can we use economic analysis in order to explain how the size and
composition of the budget is actually determined 1 This is a much more difficult
question to answer because it entails the development of a theory of collective
action. While there is less evidence of fundamental thinking on this question
in this work, it is perhaps of interest to note that, since it first appeared, Erik
Lindahl in one of his last appearances in print, has offered some interesting
observations on this second element exactly forty years after the appearance of
Die Gerechtigkeit der Besteuerung (r). The essence ofhis contribution is an attempt
to employ utility theory, as developed in his earlier work, to explain the size
composition of the Swedish budget during the twentieth century.
Lindahl also showed in this contribution that he was fully familiar with recent
work outside Sweden which stemmed from his own earlier contributions.
There is a lesson to be learnt from this when one considers how long it has taken
for him and his contemporaries to receive the attention which was denied them
in the past.
THE EDITORS

(r)

"Omskatteprinciperpch~kattepolitik", Ekono'!'iPolitik Samhiille, Festkrift till Berti! Ohlins 6o-arsdag,

Stockholm, 1959, pp. I5I-I7I. :This paper is available in an English translation by T. L. Johnston in
International Economic Papers, No. ro, pp. 7-23.

INTRODUCTION
By R. A. MusGRAVE and A. T. PEACOCK
Since the Great Depression the theory ofPublic Finance has been dominated
by the study of the effects of fiscal policy upon the levels of income, employment and prices. Indeed, the theory of compensatory finance became the very
core around which the new tools of macro-theory were developed. In more
recent years, there has been renewed interest in the classical question of when
and where resources should be put to public rather than private use, and
who should bear the cost. The student of public finance must obviously
consider both problems, and it is a moot question as to which is of greater
practical importance, but at the same time, the classical problem of public
resource use remains the central issue in the theory of Public Finance.
Beginning with the famous maxims of Adam Smith, writers on public
fmance have attempted to establish criteria by which the revenue and expenditure policies of the government should be evaluated; and some have
attempted to explain the principles by which revenue and expenditure policies
are in fact determined. Adam Smith considers the type of services which
should be provided for through the public budget, prior to examining taxation. His approach to the expenditure problem, though less restrictive than
wually assumed, is primarily an historical and institutional one. Some attempts
are made to determine why certain activities lend themselves to private and
others to public finance, but they remain inconclusive. On the revenue side,
a two-pronged approach is taken. Public services which cannot be fmanced
by fees or direct charges should be paid for by taxes, allocated in such a way
that the citizens contribute "in proportion to their respective abilities; that
is in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the
protection of the state. The expense of government is like the expense of
management to the joint tenants of a great estate who are all obliged to
contribute in proportion to their respective interests in the estate" (Wealth
of Nations, Book V. Chapter II.). Thus Smith ingeniously cuts across the
ability-to-pay and the benefit theories of taxation. In fact, the two are made
to coincide, as income measures the one no less than the other. Thereafter,
a distinct cleavage between the two approaches emerges.

Disregard of Public Expenditures: The Ability-to-Pay Approach
Through most of the nineteenth century, writers in the English tradition
mainly concentrated on the problem of defining "ability to pay" more
exactly. Viewing the problem of taxation as more or less independent of
that of determining ·public expenditures, their concern was with translating
the principle of ability to pay into an actual pattern of tax distribution.
As income came to be accepted widely as the index by which to measure
ability to pay, the question became one of deciding whether taxation in
accordance with ability to pay should require regressive, proportional, or
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progressive taxation in relati~n to in~~me. Refo:;nulated by J. S.•~· ~e
principle of "taxation accor~.g to a~ility to pay b~a~e that :>f taxatlon
so as to inflict equal sacrifice . Movmg ah~d of lus tlme. Mill .su~ges:ed
that taxation which inflicts equal sacri£ce will also lead to that di~tnbutJ:>n
of the tax burden which minimizes total sacrifice. Though technically mcorrect (as Mill, we may assume, thought in terms of total rather than marginal
sacrifice), tiris foreshadowed the later chang.e in e.m~hasi_s from an equitaMe
distribution by equal sacrifice to an efficrent distnbutJ.on by least total
sacrifice.
The development of marginal utility analysis in the last q~arter of .the
19th century brought a considerable refmement of the equal sacrifice doctnne.
The equal absolute, equal proportional and equal marginal sacrifice concepts
were distinguished; and the latter, looked upon as a me~ of least t~tal
sacrifice, was chosen by Edgeworth (seep. 121) as the best solutJon. Proceeding
on the assumption of declining marginal income utility, ";lld of an id~~cal
utility schedule for all, this called for maximum progressto~. The prmctple
of equal absolute sacrifice in turn would call f~r. a progresSlve o_r re~resstve
rate schedule, depending on whether the elastJ.Clty of the m.argmal mcome
utility schedule fell short of or exceeded unity. It would be proportional for
a schedule of unit elasticity as assumed by Bernoulli. Moreover, it was demonstrated by Cohen-Stuart ti1at progression cannot be considered a necessary
consequence of the principle of equal proportionate sacrifice, even though
a declining marginal income utility schedule is assumed to apply (see

A fmal flowering of the least sacrifice doctrine, as it appeared in Pigou' s
work of the twenties, added further refinement by including the burden of
announcement effects, later referred to as excess burden, into the measure
of sacrifice which is to be minimized. Nevertheless, the essential basis of the
sacrifice doctrine remained unchanged : this is the assumption of a declining
marginal income utility schedule, applicable to aU taxpayers alike. Once the
assumption of a uniform schedule is dropped, the possibility of drawing
general conclusions regarding the proper degree of progression or regression
is destroyed. And the subjective foundation of the approach is shattered, if
it is argued with the "new" welfare economics that interpersonal utility
comparisons cannot be performed in a meaningful fashion. The "scientific"
foWldation of the ability to pay being entirely removed, the institution of
progressive taxation must seek its support from philosophical judgements
about "ideal" taxation.
However this may be, the ability-to-pay approach feU short of providing
a full answer to the determination of budget policy, as it dealt with the tax
side of the picture only. The determination of public expenditures, in the
writings of the typical ability-to-pay theorist, was considered a "political"
matter, not to be included in economic analysis. Wagner explicitly shifted
the determination of public expenditures from :Public Finance to politics and
general economics (see p. 5}, and the continental texts 'in public finance
tended to become treatises in taxation only. Indeed, it would be difficult to
explain the support for the ability-to-pay principle (rather than the benefit
approach with its emphasis on individual choice) o.tfered by the Manchester
economists, were it not that ti1ey assumed that ti1e ideal level of government
expenditure was ti1e minimum necessary for the maintenance of law and
order. Thus they join forces with the social reformers in support of the abilityto-pay doctrine, but to promote a very different cause.
Nevertheless, a transition to the expenditure side of the budget was provided
by rewriting least total sacrifice in terms of maximum total welfare. The
principle of distributing tile tax bill so as to equate marginal sacrifices was
supplemented by that of allocating expenditures so as to equate marginal
benefits; and the formula was completed by determining the total taxexpenditure level so as to equate the marginal sacrifice of taxes with the
marginal benefit of public expenditures. This formulation, to be found in
the later works on public finance of Pigou and Dalton, was foreshadowed
earlier, if in less refined form, in Sc4afHe's law of "proportionate" satis£1ction
of public and private wants.
No one can quarrel with the requiremeut that the budget plan should be
designed to maximize welfare. but much needs to be added to give content
to this formula. The fundamental question which remains unanswered is just
how the benefits from public services are to be valued, and how this valuation
depends upon the way in which the tax bill is distributed. Pending an answer
to this question, the extension of the sacrifice doctrine to the expenditure

X

~4~.
Given the principle that the cost of public serv1ces should be allocated so
as to cause least total sacrifice, it was but a brief step to the dictum that the
distribution of income available for private use should be arranged so as to
secure maximum total satisfaction. Provided that the expenditure side of the
budget is determined independendy of d1e tax side, there is little logic in
limiting the sacrifice doctrine to the fraction of income required to sustain
total services. Thus Edgeworth visualized ti1e levelling of incomes as the
ultimate consequence of the doctrine of equal marginal sacrifice, but he
hastened to qualify this conclusion by adding that detrimental e.tfects on output must be considered as well.
. . .
A related though di.tferent transition from ability to pay to distnbutJ.onal
adjustment was made by Adolph Wagner. He proposed to divide the functions
of taxation into the purely fiscal and ti1e social welfare function (see pp. 8/9).
The former is to supply the means needed to pay for public services, and the
required distribution of the tax bill is more. or less proportional to income.
The latter is to correct deficiencies in the prevailing state of distribution, and
calls for a progressive system. This separation of issues, which appeared also
in De Viti De Marco's distinction between the economic and political principles of taxation, will be re-encountered presently in the quite di.tferent
setting of the Wicksellian system.
0

•
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side of the budget is a formality; and the ability-to-pay approach remains
an at best incomplete (and, if interpersonal utility comparisons are rejected:
subjectively meaningless) answer to the problem.
Subjective Interpretation of Social Wants: The Benefit Approach
The benefit strand of Smith's maxim found a more favourable climate
among continental writers, notably the French reformers. Several variations
of the benefit theory were propounded, and some of che main ones, including
the use of the insurance analogy to explain the position of the state in the
economy, were discussed in detail by Leroy-Beaulieu (see pp. 152-56). While
tne link between the determination of expenditure and taxes remained, these
writers almost all took it for granted that the sole purpose of government
was to provide for defence and law and order, and no real attempt was made
to derive the demand for public goods from the tastes and preferences of the
beneficiaries.
Such at least was the case up to the closing decade of the past century.
At that time, the theory of value was rephrased in terms of subjective utility,
and much attention was paid to the nature of wants. Little wonder then that
this new trend of thought should be extended to examine the w.auts satisfied
by government. If expenditur·es in the market economy were designed to
meet subjective wants of individual consumers, could not the same principle
be applied to the wants satisfied by government, thus explaining the determination of tax and expenditure policies by the same laws of value which
determine market price~ Or if the same principle could not be applied, what
alternative explanations could be offered, and how far would these imply
modifying the laws of value~
These and similar questions were dealt with at length in the literature of
the 80's and 90's, and 4ustrian, Italian, Scandinavian and German writers
joined in the debate. One~ the first attempts at dealing with the determination
of the tax-expenditure plan as a problem of economic value appears in
Pantalcon.i's essay of 1883, followed by numerous other contributions, several
of which are here included. In 1896 there appeared the important critique
by Wicksell, which in a sense terminated thls early part ofd1e debate. However,
interest in th problem continued, as evidenced in the subsequent contributions
by Barone and Wieser. In 1919 there appeared the remarkable doctoral
dissertation of Lindahl, written, like Wicksell's work, in German. In it the
whole problem was once again reviewed and the voluntary exchange approach
to public economy was restated in more rigorous form. There followed a
restatement by Sax of his position and Lindahl's rejoinder to various criticisms
of his earlier work.
No attempt will be made to discuss in detail each contribution here included,
and even less to examine all those other writings which had to be omitted
from tllis collection. However, some of the major issues and positions may
be noted. Most important is the initial recognition that the revenue and
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expenditure sides of the budget are synchronous, and that the determination
of both js part and parcel of the same problem. Such must be the case since,
in the assumed setting of full employment, the public use of resources involves
their diversion from private use. The public budget, so holds Pautaleon.i,
must be made part of the Walrasian system (see pp. 16/7). This interdependence
between the revenue and expenditure problem is the crux of the matter
and explains the inherent superiority of the benefit over the ability-to-pay
approach.
Beyond this, the central problem in the debate is the nature of the wants
provided for through the budget - referred to variously as social, public,
or collective wants - and how they may be determined. The peculiar characteristic of these wants, so noted Mazzola at the outset, is their indivisibility
(seep. 42). The same amount must be consumed by all. If a single price were
set for public service~, some consumers would ftnd that this price exceeds
the utility which they would derive from the service. Yet, such consumers
could not be excluded from the benefit of public services. To avoid this
dilemma, each consumer is called upon to pay a price corresponding to the
marginal utility which he derives from the service. Thereby, consumer surplus is said to be eliminated in the pricing of public goods, and this is said
to constit:qte the basic difference between public and private pricing. Assuming
the satisfaction derived from the public services to be complementary to that
derived from the satisfaction of individual wants, Mazzola concluded that
total satisfaction is maximized if the consumer equates the marginal utility
.
derived from his outlays, public and private {see p. 43).
While his was a highly subjective approach, Mazzola did not conclude that
the prices of public services are in fact set through a market process. Following
the earlier work of Pantaleoni (see pp. 17-18), he held that the valuation
of social wants i.s performed by the agencies of government, rather than by
all individual members of the group. However, the agency must choose so
as to suit their wishes. Equilibrium is disturbed if the budget plan reflects the
views of particular interest groups, in which case adjustment is called for
(see p. 44). Thus, we meet the idea that a political equilibrium prevails if an
economic equilibrium of maximum satisfaction is established. This same
thought-an extension, as it were, of the invisible hand into the political
sp.here-reappears in mauy subsequent writings, including Edgeworth's doctrme of equality in distribution as agreed upon by reasonable men ~seep. 120)
and Wicksell's principle of approximate unanimity in the determination of
the budget plan (see p. 87 et seq.).
Wri.ting at about the same time as Mazzola, Sax distinguished between
collecttve needs of a sort which permit the determination of specific beneftt
shares, and others which are purely collective. It is the latter c.r collective
needs proper which constitute the core of the problem. By understandinc
the community's need for such services, collective needs are identified with
the · needs of the individual. The level of taxation which the individual is
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willing to accept must be such as to exclude only private needs which are
less important to him than the collective wants which remain unsatisfied.
Thus equilibrium is again established in the budget of the individual
taxpayer.
.
. .
Beyond this, Sax held that the total tax b1ll must be d1stnbuted among
v_arious taxpayers so that the individual cost shares are subjectively equivalent;
that is, each individual must pay what the services are worth to him. If this
equivalence is assured, the individual taxpayer is willing to contribute his
share of the cost of public services. By the very nature of the system, the
level of budget expenditures must be determined together with the distribution of individual taxes.
Shorn of certain complications and confusing distinctions, the systems of
Mazzola and Sax already contained the essentials of the later doctrine. Most
important, there is the proposition that social wants are to be traced to the
preferences of individuals. The distinction between social and private wants
arises not so much because they arc "felt" differently, but because public
services must be consumed in equal amounts by all, thus precluding single
pricing. Since social wants are experienced by the individual, maximization
of satisfaction requires that a balance be established between the marginal
gain which individuals derive from these two sets of wants. At the same time,
it does not follow that the necessary scheme of multiple pricing can be established through the market. From the outset, we find some awareness that a
political process is needed to attain this balance. This recognition is present
in the work of Mazzola, and is given much emphasis by such writers as
Pantaleoni, Montemartini, Wieser and Barone.
A development of this theme was at the core of Wicksell's contribution
made in response to the works by Mazzola and Sax. Contrasting the principles
of taxation according to interest and taxation according to ability to pay,
he chooses the former as the proper approach. Not only does the benefit
principle permit an integration of fiscal with general value theory, but it fits
naturally into the modern concept of democratic and parliamentary society.
Freedom of the individual is the essential characteristic of this society. Hence
it would be unjust if anyone were forced to contribute to the cost of public
activities which he does not consider in his interest (see p. 89).
This requirement is met in principle by the systems of Mazzola and Sax,
according to which the fiscal equilibrium demands that each individual secure
a proportionate satisfaction of his soeial and private wants. At the same time,
Wicksell rejects this equlibrium rule as senseless (see p. 81). Each individual,
if left to his own bidding, would choose to contribute nothing to the supply
of public goods, simply because the total supply thereof would remain unaffected. The utility which the individual derives from public services does
not depend on his own contribution but on that of others. The task of maximizing satisfaction, accordingly, cannot be accomplished by the individual taxpayer, but must be solved in modern democratic society by consultation

between voters. The crux of the problem then is how this consultation may
be arranged so as to obtain maximum utility.
While there are issues on which public policy must be determined by
simple majority, Wicksell argues that most matters of budget policy are not
of this type. Specific public services should be voted upon in conjunction
with specific cost distributions; and their adoption should be subject to the
principle of voluntary consent and tmanimity. Awed by the consequence of
so stem a principle, Wicksell lowers his demand to one of ~'approximate
unanimity," and proceeds to consider what degrees of majority should be
applied to various types of fiscal decisions. Throughout, his concern is to
protect the voter who may be unwilling to surrender funds for public purposes.
The principle of approximate unanimity is found to be subject to certain
exceptions. One of these relates to the problem ofincome distribution. Wicksell notes that justice in taxation presupposes justice iu the distribution of
income (seep. 108). The principle of the veto right of the minority rests on
the same premise. At the same time, if the prevailing state of distribution
is not just, a correction would hardly be possible if it were to depend on the
consent of those who would be hurt thereby. However, Wicksell warns
that the greatest care is required in this matter (see p. 109) While he
characterizes his period as one in which political power is still excessively
concentrated in the upper income groups, he foresees the day when a shift
in this power may lead to an excessive and harmful degree of re4istribution.
Thus Wagner's "social welfare principle" of taxation is recognized as a matter
of principle, but Wicksell would be more conservative in its use and is more
fearful that it may be abused.
Whatever the desirable degree of redistribution, Wicksell took the important
methodological step of separating the problem of just taxation into two parts.
On the one side, there is the use of the tax instrument to establish a just state
of distribution; on the other, there is the task of distributing the cost of
public services in a way which is just in view of this corrected state of distribution.
The concluding and most complete formulation of the doctrine is to be
found in the work of Erik Lindahl. Proceeding again from the assumption
that a just state of distribution has been established, Lindahl determines the
price of public services similar to price determination in the market. Drawing
an analogy to the Marshallian case of joint products, the supply schedule of
public services for any one taxpayer is a function of the cost of sU'Ch services
and the share of the cost which others are willing to assume for various totaJ
supplies. The equilibrium supply of public services and the allocation of its
cost are dctcnnined by the intersection of such supply and demand schedules
(see p. 170, figure 1}. The solution is said to meet the requirements of both
the ability-to-pay and the benefit doctrines. The requirement of ability to
pay is complied with because different taxpayers contribute different amounts,
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depending on their incomes; and that of taxation according to benefit received
is met because each contributes an amount based on his personal evaluation
of public services.
This is the ultimate answer to be derived from the groundwork laid by
the systems of such earlier writers as Mazzola and Sax. ft is the ultimate
consequence of the benefit principle, or of any system which determines the
satisfaction of public wants on the basis of individual preferences. Similarly,
the solution is in line with Wicksell's principle of budget determination by
unanimous decision. At the same time, the Lindahl solution has lost some
of the realism of the earlier views and in particular Wicksell' s. Though aware
of the fact that the competitive mechanism of price determination may be
disturbed by many factors of social and political reality, Lindahl nevertheless
holds to what is essentially a voluntary exchange model. Thereby, sight is
lost of-or better: emphasis is withdrawn from-the Wicksellian point that
the individual, if left to his own devices, will contribute nothing to public
services and that therefore the problem is essentially one of compulsion and
political process.
It is this fact which in the more recent discussion has led to a distinction
between two consequences, whkh result from the condition of equal consumption of public services.* First, and assuming preference patterns to be
known, the satisfaction of such wants is not subject to a unique optimal
solution (a Pareto optimum) such as applies typically to the satisfaction of
private wants. Therefore, the problem becomes basically one of social choice.
This difficulty is not evident in Lindahl's system because the satisfaction of
public wants is dealt with in a partial equilibrium setting. The second consequence of the condition of equal consumption is that the market as an auction
mechanism fails to induce consumers to reveal their preferences with regard
to social wants, because all will bene.fit, whether they pay or not. Hence
there arises the need for a political mechanism, to force or induce consumers
into revealing their preferences. Both problems must be solved in the political
process of decision-making, and it is here that the newer welfare economics
enters the picture.

altruism; and the tenor of the preceding discussion suggests that much the
same applies in the choice of social wants.
Some writers have held that this is incorrect, since the individual's action
in matters of public policy is said to be guided by social motivation rather
than by self-interest. Formally, this social motivation may be accounted for
in deriving individual preference schedules for social wants, but such is considered a somewhat artificial and none-too-helpful construction. For these
reasons, the preceding approach is rejected as too hedonistic.
Be this as it may, we arc still left with the need of deriving the budget
plan from individual preferences, however determined. Hence, these consideration-; may be considered a qualification of the preceding approach,
rather than a basically different construction.

XVl

Social Motiv~tion vs. Self-Interest
The trend of thought dealt with in the preceding secticm firmly rests on
the proposition that the valuation of both social and private wants originates
with the individual members of the community, all of whom enter into the
determination of the budget plan. In both cases we deal with wants subjectively experienced by individuals. Now it is generally held that individual
choice in the satisfaction of private wants is based on self-interest rather than
* See Paul A. Samuelson, "The Pure Theory of Public Expenditures", Review of Eco11omics and
Statistics, Vol. XXXII, No. 4, 1955, where primary concern is with the first diff1culty, and
R. A. M~sgravc, The Theory of Public Fitwzcc, McGraw Hill, New York, 195H, Cbs. 4 and 6,
where primary concern is with the second problem.

XVII

Collectil'C Wants and Group Needs
A much sharper distinction arises with writers. who hold that the public
economy must be explained by a quite different set of principles than private
economy. Social wants are not merely a set of individual wants, characterized
by certain technical features of indivisibility, or minor differences in motivation. They do not originate in the homo oeconomicus, but derive from the
needs of the group as such. This Hegelian view is evident in much of the
German literature (see p. 29), and fmds forceful expression in the later work
of Ritschl.
Ritschl holds that the basic principle of market economy is that of exchange and self-interest in the satisfaction of private wants; it is to be distinguished from the basic principle of public economy, which is one of
social cohesion and the sense of belonging to and serving a community
(see pp. 233/4). To be sure, the public economy must economize in the sense
of using its resources most efficiently, but beyond this it differs. The rule
of quid pro quo, which is the crux of the benefit principle, cannot be applied.
Nor can the solution given by ability to pay, which is concerned with justice
between individuals. The basic principle is that of collective needs. These
needs are felt subjectively by the competent public authorities, and by
individuals in so far as they think as members of the community. The public
econon1y thus rests on the sacrifice of its members. The individual feels as
a member of the community; and where this is not the case, coercion forces
him to act as if he felt in this fashion.
There is a clear difference between this approach and the doctrine of the
preceding section, according to which the problem is basically one of satisfying individual wants. This difference exists whether it is held that collective
wants arc experienced by the group as a whole, and revealed in the action
of the leader, or whether it is held that some elite (however determined)
knows better what is good for the group than do the majority of voters.
While the latter interpretation is more palatable to current thought, the
8
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essential difference between this and the preceding doctrine of democratic
choice remains.
This difference is not one of logic, but of value judgement and social
philosophy. Comparison between the various approaches thus emphasizes the
important fact that the theory of public economy or, for that matter, of any
kind of welfare economics must be based on an initial set of value judgements;
and that the role of technical considerations-such as that of equal consumption in the satisfaction of public wants-differs, depending on the underlying
set of values and institutions to which the theory is to be adapted.

Historical Views
It remains to note a further approach to the nature of the public economy,
an approach which does not proceed in normative but in historical and
sociological terms.
This view is found in Wagner's approach to public expenditures, where
prevailing public expenditures are taken to reflect the requirements of a given
historical situation, and where changes therein are taken to reflect underlying changes in economic structure and development. Thus, he viewed the
justification of public expenditures in terms of objective criteria, such as
population growd1 or transportation needs, rather than in terms of a theory
of value. His law of expanding state activity is derived in the same manner
(see p. 8).
Stein similarly viewed the development of the fiscal structure in an historical
context. As in the later analysis by Schumpetcr, the development of taxation
as the major source of revenue is related to the rise of the idea that the state
should be looked upon as a free association ·'Qf individuals (see p. 30). Thus
the flowering of taxation in the 19th century is explained as a by-product
of the development of constitutional society. At t~ same time, stress is laid
on the difference in the time perspective applicable ro the action of the state
and of the individual. Since the life of the state is continuous, its primary
concern must be with capital formation and with growth. Taxes, to be
efficient, must not impair capital, and budget policy must aim at reproducing
the wealth which it consumes tsee p. 34).
A quite different framework of historical analysis may be found in Goldscheid. Writing at the close of the ftrst World War, he seeks to explain the
development of fiscal institutions in terms of the forces of class struggle.
The feudal state, so he argues, was a wealthy state, because it was controlled
by the ruling classes. As feudalism broke down and the people gained control
over the state, it came to be in the interest of the propertied classes to render
the state impotent. As a result, the state became impoverished. If the state
is to be rendered a useful instrument in the hands of the people, the lost
wealth must be resti,uted to the state, so that it can meet its welfare functions (see pp. 204, 212).
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Whatever the validity of Goldscheid's analysis as a theory of fiscal history,

his framework of fiscal sociology offers a new and challenging approach to
fiscal theory. As distinct from the normative approach of the MazzolaLindahl, or even Wicksell variety, his problem is not to determine what
would be efficient fiscal action. Rather, it is to develop a framework for
explaining v, hy certain fiscal action has occurred. ~nee developed, su~h a
framework !Ilay serve for predicting what action Will result under vanous
conditions. Thus a beginning is made towards an econometrics of fiscal
politics.

*

*

*

The preceding pages have not been designed .to su~marize ~h~ wea1t!l of
ideas found in the following essays, nor has the d1scuss1on been lirruted stnctly
to the authors here included. Even less has it been our intention to supply
a history of thought on fiscal theory.* Our intention has been rather to
nrovide a better understanding of the many dimensions inherent in the theory
~f the public economy by tracing the relationship between the various co~
tributions and between these contributions and the development of econorruc
thought. Having now provided this historical and analytical background, we
leave the authors to introduce themselves.

"' Exknrive di~cwsions of the literature may be found in the works of Widuell :and Lindabl
which arc here included. Moccovcr. ace E. R. A. Seligm2n, Pro.~rrssive Tt~Xlllion In Tlrtory ami Practlct,
2ud cd., New York, 1908; F. K. Mum, Sttutrpolitlulot /tltalt, Vtrglticlotrotlt Stutllt zur Gmloicl~lt dn
Ciltorootnluhrro urod Pnlitlsthm ltlun uood llous Wirluns in dtr Cifftntllclotn Mtimmg 1600-1935, Fischer.
Jcua, 1937; :and Gunnar Myrdal. Tlot Po/lo((a/ Elrmtfll in the Dtvdopmtnl nf Economic Dottrillt,
1-hrvud Uuiveairy. 1954, h. 7.

THREE EXTRACTS ON PUBLIC FINANCE
By ADOLPH WAGNER
Translated from German by Nancy Cooke

I. THE NATURE OF THE FISCAL ECONOMY*

This is not the place to discuss** whether, when and how far the compulsory
acquisition of goods by the State may be justified. It suffices here to state
that it stems from the very nature of the State as a compulsory association,
in the same way as do its demands for compulsory personal services. This
justifies the State's compulsory acquisition of goods, and it occurs throughout
history. Its principal forms are taxation and expropriation. The compulsory
acquisition of goods by the State may be termed "public"; by contrast,
we speak of the State's "commercial" activities when it acquires revenue
by its own production or by contractual services against specific returns.
Public loans also belong to the latter category.
Commercial state revenues are historically older and originally predominated; but historical development has caused them, and more particularly
the State's own production revenues, to become much less important in all
modern European countries than compulsory acquisition. Accidents of
history, and particularly the fact that state domains · have often been lost or
diminished, are a partial explanation. But the chief reason is a necessary
consequence of two major developments in economic history. One of these
was the emergence of the legal concept of private ownership in the means
of production, especially land, and the actual transfer of most land and real
capital into private hands. The second development is the reversal of that
historical process: nowadays more and more ground is being gained by another
great principle, which might be described as the transition from a form of
economic organization mainly along private lines to one of a more collective,
and more particularly compulsorily collective, character, as evidenced by
the increasing expansion of public and especially state activities.
Whether the goods are acquired by coercion or by "commercial" activities, the State must conduct its own (income) economy if it is to have the
means with which to pay labour or acquire goods to be used directly in the
performance of public services. This holds generally for central and lowerlevel government alike.
The fiscal economy or public budget comprises those economic activities
which the State must carry out to obtain and use the resources or funds which
it needs to supply its services. If the State itself is considered as an economic
unit,· the fiscal economy may be considered a department thereof.
* Extracts from Finanzwisst~~sch'!ft, Part I, Third edition, Leipzig 1883, pp. 4-16, 69-76.

While the material is presented continuously,. all footnotes, all passages appearing in small print, and
related other passages have been onfitted.
** The diswssion in Wagnds CruudlrJ"'~~. Vol. 1., § 10, 11,' pp. 156-59, is in historical terms and
consists of an elaboration of the "law of the increasing expansion of public activities", mentioned here
at the end of section I. Ed.
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To discharge its tasks as an organization for production, the State needs
a certain amount of "economic goods" (personal services, labour and goods,
and in a money economy, money). These represent the requirements of
the State. If we ~o~ceive of the fiscal e~onomy as a consumption or expenditure economy d1stmct from the State, It has to provide for that part of state
~equirements w~ch consists of goo~s or ~oney destined to be paid out
m wages or sala~1es, or to be used directly m public services, or to acquire
other goods. Th1~ part of the total State requirements may specifically be
called fiscal re~UJrements. In a money economy they consist mostly of
monetary reqUirements and appear on the books as state expenditure. To
meet th: fiscal nc~ds, or to cover state expenditure, the fiscal economy has
to function ~s an mcome ~r revenue economy. Its income appears as state
revenue. Th1s double function of consumption and income economy is the
·
substance of the fiscal economy.
The special nature of the fiscal economy is determined by its functi
which is to ~rovide the ~~ate, as the highest form of compulsory collec::;
~conomy, With ~he reqwSJte income (goods or money) and to implement
Its use. The specific character of both the consumption and the income sides
~f the fiscal economy arises nec_essarily from this fact. This is of primary
Importance for a grasp of the science of public fmance.
. The s~ecial character of the fiscal economy, as we have said, derives from
Its functiOn of serving public bodies, especially the State The nature and
.
ul" . . f h fi 1
p~c 1ant1es o t e 1sca economy, its resemblance to and difference from other
kmds of economic organization, may here be considered in the following points.
I: The fiscal economy is an economic unit. Its subject is the government
which acts for the State.
As _an economic ~t, it resembles other economic units in many particulars,
espec~ally wherev:r It operates entirely or mainly according to the principles
of pnvate enterpns~ and produces goods and services, but more particularly
g~o~s, for ~restncted sale on the market-e.g. in farming, forestry or
mi~n~. o this cxte~t the theory of public finance is contained in the theory
of Individual or pnvatc en_terprise. Strictly speaking, the fiscal economy
~oses a proble~ for the science of public finance only where differences
m the econo_mic process result, be it in the general operation of the public
economy or ~ ~hat of specific parts, such as state agriculture, forests or mines.
J:Iowevcr, th1s IS mostly th~c case and indeed the differences arc often con· ··
· I"
siderable. If the State assumes new or retains old "
commercia acttvJtlcs
.
. .
and the r
P ope~ty pc~tatruhg thereto, It hardly ever docs so for purely financial
re~sons. Considerations of a general economic kind, or social or political
rc~ons arc usually and sometimes decisively involved. Hence administration
an management, too, arc influenced by these same considerations.
Any government. as the executive and administrative organ of the fiscal
1·
b"
economy-and particularly h
w en su ~ect to par Jamcntary financial control

!
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in a constitutional State-is inherently a complex unit. The government
itself has to be artificially formed as a unit, and hence also its policies. In
turn, these latter can only be translated into action through a whole apparatus
of authorities and individuals. The ftscal economy therefore resembles all
those economic units whose management and administrative subject, in the
legal and economic sense, is a juridical person-i.e. other public economic
units and such private units as associations and companies, especially joint
stock companies.
II. As in other state activities, the personnel of the fiscal economy consists
of officials. The numerous "workers" forming part of this complicated
bureaucracy have generally no personal interest in the outcome, or the
quantity and quality of the product. In this respect to~, ther~ are differ:nces
and similarities between the fiscal economy and vanous kinds of pnvate
business. These are important for the theory and practice of public
fmance.
Compared with an owner-manager running his own business, the fiscal
economy of the State inevitably suffers from the disadvantages of all economic
units which must work with such a bureaucracy. In this, the fiscal economy
is more or less in the same position as other collective economic units and,
in business, particularly joint stock companies. "The fiscal service has to
be divided into several branches, and direction at the top becomes very
difficult. The person ultimately responsible for the whole of the fiscal economy
can get decisions implemented only through a chain of intermediaries_; he
cannot personally supervise the lower officials and has to rely on the wntten
word to know what they are doing and to give them instructions. The
resulting cumbersomeness and clumsiness of the public economy have t~e
inevitable consequence that a great many things have to be done othe~1se
than in private enterprise."! The almost inevitable result is a lower wor~g
efficiency. At the present time the simple private firm has a natural economic
and technical superiority in the ordinary business of farming, manufacture
and commerce, compared with undertakings run by the State or local
authorities, etc., whose officials have no personal stake in the business and
who are moreover hampered by unavoidable controls. This is all the more
so where for reasons to be discussed below, it is in the nature of things
impossibl~ to gi~e· the official any share in the outcome, or where the di_g~ty
of his office makes it undesirable to do so; that is, in fact, in the maJOrity
.
of state activities proper.
On the other hand, the State has two advantages over those other economic
units, particula~ly those private businesses, which must als~ be run ~y a
bureaucracy. One advantage is economically and more espectall~ fmanCJally
important : the State has other means than money to reward Its servants,
namely honours such as rank, titlet, decorations, etc. The second advantage
' H. Rau, FinQnz wisstttschafi, Vol. I, § 8.
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is/hat the civil service can be given a better standing than any other b d
0
employees, let alone private ones: greater security of £i:c
d b0 y
0
prospect f
·
f
h
b
rtce
an
s o. promotion o. .t e a. lest men to gradually better pay and hi etter
her
d
an more Important posrtlons. As an employer the State ·
f: 1g
alone in doing this, and only the large self-go~erning bod'lS so ar a most
with It,
. and th
en not to t he same extent. Thanks t hi res can compare
often has at its disposal a quite exceptionally com 0 t ~ srtem, the State
and, at equal salaries, a more efficient one than pebten; 0 dY of employees
can e IOWl anywhere else.
III. The fiscal economy furnishes a fwtd f
d (
.
.
0
State, in its role as a compulsory collecti
goo s · money) With which the
to it, principally the.provision of non-ve ec~nfmy,dfulfils the tasks entrusted
tutions" and services If the State and n;;te~~goo s such as "public instione economic whole~ we can speak / ~ rs tono~y are conceived as
0
non-material goods.
t e trans ormatton of material into

co:~:um;e:~ ~:~~s p::~a~~d!~pensa~le

to the. whole economic life of the
State, the State itsel£ and th fion~mrc enterpnse; hence the services of the
in its consumption ~conomy)e rsca ebconomyd(the latter more particularly
. h
e regar ed as emin tl
d .
m t e economic sense. But it ismust
ve difficul
. en y pro uctrve
to the technical productivity of ind%dual t to a~~ute an exact value
of their economic productivity. For in th state ac~vr~es, to say nothing
very nature of the State as a colle ti
e great ~Jonty of cases, by the
cannot be iridividually sold r . .c ve eco~omy, Its products and services
£i
.
, IOr Instance m the p · · 1
I
Wlctrons, the rnaintenance of
I
d d
rmcrpa rea m of state
State even more than in oth aw an or er (t~e. armed forces). In the
palities) there rules the prin~;l con;pulsoryl assocratrons (including municiof collective production is not co:eo len~ra ~om~ensation only. The cost
to the principle of specific servr"c re d' as rn t ebpn~ate economy, according
ut rs co
d ·
unilatera11y determined by the Ste tan return
.h
'
vere m a manner
individual for his benefits fro
~;· Wit _out separately accowtting to the
the State (and similarly other~ pu ~c servrces. E~cn ~ the few cases where
palities) requires payment (fc o)mfip soryh economrc uruts, especially munici. t he charge
· ·
servrce,
is not detees . rom
d t e individual _recrprent
of a pu blie
it is fixed by the State and is ~~mm~l' as a~e o~her pnces, by competition;
as would be the case in the rna;~:. y not ase only on cost considerations
In business, the sale of output renews the
"tal
and thus provides the means £
. dcapt advanced for production
. h
or contmue productio . th S
rarse
t e required means in anoth
n' e tate has to
that the fiscal economy lacks th erd m_anndelr, namely by taxation. It follows
.
c-a mute y sometim d
.
d .
of contmw.ng profitability b which
th
.
es ecepuve
-yar strck
its technical, business and e~en
e ~nvatedeco?~my commonly measures
stick, the fiscal economy also 1 econo~ p~o ucuvrty. But with this yard.
oses an errectrve check 0
·
the rmp
1ementation of th
. .
n pro ductron
and on
e economr.c pnncrple
.
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IV. The life of the· State is presumed to have unlimited duration. If, in
the course ofhistory, one State vanishes, its successor takes its place. Therefore
the State can embark on transactions from which individual business is
precluded by the very limitations on its .life. One point is important for
public debt policy: strictly speaking, only the State can and may contract
perpetual debts.
V. The final and most essential difference between private and public
economy lies in the significance of the State in the life of the nation and
in the State's sovereign position in and above the economic life of the people.
The nature and extent of state activities must be directed towards the
fulfilment of objectives which are recognized as proper and determined
in accordance with the interests of the people. In this respect the State and
hence also its fiscal economy are outside. the competitive market. Thanks
to its sovereignty, the State is free to defme its own tasks, the manner of
their discharge and thus t~e amount and kind of services to be provided
for the people, without reference to their demand for these services. The
State can carry out these tasks thanks to its fiscal supremacy or power, i.e.
its sovereignty in the specific field of raising income. The State can acquire
the necessary income by compulsory means, without having to produce
any specific benefit in return. This compulsory acquisition, particularly by
means of general taxa~on, is the characteristic method by which the State,
as the highest form of compulsory collective economy, acquires command
over resources, in our economy of private enterprise in which the whole
national income and wealth are split into individual incomes and properties.
It is not the business of the theory of public finance to' defme the principles
and criteria by which to determine the field of state action in general and
of the separate activities by which the purposes of the State are implemented.
These principles belong rather to political theory and public administration,
and in so far as the State functions as a compulsory collective economy, to
general economic theory.
Because of the inevitable connection between fiscal requirements and state
activity, the science of public fmance must stipulate three conditions for
the determination of both: 1) the organization of effective and independent
fiscal control; 2) the observance of the principle of economy; and 3) a proper
balance between fiscal needs and national income.
1) Effective fiscal control by Parliament is required so that the extent and
content of the State's activities and thereby its fiscal requirements be correctly
and economically determined. To this end the determination of the budget
by constitutional processes offers the-at least relatively-best guarantee.
In some respects, the government and Parliament represent the two sides
of a business transaction, the government assuming the role of supplier and
Parliament that of demander for state services. The judgement of each as
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regards the value and cost of state serv
ices may easily be different; the gov ernmen t may overestimate the value, i.e.
the advantages accruing to the people
and commtmity from public services
, and underestimate the cost, i.e. the
sacrifices entailed by taxation (and its
attendant nuisance). And similarly the
othe r way round.
Admittedly Parliament, under the influ
ence of short-sighted public opinion,
is likely to make mistakes in the opp
osite direction from those of the gov
ernment. To curry public favour, Parliam
ent may demand reductions and pett
y
economies, for example in the armed
forces. Nevertheless there is a strong
probability that some compromise
will be reached by bargaining betw
een
the government and Parliament. Suc
h compromise wou ld seem to be the best
kno wn way of safeguarding the inte
rests of both the State and the peo
ple
relative to the determination of the
State's activity and the expenses ther
eby
required, and the best way to get the
principles of economy duly respecte
d.
The guiding principle in examining
each case must be: every state activity
or form of state activity, and thus eve
ry expenditure, is to be rejected whi
ch
imposes on the community a sacrifice
exceeding the usefulness or value to
the com mun ity of the correspondin
g state service (absolute criterion for
rejection).; or, if the same service can
be performed equally well but at less
cost
by private persons, associations or
other public organs like mwucipaliti
es
(relative criterion for rejection).2 In the
absolute State there is a greater danger
of an ihcorrect delimitation of state acti
vities and of extravagance; however,
even here some kind of checks and
controls can be created, for exampl
e
thro ugh a State Council or thro ugh
the proper relationship between the
Ministry of Finance and other ministri
es. The Prussian financial administrati
on
was econonucal and highly efficient eve
n during the time of absolute monarch
y.
The value and cost of state services in
general and in particular are admitted
ly
difficult to determine. In view of
the non-material nature of most pub
lic
services and the impossibility of sup
plying them by sale, it is not feasible
to estimate their exchange value at
all ; and even their use value can only
be very roughly calculated. Even the
costs are very difficult to establish
precisely, because the numerous join
t expenditure items (such as the cost
of general administration, interest on
the national debt, the costs of tax collection) can never be allocated corr
ectly to the separate services. Howeve
r,
in practice this task is made easier
by the fact that the bulk of tradition
al
services is never seriously questioned
; value and cost have to be conside
red
only whe n some existing state activity
is to be discontinued or some new
one undertaken.
2) The principle of economy used to be
considered as the main rule in
the fiscal, as in every other econom
y. But this well-intentioned concep
t,
which Rau , too, shared, is not tena
ble in such absolute form, given the
dependence of the nation's who le eco
nomic life on the State. This principl
e
can never have absolute, but only rela
tive validity; it may never imply the
2 Cf. Schlfile,
Gmm us System dn mnt.llhllchtn Wirts
thaft, second edition, § 215, 216.
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absolute rejection or' any expenditur
e. This depends upo n the purpose
for
which it is incurred and hence on the
public service to he fmanced by such
expenditure. Thr ift can never be the
guiding principle of state affairs, but
is only a rule of pru den ce-a dmi tted
ly often neglected in pra ctic e-w lllc
h
should be taken for granted in the imp
lementation of the economic principl
e
in the state household, as in every
othe r business.
3) It is always a lllghly imp orta nt pos
tulate of c~rred bud~et policy, and
one wlllch the science of public finance
must emphasize, to consider the pro per
relationship between the fiscal requ
irements of the State, or other pub
lic
bodies, and the national income. But
it must be recognized at the outset
that the level of total state expend
iture cannot be determined in abstr
acto:
this is true of state expenditures in
general, or for a given State at a give
n
time; of the absolute amo unt of exp
enditure in terms of money or goo
ds,
and of its pro por tion to national inco
me. All e~rlier ~tt~mpts. to lay do:V
U
absolute figures of expenditure or to
define an upper hrrut of its proportion
to national income, have always mis
carried. These attempts are based on
a
false, superficial and mechanical con
ception of the rel~tio~ship of the Stat
e
to the national economy, instead
of on a proper orgamc VieW.
It must be emphasized that in conside
ring the absolute an~ relative level
of expenditure for any public service,
neither its cos~ nor its value ~l~ne
must be taken into account, but bot
h together. Neither purely politica
l
considerations deriving from the natu
re of the State, nor purely and exclusiv
ely
private economic considerations must
be all~wed decisive w:i ght. 'J_'he following may be taken as a rule: State
expenditure may b~ lllgher, i~ abso
l.ute
terms and as a percentage of national
income, in prop~rtton ~s t~e immedl~te
economic value (taken in the widest
sense) of a pubhc service iS greater,
its
contribution to general productivity
greater as well as the "fre e" nationa
l
income (i.e. in Roscher's sense that
part of national income wlllch is left
after the satisfaction of the people's
essential material needs), and finally,
in proportion as the part of state reve
nue derived from sources other than
taxation, i.e. from the State's private
business activities, is larger.
The question of the relation of public
expenditure to national income may
also be formulated as follows: should
public expenditure he allowed to become
so high that the requisite taxation
becomes an oppressive burden on
the
people? This means that normal consum
ption must diminish, and even mor e
so normal saving must fall or even
cease.
The question is to be answered in the
affirmative in the case of a temporary
natir.mal emergency, if the high expend
iture holds out the prospect of success
and if a given concrete State deserves
to be preserved. The question is to
he answered in the negative, at any
rate theo reti call y-h owe ver hard this
may he for the interested parties, espe
cially the politicians con cer ned -wh en
these conditions arc not fulfilled and
the situation of oppressive taxation
is
likely to become permanent. This is
often the case in States which are on
the
decline.
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There is thus a proportion between br
.
which may not be permanent!
pu IC expenditure and national income
that there must be some sort o~ b~:~:?red. T?is . o~y ~onfirms the rule
satisfaction of his various needs F . h 1n the tndlvldual s outlays for the
ments covered by taxation fi~uror m t c as~_resort~ the State's fiscal requireof the private citizen.
e as expen lture m the household budget
.
The "law of increasing expansion of bl.
becomes for the fiscal economy th 1 pu t·han~ partt~ularly state, activities"
e. aw o t e mcreasmg expansion of fiscal
requirements. Both "the State's
those of local authorities
hreqwdre~~nts grow and, often even more so
' wRen atlmmtstration
· decentra1·tzed and local'
government well organized
h
IS
G
.
. ecen y t ere has bee
kd .
ermany m the fiscal requirements of muni . . . n a ~r e mcrease in
That law is the result of
.. I b
~~p~tttes, espectaHy urban ones.
empmca o servat10n m
·
·
1east m
our Western European . ili .
.
progressive countries at
cause is the pressure for social pr:tv zattdonh; ltS explanation, justification ~d
s h
f .
gress an t e resulting ch
. h 1
~ eres o pnvate and public econom
.all
angcs m t e re ative
Fmancial stringency may hamp
espect .Y compulsory public economy.
their extent to be conditioned b er t e expansiOn of State activities, causing
as is more usual. But in the 1
y rethvendue. rather than the other way roun(i
ong run e estre for dev 1
f
'
.11
1
. 1 d·r.c e ?Pment o a progressive
peop e Wl always overcome these fi
tnancta tmculttes.

h'

II. THE BASIC
1) The Purpose of Taxation

PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION*

Thus far we have dealt with the historical d 1
have considered it as a techni I
f
_eve opment of taxation. We
of public bodies, or of help::g %eans o cohvermg the fmancial requirements
of
N
cover t em together with h
ot er sources
. revenue. ow the question arises wh th hi "
ts the sole purpose of taxation and whe~e;r t s. pu:ely fmancial" purpose
other words, is taxation to b
taxatton ts to be so defmed fu
there indeed a purely ftnancial e conceptfually ~mited to this purpose, and is
thi h b
concept o taxatton> With
fc
s. as een the general view in the lit
.
very ew exceptions,
subJe~t. In this work I have pro ound d ~:~ure, theory ~d praGtice of the
the third edition ofvolume 1, § ~7 20; a ad ~ e~ent co~~eptton (see particularly
Besides the "purely ftnancial" ~
d~ t e trst edttton of volume 2, § 329).
t d. .
.h
' lmme tate purpose of ta .
. .
o 1stmgws a second purpose hi h b
xatton, tt 1s possible
1
Taxation can become a regulat~ ~ c .e ohngs .to ~e realm of social policy.
g ractor m t e dtstnbuti
f
. na1 .
and weaIt h , generally by mod· fy ·
h
on o natto mcome
competition. I stand firmly b tthi~~o:ce d~stributi~n brought about by free .
even go further now and s y ha hi eptlon, agamst all polemics. I should
d d
.
ay t t t s second regul t
a. ory purpose can be
exten e to mterference with the uses f . .' .
The statement of this second P
I od mdtvldual mcomes and wealth.
urpose ea s to an extended, or if preferred
* Extracts fro 1 p·
·
'

299-305.
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tnanzwmenschaft, Part II, second, revised, edition, Leipzig 1890

• pp.

207.
-208,
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second concept of taxation. This is a "social welfare"* concept besides
athe "pure1y fimana"al" o~~·.
.
In my view, the posstbtlity of such a soctal welfare purpose and concept
cannot be disputed, nor can its actual past and present existence, even though
it be disapproved. The only controversial issue can be whether, how, to
what extent and in what conditions such a purpose can be justified or indeed
demanded; similarly, not whether it can exist, but whether it may, should
and must. These are no longer questions of theoretical definition and analysis;
they belong to the realm of fiscal and tax policy, and of economic and social
policy.
Those who persist in limiting taxation and its concept to the purpose of
covering public expenditure, come up against yet other occurrences in the
history of taxation. Certain imposts, such as protective tariffs, were not
established for fmancial reasons and they could, strictly spealcing, then not
be recognized as taxation, at any rate in those cases (as for instance now in
the United States) where the yield of such imposts is neither needed nor,
in part, used to cover budgetary requirements. Protective duties theoretically
do not, or only incidentally, serve to cover fiscal requirements, and in practice
it is the same. But they are taxes nevertheless, in the wider meaning (levy
or impost, both pertinent words) as well as in the narrower sense.
Moreover, it is obvious that taxation does in fact frequently exercise a
"social welfare" influence on the distribution of national income and wealth.
In altering this distribution, taxation sometimes favours the upper classes (in
all cases where these classes enjoy tax privileges or where taxation is actually
"inversely progressive", like many consumption and transfer taxes and
certain direct taxes, such as licences of various sorts), and sometimes it favours
the lower classes (tax privileges such as exemption or reduction through
progressive or even degressive rates of income tax, property tax and death
duties-most frequently in the latter two cases). This effect of taxation is
sometimes unintentional but tolerated, sometimes intentional and deliberate.
In the latter case it is the practical result of a "social welfare purpose" in
taxation. The redistribution of national income in favour of the lower classes
is a conscious aim of modem social policy; the earlier practice of taxation
in favour of the upper classes worked in the opposite direction but still
represented regulatory interference with the distribution of national income,
even though this was not always recognized. Whoever denies this redistributive
purpose of taxation as a purpose distinct from the fmancial one, must logically
refuse to admit as taxes all those which in fact do have such a regulatory
effect-or, to be more accurate, that part or dement in such taxes of which
this is true-at least where the redistributive function is known or indeed
intended.
* Wagner's contemporaJ;ies, such as Dastable and Seligman, used the more literal translation of "sociopolitical" for sozialpolitisth. To present readen, the term "SQ(,ial welfare" will be more indicative of what
Wagner had in mind. Ed.
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. Similarly, taxes deliberately
designed to modify the spendi
ng of individual
mcomes do not or do not onl
y serve to raise revenue, and
their fmancial
purpose is therefore insufficient
for their defmition. A second
purpose must
be pres.umed. Examples are con
sumption taxes so high that an
arti
cle becomes
expenst~e enou~h to re~uce
its consumption (e.g. brandy),
or taxes designed
to provtde spectal servtces for
the taxpayer, e.g. workers' ins
urance.
2) The Significance of the Basic Prin
ciples of Taxation
It is the task of the science of
public fmance to formulate cer
tain basic
~rinciples .as a standard for
the tax system. These principles
are then translated
mto practtcal postulates in tax
policy and technique . Tw o con
siderations must
be borne in mind: first and for
emost, the fiscal requirements
of the State
as well as of other public bod
ies (municipalities), and second
ly
the interests
of the taxpayers. It follows tha
t the scientific deduction of the
se principles
must primarily proceed from
the nature of the fiscal econom
y and secondly
from the effect of taxation on
the people.
Bu t such principles cannot alw
ays be regarded as absolute eve
n in theory.
Many o_f them are relative in
time and place; they depend
upo
n cultural,
~co~orruc and t~c~cal con
ditions, upon current public
opinion, ideals of
JUSttce and co~st1tut1onallaw. If
these change, the principles oftax
ation change
too ; they are m part not purely
logical categories, but historical
ones. Science
has not always been sufficiently
aware of this.
Moreover, no single principle
of taxation can ever be decisiv
e in itsel£
The various principles are all
relevant to any one problem
of taxation. It
follows that generally a princip
le needs to be modified when
it is applied.
Theory should be mindful of
this and should admit a priori
that such modific~tion is legitimate and
indeed inevitable, though it rem
ains to be proved
so m the concrete case. It follow
s further that the basic princip
les of taxation
generally possess only relative
validity. The science of public
fma
nce has not
alwa~s ~efrained from
being too absolute in its pos
tulates, it has become
doctrmatre and has thereby for
feited the practical influence wh
ich it should
and could have exercised.
Certain principles are so patent
ly inherent in the very nature
of taxation
and so o~vious ~ its kno wn
effects, that they have never bee
n totally disre?arded. m practice, even before
they had been deduced as an exp
licit standard
wtth w~ch tax practice attemp
ted to comply more rigorously
. As the science
of pubhc fmance developed, the
se principles have been more pre
cisely formulated and more sharply defme
d, their causation better explain
ed and their
conte~ts better understoo
d. It is the task of theory to ma
ke
further progress
on this road. Thereby, these prin
ciples have become and are bec
oming still
m?r~ useful a.s practical
guidance. Th ey are the standa
rd by which to assess
extsttng ~ra~ttces, i.e. actual tax
legislation and its effect on the
population.
. Th e prmct~les themselves mu
st, however, constantly be re-e
xam
ined in the
light of practtce, to see whether
they prove true and feasible. On
ly thus can
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rof
there be a P itable interchange between theory and practice, and only thu
s
can the science of public finance bes hi
.
d
f
.
t ac tve ~s
seco
_n
p:p
ose ~ se~g
ractice by formulating the bas
ic
P
must be modest in its claim for p~inci~ es o ultaxatlOn. l utda~am sc1e ~ce
seemg
· the various principles often 1ts P?st ates trd~ns ate mto rea ttyd.
reqwre contra tctory measures
In pracuce,
an
the obstacles are great. So the
.
principles which t he scte
nce ? f publ'1~ £imance
establishes can be no more tha
n an ideal, to ~e approached m
practlce as far
'ble
as possl . Just how far this will prove feastble often docs not dep
end on
fiscal factors proper, such as the
h
tax ~ystem itsel~, the kind of tax
th d
es:
of levying them, etc., but upo
n gtven technical, cultural and t .e .me o s
Jurldtcal conditions.
These qualifications do not inv
.
· ·
· ·
alidate the baste
prmct~les o f taxatto
· ·t permissible to deduce tha
n, nor
t divergence from them lS har
tSl
mle
ss,
bec
ause
often unavoidable. All that the
·
k
se qualifications do_ 1s
.
to ta e cog~
the fact that given conditions
ce o f
are always a contrtbutory, ~d
somettmes a
decisive, factor. Th e theory of
public fmance and more especta
lly
tax theory
has not always done so sufficient
ly.
3) An Outline of the Basic Principles
of Taxation
Th e basic principles of taxatio
.
n and the practical postula~es
of tax pohcy
are set out below. They are nin
e in number and fall naturally mto
four groups.
I. Financial Principles:
1. Adequacy of yield.
2. Flexibility of taxation.
II. Economic principles:
3 Choice of correct sources of
. .
taxation, i.-e. especially examm
atton of
. the question whether taxes sho
uld be levied'~n individual and
. national
income only or also on individ
ual and nauonal wealth (capt~
l), and
whether and ho w far a distinction
must be made~hetween the mte
rests
of the individual and the nation
al economy.
4. Choice of the kind of tax,
in the light of. the effect of tax
ati?n ~d of
different kinds of taxes on the
taxpayers, and general exarrunat
ton of
the problem of tax shifting.
III. Principles of justice, or of
the equitable distribution of tax
ation:
5. Universality, and
6. Equality of taxation.
IV. Principles of tax adminis
tration (or principles of the
adrninistrative
efftciency of the tax system) :
7. Determinacy of taxation.
8. Convenience.
9. Effort to ensure the lowest
possible collection costs.
Th e fmancial principles derive
from the requirements of the fisc
al econo~'J:'·
It is not usual to put them am
ong the basic principles of tax
ation, but tt 15
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bo th proper and essen
l so to . indeed th
an d espec
ially above thtia
e principldo
fina
es' f . . ey should
h
nl
me at the very to p
nee as o y been co
Stice. Generally co
ncerned wiothJUth
th .
1
of tax administration.
.
, . e science o f public
These correspond ;: e
atter p~ctples and wi
by Adam Smith. Th e
those
principles of . usti d
essen~e wtth th~ rules laith
of the tax burden am on
d do wn
g the peoplJ S c~
wt th the .eqw~ble dis
also deal wi th the eff
tribution
ects of tax ati :n ~ ~
e ec_onomtc pnnciples,
even m or e important
bu t they
beca
.
n e nauonal econom
as we as of the indivi•
us
e
It
y,
co
an
nc
d
ern
th at is
s
th
e
int
. .
on thell concept and pudual Th
erests o f t he commun
rpo~
ity
pnn~Iples of tax administratio
standards for the tax
n are founded
sy
st
e~
o
d~
a~
on land co ibute to the de
Th
. .
finition of
an Its rmp ementatntr
.
e
ion
pn
nc
ipl
es
wh
ich are here set
IS particularly true of
the thre
. ~u: are to some· ex
economy in the cost of
tent axiomatic. This
tax co;e~~ct~~ o~
d~
and nature of taxation
te
r~
na
cy, convenience, and
they are self. . 'd ey
·
~nt
•
hve
dir
ec
tly from the concept
s
IS
-e
no
vt
t
ne
en
ce
t
WI ou t
ssarily so of the P · .
Th·i ·
· · r.
re qw nn g ru
nn ciples o f uru.versality
oprmons on_ wh at is "ju
d ua1irther pr oo f
local, changmg wi th th st" are no t absolute and
an eq ty, because·
e cultural and 1
general, .bu t temporary
wo rld wi th its natio
l sense of ersoU:f~!bpa
and.
tt
er
n
howeve~, these tw o na
of
~o.
cie
ty.
In
th
e
mo
principles, t~o tak I
de rn
erty and CIVIC {p~litica
automatically from th
l)
eq
ua
e conce t of ,
lity,
e on the na~e o~ ax
It is natural that these
toms, following
p . .Pl r~~lll\1 an
d polittcalliberty and
liber~ political era. Theirn;::~r~~:
equality.
ce
o
in
thhave acco~panie~ th
and m practice to o the
e
bi
rth
y graduall
of the
. d eory was Immedia
To present and formula
te {Adam Smith)
t th Y g~me ~round
B . .
ut tt IS no t enough pa e ese axtomattc princ and incisiveness.
rticul
ipl
d
.f th
difficulty only be
ul
.
g~ in
ar1y lh e~ry IS to be es an post ates is easy.
.
a
gu
ide
for practice. Th e
so Simple principles an earnest w en It comes t0 .
. th
d postul t
if necessary explaini
.
giv
mg ese theoretically
ng the
~ es ~ prectse content, to
m , w en ey
fming th
are to be realizedde
in practice.em and

et

f

. .
III. JUSTICE IN TA X
DI ST RI BU TI ON *
. Oprmon as to wh at
co
ns
tit
m practice, depends en
utes ". ust"
.
wealth is viewed. This tirely on h Jth ~x~tton~ ~d :'h at
this
distrib . o~ e ext_st
mg distnbutton of inc involves
la w of free competitio
ome and
n in th utton m t~ I_
s the outcome of the
liberty, predominant
prevailing
th ou gh ::ste~ o_ pn
v~te enterprise, that is, perso
of production, land an
nal
d capital exdcfrusivde pn
va te ownership of th
• an
ee om of
e
me
ans
contract.
A. W ho ev er accepts thi
ju st one, like the libera s s ste
l eco~oO::~r~ond1t . .
lonally right an~ as the only
Adam Smi~, must log
ica
wealth, which is the res lly regard the e~~ool_ of . the . physt~at
s an
ult of th i
g distnbunon of m co d of
s system, as th e on
ly right andJ. ust distrime
* Exuacu from Fi----·.1·---'-..r.
b u·and
..... ... w ......"'" "!''
• Part D' second revised
cdinon
· , Lei.pzig 1890, pp.
38 t-8 7. u on.
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'fh e more astute think
ers of this school have
indeed drawn this co
and have formulated
nclusion
it
pre
cis
ely
.
For those wh o are of
this opinion the existing
distribution of income
wealth is a matter open
and
to no further discussion
, bu t one to be accepte
all its economic and socia
d wi th
l consequences. On e
of these consequences
one and the same ex
is th at
penditure imposes a
differ ent bu rden or sac
persons of differen t inc
rif
tce
on
omes or sources of inc
ome, and generally in
economic circumstance
different
s; and inversely, th at
the different persons'
pay one and the same
ability to
expenditu re varies acco
rding to their econom
ic
circumstaFo
nces.
r taXation, the conseque
nce is that little or no
in this right and just
alteration should be ma
distribution of income
de
and wealth; that is to
naturally something w
say, since
ill be taken from everyon~
by taxation, no shift sh
occur in the relative
ould
posit
will therefore be strictly ion of individual incomes and wealth. Taxation
limited to covering th
e ftnancial requiremen
the budget, and the
afore-mentioned "socia
ts of
l
we
lfare" purpose, which
been justifted in this
has
wo rk , will be rejected
Th e consequences of
.
this point of view for
the conception of "ju
taXation, and for the
stice" in
postulates of universa
lity and equality, are
essentially
and briefly the followi
.
1) Universality is takng
en literally . In particu
lar, every citizen of th
is taxable, in principle,
e country
whether his income be
large or small, labour
income. There is no ex
or re nt
em
2) Equality is conceivedption of m in im um subsistence incomes .
as "equal proportion
of taxation to incom
i.e. in principle every
e" ,
on e should pay the
same proportion of his
in taXation. Th is m ea
ns "proportional taXati
income
on", or the same perce
all incomes, and theref
ntage on
or e rejection of "pro
gressive taxation" (h
rates on higher income
igher taX
s). It also means equal
taxation of earned and
incomes ; existing priva
investment
te wealth and capital are
spared, taxation being
limited
to income alone.
These indications may
sufftce in the present
context to characteriz
of taXation which, by
e a view
contrast to the one de
scribed next, m ay be
purely fmancial or fts
ca
lled the
cal, or perhaps indivi
dualistic view. Th e jus
conclusions as to the
tice of the
universality and equa
lity of taXation is unass
the premises be granted
ailable, if
: namely that the dis
tribution of income an
in the system of priva
d wealth
te enterprise and free
competition is right
Th e conclusions stand
an
d just.
and fall wi th these pre
mises.
B. However, these pre
mises cannot be accepte
d as correct, at any rat
in the generalized fo rm
e no t
in which they are pr
esented by liberal econ
Hence it is also wr on g
omics.
to conclude, as a general
principle, th at the distri
of income and property
bution
and the relative order
of private income and
are sacrosanct and th at
pr
op
taxation must no t interf
erty
ere wi th them. It is leg
nay essential, to estab
itimate,
lish a second criterion
of taXation beside th
e purely
c
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fmancial one: a criterion of social welf
are, by virtue of which taxation is not
merely a means of raising revenue, but
at the same time intervenes to imp rove
the distribution of income and wealth
resulting from free competition.
The consequences of this poin t of view
for the postulates of universality
and equality of taxation are, in essence,
the following.
1) Universality is not taken literally, not
even for the actual citizens of
the country. Persons with very low
inco mes, particularly earned incomes,
can be exempted from taxation altogeth
er, or from specific taxes, such as
direct income tax. (The social requirem
ent of a tax-free subsistence minimum.)
In contrast to the purely financial poin
t of view, tax exemption is here not
merely an obvious way of compensatin
g for other, higher taxes; it is justified
in itself as a means of lightening the econ
omic burden of the poo r and taxing
them relatively less than the wealthie
r groups.
2) Equality is taken as meaning "taxatio
n as far as possible according to
economic capacity". Since the latter
rises mor e steeply than income and
wealth in absolute terms, there shou
ld be progressive taxation of higher
incomes (i.e. taxes rising mor e steeply
than income) , and purely proportional
taxation is rejected . Equality in this sens
e means that income from land and
investment, or briefly prop erty income,
is to be mor e highly taxed than
earned income. This may again requ
ire progressive taxation, differentiated
by source of income; or taxes supplementa
ry to ordinary taxation, particularly
to ordinary income tax- such as luxury
taxes or general prop erty or capital
taxes, the latter in the tirst place in the
form of sur-tax on income. Further,
this point of view implies special taxe
s, or a general tax system, placing an
extra levy on chance gains, windfall
profits, etc., which do not represent
personal economic earnings (certain taxe
s on prop erty transfers, stock exchange
transactions, etc.).
Finally, serious consideration may be give
n to prop erty and capital levies,
which do not fall only upon income. Inhe
ritance tax is such a levy.
The science of public fmance is not
the place to develop the principles
justifying such a social welfare purpose
of taxation, or the practical consequences for a tax system which is ''jus
t" from this point of view. Such
justiftcation belongs to the fundamental
part of political or social economy.
For the present discussion of "justice
" in taxation or, mor e accurately,
in the distribution of taxes, one spec
ial poin t needs to be retained. The re
exists a ''jus t" taxation both from the
purely fmancial and from the social
welfare poin t of view -on ly it means
something very different in the two
cases. A great man y imp orta nt controve
rsial issues wou ld have become much
simpler if this had been recognized. The
two points of view imp ly two different
tax syst~s, but each of them is internal
ly consistent, logically rigorous and
rational, and corresponds to the respectiv
e concept of justice.
Our period being one whi ch emphasizes
the political rights of the citizen,
the purely fmancial poin t of view predomi
nates in the tax systems and theories
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f the more advanced countn.es· But it is beginning to lose its exclusive
.
c
.
f mod em tax systems are clearly
hol d Some reatu
0

contradtctory to 1t.
. , .
·
the answer to wha t constitutes....JUSttc:
1.n ·taxa~10~
w~es tO differ from that which was valid in the
pen od of mdivtdualiS~IC
coli . al ri hts just as that period's answ
er differed from that of t~e earlier
0 1
~ : ~f th! gulld system. The whole concept of justi
ce changes and ts thereby
ay
ore revealed as an historical concept.
The greater these changes are,
on~e t : more consciously and clearly they are acce
pted by the peo~\. the
an
will be the changes in taxation and its distr
ibution, by w c to
greater
implement the postulates of universality d
ali · th
manner
an equ ty 111
e new
·
res o
·h these beginnin
gs,

CONTRIBUTION TO THE THEORY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
By MAFFEO PANTALEONI
Translated from Italian* by D. Bevan

I
In the. last .analysis it is Parliament which decides the dt'stn'b unon
· o f public
m
our
country.
Hence
the
study
of
the
all
n
'
ftl
expend tture
·1 bl
oca on o 1e b udgetary
. limi'ts-m
. dicates
fithun d s avat
.. a h e-as
Jd b well as of their amount Wl'thin cettam
e opnnon ~
y .r~: average intelligence comprised in Parliament on the
scale _of marginal utilities of the various expenditures.
.This statement ~y appear somewhat enigmatical to any reader not familiar
Wlth the econonuc theory of degree of utility, devdoped bv the late J
and by Leon Walras.
'
evans

II
It se:ms ~bvious that .the comparative degree of the marginal utilities of
te f:variOus~tems o~ public expenditure forms the criterion for its distribution
n ~ct, w en Parliament approves any one expenditure, it cannot fail ~
constder that, solon~ as tbe total amount of available funds remains unchan ed
many oth<:"'f expenditur_cs
were equally possible before the a
1U question, become impossible
pp oval IS ~lVCll, It lS therefore necessary to exercise a two-fold J·udgem t·
· · utt·uty ~ f t h e expenditure, whereby the latter is included
en ·
fir st on the m~c
:o~~ the foss•ble expcndttw:es.; and s~condly, on its utility compared witll
·
~ 0 . ot~er equally poSSlble expenditures, whereby the expenditure
m qucstton lS gtven prifermcc.
If the
. ch tha t every specific
. Jtem
.
of expenditure
that
. existing tax
. systems
. were su
1S ~very puhltc servl:e, was covered by a revenue deriving from a specifi~
::;: :~ ~llocatet exclu:ely to that e>..-penditure, the approval or rejection
si
. ltem ~ expen ture would be complicated by two further confrdera~o:;:, w_hich are to some extent parallel to 'the preceding ones The

w~ch
~f t~e par~c~ar exre~dlture

r~val
thcreafte/~cfore

t}~~t s~crifi~~c~~::~~crt the utility deriving from the expenditure ~ ~orth

1 al

.
e _ax causes the taxpayer-of whom Parliament is the
_eg .representattve : tlus consideration determines the . cl .
mcluston of th
.
m uston or non. h h th . e ta.x amongst the possible taxes. The second consideration
lS w et. er
e sacrifice caused by a specific tax, corresponding to a s ecific
expenditure, creates more or less utility than the sacrifice d t th P
correspo din
h
ue o o er taxes
n g to ot er expenditures; on the basis of this second criterion,

* "Contribute nlla teoria del ri arto delle
. ,,
.reprimcd .in: ~ffco Panralcon.i, Sc,J:ti •mr/1 di S:pc5c ,pubbliche ' R.:JSS<'grta ltnllarto, October 15, 1883;
The lmtona! exposition of the th .
Otl(lmur, Vol. I, Rome 1904. PP· 49-110.
L:lplace, I p. 5~3 has been o n.iU d c~ncs o~ Jc:vons and Walras, and of the theorems of Bernoulli ;uul
bken from the 1t..fu State R•~Jwacy •L~':_l~ ootnotes have bern omitted or abbreviated, ;and :m example
11
~
5 """ occn cut our.

the sp cific expenditure in question will be nwnbered among the preferable
ones, or excluded therefrom.l
In practice, however, the distribution df expenditure is not complicated
in this way by the question of revenue, because our fiscal system relies mainly
on general taxes rather than on fees. Leaving aside expenditure covered by
such specific revenue, the expenditure side of the budget, which represents
a certain total sum of satisfactions, or fulfument of needs, is set against the
tot.'ll sacrifice entailed by the tax bill. Total satisfaction must be worth at
least total sacrifice to the mind of the legislator, or, in other words, in the
opinion of the average intelligence of Parliament. This opinion may naturally
be more or less judicious as a result of the interplay of numerous factors,
not the lea t important of which is undoubtedly the composition ofParliamcnt,
since wise judgement is much less probable if the average intelligence is low
than if it is high.
Ill
Before going any further, I should like to make some observations on the
possibility of assessing d1e merits of the decisions made by the average
intelligence comprised in Parliament on the utility or otherwise of the
distribution of public expenditure and its total am.oWlt. At first sight it might
be argued that anyone who so set himself up as a judge and wished to establish
standards for the distribution of expenditure or amounts of revenue different
from those approved by Parliament must belong to one of three categories:
either he must be mentally the equal of that average intelligence, in which
case he could not arrive at a different judgement; or he m.ust be inferior
to it, in which case his'opinion would be Less reliable· or he must be superior
to it, which could not be proved. But on second thoughts we realize that,
besides the average intelligence represented by the votes of one particular
Parliament, there are other average intelligences which find expression in
other Parliaments. Provided therefore that account is taken of the varied
conditions in whicl1 Parliaments operate and that a judgement is formed
only on equal circumstances, the work of one Parliament can be assessed
by comparison with the work of others; or the national expenditure of
one country may be expressed as a percentage of that of another, due account
being taken of the respective national strengths. Moreover, parliamentary
decisions both on the total amount of taxation and on the distribution of
expenditure, materialize as facts which bring in their train a long sequence
of other facts. Most of these facts arc economic; some are of other social
kinds. On the strength of these facts, even the mind of a person of lesser
intelligence than the average in Parliamettt, can form a judgement on the
greater or lesser merits of parliamentary decisions, provided he remain
'I'1ili is the Slime as w~lras' problrm of maximum wnnt .Jatisfattioll where, in cmtditions of equilibrhun,
1
the m~rgina! utilitic.~ of all cxpeuditurc items must h~vc the same o:ati to the unit prices of the vJTious
meam of snthf~ction (Uon Walr~s. Euu/rs dt l'Eumcrule socialc, 1896. Lc~on 2.3. § 239. p. 73). I did no~
quote Wains in 1 83. be<:ause 1 lud not wtdcntood the scope: of lili doctrine: (1902).

within the sphere of legitimate induction and deduction from these facts or
results of Parliament's work. Furthermore, it is no Jess clear that the logical
coherence of the said Parliament's decisions can be tested by careful com- -..../
parison of one with the other. Finally, this same Parliament's opinions on
the greater or lesser expediency and usefulness of any particular expenditure
are founded-or, by hypothesis, should be fo unded-on legitimate deductions
from economic and political facts; these deductions can be corrected just as
an arithmetical calculation, except for the different degrees of difficulty in
the two operations. Without continuing these observations, which we shall
later have occasion to amplify somewhat, it seems to us that there can be
no further doubt about the legitimacy of an investigation into the criteria
which prevail in the distribution of public expenditure.

that t here is a case for engaging also future revenue2-in other
· -- '
ifi d t c-. ture
revenue,
.
r_;ginal utility is also worrh ·.the· m.argnJ.aJ
sacr tce ue o m
d
wor s, UUJi mar
·
f h d b b
taxes destined for the payment of the p nnopal and mterest o t e e t y
means of w hich the budget is temporarily balanccd.3 In su0 a ~~· ~ even
stricter choice between the various possible forms .f exp~ntb turc 1S mdicatcd.
I I t hcore l:l·cally • ne can i.tnaginc a case m w hich
amount
Al c1oug1,
'd the
· total
f 1
f ex enditure can be fixed independently of any const cra~lOll o c1C conof revenue4, a hypothesis of this kind has
practlcal
the fi rst assumption of revenue xceeding expendi ture, w hen t c sr:am
budget ;s relatively small, the poiDt ;s soon reached wh: r the ";.n6cc
.
·sm
·
g the excess revenue is greater than the satisfactton of HS cxpen ltu re.
f
o
r
al
· her bccause o f thc smaiJncss
This ftrst assumption can come true in two ways: Clt
.
of the expen diture or because of the largeness o~ t~e r~venhue. ::: the
th '
fact that expenditure is so small is an mdtcatton t ~t e sacr ce
case, c very
han h . tili
ulbn from the
of tax payment is considered greater t
·t e u ty res I g risf: .
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1) Revenue exceeds expenditure. In this case Parliament must decide
which is greater: the sacrifice which the exaction of the surplus imposes on
the tax-payers or the utility, i.e. the satisfactions, which would result from
the aiJocation of the surplus to further expenditures which appear preferable
in comparison with yet other less necessary ones. It goes without saying
that it is not enough to compare only the immediate sacrifice, and the later
ones which may causally derive from it, with the immediate satisfactions,
and the later ones which may causally derive therefrom; it is also necessary
to take into account those satisfactions and sacrifices which may be foreseen
as possible results of not imposing a tax in good time, thereby incurring
greater difficulties later, or by the untimely imposition of a tax, leading
to similar results. This should be understood as applying throughout.
2) Revenue equals expenditure. Then the only consideration is that which
corresponds to the hypothesis already made at the beginning of this discussion.
3) R evenue is not enough to meet expenditure. This situation reBects the
fact that, to the legislator,s mi11d, the marginal utility of the objects of
expenditure so far exceeds the marginal sacrifice due to the exaction of present

va1~e. Ev~t

t;sc

IV
Let us now discuss the considerations inRuencing the total amount of
revenue. There is a relationship of reciprocal influence between total revenue
and total expenditure, neither being a fixed quantity independent of the
other. If the expenditure could be decided without regard to the size of the
revenue, and if it were certain that the latter would always suffice to meet
the former, there would be no conflict between the different marginal utilities
of the different expenditures, nor would their comparative utility lead to
their qualitative and quantitative classification i.e. itemization and determination of the separate amounts to be spent on each item. It follows that,
the greater the strain on the budget, the more necessary it is to give careful
consideration to the efficiency of each expenditure. Now in this respect
only three distinct budgetary positions are possible:
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taxes rather than fees, or in other words, that the sums collected have a general
and not a specific destination; they muse therefore be justified in terms of
the aggregate utility of the entire system of expenditure. All this is tantamountJ
to saying that the revenue and the expenditure side of the budget are perfectly
synchronous. It is not permissible to consider that in the State budget cl1e
size of revenue is a posteriori adjusted so as to meet tb.e expenditure, which
is determined first. Nor may the State budget on these grounds be contrasted
wit? private budgets where, as some have alleged, expenditure is adapted
~~ mcomc. Thus, _for. example, P. Le~oy-Beaulieu was wrong in saying:
It follows_ f~om this di~erence that a prtvare person arranges his expenditure
to ~tch his ~com~, whil~ most governments arrange their revenue to match
the.tr expenditure, mcreastng or reducing taxation according as they think
fit to s~~d more or less on certain services." (Traite de Ia scie11ce des finances,
2nd e~~on, vol. ll, c~p: 1, .P· 3.) E. Pfeiffer is much more prudent. After
enunctatmg ~e same ~stmctton, he adds: "Tllis distinction generally correspon~ to reality, but 1t should not be exaggerated, lest it prove untrue on
both ~tde~ ... At the present time it certainly is the case that public budgets
are csta~lis.hed by first d.etermining clte necessary or useful expenditure and
then thinking how to ra1se the necessary means in one way or another. But
ev~ go:remme~ts do not have unlimited funds and if they are to conduct
therr husmess rataonally, they would have to confront sacrifice and satisfaction
just as any individual does in his household, and they would always have
to consider whether the same means could not be spent to better purpose,
whether the advantage due to each expenditure corresponds to the sacrifice
involved". (J?ie Staatseim1ahmm, Stuttgart .and Leipzig, 1866, voll, pp.l0-13.)
Any companson between private and public budgets seems to us so deficient
that it is .w~rth while insisting on the point somewhat more. When it approves
the. prellllllllary or the fmal. budget estimate, Parliament, abstraction made
o~ 1ts other functions, is an assembly of delegates, constituted in conformity
wtth a system of laws. As such it enacts a series of acquisitions and transfers
gta.nrs credits and contracts debts on a vast scale.
'
The s.rate bt~dg:t, such as it is voted by Pa.cliament, docs not ditfer only
by the sJze of 1ts 1tems from any business man's or firm's budget; it is of a
different economic natUFe. T~1ere is . another public budget which might
.p~rhaps be compared supe.r;-ECially With that presented by the directors of
JOIDt stock companies to the general meetings of shareholders: that is the
budge: of the Court of Accotmts. The general meetings of shareholders
a:;~ertam wJ1~ther the directors have used the company fw1ds in conformity
With tl1e Aroclcs of Association and in the best interests of the shareholders;
the Court of A~counts does not investigate the advisability of tl1e expenditure,
but s1mply verifies that every order for payment is legitimate. Boclt these
b~dgets relate to past activity. Parliamentary budgets have nothing in common
'Wlth th~se but. the ~~e, since they constitute an authorization granted
to certam public admnustrators to spend and transfer public fUllds, and to

form these public fnnds by means of taxation, borrowing and the investment
and transformation of capital. The difference between Parliamentary budgets
and private budgets is thus seen to be so great that it seems to us t~ be impossible, when dealing with the former, to make an~ useful de~uctton at all
from the rules governing the latter. The fmance b1ll, when It has passed
through all the stages required by the constitution, lays down the choice of
one single combination of expenditure items and one single combination of
revenue items, both combinations having been selected from an immense
number of different ones. A comparison of this kind between the State
budget and that of private persons errs in the description of the formation
of both; but for our present purpose, it is sufficient to discuss the former,
however the 1atter be formed.
A further consequence of the argument we have s~t out is the r~je~?n
of those criticisms of a budget which are aimed exclusively at the smtabihty
of one particular item of expenditure, without taking into account all ~he
other expenditures with which it is bonnd into a single system .. su~h reasonmg
is always faulty, both because it disregards t~e order ~f pnor~ty. accorded
to the marginal utility of the item of expenditure c~ns1~e~ed m Itself, and
because the quota of sacrifice which is its purchase pnce IS mseparable from
the total sacrifice entailed by the exaction of the total fnnds necessary for the
entire system of expenditure adopted.S
VI
Having dealt with the question of antecedence or synchroni~m between
the revenue and the expenditure side of the budget, we need patiently to go
back somewhat and return to another question which was left in abeyance.
We have shown that it is impossible for Parliament to decide whether a parti~
ular expenditure is admissible or not admissible othe~ise than on the basis
of an opinion which is the resultant of a comrlex 0~ ~~fferen~ ~lements: the
arrangement, in decreasing order, of the margmal utilities denv~g fro~. t~e
various expenditures and the comparison betwe~n the ~argmal utilities
inherent in every combination of possible expenditures w1th the d~gre~ of
sacrifice entailed by the total taxation which each of these combmati?ns
would entail. Let us now look more closely into the nature of the logical
process to be followed in these operations. We shall see, amongst ot~er .tlu~gs,
that if practice had not devised numerous and drastic short cuts, th~ d1stnbut10n
of the revenue amongst even quite a small number of expenditu~es would
be an absolutely insoluble problem for any Parliament. We shall gam a ~etter
appreciation of the operations to which a budget is subjected before It can
become final.
' It is, for example, not lcgithna.te in our opinion to attaek milimry expe~~iture w~thout refer~nce
to the entire plan governing the distribution of expenditure. It wo~d ~cern a~ 1f It were mdeed preCISely
the frequent neglect of the: 'lbovc: ptcccpt, which is the cauM: of the mconclus1ve character of most of the
arguments which ue put forward for or against military expenditure.

Let us first suppose, in order to facilitate the study four pro blem, that
all expenditures which are declared desirable, arc desirable in exactly equal
measure, that is to say, they are to satisfy equ:tl ly intcmive needs and occasion_.~
equal expense. On these assumptions, the d termination of the point of
equilibrium between the satisfactions procured by the expenditure and the
sacrifice caused by the exaction of the necessary funds, requires nothing
but a prudent weighing of needs against funds. This operation concerns
solely the number of items of expenditure to be included amongst those
to which preference is given. Once this number has been established, three
consequences follow: 1) Com binations wi th a greater number of items are
excluded, because the satisfactions tb y procure do not compensate for the
sacrifices involved; 2) c mbinations with a smaller number of items are
included, b •cause they have a margin for the satisfaction of further needs;
3} tbe choice amongst t h ' various possible combinations of the established
num ber of items of expenditure, must be based on criteria which do not
follow from our assumptions.
Let us change the conditions of our problem by making more realistic
assumptions. The various items of expenditure correspond to needs of varying
intensity; to satisfy them require& various quantities of differing cost. The
elements which have to be combined are therefore no longer items f expenditure pure and simple, but the same items separatdy weighted by three coefficients: the first of these indicates relative desirability, the second the
quantity necessary to equate the marginal utilities, and the third the relative
intensity of the sacrifice caused by the corresponding taxation. But these
arc calculation which require far more time than is available to any Parliament,
and which far exceed the intellectual capacilies of the great majority of
mankind.
Nevertheless, year by year budgets are compiled, and in the countries of
Europe and America certainly with a fairly considerable degree of perfection.
But the methods have become ingenious through centuries of experience. It
remains for us to examine these methods and to show how they shorten and
simplify the operations which we have considered, and how they put them
within the reach of the average intelligence comprised in Parliaments.

VII
Of the numerous operations through which a budget must pass before it
becomes final , much the most important, from a purely economic point of
view, are those which are grouped under the heading of the preparation of
the budget.
It is first of all worth pointing out that it is the task of the civil service,
which plays the main part in the preparation of the budget, to smooth out
an enormous number of difftculties which would otherwise arise, and which

do arise in the doctrines of those writers w ho stray too far from the rc.a lity
of matters. ln truth _if w e were to reason as they do, we should have to say that
in a State all those functions which peft.-l.i.n to government represent items
of expenditure: if we then. • sk oursd ves what these functions are, we come .up
against a problem which has not yet been theoretically solved at~d _wtth
regard to which we could not go bey~n l the spher~ of a few gcn~ral prn~ctplcs
such, for instance, as that the maxunum result rs to be obtamed Wlth the
minimum means, and that it is necessary to leave to the State those functions
for which individual powers are insufftcient. Administratively, however, the
problem is solved as follows: the fmance minis~e~ e~a~es t~e sta~ements
of estimated expenditure presented by all the rrurustnes, mcludmg his own,
in the light of his own estimate of the revenue and the ~xtrem~ ~i~t to wh~ch
he can go in an attempt to meet the demands of the vanous numstnes, beanng
in mind the necessity ofobtaining at least a formal balance; but the formal
balance, from its very nature of being a balance- obtained by means of incurring
debts, can only be transitory. It follows that although temporarily the functions
of the State can be thos ' allowed by the formal balance, they are normally
limited by the necessity of obtaining a real balance. ~here ent:rs into the
administrative process the above-mentioned theorett~al reqmrement of
balancing the marginal sacrifice engendered by the exact.lOn of total ~eve~ue
against the marginal utilities of the various ~terns of expenditure, or, ~ Stdgw1ck
puts it: "We must regard both expenditure and supply a~ havmg at least
a margin within whlch the restriction or enlargement of etther must partly
depend on the effects of the correspond~g restriction or enlar~emcnt of the
other; within which, therefore, the gam secured to the public by .an additional increment of expenditure has to be weighed carefully agamst the
sacrifices inevitably entailed by the exaction of an additional increment of
supply."
. . .
.
.
V.; hen, therefore, the question of the dtstnbutton of expendtture, of ~ts
total amount and of the composition of the revenue is brought before Parliament, the question has to all intents and purposes already been solved, except
[OI details ; and the prior work of the administration ~s a~eady brought
every question to the level of the parliamentary average mt~gcnce: In our
view, the greatest intellectual effort falls on the finance muuster, smce the
revenue envisaged in the first budget estimate rests predomin.m
- tly upon a
calculation of probability, on the basis of which he must judge whether there
is equilibrium or not, and must fornutlate a financial policy. Nor would ~c
perhaps be able to accomplish this work, however much, by reason of special
study and long experience, his competence exceeds that of the members of
Parliament, if, before reaching his hands, the various parts ~f the ~udget
had not already undergone as much elaboration as that by which hem tum
prepares it for assimilation by Parliament. We have already seen that
statements of expenditure are prepared by every in~vidual ministry. Now
these ministries are the bodies most competent to estimate the reqwrements

of the country in all the categories of services within their competence.
It follows that it pertains to them to establish the Jll.<trginal utility of each
separate item of expenditure in their own budget, which they do by set~
up an order of priority and estimating the amount of expenditure necessary.
The finance minister cannot overrule tlus assessment, which he accepts as
a factual datum, but Parliament can do so. Now each individuaJ ministry
proceeds to form its own budget based on a series of principles which are
so many means of eliminating less useful combinations. Firsv1y, it is evident
that expenditure which might be made for services not falling within the
special province of a specific administrative department, will b excluded
from its consideration; and it will be realized how much this means, if a
moment's thought is given to the menstruous jumble of proposals which
Parliament would have to examine if it had to start from scratch in the compilation of a budget. Secondly, each individual statement is drawn up on
the basis of those of previous years. These past statements represent so many
experiments made, and ministers do not deviate from them without special
reason. Thus the order of the marginal utilities of the various forms of expenditure is not established anew each year, but is gradually revised by th modification of small details and slowly transformed in the light of new requirements
which. arise in the course of time and to which the available funds must be
adapted. There is a constant tendency for the individual ministries, as well
~s the administrative offices under them, to be engrossed solely in their own
1mportance to the national well-being, and consequently to present everincreasing demands on the national budget. But, against this, it is the task
of the finance minister-as we have already said-to take account of the
country's economic forces and to maintain fmancial stability. If the ministries
arc used to meeting energetic opposition, whether from the finance minister
or from Parliament, they are more inclined to keep within the limits set
by pr~ous stat~mcnts, and they exercise a more rigorous selection amongst
the vanous servtces that are to be satisfied.
Thirdly, it is of fundamental importance for a speedy :md correct solution
of the theoretically very complex problem of the distribution of expenditure.
to make a sharp distinction between irrevocable and administrative expenditure
(corresponding to the consolidated fund services and the supply services i11
Great Britain-Ed.), and between ordinary and extraordinary expenditure.
When an expenditure is declared irrevocable by Parliamcttt, or is constituti~nally so (arts. 19 and 31 of the Italian Constitution), it is thereby auto~ttcally removed from the sphere ofwhat is debatable, unless the govcmment
ts to .be brou~l~t down. If government bonds are issued for the purpose of
ena~~? a llllllJstry to perform some service over a number of years, the
posstb11ity of debating its suitability and utility in the future is forgone until
such time as the debt created therefor has been redeemed. The number
of ~ompeting combinations is thereby yet further restricted, and the only
flextble expenditure remains that for civil and military administration. The

entries of irrevocable expenditure may be more or less numerous. According
to Baron Louis, only the interest and the amortization on the national debt
ought to be included; William Pitt's consolidated fund comprised the National
Debt, the Pensions List, the Civil List, pensions and allowances of the royal
family, the emoluments of the Speaker, the Lord-Lieutenant for Ireland, and
the Comptroller-General, the expenses of the diplomatic service and of the
higher courts of justice as well as some other ite.ms of lesser i.mportanc.e. B~t
whatever concept prevails with regard to the Items to be mcluded m th1s
category, its function in the formation of th~ ?verall budget i~ al~~ys ~he
same. It is not the business of each separate rmmstry to make thts d1stmcuon
between irrevocable and administrative expenditure, because there is only one
combined entry for irrevocable expenditure regardless of its origin, mostly in
the treasury accounts. Hence the revenue on which the individual mini~tries
rely on the basis of previous financial years, is available almost exclus1vely
for administrative expenditure. It is more important for them to make a sharp
distinction between ordinary and extraordinary expenditure and to sub-divide
into actual expenditure and items carried forward. Further classifications
derive from the nature of each ministry's functions.
We shall not go into further detail on this point. It all goes to confirm
the same fact, that administrative principles and division of labour render
a problem soluble which theoretically presents the great~st difficulties. Let
us now see how an estimate of the size of total revenue 1s reached and on
what principles this is balanced against expenditure. If we begin with the
last problem, we soon reach a formal solution. It is a rule conse~rated by
very long experience that in the compilation of the b~dget ordmary and
extraordinary expenditure together must never exceed ordmary revenue alone.
If it were thought possible to allow ordinary expenditure up to the a~ount
of ordinary revenue and to rely on extraordinary. ~evenue_ for extraordmary
expenditure, financial history would in all probabthty be hke that of France,
which has had 46 budgets in deficit and 31 with a surplus between 1801 to
1880. The reason is that "the budgets of 1846, 1875, 1876 and 1877 were
the only ones where ordinary revenue was enough to cover all expenditure";
and that "tax assessment has always been held to have to provide revenue o~y
just in excess of total ordinary expenditure." But this principle of fm~nc1al
accountancy, according to which one should not count on extraor_dmary
revenue to cover extraordinary expenditure, signifies, in the last analys1s, that
experience has proved the rule that the marginal utility o~ the entire ordinary
and extraordinary expenditure is equivalent to the sacnfi~e ca~sed ~y the
exaction of the ordinary revenue alone; and that, in conforrmty wuh thi~ rule,
a margin must be left for unforeseen events or as a remedy for unavo·ldable
errors in the first choice of combinations of expenditure. In the absence
of provision of this s'ort, unexpected expenditure has to be met by incurring
debts, thus ranking it for the future among the irrevocable expenditure to the
detriment of expenditure that might in other circwnstances be judged more
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necessary. The result is a loss of freedom of choice. However, this is only
the formal aspect of the problem. The question remains to discover on what
principles to assess whether ordinary revenue should be increased and in
general how high it should be.
To estimate the size of revenue is an extraordinarily difficult task, which
falls to the finance minisccr, almost without any assistance at all. There is
no rigorously scientific and therefore approximately exact method. It is a
question of estimating the economic strength of the country by the more
or less successful application of one's own knowledge of economics, and
of utilizing what is known about the functions of the separate taxes. Even
so, a table of estimated revenue compared with a table of actual revenues
over a long series of years would show rhe most remarkable divergences.
The method generally adopted and also thoughtlessly advocated, is as foll ws:
The . average revenue from each tax during previous years is calculated,
and It IS .assumed t~at estimates of its future yield should not be higher or
lower Without special reason. If. in previous years, the yield of the taxes
und_er considerati_on form~d an increasing or decreasing series, it i thought
advisable to envisage a further increase or a fwther decrease of revenue,
and the average obtained is modified accordingly in one direction or the
other. In general estimates are on the conservative side rather than in excess of
the true ~gure. _This method is quite unsuitable. By treating the revenues
as a statiStical senes, one obtains an unwanted element of forecasting, namely
~ lmzg~term element of forecasting future revenue; of revenue, that is to say,
Ul wh1ch constant and uniform causes prevail over accidental and variable
ones. But in estimating the revenue of the next financial year, one needs
an ~lement of fore~asting which i relatively much more influenced by special,
accidental and vanable· causes than by general, uniform and constant ones.
It also ~emains to be seen whether the series of tax yields is one of those which,
by their nature, admit of statistical treatment, and with what reserves and
precautions.
The assessment of the probable size of revenue is so difficult a task because
the sources ~f public income are extremely varied. Grouping them under
general headmgs, we can say that there are four kinds of income: income
from taxation, subdivided into income from general taxes and income from
fees; income from the adm.inistration of state property; income from the
prof:table ~ransformation of one type of state property into another type
beanng a higher yield; finally, income from loans. The assessment of probable
mcome from general taxes is difficuJt enough, and this is much harder still
when it comes to fees and state property. From this point of viewtt is fortunate
when the budget is supplied only to a small extent from these sources. In
most modern states, income deriving from state property, counted as effective
revenue and not _as the ~imple movement of capital, has become quite insignificant 111 companson Wtth mcomc from taxati n, whether general or specific.
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Before leaving this question, we must note that it is difficult to say whether
an over-estimate or an under-estimate" of revenue is more disastrous, and
that the tendency to remain somewhat below the true figure, rather than to
exceed it, is anythmg but prudent. One of the effects of the budget estimates
is that the fma.nce minister's forecast becomes common knowledge through
djscussion in the Chambers and through the publication of a preliminary
budget, which is seized upon by the press of all civilized countries ; it thus
becomes an important factor having a bearing on public credit and espcciaUy
on the quotatiotl of the consolidated Public Debt. But in its turn, public
credit is a determining cause for the elasticity of some of the most important
raxes. As a result, the presumed elasticity of taxes to a certain extent alfects
their real elasticity. It may therefore be said of the proponents of this method:
ourwc; u:rca/-.ai:rcwpoc; rotc; rro/-.1-.otc; ~ S~Tl)l1lc; tf)c; (t},l)-3Elac; Kal E:iCl t<'t p.uAAOV
tpS1!0vtm.*

As regards the assessmcnr of the burden of taxation on the capacity of the
taxpayers, there is an even greater lack of any methodical and scientific guide,
and the finance minist r must judge from the most varied indications what
degree of disturbance will be caused to the national production. The purely
economic question is linked with a psychological and political one, that of
the tolerance of the population in face of the burden. It must therefore be
recognized that when the budget is presented to Parliament, in order that
its form may b • fmaJly decided, an immense work of preparation has already
been carried out, which Parliament has only to modify in details, as i· may
think fit. .But this work is much more advanced with regard to expenditure
than to the total amow1t of revenue: this is the more so because the attitude
of Parliament is one of the principal factors of which the finance minister
takes account when estimating the tolerance of the country with regard to
taxation. In any case, a problem which theoretically would be of the utmost
difficulty, namely a value judgement by Parliament on the marginal utility
of a limitless number of combinations of expenditure compared with the
sacrifice entailed by various amounts of revenue, is quite well solved by
means of a series of administrative devices based on expcricnce.

* "So little pains do most people take in the investigation of truth, accepting readily the first story
that comes to hand." Thucydidcs, lib. I, c 20.
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I. THE

CONCEPT AND THE NATURE OF TAXES

Taxes arc conceptually entirely different from all other public revenue.
Ever since taxation started, taxes have so outclassed all other sources of public
revenue as to make them seem almost insignificant. Taxes can be said to
represent the nation's entire civic sense on the economic plane. We must
conclude that they arc not only formally, but flmdamcntally, different from
other sources of revenue. This is indeed so.
In administering public property, the State is an independent economic
agent with its own capital; fees and regalia represent a payment to the State
in return for services rendered to individuals for the satisfaction of their
individual needs. Taxation, by contrast, represents a field in national economic
life where, by virtue of the State's constitution and administration, part
of the individuals' economic income is withdrawn from them and becomes
the community's economic income. Stated in the most general terms, this
means that taxation is the economic expression of the individual's cohesion
with the nation, that vital force forever shown in a thousand ways of thought
and deed ; the whole course of the individual's economic life is subordinated
to the Stare's, without the latter providing an.y specific counterpart for each
specific tax payment. Therein lies the paramount significance and force of
taxation. The individual's attitude to the community is translated into an
obligation which ceases to be determined by him and the justification of
which from the point of view of the community is not questioned. What
is more, this obligation arises in a .field in which the individual is ostensibly
at his rnosr independent, namely hjs economic life and property, of w hich
the S~ate, without work, appropriates in taxes as much as it needs. All I
own · and earn, is subordinated to the tax; the duty to look after myself
comes second to the duty to pay to an extraneous power; my right to keep
my own is subject to the right of the State to take from me what it needs.
And this power is not thrust upon me from outside, by brute force; however
distastcfi.ll I may feel it is to have to give up what is m.inc, I know within
myself that the State has a right to it. In the case of state-owned prop erty
and fees the personified State and the individuals act side by side; in taxation,
they directly confront each other with their seemingly totally different vital
principles. Hence the process differs fundamentally from anything else to
be found in the world of goods and commerce. It is only natural that the
free human being should try to understand this process so as to create ultimate
har mony out of the conflict between the notions of taxation and personal
freedom.
Lthrbucll
Finttll~llli5srnschaft, Fifth, revised edition, Leipzig 1885, Part II, pp.
passag<.: of sub.•idiary argument has been omitted.
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Neither the philosophy oflaw nor pure political theory .resolve this economic
contradiction; it has been left for the science of public fina1~ce t? try and
do so. For subject peoples it may be good enough: as. Fr~nkl.m satd, stn:~ly
to accept taxation as an inescapable fact, or else to dtsmtss at -:vah some tnvtal
utilitarianism, like Montesquicu. But those who would be. m the ~anguard
of civilization must go to the bottom of the matter, an:d m so dom~ they
will gain theoretical and practical knowledge from theu tmderstandmg of
the ftmdamental idea. We shall briefly try to present the elements necessary

1 ·1· ·
· b
thereto.
There is no doubt that the community of peop c wtt 1 Its mtcractlon .etween
all is one of the two tnajor conditions of all progress, the other bemg the
unfolding of the individual's possibilities. What I am, what I have and w.hat
1 do belongs in some part to what I have received. th~~ugh the commwu~.
The strength of community resides in what each_ mdtvtdual su~renders to 1t
from his personal life-material, spiritual and soctal matters. It 1s ~hu~-:-even
mathematically-impossible that the c~mmunity should o~er ~h~ mdiVt~uals
the conditions of economic accomplishment, unless th~ mdtvtduals return
to it part of their earnings made possible b?' the v~ry c~tsten~e of the community. As long as human beings and nauons extst: thts reciprocal process
will continue, even though the individual may netther w~nt 1t nor even
be aware of it. This is the economic principle o~ hum.~n so~tety.
Political theory shows us that the State persomfies ~his soctety an~ endows
it with the power of volition and action. Evcrythm? tha.t constttutes t~e
essence of community is comprised by the State, by tts wtll and deed, Its
constitution and its administration. The State confers measure and order. on
all things, including the economic interaction of individuals and co~mu~tty,
which is inherent in the very nature of community. The relevant .mt:n~ons
of the State are expressed in legislation ~nd enfor~ed upon the mdiv1dual
by public administration. T~is i.s ~he genests .of t~xatton.
.
The <Yeneral necessity of mdtvtdual contnbuttons to the commumty rests
not on t>arbitrary individual decision, but o~ t~e. essentiaUy dual nature of
human personality, with its communal and mdJVtdual aspects. The con~ept
of taxation, on the other hand, depends upon the cme_rgence o~ the td~a
of the State. The first process occurs witho.ut anyone .bemg conscious of lt,
the second is not conceivable w1til man aclueves consciOusn~s!l of the nature,
functions and powers of the State. So long as a commwuty follo~s ~nly
its own natural laws and thereby 'c..:volves from ab~tr~ct ~omm~ntty . mto
concrete society, the differences in the amount ~nd d1stnbuuon of mdivtdt~al
contributions are pue to the nature of the soctal order. -:r:he ~aws of s~ct~l
life do indeed impose some kind of order on these co~tn~uuons, ~llt tt 1s
an order determined and enforced by the ruling class m tts o~ mterest,
rather than one deriving from a consistent body of law an~ m~ependent
administration, as implied by the idea of the State. Su~h contnbuttons never
constitute taxation, but an exaction, the form of wluch may vary greatly
D
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according to the social order. All this changes with the ascendancy of the
idea of the State as a free association of equal citizens. Once individuals cease
to be subordinate to the domination of the social order, their contributions
to the community are conditioned by the factors upon which rests the life
of the State as such, namely personal freedom and equality before the law.
Differences in individual contributions then no longer depend upon social
classes and privilege, nor on the interests and power of the ruling group.
Th~ new criterion is the degree and form of the individual development
of each free personality within the State. To this end, all individual contributions arc reduced to the only common denominator of any economic
development, namely money. Taxation is therefore a concomitant of the
evolution of the independent State towards its independence, and indeed
there can be no taxation before this concept of the State is consciously accepted.
Taxation also removes all the dues and exactions of an economic nature
which are based merely on social differences and necessarily replaces them
by monetary payments. Taxation and all its provisions, finally, no longer
rest on social differences and their sway, but on the law of the constitutional
State based on free citizenship. lt is the State which now lays down the
amotUlt and distribution of taxation through its tax laws and tax administration,
according to the economic individuality of the citizens. We thus see that
while contributions of the individual to the community are inherent in the
nature of the community as a human 5ociety, taxation only arises with the
full evolution of the concept of the State as having independent existence
and activity. It is not the concept of commtmity, but only the concept of
the independent State which should be recognized as the basis for the historical
and organizational evolution of taxes into constitutional tax systems--so
much so, that in fact the labour of millenia was needed before taxation could
begin, in the 19th century, to reach its full development.
lt will now be understood what we mean by saying that while exactions
of all kinds arc as old as human history, taxation is one of the newest concepts
and institutions known to history. To avoid ambiguity by the confusion
of very different matters, one should say that taxation in its real sense is
barely two hw1drcd years old. Taxation did not originate in the compulsory
levy, by the State, of some form of contribution from the individual trying
to earn his living; taxation appeared when the State, by its legislation and
administration, attempted to assess these contributions constitutionally on
the basis of the individual economic capacity of each person. The rudiments
of taxation are indeed to be found wherever a State justifies its right to levy
contributions by reference to its own will and needs. The full flowering
of taxation, however, occurs only when the will of a people, acting through
legislation, confers upon the State the right to intervene in the economy.
Taxation is not yet present when the exaction of contributions is based
merely on the needs of an autocratic State; we can speak of taxation only
when these levies come to be based on the needs of the life of the community.

It follows that conceptually taxation means more than simply the development
of the foi'IlUI concepts of the amoWlt and distribution of individual money
contributions; the higher justification of taxation lies in the utilization of
these contributions for the ends in the name of which they are levied, namely
the fulfilmer. t of the individual through the whole and through the conscious
activity of the whole, i.e. the administration of che State. To comprehend
the true nature of taxation one must therefore go far beyond tax problems
narrowly defmcd. Taxation is the point where the science of public finance
joins hands with the science of public administration. Each science is conditioned by the other and both are parts of one and the same higher science
dealing with one organic aspect of life: the theory of the State, and State
activity on the ethical plane, in terms of the moral order of society.
Most so-called definitions of taxation to my mind do no more than
differentiate between taxation and other state revenue and public loans.
The value of such defmitions essentially lies in the clearest possible formulation
of this difference. By contrast, what I would call the idea of taxation dcvelpps
the concept and nature of taxation from the essence of personality and State.
Any philosophical fotmdation aside, the value and justification of this idea
of taxation reside in its furnishing the science of public finance with the
clements of a tax theory no longer as a mere mechanical arrangement of
material, but as an ultimately quite natural organic system. This is admittedly
the basis for the following discussion.
In our view, the various fields of tax theory cannot be properly studied
without f1rst setting up two categories, which we shall call the principles
and the history of taxation. These will be found to be relevant to every
part of the theory. We proceed from the idea of taxation, as defined above,
because only it yields us these two necessary categories. We shall describe
both and develop the system of taxation from them.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION

The Economic Prit1ciple, the Financial Pri11ciple and the Principle of Public Economy
Taxation, then, is the order of individual conuibutions established by
the State through law and administration, and as such, taxation is the prime
condition of modern communities. It follows from the higher concept of
legislation, that in this ftcld, too, the State, in its willing and doing, cannot
merely express its own subjective views--as was the case in the days of purely
monarchic financial systems--but must gradually give expressi:on to the
essence of taxation in this sense. In principle, it is immaterial how many
centuries arc needed to bring this about, but the passage of time docs complicate
the J;J.ature of taxation as the relationship of the individual to the whole.
It comprises a number of diverse, well-defined clements, which the State
merges into unity i~ taxation. These independent dements and their appreciation by the State underlie the principles of taxation or, as we may say,
the implementation of the idea of taxation by State action.
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These principles may most conveniently be termed the economic principle,

the ftnancial principle and the principle of public economy.
The economic principle of taxation rests on the idea that the community
and its personification. the State, are absolute data not limited by any measurable
duration. Hence their needs, too, are without material limits, e;ther in time
or magnitude. When providing for the satisfaction of these ne rls by means
of taxation, the State claims as much as it requires from the . conomic life
of each individual. What the State takes for this purpose must dearly be
of the same nature as the purpose. Private economy, however, contains
two elements which differ markedly in regard to taxation and which must
theref~re be c~nsid~red b~ the science of public finance, even if only from
the pomt of v1ew of taxanon. One of these elements is of a limited nature,
both as a concept and in real life. We sum it up in the term "capital". We
need not here discuss the distinctions between different forms of capital,*
but we must remember that from the point of view of each individual his
~~pital is fmite. The second element is the "earnings" which are derived,
m one wa~ or another, from this capital. Again disregarding the distinctions
between ~Ifferent forms of ~nings, we may express them in one figure
by reducrng the global earrungs of each economic unit to the conunon
measure. of money. Expressed in monetary terms, earnings are income.
Income IS a pot~ntially wilimited attribute of each economic unit, and hence
not objectively r estricted in either duration or magnitude. But income is
co~ditioned by capital and therefore-we may omit the details-always
stnves to rep~oduc~ i.ts 0~11 prerequisite, namely this very capital. The
process ~y which t!lls 1s aclueved we call capital formation. Capital, income
and capttal formation are thus organic fundamentals of the economy, i.e.
when one of them ceases, then the whole economy perishes.
Fron: . this organic view of the private economy there follow the three
proposltlons of the economic principle of taxation.
Being destin:d to meet the immeasurable and forever changing needs of
the Stat~, tax~t10n must never hit the objectively limited element in private
econonnc umts. If taxation were to absorb part of that clement, it would
not only immediately consume the amoWlt in question, but would also
slowly. destroy the p~ocess ~f its reproduction through income and capital
formation. In destroymg pnvatc economy, taxation would destroy its own
source and thereby also the State and the community. In consequence, the
first proposition of the economic principle of taxation must be never to
impair capitaL
Income affords a contrast to capital in this respect. However much one
may dissect income, as Hermann docs, it always corresponds in the last resort
to the creative productive forces of man, which as such arc bot11 unboW1ded
and ever-cha.11ging. The income of the economic tmit is conditioned, further-

* OwEJdlership
of t'apital,
la bour.
.

a~

here defined, includes disposal over all factors of production, including
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re by a second factor besides its own capital, namely interactiOI~ with
It is this interaction
is th: lasting dement m .the
nonl.y since it creates itself and must cxtst even m the absence of capttal.
ceo
'
.
n1
·
d l·
Taxation can, by its own nature, address ttsclf o y to mcom~ an rec an~
[J om it part of that which its interaction with the comm.uruty enables ~t
to create afresh. The second main. prop?sition
the e_cononuc
rind pie of taxation is therefore the followmg: mespect~v~ of Jts name
form., every tax can only be a tax on
All tax 1s mcome. tax: It
is true that a payment not levied on income ts nevertheless a co~tnbutton
to the State, but it is no longer a tax and it would be most confusmg to call

~~ c~rnrnW1ity.
c~nstandy
~nd

whi~h

~f

inc~mc.

it so.
th
'd .
The third proposition of the economic principle rests on ~ co1_1s1 .eratton
that income is the source of capital formation and that cap1~al m tts t~rn
creates and augments income and thereby the source of taxatton.. Taxatton
should therefore never be so great as to consume income to t~e pomt ':~ere
income loses its ability to create capital. These are the three baste proposltlons
of the economic principle of taxation.
.
. .
.
.
It remains to examine how these econonnc prmctpl:s fi~ m wtth the paramotmt principles of universality and equality of taxatton. m t~c face. of the
varying capacity and income of ec~n?mic units. T~s question will be dtscusscd
in the general section on the pnncrples of taxation.
The financial principle of taxation becomes rel~vant_ w~en ~he total amount
of taxation collected according to the econonuc pnnciple IS ~onfrontcd, as
the total revenue of the State, with its total needs, i.e. when trymg to b.alance
revenue and needs. This is no more than the application to taxatton of
the basic principles of public finance, expressed in ~~netary terms. The
fmancial principle of taxation comprises three propos~t10ns: 1) the State
must never demand from the capital-forming economiC ututs more ta~es
than are needed to meet total state requirements; 2) the process by wluch
the individual surrenders to the State part of his incom:e, shall be so arranged
as to consume the economically feasible minimwn of tlmc and labour; 3) ~he
State shall so far as possible, try to fmd employment for the monetary capital
raised by 'taxation between the moment of collection and the ,moment ~f
actual expenditure. These three propositions constitute the whole financtal
principle of taxation.
The first and third of these propositions arc valid not only for tax revenue
but for all state revenue. According to our earlier discuss~on of the latte~,
these two propositions find expression in the budget and m the ~~easury s
financial management respectively. The second of the above ~roposttlons, on
the other hand, supplies the universal principle for the collection of all taxes,
whatever the diverse forms of collection appropriate to each separate tax
according to fiscal theory.
The principle of public economy, as applied to t~xa~i~n, leads us far beyond
the tax itself to the dynamic link between the md1v1dual tax payment and
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taxation as a living institution. W c shall call this principle briefly the principle
ofthe rcproductivi ty of taxation. lc is well Worth while stressing tl1c importance
of this principle in contrast to the usual theoretical treatment, which considers
the subject of taxation exhausted witl1 the discussion of the tax itself
We may presume l1erc that the reader is familiar with the ditfcrcnces
in the nature and concept of public economy and of public finance in the
narrower sense. The only additional aspccr: to be discussed here is the special
relevance to taxation of the principle which States that the degree of econorruc
strength and progress of the individual is at the same time also the degree
of economic strength and progress of tlle State.
This is dtc point which «vcals the true relationship between public economy
and whar: we have called the administration of the State.
The taxes levied from private economic wlits both provide the conditions
of the State's economic el<istcncc and make them limitless. Dut if the receipt
of taxes were the he-all and cnd-a.IJ of the State's circular flow of goods, the
State would again depend on the individual-though perhaps not on his
arbitrary decisjon or power, for the State is ultimately omnipQtcnt
can
take whatever it fmds. But the State can fmd something to take onJy if private
economic units have something to give. In tum, economic units can only
possess and earn something under certain indispensable conditions. If. therefore,
the State is to find in actual taxation not merely conceptual but real economic
strength and freedom, the possession and exercise of supreme power are
not enough. The State must use its power to create the conditions which
arc the absolute prerequisite of the economic capacity which is the source
of taxation. .Economic theory has formulated the laws and manifestations
of the economic capacity of the individual, which we call "tax potential"
inasmuch as it the source of taxation and hence also of the economic strength
of the State. Tax potential is the resulr:anr of all the economic conditions
ofpersonal development and manifests itself as capital formation by individtL1.ls.
Among these conditi'ons, public services are the most essential prerequisite
for individual progress. The tot>Uity of these state services, their concepts,
rules and regulations, we shall subsume in tlte concept of administration.
It is administration in this sense-the manifestation of the highest function
of the idea of the State-which makes the ec.onomic requirements of the
Stare infuutc. The prerequisite for the satisfaction of these requirements is
the tax potential of the nation and its process of capital formation. If the
St>tc is to obtain by taxation the economic means for its administration,
then the State must know how to create, through its administration, the
prerequisite for the nation's tax potential, which is the source of taxation.
circuit in rhc innermost life of the Sr.tc,
This is the origin of the
which has always been obscurely felt by ali peoples but which science has
only now learned to formulate: tax potencial creates the tax, the tax creates
administration and admin;,tration in its turn creates bx potential.* We say

and

~

orga~tic

* The

tetm "admini•trarion'• as here
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has to be fought between state income and individual income. On a higher
plane, we can speak of a conflict between the development of the community
and of the independent individual, the former requiring ever-increasing
taxatim1 in opposition to the individual's urge and striving for capital formation.
This deep-seated, never quiescent, conflict finds its verbal expression in tax
theory as the "level of taxation". The movements of this level are governed
by the following law: the closer to perfection is the fulfument of the idea
of the State, the more must the individual contribute in taxes. This law
might be termed that of the constant increase of individual tax contributions
to the community. We have already dwelt on this law in our ftrst volume,
pa~~ularl~ in relation to the problem of social policy. We shall not repeat
this dtscuss•on here. We must repeat, however, that this constant rise in taxation
-the economic manifestation of the vital law of development of society-is
counterbalanced and limited in the tax system by the economic principle,
even though the legislative power of the State is, in itself, sovereign. The
practical and scientific formulation of this conflict gives rise to the two
extensive fields of operation of the public economy principle of taxation: tax
re~or.mand tax policy. Tax ~eform concerns the arrangement of particular taxes
~thin the tax sy~tcm, while the task of tax policy is to imbue tax legislation
With an appropnate sense of the overall relationship between taxation and
national economy.
These~ then, are the three great principles inherent in the nature oftaxation,
which the fiscal legislation of the State must put into practice. Here too,
the State, though sovereign, is confronted by basic principles which it cannot
alter. The needs of the State, on the one hand, and the concept of its omnipotence on the other, have, however, brought it about that the limitations
which these principles impose on the taxing power of the State have been
recognized by it very slowly, so that we have in fact only now achieved
a true s~tcm of taxation .. The history of taxation forms an essential part
of ~e history of ~he conBict between the idea of the State and social rights
~d mterests. In 1ts tum, each form of tax has its own, highly instructive
history. The ~ste~1 of taxation which we now possess can therefore perhaps
best be explamed m terms of the main outlines of its own history.

THE FORMATION OF THE PRICES OF PUBLIC GOODS
By UGO MAZZOLA
Translated (rotn Italian* by Elizabeth Henderson

kno~: it dep~~ds
of the1r f~al uoli;

(1) The laws of price formation on the market :u:e well

u on the varying quantities of goods and the degree
fJr buyers and sellers, the conditions of mon~p~ly and ~ompctltton, etc.
Once established, a market price has this peculi:u:1ty that Lt corresponds n.o t
all the various degrees of final utility which one and the same good may
~ve for the various persons wishing to acquire it, but only to one of these
degrees of utilit)'. Let us suppose, for example, t~~t there are seven persons
for whom a good has different degrees of final utilu:y: A, B, C, D, E, F a?d
G are willing to pay for a unit of this good 100, 9?, 80, 70, 60, 50 and 40 lire
respectively. If a price of 70 li.re has been established on the market, ~~y
A B, C and D will purchase the good, because its degree o.f final utility
fo'r them equals or exceeds 70; E, F and G, for wh~m the destrcd good has
a final utility of less than 70, wiU be debarred from 1ts purchase. But. among
the crsons A, B, C and D who are able to buy, only D pays a pr1ce corres ~nding to the degree of fmal utility the go~~ has for the buyer, namely
70~ A, Band C, for whom the good has a final utility oflO?, 90 and S? resp:criv,ely, pay less for the good than its value to them according to the mtens1ty
of their need.
This difference between the degree of final utility w~ch a good has for
some buyers and the lower price which may be estabh~?ed on the, mar~e~
is called "differential utility" or, in Marshall's apt words, consumers rent .
(2) In our earlier discussion of the degree of ~al utility ~f pub~c ~oods,
we have seen that the burden of raising the reqwrcd means ts so distnbutcd
that after the distribution all the separate shares of resources collected ha.ve
the same degree of fmal utility, so that each . mem~er of the commuruty
pays for the consumption of public goods a pnce whi~h corresponds exactly
to the degree of final utility which these goods have for him. Hence no member
of the community experiences the above-ment.i~ned phen~menon of market
price formation, no-one is debarred from acqwnng the desued ~ood, ncr:o.ne
reaps a differential utility by paying.a price lower than the goods fmal uulity
to him or lower than its value t!lf him.
In this fact resides a characteristic difference between price ~ormation on
the ordinary market and price formation with respect to pubhc goods, and

* I dati sdtutijici ,Jtlla firumza

trubbllco, Rome 1890, Chapter IX, PP· 159-83.
d'
• Fm the l~ws of pnce formation, !ICC Sunlcy jevons, Tilt Theory of Political Et~nomy, 2nd e stl~n.
london 1879· Leon Wains 1 Elimtuts d'lcouomlt polltlqrrt pure, Lllusanne 1889; aJtd Carl Menger, Uu t~
JIItlarrugeu ilbt~ dit Mttlrodt dtr SocialwiJSfiiSChnjtttr, Leipzig 1883. On 111~110poly pnces, ;c~ c~~IOt s
c:lep,~t1 t tltposition in Rtdstrehts sur ltJ prindptS 111 ath/matiquts de lu 1hlorre dts rirhtsses, .a ns, . . ,.'
11
1 1\lti:ed Marshall, Tht Pure Tlrcory of Domtstlc Valurs, quoted by Maffeo Panuleoru, Pn"npu '
tco,om/a pura, Florence 1889, pp. 35, 9<4, 165. 187.
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hence .. between the private and the public economy. This matter deserves
the most careful attention and still lacks an explanation.
The .expl~ation d?es. not seem to be ~ easy one. Most recently, Sax
and Wt.eser dtscussed Its Importance, but .sax s explanation is not satisfactory,
and Wteser stopped short of the real difficulty by making certain general
assumptions and concluding that further study lay outside the limits of the
th~ory of value and impeached upon the spheres ofjurisprudence and economic
philosophy.

(3) Sax's explanation is as follows.
The fac~ that the p?ce of public services equals their subjective value to
the users, Js not peculiar to the public economy but rests on the distinction
between material goods _an~ services. ~nly the former have exchange value,
the latter have only su~Jec~~e value ~ering according to the intensity of
tl1e need. Hence only mdtv1dual valuauon counts in cl1e case of services·
they ~ve no value of ilieir own, unlike ilie material goods wiili which servic~
are pa1d for.3
Ricca-Salemo, in summarizing and explaining Sax's concept with his
usual accuracy and clarity, affirms iliat "services could not exist and could
not ~e exchanged, if t?ere were not at the same time material goods which
constltute the .ccononuc ~asi~ o~ these services."4 "Hence we cannot really
speak of a. uniform md mtnns1c value of services, but only of the utility
to be ob~e~
applying resources to this end. . . . All goods which are
use~l ~r m luruted supply ~ossess an inherent objective or exchange value,
~~c~1 .ts the sa~e for all, nch or poor; this is the average resultant of all
md1v1dual valuattons and as such assumes a uniform character which covers
and conceals the diverse ?rigins .and elemencs. By contrast, the subjective
value of the. same goods m rei anon to a variety of uses, to various forms
o~ consur:np~~n and to private and public services, always differs for each
different mdiVIdual, according to the state of the private economy."s
This explanation reflects the error of Sax's whole system which is based
on a denial that services have the character of goods and ~n ilie principle
that the f~ economy is only a consumption economy. We shall discuss
th~ econorruc character of services in the appendix to this work and do not
Wish . to repeat the argument hc.rc. Services are goods like all oilier goods
and like all others have their own objective exchange value. Nor is it correct
to say ili~t services could not exist md could not be exchanged in the absence
of ~tenal goods, because experience shows that any number of economic
~elattons rest on an exchange of services which comes about without the
tntermediary of what Sax and Ricca-Salerno call material goods.

?Y

: E~l Sax, Gnmdlegtmg drr thtoretischen Stlld/swirt~sclraft, Vienru 1887, pp. 191-96.
Ricca-S:tlerno, Sdmza dtllr jinanzt, Florence 1888, p. 23.
$ /hid. p. 45.
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(4) Wieser6, with his profound insight into economic relationships, was
careful to avoid ilie trap into which Sax has fallen. Recalling Sax's description
of the phenomenon, Wieser set this observed principle up as a special law
of value for the public economy. According to him the theory of taxation
is actually part of the theory of value r:J~ther than being economically foWlded
on an application thereof. In stressing the favourable eff~cts of this difference,
Wieser observed that if the same law were valid for the private economy,
that is if everyone paid for the satisfaction of his needs the precise equivalen,t
of the degree of final utility which the goods he wants have for him, then
there would be a general levelling out of needs and wealth would cease
to offer any advantages, just as poverty would cease to impose any restrictions.'
Wieser remains astonished at the spectacle of a society allowing of the
coexistence of two such diverse forms of economic organization: one (private)
in which satisfactions are so Wlequally distributed, and the other (public)
where perfect equality reigns. Looking for the reasons of iliis divergence,
Wieser asked himself whether the private property order, while giving
rise to such serious inequality in the satisfaction of needs, did not at the same
time, through favouring the accumulation of wealth, give so much impulse
to the satisfaction of needs generally that even those benefit who have the
smallest part in private consumption.
According to Wieser iliis profmmd difference can be explained only by
considering that the two forms of economic organization have different
aims (but he does not say what iliese are) and that the extent of personal
liberty is different in the two cases. Here Wieser's analysis stops and his book
comes to an end; ilie rest, he says, belongs to the sphere of jurisprudence
and economic philosophy, and the reader is left knowing as little as before.
Wieser offers an exposition railier than an explanation of the phenomenon;
he says iliat the public economy has different aims but fails to say what they
are or why they determine such a difference in prices. ·
It is no explmation to say that the increase in wealth due to private property
gives rise to a different remuneration of public services, because frrst of all
the causal connection is not proved and also because the phenomenon can
be observed even at ilie very beginnings of ilie system of private property.
Nor is it correct to say that the analysis of this matter lies outside the limits
of the theory of value. We do not need historical or philosophical study,
we simply need to know why ilie prices of certain goods are formed in
one way and the prices of certain oilier goods in another way.
This is a question of economics pure and simple, and not of philosophy
or jurisprudence.
The problem thus remains unexplained. Having stated this, let us now
examine it.
6

Friedrich von Wieser, Der nQturllcltt Werth. Vienna 1889, pp. 232-36.
, So much so that poverty would no longer be poverty, nor wealth w~alth!
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(5) ~ur earlier analysis has shown every individual need to contain some

pr~por~on ?f need. ~or complementary public goods, upon which individual
sattsfacnon ts condtuonal. We have also seen that the valuation of J "
ffi ·
f
d · ,
c le co~ 1h1ent o bpro .uct:on or of the. degree of final utility of the public goods
1£in t c cor_n manon lS on1y a reflecnon of the intensity of the autonomou.~ need
rom which the need for public goods derives.
~et us now assume that price formation on the market is such that the
d
pnce of each good corresponds to the degree of fmal utility which th
has for th
· h.
e goo
.
e person wts mgt? acquire it, so that the buyer pays neither more
nor less for the good ~n 1ts value to him. As has been said, there would
then be a g~cral l~v~ out of needs and their general satisfaction in
accordance wttb the mtenSlty of all needs. But since the natw-c of the goods
woul·d· not change, their consumption would, even in that case, still be
co~dit10nal ~pon some complementary consumption of public goods the
pnces of which ':ould be formed in an analogous manner. Each individual
ne~d would contmu,e to contain a reflected need for public goods and the
ra~10 of the latters pri:es, and hence degree of fmal lltility, to the total
pn~e ~ould be pro~~rtlonal to the extent to which separate individual
sat1sfact1ons are condmonal upon public goods.

(6) ~owe~er, as. we have seen, market prices in the private economy come
about. m q~ue a differetlt manner and they determine considerable inequality
of satlsfacnons. The obiective or exchange value of goods
·
·
ua1
£ all ·ch
J
·
or servtces IS eq
or '. ~ o~ poor, and there are enormous differences in the degree of
final utility ~lu~h the g?ods may have for each person having a need for them.
Once the puce ts es~ablished on the market, only some buyers incur, by their
purchas~ of the destred good, an exp~nse equal to that good's final utility
~o the~, m.~y others, for whom the pnce exceeds fmal utility, mustrenOtmce
1e sattsfactto~ of many needs and resign themselves to allocatin tl ·
resources of dlrect or indirect goods (labour and other exchan
g letr
ti
d)
1
.c
ge or consumpon goo s to t 1e saasraction of the most urgent needs. Yet others, who
buy th~ same goods b~t for whom these have a degree of final utility cxccedin
the pnce, reap a differential utility and can therefore satisfy less
g
needs.
urgent
Moreover, such divergences ~an occur even in the case of one and the
same person. Somebody may for instance value the goods A B c d D
at 10, 8, 6 and 4 respectively. Hence the degrees of final utiliry ;out;'~eld
A 10, BB, C6 and D4. If now the market price is A9 and CS rl1 r
·
d'ffi
· 1 'li
f
'
-. a pet son
1
cren?a. utt ty. o 2; but if there arc also market prices of B9 and
reaps a
DS, he can redts~nbute his resources in accordance with the changed circumstances an~ obtam the same satisfaction as before. If on the other hand the
market pnc~ of B a.nd D is equal to the degree of final utility or below it,
th~ person In question can usc the differential utility afforded him by the
pnccs of A and C to satisfy k-ss urgent needs• say E, F, G , H , etc.
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(7) We can therefore make two principal assumptions:
a) the price exceeds the degree of final utility;
b) the price is lower than the degree of final utility and allows differential
utility to be used for the satisfaction of less urgent needs or for helping to
pay prices exceeding the degree of final utility, or both.
When the price exceeds final utility, the need remains unsatisfied.
But if the autonomous individual need remains unsatisfied, so does the
public need contained therein. Public ~ood~ in themsc.lvcs afford no satisfaction, and we cannot speak of any sattsfacuon of pubhc needs.
If the need is only partially satisfied, then the degree of final utility of the
public goods in the combination, or the valuation of their complementary
efficiency. varies in proportion not with the total intensity of th~ need, but
with the satisfaction obtained.
Let us 'say that a need has an intensity of 20 and that in its full satisfaction
the public goods in the combination account for 10; then these latter will
have a degree of final utility of 10. Now assume that at a given market price
only 10 degrees of intensity of the need are met, while 10 remain unsatisfied.
Clearly the internal ratio of efftciency will be altered and the contribution
of public goods to the 10 degrees of satisfaction will no longer be ten, but
less. In this case the degree of fmal utility of public goods no longer has the
same relation to the price as had the intensity of the total autonomous need.
With 10 degrees of the autonomous need remaining unsatisfied, the proportion
of public need included therein falls and the degree of fi·nal utility of the
public goods is assessed not by their intended efficiency in the case of full
satisfaction, but only by their efficiency in the actual satisfaction which has
proved possible; and in such a case the degree of final utility of the public
goods equals the price.
Prices may leave room for differential utility. This will in the first place
be used to make good the excess of other prices over final utility; next, if
there is no such excess or if something remains after. compensating it, the
differential utility will be used for meeting less urgent needs and hence satisfaction will expand. But all the needs met by means of the differential utility
are also needs the satisfaction of which is conditional upon the consumption
of complementary public goods, since we know that all needs are subject
to this condition. Only the extent to which private satisfactions depend
upon public goods may vary, but they always do in some measure.
Hence the satisfaction of new needs also entails consumption of public
goods and their degree of final utility is not given but is determined by that
of the autonomous need. In whatever manner, therefore, resources arc distributed at varying prices and in whatever m.'tnner satisfaction comes about.
there is always a relationship of dependence, and whatever need or needs
can be satisfied at any particular set of prices, satisfaction always involves
constnnption of public goods.
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(8) Irrespective of the state of needs and of <..>ach individual's resources
for the satisfaction of needs, and irrespective of differences in market prices
and of their relation to the degree of final utilir:y of the desired goods, the
degree of final utility of public goods is always equal to their price. The reason
is that either some need is not satisfied at all and then. wirh the principal
need unsatisfied, there is no collective need; or, if there is some satisfaction,
then this implies the consumption of a given dose of public goods and hence
their degree of finaL utility equals their price.
Tlus statement is not invalidated by the fact that whenever a price yields
differential utility this applies also to the public goods. As we have seen,
such differential utility is used for · the satisfaction of other needs; but the
satisfaction. o~ these also depends up9n the use of complementary public
goods and tt 1s hence necessary to apply resources to the acquisition of other
public goods instead of the former.
(9) Nor is this all. The price and fm.al utility of public goods are equal
not only by virtue of the Latters' complementary character. This supreme
law of the fiscal economy is confirmed by the objective circumstances of
the use and constunption of public goods.

. ~~~ .f~atures a~e characteristic of the consumption of public goods:·
mdnl.lstbility of theJr usc and the consolidation of needs.
We have earlier had occasion to point out that most of the goods are
supplied in an uninterrupted and indivisible manner. The services of law and
order, public health ere., are contributory causes to private satisfactions, but
although these services are consumed in connection with every satisfaction,
the indi.vidual quantities of consumption cannot be divided up and measured
and the1r exact share in separate satisfactions is not known. This indivisibility
of consumption constitutes a technical reason preventing the establishment
of a single market price. fn the case o£a market price for any good, anyone
who cannot pay the price must abstain from consumption. But if public
goods had a price exceeding their final utility for some classes of consumers,
th<".se larters' inability to pay the price would not debar them from using
the goods: to debar them, it would be necessary to withdraw the goods
altogether even .&om. the use of those who can pay the price, otherwise those
who do not pay would still CrUOY the public goods. Hence the price is fixed
for each consumer in accordance with the .maximum he can pay as determined
by t~e dc~ree of final u~ty t~e goods have for him. The indivisibility of
publtc services also ~xpbms why, whenever the consumption of some public
good can be aseertamed from case to case and whenever such consumption
has certain determinate and identifiable individual characteristics, the public
economy resorts to a device very similar to pric::cs in the private economy,
namely fees.

(10) The consolidation of public needs is only a special case ofthe tendency
of all needs to consolidate, as discussed earlier (Chapter II, § 7). We need only
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add that owing to the special circumstance that public purposes are ~ condi~on
of the achievement of all other purposes and owing to the resultmg spec~fic
nature of the process of satisfying public purposes (Chapter III, § 6), collecuve
needs consolidate in a very rapid and intens: n:anner. We have also seen
that this leads to consolidation of cost. Convmcmg proof can be found by
looking at a series of annual budgets of any nation: revenue and expe~d.i~re
will be seen to recur regularly throughout all fmancial. years. The consolidatlon
of cost also explains a fact which t? ~any see~. difficult to grasp, namely
oercion in collecting private contnbuoons. Tlus 1s only the ex.ternal asp~~t
the legal expression of the consolidation of the cost of producr10n of public
goods.

~r

(11) The above formulation of the law. of pub~c price formati~n may,
however give rise to some misunderstandmg, which needs to be dts~elled.
To inter~ret equality between the degree of final utility and. the p~ce .of
ublic goods in this manner, may seem to in:-pi~ th~t any pnce arbltranly
d for them (and hence any arbitrary tax dtstnbution) would always
by corresponding to the degree of final utility of
:ould be to return to an old and false principle of tax
which, relymg
I
but
unknown
force
redressing
human
arbltrarmess
on a natura
.
11andberrors,·
assumed that any inequitable and Wljust tax would by ttself eventua y ecome
.
hi h
equitable and just.
But this is just a misunderstandin~ and a superficial one at that, w c
disappears at once under closer scrutmy.
.
The principle we have expounded rests on the assumptl~~ that ~nother
principle is operative, namely that of maximiza~i~n of ntthty which we
have discussed in the previous chapter*; _th~ vali~uy of the law depends
on the ability of each economic unit to dlstnbute 1ts resources o~ .g~ods. to
the effect of maximum utility, in such a manner that after the dt~~nbuuo~
all the quantities of goods used have the same degree .of final .ut&lity. It IS
therefore assumed that arbitrariness and error do not· d1sturb this tcnd~~cy.
Whatever the price formation of goods on the ~rket,. two co~di~tons
obtain: 1} At any given set of prices, every econonuc umt can d1str.1b~te
· W1tlun
· t..:_ the linu'ts of the
its resources in such a manner as to o btam,
. eXIstmg
.
prices, the maximum of satisfaction in rektio~l ~o the. scale of m~en~ty of
the various needs; 2) Every SCJ.tisfaction which 1t 1s poss1blc to ~btaw. lS co~
d.itional upon the sin1llltaneous and complementary consumpnon of public
goods.
In the early stages of political developme~t, w~1en every member of .the
community is a consumption economy, sausf~cuons come about by. each
member's diverting to the satisfaction of pubhc_ needs that part of his resources which corresponds to a distribution accordmg to the tendency towards

~
~xe

en~
p~blic ~oods. ~his

P?lic~

"All the degrees of final utility of the variou~ quantities of goods (to which rcsour~es are allo;at~d}
be equal. Only thus can chc maximum possible satisfa<:tion be obtained from a govcn quannty 0
•.hsposablc goods." Chapter VJII, § 4. -Ed.

1 "
11Ust
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maximum utility. The question of price and of price divergences with respect
to the fmal utility of public goods arises only with the advent of the exchange
economy and when political organization becomes a special case of the
division of labour. The acq!Usition of public services then also becomes an
act of exchange, but this does not alter the fact of their being complementary
to private satisfactions. In the consump tion economy as in the exchange
economy the overaU allocation ofresources is always governed by the tendency
towards maximizing utility, and it is the valuation of the complementary
utility of public goods which determines the share of private resources which
economic units devote to the acquisition of public goods.
lt will readily be appreciated that differential utility can arise only from
fa ulty valuation-and in that case total satisfaction of needs will be less than
optimal because the result is not the intended one-or when the equili brium
of the scale of utilities is disturbed.
Such disturbance occurs when the agencies to which valuation is entrusted
reprcsellt the predominating interests of one class or one people. Then some
members of the community are obliged to devote to public goods a greater
part of their resources than corresponds to the cotnplementary utility w hich
these goods have for them, and hence obtain less satisfaction of needs; others
can retain a larger quantity of private goods, when the complementary
utility necessary for private satisfactions is obtained at the expense of other
economic units.

(12) These, then, are the subj ective and objective reasons for the strange
fact that within any society there is a public economy where prices are
established on different principles from those of the private economy, :tnd
why the price of public goods corresponds to the degree of final utility
which they have for the consumers, so that each pays for these goods according
to his own valuation.
An explanation of this phenomenon has been attempted in the past by
reviving an unwarranted economic distinction between goods and services
and by assuming a non-existent difference in price formation in the two
cases. It has also been said that the phenomenon constituted a special virtue
of the system of private property, as a slight compensation for the great
inequalities of satisfactions which this system entails. Ultimately any attempt
at a solution has bee11 abandoned a11d the explanation of a patently economic
fact was relegated to jurisprudence and philosophy. Now we have an explanation, and the merit belongs to the theory of the complementarity of
goods. Without Jt, the most characteristic feature of the fiscal economy
would have remained unexplained or wrongly explained.

(13) One more point needs to be clarified, in order to refute a possible
objection against the theory of the price of public goods, as here expounded.
As we have shown earlier, attempts have been made to make- distinctions
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between the relative intensity of individual ~nd_ c_ollcctive nee?s on the .basis

of an initial subsistence minimum which the mdividual can achtevc by pr~ate
oods alone and which leaves no room for the allocation of any goo to

~e

ex~osed

satisfaction of collective needs. We have already
the error. of
such a conception; now there remains to see what ~elau?n the exemption
0 fa subsistence minimum bears to our theory of public pnces.
It might seem that in the case of the subsistence minimum, when
is no room for the allocation of goods to the satisfaction of reflected collecuve
needs. the theory is not applicable.
.
.
d d
:s t e have shown that the subsistence mimmum, ltke every other stan ar
of
is also conditional upon the
of public goods. If
a tax falls on resources indispensable to somebody s hfc, two ~ases are posst~le.
Either that person must perish for lack of what he need~ m order t? live.
hi
onu·c uru·t is an exchange economy, he w1H
or, 'f
a s econ
·u b try to shift
· f: ·the
burden of the tax onto others.8 In the first case there WI e no satts a~tto_n
either of private or collective needs; in the secon~ cas~, one part of the mdtvisible consumption of private and public goods 1s pa1d for :not by t~e .beneficiary, but by other economic milts. In both cases the s~~ststence_ tmmmur~
is automatically exempted. Legislation to ex~mpt rmmmu~ mcomes. 1s
designed to avoid the painful process of repercuss1ons and hardsh~p by placmg
some of the burden on the wealthier members of the comm~Jty.
It will be seen that this is not a law governing the econonuc pr_ocess and
establishing a relation of sequence between individual ~nd coll~ctlve ~eeds,
but a single case justified by the stated reasons. And mdeed, tmmedtat~ly
be rond the limit of the absolute minimum indispensabl~ f~r human hfe
fo; physiological reasons, we find that resources are agam
employed for both private and public needs, and the Ia':"' of_the formatl?n
of prices for public goods, as we have stated it, comes mto tts own agam.

th~re

Ji~i~,

consumpt~on_

~ow

Stmultaneo~sfy

(14) We must, however, note two deviations from this law.
t) Fees, or fixed charges. as we have had occasio~ to o~serve, ~epresent
a price phenomenon in the public economy ~esemblmg_ pnvate pn~:s. ~or
example, the delivery of mail may have a w1dely varymg final utility or
the users, but the price is uniform.
.
.
The reasons underlying fees are well kno·wn. The fee 1s a p~tce, and m~st
often a monopoly price, fixed according to the government s purposes 1ll
performing the service.
· l
1
These purposes may vary. A servtce
· may benefit only a part1cu. ar c ass
of users and it may therefore be thought inopportune to perform I t free of
charge and so to make it correspond to the degree _o~ u.tili~y .fo~ all members
of the community, w hile only some use it (e.g. evil JUmdic?on). In orh~r
cases the public service may simply be a better way of carrymg on ccrtam
lf hardship caused any considerable number of people to die or m~ny to cmigru~. t~e. renuining
members of the community could obtain higher wages and thereby obum the necessary msrumum.
£
1
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actlvities and making them more widely accessible, and chen public utility
resides not in the service itself but in its improved performance. When fees
arc charged for services deemed to be of general utility to the public, these
arc so organized that they are not beyond the reach even of the poorest,
in spite of a Lmiform price (deferred payment of legal costs, exemption from
school fees, etc.)

B 1 t the task of science is not thereby exhausted. It is not enough to deduce
renuses the general laws which
a set of processes; we
also
whether and how the law dcnvcd by abstract methods
does in fact operate. 10
.
b
·
·
Thus theoretical research consists of two main parts. ~mt, a stractton 1S
de from time and space and the analysis so attempts to dtScovc~ the con~t.1~t
m.a n· 's·: ·0 [ · hcnomcna such as can be deduced from the stmplest ~stc
Proper c
P
'
d .. ·
·
h h
um tions of u~c economics. Later all the objective con Itions m w ~c
a:se tenomena pcome to pass have to be studied, and we
to
the laws we have discovered operate within the muluplc rclattonsh1ps
of real lift' and what causes may modify tl1e effects of the laws. If, then, v:e
consider the f 1scal economy throughout all its stages, and note t~c ~pectal
t
f each Successive phase in the historical process of consolidation of
aspec s o
h
· th
··
h
we
olicical co-operation and cry to determine t em Wl precmon, t .en .
P tl discover more specific causal relatious and can augment ou~ scJentt.fic
~owledge by new facts of great value both for theory and for t e pracuce

2) It may happen that a public good is enjoyed by some economic units
whose need for it was nor intense enough for them to demand its satisfaction,
simply bccaJJsc the good was made available for collective consumption
at the instance of ocher economic units for whom the good had so high
a degr~ of final utility that they demanded and obtained satisf.'lction of the
need. "For instance, urban street lighting is a need of the wealthier classes;
they demand it, and for them demand and consumption coincide. The
poorer citizens do, it is true, also benefit from street lighting, but they would
most probably not have asked for it themselves, since they lack any means
in excess of those required for more urgent wants."9
But tlus is not a case ofdifferential utility deriving from a difference between
the final utility of a good and its price; it is a case of free utility deriving
from the indivisibility of consumption.

(15) Apart from these deviations, the law is valid for the whole of the
fiscal economy. The principle of public price formation may be formulated
as follows.
In any economy, the tendency towards maximizing utility causes available
resources to be so distributed among various uses that the degrees of fmal
utility of all the goods allocated arc, after the distribution, equal.
The formation of the prices of public goods comes about in such wise
that in any economic unit the degrees of final utility of public goods arc,
after the distribution of public burdens, equal. This price formation is diffcre/1t
from that of the market and it rests on the complementary nature of the
utility of public goods and on the objective conditions of their consumption.
(Hi) The a:1alysis so far was based on the simple assumptions which underlie
all pure economic research: the tendency of human behaviour towards
maximizing want satisfaction at least cost, and the free and conscious evaluation
of this standard of wcll:-bcing. We assert that the results of our analysis arc
valid within tl1is set of assumptions and that things do in fact happen in this
manner when, in the absence of disturbances, the assumed w1dcrlying causes
are fully operative. The reasons why tl1e analysis is placed in this context
can be appreciated in the light of the few concepts initially expolU1ded and
any further explanation is redundant for anyone who has even an elementary
notion of what scientific research means.
• De Viti De Marco, Cdralltrt ttotico tlrll'eccrumoiG ./in4ttriaria, Rome 1888, Chapk'r Ill.
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of public fmance.
.
· d 1· ·
f hi
This latter part of research exceeds the neccssanly re.strt~te . Jnuts o t s
k hue this does not mean that we do not recogruze tts tmporta_nce. or
wor
' WlS
. h to b elittle the valuable services which historical
that we
li fi invcsttgauon
·
·
can render to any social science and co the science of pub c mance m particular.
not
OnI y co-ord.mated research of both kinds can offer a full explanation
.
·
only of the general principles of public fi?~nce but ~I so. of Its actua 1 mam£ .
ithin the various forms of political orgamzanon.
es;:o;u: theoretical research must retain its
Apart
value of the scientifically accurate results so obtamed, a thcoJY ~un ~
u on the enduring and constant features of hu~an nature a so a.s t e
i!stimable advantage of constituting a safeguard agamst any all too arbttrary
or fanciful interpretation of histor.ical events.
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PROGRESSIVE T A.XA TION

ON PROGRESSIVE TAXATION
By ARNOLD JACOB COHEN STUART
Translated from Dutch* by Johan C. Te Velde

J.

CRITIQUE OF THE PRINCIPLES UPON WHICH PROGRESSION
IS USUALLY DEFENDED

I have not been able to discover who was the first to proclaim the thesis
~hat because the degree of utility of income decreases when income increases,
tt follows t~t equality of sacrifice entails progressive taxation. This can
be found now and then mentioned casually, and as if it were tacitly
assumed.
It is. not always easy to determine what is meant. In Wagner I fmd the
f~llowmg statement: "The sacrifice theory must acknowledge, as indeed Rau
hims~lf does_ a few lines earlier without being aware of the contradiction,
that approXImately, the larger the share of a person's total wealth a certain
sum of money represents, the more value it has for its owner and therefore
corresponds to a greater share of the total satisfaction at his disposal.' In
oth~r words, an equal amount of taxes and an equal tax rate entail a heavier
sacnfice when levied on a smaller income and vice versa."t In my view
Wagner was misled by the word "value" in Rau's statement. Rau does
?ot say that an equal sum of money gives less enjoyment when the income
~s greate~. He does say that if that sum represents a smaller portion of total
mcome tt corresponds to a smaller portion of total enjoyment and hence.
has less si?nificance for the owner. The words quoted from Rau can be
~sed to dtsprove the contention that sacrificing equal sums would result
m an :qual burden of taxation upon everyone. But the right answer to this
refutation would be .to say: "I admit that a sum of money has greater value
for someone w~en tt represents a larger share of his total supply. Well, I
shall arrange things so that the sum levied constitutes an equal portion of
the total supply of each, that is, I will levy an equal percentage upon each."
It cannot be deduced from Rau's words that such an equal share would not
co.rrespond to an equal porti?n of the t?tal enj~yment of goods. Wagner
thinks that the" above quotat~on contradtcts Rau s immediately subsequent
st_atement that all persons ~ll be able to give up with equal ease or equal
dxfficulty ~e. same proportton of their total stock of goods." But there is
no con~adtctton: From th~ words Wagner cited it appears that he regards
the thests accordt~g to w~tch the sacrifice of the same percentage would be
gre~ter when the mcome ts smaller. t? be an obvious result of the proposition
which says that the degree of utility decreases with income. The former
statement, as it were, merely expresses the latter in other words.
* Bij'drag~ to~ d~ th~ori~ d~r progr~ssi~v~ inltomstmbdasting, The Hague, 1889. The fint of the two sections
translated here _u P~rt II, pp. 91-115, the second Part IV, pp. 124-133.
The translauon ts publuhcd by courtesy of the Univenity of Chicago.
I Adolph Wagner, Finanzwiss~nschaft, Leipzig, 1880, Part 1!, p. 355.
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In Wagner this argument is more or less supplementary. When he treats
the application of the sacriftce theory in more detail, he gives another
0
argument for progression. Lately, the former argument has been placed
in the foreground primarily by Dutch authors. In an essay by Professor
N. G. Pierson in the Gids of October, 1881, one still finds the direct assertion
that "to part with a certain portion, say ftve or ten per cent, of one's income"
entails less sacriftce when the income is greater. This is true at least up to
a certain point, because " to part with 30 out of an income of 300 is a heavier
sacriftce than to part with 3,000 out of an income of 30,000. But anyone
who has 50,000 income, can as easily dispense with 5,000 as one whose income
is 60,000 can dispense with 6,000." In the second edition ofhis Grondbeginselen
der Staathuishoudkunde, which appeared in 1886, we ftnd that Pierson, accepting
Jevons' and Menger's view that with growing income each money unit
provides less enjoyment, concludes that progression should be continuous,
though decreasing.
Treub, whose work dates from ~885, also derives tax progression entirely
from the decrease of the degree of utility. He is in no doubt about this:
having shown the necessity of this decrease, he simply concludes: "Within
the range of numbers 1 and 2" (1 refers to the income entirely necessary
for the satisfaction of primary subsistence needs, and 2 refers to the point
beyond which, according to him, the degree of utility does not decrease
any further) "the degree of utility decreases with a rise of income; as income
rises, the decrease of utility becomes gradually less until it ceases altogether
at number 2. That is, as income increases, ability to pay increases not only
absolutely but relatively; ..."2 Like Wagner, Treub thinks that this follows
automatically. The premise is regarded as merely being expressed in other
words.
Professor Cort van der Linden begins with the statement that it is an
"indisputable fact" that "the sacriftce of the same percentage becomes smaller
in the degree that income itself becomes larger." 3 It appears from the
subsequent passage that he regards this fact as sufficiently explained by the
phenomenon that to provide the same quantity of enjoyment each addition
to inc~me must be larger. Further on we fmd the same idea again expressly
stated m the words which I have italicized: "Up to the highest incomes it
remains true that to double the enjoyment much more is necessary than
doubling the income. This alone is what matters, because, if tme, proportional
taxation will affect larger incomes less than smaller o11es."4
~ince th~n Pierson has begun to doubt the strength of this argument.
In mtroducmg the work of Cort van der Linden, he states the argument once
more. For the beneftt of the reader I quote:
[

2 M.. W. F. Treub, Ontwikkeling en verbarJd va11 de Rijks-, Provitaciale- en GemerrJte-belastirJgen in Nederland, .Letden, 18~5, .PP· 517/18. ~!though !reub speaks only of ability to pay and nowhere expressly
menttons the prmctple of equahty of sacnf1ce, he regards the two as identical.
3 P. W. A. Cort van der Linden, D~ tlr~<>rit d~r belastirJgttr, The Hague, 1887, p. 89.
• Ibid., p. 100.
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"The reason why progression is thou ght necessary
to obtain equality
of burden is well known. It is not because an incom
e ten times as large
wou ld give more than ten times as much enjoy
ment. Precisely the
contrary is true. The value which we attach to addit
ional income decreases
in the degree that the sum to which it is adde
d increases. The general
law which governs the value of things applies to
income as well. Someone
who already has an income of 10,000 does not
obtain as much pleasure
from an additional 100 as someone who has an
income of 500. Since
everything can be obtained for money, one neve
r becomes completely
satiated with money as one does with other
things. But usually one
attaches less value to the portion of income whic
h is saved than to the
portion which is consumed. And within the latter
, less value is placed
upon that which is expended for luxuries than upoti
that which provides
the urge nt necessities. Since I have previously
attempted to elucidate
this conception, 5 I hope that here a mere statement
of it will be sufficient.
I assume I make myself plain when I say that diffe
rent portions of income
can be expressed in terms of percentages acco
rding to the enjoyment
they provide. Supposing someone has an incom
e of 1,000 per year,
which provides him with an enjoyment of 100
per cent. Perhaps he
will value an additional income of1,000 at 95 per
cent, a second increment
at 90 per cent, and a third at 85 per cent.
This is the basis of progressive taxation. But as
I said before, it is not
sufftcient. An observation must be made which
is often mistakenly left
out of consideration. Taxes are always paid out
of those portions of
income to which the owne r attaches least subje
ctive value. I adm it
that this is obvious. But since everything depe
nds on it, it cannot be
left unmentioned, even thou gh it is obvious. Goin
g back to our example,
the person with an income of 4,000, who is taxed
3 per cent, does not
take one fourth of the tax of 120 from the indis
pensable porti on of his
income and one fourth each out of the three
succeeding portions. He
takes the whol e 120 from the last 1,000, which
he values at 85 per cent.
Close attention should be paid to this. If thing
s were different, for
instance with another subjective valuation of
the various portions of
income, or if the source of the tax were anoth
er portion, progressive
taxation would, in my view, be impossible."6
So much for Pierson's demonstration. But he
warns us beforehand that
the argument does not convince him any more
. Earlier in the same article
he states:
"It is impossible to obtain equality of sacrifice in
any case, even when
the tax is not shifted onto anyone else. It certa
inly cannot be obtained
by the levy of an equal percentage. The progr
essive levy is a means
' N. G. Pierson, GrondbtginJelen der Staath11ishoud
kundt, 2nd edition, Haarlem, 1886, p. 312.
Pierson, Gids, February 1888, pp. 308, 309.
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e uali of sacrifice may be approached closely.
At least •. thus
whereby q
. d f this But I must confess that wetg
f: r I have beenty convmce
hty
o
·
t

;onsiderati~;: rt~~t~~~~r::~u~~ ~~~~~:~:~~~ ::~~e::~~~:t ;~o~l~~~s

~~.:~~:1 in this question. I certainly hope that one of our ~~thematl~;~~

will take it in hand; his conclusions may have
great m uence
our views." 7
.
The dou bt expressed abo ve • thou gh not further elucidated, has received
k
£i months after the appearance o f this art'IC le '
little response. J:?r. Bo ' a ewd
ument because it appeared "decisive" to
accepted PidersonCs above-qudo;e Li~rJen's article
in the Tijdspiegel of August,
hi
Nor oes ort van e
rn.
t that his confidence in the stren gth o f t he £i
a ore-men t'1? ned
1888, sugges
p·
ded
it
neces
sary further to eluctdate
heory is shaken. Hence terson regar
)
t.
·
· the Economist of November, 1888 (p. 745 et
his~~:~:~ l:e are dealing here entirely w~th a mathematicalseq. ·
aspect of the
blem and mathematics will have to furmsh the
answ~
r.
pro
.
ly the data. tt must te 11 us h ow
I argued earlier that economtc
s
must
supp
h'
·n have to
.
.h .
From these data mat emat .
~~~c~~~~ ;~:~~~:~::~~~:; percentage of enjoyment andicstheWIperce
ntage
of money.
Let us see how to do this.

Fig. 1

Let the line PQ in ftgure 1 represent the utilit
y cu~ve as deter~ned by
thhe data
t at part o mcome
.
.
·d d by income OC
by the area MABP. The correspondmg
enjoyment provt e
is represented by hMCDP~ain amo unt must be
set aside for taxes. As a result
N?w suppose .tl batlea ficoer the provision of satisf
action will decrease from
thc mcome avat a

fufr~ished bb~c~~~~~ ~~etat~;a!c~~:~~f~~~~:e~~::~;~~~!t~~

' Ibid., pp. 304. 305.
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OA to Oa and fr?m OC to Oc, if aA and cC represent the res ective amoun

~f taxe~.s The enjoyment sacrificed by the owners of the inco!es OA and 0~

ts equa to ~he areas ~ba and CDdc respectively.
/~the sacrltfice. of enj oyment for each is to represent an identical proportion
o
s actua enjoyment, the relation of aABb to MABP
b h
as that of cCDd to MCDP.
must e t e same
The question may be asked: if aA amounts to 5 per cent of OA

h

f{:~et~~~~~~~~C~~stb~~ebf~ ;~:i::tyse t~rop~~tions ~o be equal? It is ~v~e~~

indicated the slo

f h

rna emattcs. 0 nee economtcs has

~:.:!~
~eh .:~:~~c~:~~·~!~e
~~~~~er=~~d=~~i~:~;.n~~~h~il;e~~~t~!:~~
Th
· · ·
.
can o ts to revtse the data

~ur~e ;~rf:;t;~, 1eos:~~~~/~sr j~s~~~~~et~/;;:~=e the sioye o~ the .utili~

0

1

mdications concernin h 1
.
cs mere Y gtves certam
"the value which weg a:t.~c~ ~~e~dEdc?t~orml~s may ~ecllare,. for example, that
1 tona mcome ts ess m the d
h
h
.
" Thi
I egree t at
t e sum to whtch the increment is added is Iar
ger.
s mere y states that
the utility. curve has a descending slope.
Even Without mathematics we
b
h
curve will h
h
I .
can o serve t e result this feature of the
.
ave on t e re atton between the percenta e
hi h
levlted upon va~ious incomes in order to attain equality ofs:cr7ncec Hmowuset be
on y mathemattcs
·
h
.
·
ver
By
I .
chan gtvehus t ~ prectseness characteristic of an exact science'
emp oymg t e mat emattc 1
h d · ·u b
·
so
and
the

apha~ently obv~ous genera~lyn:~~e;te~t c:Uclu~i~:m~a:vt;;;~:r~~;t
to b~s b::~ t~p~~ ;~:ta~1Io::gt~:a~~~~~si~f t~:sd:eachedf It ~~ems .t~ me
decrease when income rises (if the utili .
gree .o utility dtd not
ty ~urve were honzontal), the same
amount of taxes would
and at the same time lev:ant~n equal .sacnfice of enjoyment for everyone,

or

to a proportional sacrific~ enj:~::r~:~e~=f· ~~ incomehwoulld amfount
same amount of
d
.
.
wever, t e va ue o the
demands a small:oney .ecrea:cs a.s mcome in~reases. Hence, an equal levy
quanttty o enjoyment as mcome increases. The same
a Mr Pierson in the above-quoted ar u
d I
of income which have the least subjectiv~ :::~t toe~:;es that t;;es are always paid out of those parts
must J?ay a tax of 120, ~e will pay it out of the last t.~~ner. someone has an income of 4,000 and
'!'his Js perfectly true If the utility curve decreases co .
earher, the utility curve can make 'urn s It .
. ntmuously. However, as I have attempted to show
thousa~d than to the third. The que~tio!~ay ~~~~~~le.;h~t ~omeone atta~hes more value to the fourth
of the mcome of 4,000 would pay the tax out of e , I .t s appened to be the case, whether the owner
fi~d the enjoyment sacrificed, would one have to tte t~d thousand which he values least? In order to
~s argcr than OC? The answer is no Even th p ace t e tax to the left of C even though the income
~ncome. The utility curve would not .be what ~n. t~; ~x must be placed to the left of the last point of
as.to forgo when his income shrinks from 4 ~:~I t s were not true. The enjoyment which a person
Which he could have provided for himself·£
h' . 3,880 beca~se of the tax, is the same as the enjoyment
1
f.
IS mcome had Increased from 3 880 to 4 000
Instead of speaking of portJ'o
·u
1
ns o mcome out of h' h
.
•
• ·
WI . a ways attempt to arrange things in such
w IC taxes are paid, I think it better to say that one
s~cnfice of enjoyment in any given circumstanc:sw~y Jh~· t~e fayment of taxes entails the least possible
: c tax to the left of the end of the income cur;e o: t~ IS IS. a ways repr:sented in the figure by placing
arger than OC, as will be realized upon further thoug~t~XIS OX. T hiS ts also true when the income is
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rcentage entails not proportional, but less than proportional sacrifice of
pe
h .
.
enjoyment w en mcome mcreases.
The underlying reasoning may be expressed in even simpler terms: the
person who has an income of 10,000 has not only ten times as much money
as the person with an income of 1,000, but in addition the money out of
which taxes are paid has less value for the former than for the latter. It is
not sufficient that the former simply pay ten times as much money.
This conclusion would undoubtedly be correct if an income ten times
larger than another yielded total enjoyment ten times greater, while an equal
percentage of both i~~omes entailed a. sacrifice of less th~n ten time~ the
enjoyment for the rectptent of the larger mcome. To express tt more prectsely:
the conclusion would be correct if the subjective value of the last income
increment necessarily decreased faster than the average subjective value of the
entire income.
Supposing the tax rate is 5 per cent. Upon an income of 1,000 an amount
of SO is levied, and 500 upon an income of 10,000. Supposing the subjective
value of the money to be paid in taxes amounts to half as much for the
recipient of the largest income as for the recipient of the smallest. The former
sacrifices ten times as much money, but merely half of ten, that is five times
as much enjoyment. But his total enjoyment cannot be ten times as great
as the total enjoyment of the person with an income of 1,000; it must be
less than ten times as great. Were it exactly five times as great, the desired
proportionality would be obtained by the same percentage, which. would
cause him to sacrifice exactly five times as much enjoyment as does the
recipient of the smaller income. If the total enjoyment deriving from the
ten times larger income were more than five times as great, progression
would be necessary in order to obtain equality of sacrifice. Were it less than
five times as great, degression would be required.
I hope I have made it clear that the conclusion is not as self-evident as
is usually thought. However, whether it is self-evident or not, the question
is whether it is correct. To return to our graphical representation: is it a
necessary consequence of the descending slope of the line PQ that, if Cc
represents the same proportion of OC as Aa of QA, the area cCDd comprises
a smaller proportion of MCDP than aABb does of MABP~ Hence, must a
larger share be taken of OC in order to obtain an ~qual proportiom
I have answered this question by means of an analytical exposition.
However, I suspect that for mc<>t of my readers this argument will not be
convincing.
I shall attempt to give that exposition again in a form which, I hope, will
not demand too much exertion from them. I refer to Appendix I* for certain
parts of the proof and certain calculations.

*

Not included here - Editors.
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The question is : Is progression an inevitabl~ c?nsequ~nce of the descen~g
slope of the utility curve? In ~ther_ words, ts lt posstble that a descendmg
curve might also yield proportionality or degress10n?
.
It must be pointed out that those who deduce progress10n from the
descending slope, ascribe additional characteristics to the utility curve. In
order to satisfy these authors we must take account of this in our answer.
Different writers appear to have different opinions regarding these other
characteristics. They all agree that the degree of utility can never become
negative, nor equal to zero. However, according to Treub the utility curve
must run horizontally beyond a certain point; according to Cort van der
Linden it must continue to descend. Some writers, for example Treub and,
as it seems, also Pierson, are of the opinion that the enjoyment provided
by the first portions of income is infmitely great, and that at the subsistence
minimum the utility curve as it were runs into the infmite; others, like
Cort van der Linden, do not express this view. In my own view the enjoyment
provided by the first portions of income is not infinitely great, but should not
and cannot be included at all.
It may be expected that all this is not without bearing upon the solution
of our problem.
It seems desirable to me to deal with the question in the most general
terms.
First of all we ask: must progression result from descending curves in
all circumstances, or may some descending curves yield proportionality or
degressiom After we have answered this question, we can determine what
influence the other characteristics ascribed to the utility curve have on our
answer.
Let us begin with the problem of how to fmd all the possible utility curves
which require proportional taxation in order to arrive at equality of sacrifice.
In solving this problem we must look for the simplest possible criterion
by which to test whether a curve has the characteristic of indicating proportionality.

Let PQ in figure 2 be the utility curve and aA the amount to be levied upon
the income OA. Let aA be 5 per cent of OA. The enjoyment sacrificed,
the area aABb, will amount to approximately 5 per cent of the area of the
rectangle OABE. This is an approximation because in fact the small rectangle
aABb' comprises exactly 5 per cent of OABE. However, we shall disregard
the difference. Since the total enjoyment OABP' is greater than the rectangle
QABE, the enjoyment sacrificed will not be 5 per cent of total enjoyment.
Supposing the total enjoyment OABP' is 21/ 2 times OABE, the forgone
enjoyment aABb would be 2 per cent of the total. Let Cc amount to 5 per cent
of OC and the levied sacrifice cCDd again approximately 5 per cent of the
rectangle OCDF. If the enjoyment forgone is again to be 2 per cent of total
enjoyment OCDP', then total enjoyment must again be 21/ 2 times the
rectangle OCDF.
The lines OX and OY are the coordinates or axes. The vertical lines BA
or DC, originating from any point on the curve PQ upon the axis OX, are
the ordinates of that point. The portions OA or OC thereby cut off from the
horizontal line are the abscissae of that point.
It appears that' a proportional levy results in proportional sacrifice of
enjoyment when for each point of the utility curve the product of abscissa
and ordinate comprises the same portion of the total area between the ordinate,
the axes, and the curve to the left of the ordinate of the point.
The problem of fmding all possible curves which, thought of as utility
curves, would indicate proportionality, becomes the following: find all
curves which have the characteristic that for each point the product of
abscissa and ordinate comprises a proportional share of the area contained
between the axes, the ordinate of that point, and the portion of the curve
to the left of it.9
It appears that there are certain curves of this type.
As everyone can see, the horizontal line IK (figure 3) parallel to the axis OX
belongs to this kind. The product of abscissa and ordinate is here equal to
the total area mentioned. It can also be seen without the help of higher
mathematics that every straight line OL drawn from origin also belongs
to this type of curves. Here the product of abscissa and ordinate is double
that of the total area. Every parabola OU and OV whose vertex is at 0 and
whose axis is OX or OY, also possesses the characteristic we are looking for.
The product of abscissa and ordinate, depending upon whether OX or OY
is the axis, amounts to 3/2 or 3 times the total area.
But, and this is of importance to us, there are also descending lines which
possess the afore-mentioned characteristic. Let us examine these descending
lines more closely to see how they can help us in answering the question
of the necessity of progression. They all have the peculiarity that they run
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9 We came to this conclusion by substituting the rectangles aABb 1 and cCDd' for the areas aABb and
cCDd, and by neglecting the difference (b'Bb and d'Dd). It is shown in Appendix I that the conclusion is

nevertheless mathematically correct.
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yrnptotically to both axes, that is, they run into infinity on
both sides,
:~ntinually approaching the axes.
It does not follow that the area enclosed by the axis OY, the absciss
a·and
ordinate of a point and . the infinite portion of the curve to the
left of that
ordinate must be infinitely large.lO For example, for the line PQ
in figure 3
the area OABP Y is always double the area OABD , which is the
product of
abscissa and ordinate. 11• 12
It is thus established that there are descending curves which
result in
proportionality. It seems reasonable to suppose that there are also
descending
curves resulting in degression, and others in progression.
Indeed, if we draw a proportionality curve which falls more
steeply at
the beginning, or what is the same, rises more sharply to the left
of a certain
point, we get beyond this point not proportionality but degres
sion. This
may be demonstrated as follows.
Let the line PQ in f1gure 2 represent a curve yielding propo
rtionality.
Now let the curve rise more sharply to the left of point b. The
total enjoy-
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10 In analytical geometry a line is determi
ned by its formula, that is, the relation between ordinate
and abscissa for all points on the line. In the descending lines
mentioned here the ordinate is always
inversely proportional to a power of the abscissa, which power
is smaller or equal to unity.
On the line PQ in figures 3 and 4 the ordinate is inversely proporti
onal to the square root (power I/z)
of the abscissa. If the abscissa OA is four times as large as OM (figure
4), the ordinate AB must be 1/y4.
that is I /z the ordinate R M.
11 How the area between OY and PQ which
continues into infinity still has a finite value can be
explained as follows. If we mark off on the axis OY (figure 3)
a portion DE = OD, then the area DBE'E
equals half the area OABD. Further, if we mark off a portion EF
= OE, which is equal to twice OD, then
the area EE'F•F again equals half the area DBE'E, and thus equals
one quarter of OABD. Each time we
mark off sections on OY, each of which equals the entire section
marked off before, we obtain areas equal
to half the previous area. And the entire area between the infinite
branches of OY and BP, to the left
of AB, equals the area OABD, multiplied by the sum of the infinite
series: 1 + 1/2 + 1/• + 1/a+ . ... The
sum of this series is 2. The sum of the tint three members is 11/•·
If we add the fourth member it becomes
11f , with the fifth member 115/16· Each in~rement is equal to 1/z
1
the previous increment. The difference
becomes smaller and smaller and the sum approaches closer and
closer to 2. But regardless of how far
we continue the series it can never exceed 2.
12 Among all the descending lines yielding
proportionality, there is one for which the area becomes
infinite. I have indicated such a line, RS, in figure 3.
When this is the case, that is, when the enjoyment provided byI
the first portions o( income is regarded
as infinite, the distinction between equal and proportional sacrifice
of enjoyment disappears. This is true
of every utility curve drawn according to this assumption, if it
wants to take that infinite enjoyment into
account -as Treub, who draws this kind of curve, apparently
does not want to do. With an income OC
total enjoyme nt is equal to that of income OA plus the area ACGB.
Since the total enjoyment of OA is
infinite and that of the increment is finite, the relation of the total
enjoyment of OA to that of OC equals
unity. Regardless of how large we make OC, the enjoyme nt provided
by it can never become one millionth
part greater than the total enjoyment provided by OA, because
the millionth part of infinity is also infmite,
and regardless of how far we separate C from A the area ACGB
always remains a finite quantity. Between
total quantities of enjoyment provided by incomes of different size
there may be an arithmetical difference;
geometrically they are all alike. If we want proportional sacrifice
of enjoyme nt, and the relation between
the quantities of enjoyme nt which two persons sacrifice must
be the same as the relation between their
total quantities of enjoyment, then this relation must be unity
also. In other words, each must .forgo an
equal quantity of enjoyment.
The course of the line RS is entirely consistent with the result
obtained. We can define this curve
(a rectangular hyperbola) as one for which the product of abscissa
and
The area OCGH is exactly equal to the area OABD. By levying ordinate always has the same value.
an equal percentage upon everyone,
we would, if RS were the utility curve, at the same time demand
an equal and proportional sacrifice of
enjoyment. This result of our exposition is one more proof of
the incorrectness of the assumption that
the degree of utility of the first portions of income is infinite.
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ment for all incomes becomes greater and for all incomes larger than Oa
the increase equals the space between the branch P'b and the new branch
now more sharply ascending to the left. Let this area be R.
The ratio between the total enjoyment of OC and that of OA has now
become smaller. It would have remained the same if relatively more had
been added to the greater total enjoyment OCDP' than to the smaller total
enjoyment OABP'. But the same increase R has been added to both. For
example, if OCDP' were 11/ 2 times as large as OABP' and the area R equal
1
to / 3 of the latter, then the relation of the total quantities of enjoyment
of OC and OA, when the utility curve rises more sharply to the left, is no
1
longer 1 / 2 : 1, but (11/2 1/ 3): (1 1/ 3), that is, 13/ 8 : 1. This must also
become the relation between the forgone quantities of enjoyment. When
levying an equal percentage cC and aA, respectively, the relation was 11/ : 1.
2
Now it must become 13/ 8 : 1. If I continue to levy aA upon OA, I must levy
less than cC upon OC, that is a smaller percentage. This is true of all incomes
larger than OA. We must, at least beyond b, levy a continually smaller
percentage as the income increases. In other words, there should be continuous
degression.
Conversely, we obtain progression if the utility curve descends less sharply
at the beginning, or in the further part descends more sharply than one of
the proportionality curves.
If the problem is stated in general terms as above, and we ask whether
in all circumstances descending curves result in progression, the answer is
quite obviously no. There are descending curves which result in proportionality
and even in degression.

+

+

But the curves found do not possess certain characteristics which some
writers ascribe to the utility curve, and for them our answer is not yet
complete. First of all, it is not sufficient for those who agree with me that
the utility curve for the ftrst portions of income cannot be drawn. Nor is
the answer sufficient for those who differ from me in this respect.
The lines found all run, as I said, asymptotically to the axis OY. That
is, according to those curves the degree of utility of an income equal to zero
would be infinite, even though it would not follow (see above) that the
total enjoyment of each income must be infinitely great.
Regardless of how one ·may look upon the degree of utility of income
below the subsistence minimum, yet agrees with the author that an infmitely
great degree of utility is in any case unthinkable, that is, if this curve has a·
beginning somewhere on the axis 0 Y, then there must be some progression
at the beginning. However, this progression can again be changed into
proportionality or degression as soon as it is desired, say at an income of
one guilder. In figure 4, let PQ again be the same curve as in ftgure 3. The
total area OABPY is thus equal to twice the rectangle OABB'. We now
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upon the axis OY the intervalB'C = 20B' and draw the lineBC. Then
~:c:rea OABC equals twice O~B' and .thus also .equals OABPY. Whether
the utility curve is PQ or CBQ IS tmmatenal for all mcomes grea~er than OA.
The total enjoyment remains the ~arne an.d hence also th~ relatiOn betw~n
th total enjoyment derived from different mcomes. For all mcomes exceeding
~ by enough that the tax payment does not reduce the renlaining income
less than OA, proportionality is again achieved.
to It is evident that for all incomes larger than a certain income OA, at a
iven course of the utility curve to the right. of AB, what matters is not the
~hape of the curve to the left of B, but the size o~ the area .to the left of the
rdinate AB. Every curved line, for example BD, 1f drawn m such a manner
~hat the area OABD equals OABPY, results in proportionality beyond A.
If we draw the lines BC or BD in such a way that the area OABC or OABD
is larger than OABPY (that is larger than twice OABB'), ~en there is no
longer proportionality to the right of A but steady degressi~n. .
It is thus possible by beginning with one of the proportlonality curves
to fmd lines which, beginning on the axis 0 Y, result in proportionality or
degression beyond a certain point. Conversely, it is possibl~ to dra~ ~ny
line from any point on the axis OY and determine at each pomt on this line
how far to the right it would have to run in order to result in proportionality
or degression. If the curve is descending, it must alwa~s continue to. fall more
or less sharply to yield proportionality; if at any pomt a desce~din~ curve
were to continue horizontally, we would get not propornonality but
degression.
Now if we do not take account of the enjoyment provided by the first
portions of income, if we deduct a subsisten.ce minimum from e.ac_h ~come
how can we proportionately decrease the enJoyment of the remammg mco~el
With regard to the entire income, there must always be some progression,
at least at the beginning. The money percentage levied on all incomes below
.the subsistence minimum is zero and for all incomes exceeding this minimum
it is positive; so it must have risen in the mean~me.
.
.
But it is easy to see that proportionality or degression may agam be obtamed
some way beyond the subsistence minimum.
Let the subsistence minimum be OM in figure 4. If at M we erect the
vertical line MN, we need not be concerned with the area between OY and
MN. It is immaterial what course the utility curve takes; we do not take
account of the enjoyment represented by the area to the left of MN. Let
the portion .RQ of PQ to the right of MN be the utility c~rve~ OMRPY is
the area corresponding to the line whose course we are not takmg mto a<::count;
it equals twice the area OMRR', and the total enjoyment of the income OE
is no longer twice OEFF' but twice OEFF' minus twice OM~R'. If :'e
draw the line FG in such a manner that the area MEFG equals twlce the size
of OEFF', then again for all incomes larger than OE the total enjoyment is
the same as if PQ were the utility curve and as if no subsistence minimum
l

0
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had been deducted. Hence, whethe r the utility curve is GFQ or the entire
curved line HFQ (drawn so that HFF" = GFF"), there is again proportionality
beyond point E. As said before, the only thing that matters so far as the
curve to the left of E is concerned, is the size of the area and not the shape
of the curve.
If the utility curve rises more sharply to the left of F, for example if ]FQ
is the utility curve, so that the area to the left of EF is still larger, there is
degression to the right of E. Were the area MEFJ equal to twice the size
of MEFG, thus four times OEFF', and we wanted to levy 1 per cent of
everyone's enjoyment, the money percentage levied upon incomes below OM
would naturally be zero; for incomes larger than OM the tax would gradually
climb from 0 to nearly 4 per cent at OE, and thereafter it would slowly
decrease as far as about 2 per cent on very large incomes.
In this case too it is evident that progression does not necessarily result
from the descending slope of the utility curve. It may be argued that some
progression appears to be necessary at the beginning. To this the following
answer may be given. First, provided the curve falls sharply enough · at the
beginning, progression may be replaced by proportionality or degression
very soon, say at 2 or 11/ 2 or 11/ 4 times the subsistence minimu m, even though
the curve continues to descend. Second, progression at the beginning is not
the result of the descending slope of the utility curve, since, if we deduct
the subsistence minimu m, we would get continuous though rather weak
progression even if the utility curve were horizontal.
So much for the mathematical demonstration.
I am not saying that the curves which I have taken as examples approach
the correct utility curve. It is not my purpose to defend degression or even
proportionality. I wanted to point out that these curves satisfy the condition
that the enjoym ent provide d by any sum of money decreases as the income
to which it is added increases. Regardless of whethe r we assume the enjoym ent
provided by the first portions of income to be infmite or not, of whethe
r
or not a subsistence minimu m is subtracted, whethe r the curve is permitted
to continue its descent or is changed into a horizontal line, one can always
find curves which satisfy the proposed conditions and which still result in
proportionality or d~gression either over their entire length or beyond some
arbitrarily selected point. This is true so long as no conditions are made as to the
degree of the descent of the utility curve.
. The law which is invoked to justify progression, the general law of decreasing
value of the last increment, tells us nothing cotlcerning the degree of this descent.
Progression does not follow from the general law of decreasing utility.
Herewi th I could close this part of the discussion. Before leaving this
disputed subject I hope I may be allowed to follow in the footsteps of my
predecessors and discuss the problem in numerical terms.
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h previously mentioned article in the Gids Pierson used some tables
t~e necessity of
to ill ·
as to illustrate that progresston must be decreasmg. Even for
gresston,
· d
th hi
pro
pose the tables were not suitable. But Pierson pomte
out at t s
that pdur to the incorrect underlying assumption that the values of each
was ue
. hm . 1 . p·
ditional1,000 guilders decrease in an ant
ettca senes. 1~rson,s argume n t
ad r. ther illustrated in a table prepared by Bok, which also showed
was xur
decreasing progression. That table was ~ased uponfthe 1'dea t h at " t h e diffc
d' cre~t
·ons of income can be expressed m terms o percentages accor mg o
~;t~njoyment they provide." Bok's table is reproduced below.
h
income of 1000 which he values at fully 100% ....... ...... 1000
A has~~ more than A. He values this at 95.0%. Total subjective value 1950
~ as 1000 " " B. " " " " 91.00Jo· "
"
" 2860
D '' 1000 ,
, C. ,
,
, , 87.5°/0 • ,
,
,
3735
E " 1000 ,
, D. ,
,
, , 84.3°/0 • ,
,
,
4578
F " 1000 ,
, E. ,
,
, , 81.3°/0 • ,
,
,
5391
"
1000
,
,
F. ,
,
, ;, 78.4<>;'0 • ,
,
,
6175
G
"
Let the tax be 3 per cent of income. Each then pays:
1~ ~;ate his theory.
He used them not. so much to show

A:

30, which he values at 100.0%, that is 30.00, or 3.000% of 1000
57.00,
2.923%
1950
95.0%,
B: 60,
" "
"
"
"
" 2860
"
81.90,
,"
2.863%
91.0%,
C: 90,
"
"
" 3735
" " 105.00, "
"
2.811%
D: 120,
87.5%,
" " 126.45, "
"
"
"
"
" 4578
2.762%
E: 150,
84.3%,
" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
146.34,
, 81.3%,
2.714%
5391
F: 180,
"
"
" 164.64, "
"
"
"
6175
2.666%
G: 210,
78.4%,
"
" "
"
"
"
"
"
The relation of sacrif1ce of enjoym ent to actual enjoym ent is 3 per cent
for A, 2.92 for B, 2.67 for G. This inequality can be elimi~ated ?nly .by
subjecting B and all the following to a progressive tax, which will brmg
the relation between sacrifice and enjoym ent up to 3 per cent for all.
A will have to pay 3.0000% on 1000
B ,
,
, , 3.0798°/0 , 2000
C ,
,
, , 3.1468°/0 , 3000
D ,
,
, , 3.2128°/0 , 4000
E ,
,
, , 3.2765°/0 , 5000
F ,
,
, , 3.3389°/0 , 6000
G ,
,
, , 3.4008<>;'0 , 700013
tJ w. P.J. Bok, De beltJJtingen in htt Nederlands
cht Parlement v~11 1848-1888, ~;~aarlem, 1888, PP: 17'?,
178. It seems to me that in the calculation of these figures a nustake has crept
m. I do not mention It
because it might detract anything from the result, but merely because someone
may want. to chc:ck the
figures and may get the impression that he followed the wrong method because
he obt:uned d1tferent
results. The column of percentages should correctly read as follows:
3.0000%
3.1428%
3.2584%
3.3755%
3.0790%
3.2014%
3.3155%
F
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. So mu~h for Bo~'s tables. They show progression, and the progression
ts decreasmg. The dtfference between successive percentages becomes smaller
and smaller. As a counter-illustration the table below shows proportionality
except between the first and second 1,000.

If -we leave out A, equal sacrifice is obtained by levying a smaller percentage
jncomes become larger.
as The objection may be made that according to these tables progression
ill always be necessary between the first and the second 1,000. This, however,
'!'easy to ex >lain by an obvious inaccuracy in the assumption upon which
1
sll these tablt ; are built. If the entire income of 1,000 is valued on the average
a tOO per cent, then, according to the law which is illustrated by these tables,
a~c first guilders of this thousand must necessarily be valued at more, the
:ast at less than 100 per cent. It cannot be assumed that the subjective value
ofthe last increment between zero and 1,000, and between 1,000 and 2,000, etc.,
would remain constant.
Were we to take account of this, it would not be difficult to design tables
showing continuous progression or degression. I shall limit myself to an
example of the latter. Apart from assuming an average subjective value
for each 1,000 of income, I also assume an average subjective value for the
money paid out in taxes. The figures are so chosen that the average degree
of utility of each 1,000 must lie between the degree of utility of the last
units of the previous income and that of the last of the 1,000 under consideration. For example, the last of the first thousand are valued at 50 per cent,
the average degree of utility of the second thousand is 45 per cent, the last
units of the second thousand are valued at 40 per cent, etc. The standard is
100 per cent, which is assumed to be the average degree of utility of the
first thousand (which means that the ftrst units of this thousand must be
valued at more than 100 per cent).
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A has an income of 1000, which he values at 100% . . . ........... ... 1000
B has 1000 more than A. He values this at 95.00%. Total subjective value 1950
, 2888
,
, , 93.80%. ,
,
, B. ,
C , 1000 ,
, 3818
,
, , 93.00%. ,
,
, C. ,
D , 1000 ,
, 4742
,
, , 92.41%. ,
,
, D. ,
E , 1000 ,
Let the ~x be 3 per cent of income. Each then pays:
A: 30, which he values at 100.00%, that is 30.00, or
, 95.00%, , , 57.00, ,
,
,
,
B: 60,
, 93.80%, , , 84.42, ,
,
,
,
C: 90,
, 93.00%, , , 111.60, ,
,
,
,
D: 120,
, 92.41%, , , 138.615 , ,
,
,
,
E: 150,

3.000%
2.923%
2.923%
2.923%
2.923<J'0

of 1000
, 1950
, 2888
, 3818
, 4742

If the relation between sacrifice and enjoyment is to be 3 per cent for
all, A must p~y 3 per cent of his income and all the others 3.079 per cent.
The followmg table shows degression except between the first and second
thousand.
A has an income of1000, which he values at 100% ........... ...... 1000
B has 1000 more than A. He values this at 80.0%. Total subjective value 1800
, 2570
,
, , 77.0%. ,
,
, B. ,
C , 1000 ,
3334
,
,
,
76.4%.
, ,
,
, C. ,
D , 1000 ,
4090
,
,
, , 75.6%. ,
,
, D. ,
E , 1000 ,
, 4840
,
, , 75.0%. ,
,
, E. ,
F , 1000 ,
Let the tax again be 3 per cent. Each then pays:
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

30, which he values at 100.0%, that is 30.00, or
60,
,
, 80.0%, , , 48.00, ,
,
,
,
,
,
90,
, 77.0%, , , 69.30, ,
120,
,
, 76.4%, , , 91.68, ,
,
,
150,
,
,
, 75.6%, , , 113.40, ,,
,
180,
,
, 75.0%, , , 135.00, ,
,
,

3.000%
2.667%
2.696%
2.750%
2.772%
2.790%

of 1000
, 1800
, 2570
, 3334
, 4090
, 4840

In order to get a uniform relation of 3 per cent between sacrifice and
enjoyment for all, the tax rates would have to be as follows:
A would have to
,
,
,
B
,
,
,
C
,
,
,
D
,
,
,
E
,
,
,
F

pay
,
,
,
,
,

3.000%
3.375%
3.338<J'0
3.273%
3.247°/o
3.226%

The table is as follows:
A has an income of 1000, which on the average he values at 100% .... 1000
B has 1000 more than A, valued on average at 45%. Total subjective value 1450
1820
,
,
, 37~/0 • ,
,
,
, B, ,
C , 1000 ,
2150
,
,
,
33%.
,
,
,
,
C,
,
,
D , 1000
, 2460
,
, 31 °/o. ,
,
,
, D, ,
E , 1000 ,
, 2750
,
,
29%.
,
,
,
, E, ,
F , 1000 ,
Let the tax again be 3 per cent on income. Each then pays:

A: 30, which he values at 50.0% , that lS 15.00, or
B: 60, ,
40.0% , , , 24.00, ,
"
"
,
.
C: 90,
,
,
35.0%, , , 31.50, ,
,
, 32.0% , , , 38.40, ,
,
,
D: 120,
,
E: 150, ,
, 30.0%, , , 45.00, ,
,
,
F· 180,
, 28.5%, , , 51.30, ,
,
,
,

1.500%
1.655%
1.733%
1.786%
1.829%
1.865%

of 1000
, 1450
, 1820
, 2150
, 2460
, 2750

In order to make the relation between sacrifice and enjoyment of all equal
to that applying to A, that is to 1.5 per cent, the percentages must be as
follows:
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A must pay 3.000% of 1000
, 2. 719% , 2000
B ,
c " .. 2.600% .. 3000
, 2.520% , 4000
D ,
, 2.460% , 5000
E ,
, 2.412% , 6()()()14
F ,
Now this is substantial and continuous degression. I want to ask whether
the assumptions concerning the decreasing degree of utility in my tables
are more. impr~bable than those, for ex~mple, of Mr. Bok? Is there something
contra ratzonem m these tables, at least przma facie, other than perhaps the result
itself? I said on · t4e face of it, because if the results (proportionality and
degression) are wrong, there must also be a mistake in the assumptions upon
which these tables are based.
I make no more claims for my tables than I made for my curves; I am not
saying. tha~ they correctly represent the decrease of the degree of utility.
Nor did Pterson and Bok make such a claim for their tables, which serve
more to illustrate than to prove their point. But their tables do convey the
impression of proving the necessity of progression, even though they do not
aim at giving its exact scale. Therefore I have attempted to construct other
tables, in order to show quite plainly and tangibly that progression is not
~ necessary consequence of the decrease of the degree of utility with rising
mcome,IS
14
In the calculation of th~se figures it ~s assumed for the sake of s!mplicity that the degree of utility
of the last 60, ~and 120 un:ts, et~., remams constant. For example, tf F pays 2.412 per cent instead of
3 per cent, that tS 144.72 guilders mstead of 180, the value of the money taken from him will not be
28.5 per cent any more, b~t somewhat less. In order to equalize the sacrifice he would have to pay somewhat more than 144.72 gwlders or 2.412 per cent of his income. But the difference is very small and does
not change the result, which is degression.
ts Mr. Minderhoud of Sneek has an article entitled "Bijdrage tot de kennis der inkomstenbelasting"
.
m a recent_ number of V~~gm van dtn Dag (Vol.. 4, No.5). In this article progression is not only calculated
on the bast~ of a suppostttOn, but at the same ttme, the author thinks he has given proof of the necessity
of progresston.
. His assun:p.tion ~onceming the ~ourse of t~e utility curve comes down to the following. If one visualizes
mcom~ as dtvt~ed tnto ~qual porttons.or uruts~ there is a ~onstant relation between the values of any two
successtv.e porttons. This means ~hat .n.tcome mcreases artthmctically and the degree of utility decreases
ge~metncally. The formula of his utthty curve has the form y = rx, where r is a constant smaller than
umty.
It appears highly improbable _to ~e that the degree of ~tility descends in this fashion. Supposing the
last urut of 3,000 has half the subjecttve value of the last urut of 1,000. This certainly will not be regarded
as an exaggerated representation ofthe decrease ofutility. According to the representation ofMr. Minderhoud
the last unit ~f 5,000 has half the value of the last of 3,000, and the last of 7,000 half the value of the last
of 5,<:J?O~ which a~ounts to 1/4 of the value of the last unit of 3,000 and tf1 the value of that of 1,000.
Now _tt 15 most unlikely that the degree of utility of an income of 21,000 only amounts to •f11n 4 of that
of an mco~e of l,O<J?. ~ut the full unreasonableness of this supposition becomes evident when one realizes
~at accordmg to ~his tdea the same decrease takes place with every 20,000. The degree of utility of an
mcome of ~0,000 ts not more than '/•oz4 ~fthat of20,000, and likewise the degree of utility of an income
of 220,000 15 merely 1/t0%4 of that of an mcome of 200,000 and not even one millionth part of that of
•
180,000!
realize that with regard to his proof for the
readily
will
he
I,
Appendix
my
reads
If tv1r. Minderho':ld
necesmy of progresston, the mistake in his reasoning lies in the apparently so correct conclusion he draws
on P· .327. Whether there is progression between two values of x does not depend so much upon the
magrutude of the decrease of the degree of utility y, as upon the law according to which the decrease
takes place.
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l shall now give an explanation of figures 3 and 4 for the benefit of the

reaf~e~e 3 indicates certain mathematical lines which,

when thought of as
li
.
ld
.
tg
ty.
proporttona
til'ty curves, y1e
u ~gure 4 shows their applic~tion to the different condi~ons which the
tility curve is expected to sattsfy. All authors agree that tt must descend.
~his is the chief condition. Hence, figure 4 includes only descending curves.
pQ is a descending curve which yields proportionality for all incomes.
It runs asymptotically to both axes.
CBQ, DBQ, R'FQ are lines which originate in the axis OY. For small
incomes they yield progression, but for incomes exceeding OA proportionality·
LBQ, GFQ, HFQ are lines which, after deduction of a subsistence minimum
OM (when a horizontal utility curve would yield continuous progression),
yield progression for small incomes and proportionality for incomes exceeding
OA (or OE).
]FQ is a line which, also afte~ subtracting the sub~istence ~mum OM,
indicates progression for small mcomes and degress10n for mcomes largef.4
than OE.
II. THE

CALCULATION OF A SCALE OF PROGRESSION*

In the previous chapter it has been called to the attention of the reader
that if the utility curve were known, it would be simply a mathematical
problem to determine the scale of progression. It could be solved with
certainty.
I wrote that unfortunately economics is not in any better position to furnish
us with the correct slope of the utility curve than to give us the correct
percentage scale necessary in order to obtain equality of sacrifice. But while
economics can teach us nothing regarding the scale of percentages, with
regard to the utility curve it can tell us at least that this curve must slope
downwards.
We have seen, however, that this characteristic of the utility curve, about
which there is general agreement, is of little help.
We have seen that it does not follow from the decrease of the degree of
utility that progression is necessary to obtain equality of sacrifice. There
are descending curves which result in proportionality, even at the lowest
incomes, while other curves yield degression and yet others progression.
Hence, no judgement concerning the necessity of progression can .be
formed on the basis of the data furnished by economics. With these data
mathematics can provide only a negative solution; nothing can be deduced
regarding the question of progression or non-progression. Knowing these
data, we know no more than before. In so far as progression appeared
necessary, at least in the beginning, it was the result of other requirements,

* Cohen Stuart, /oc. cit., pp. 124-133.
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name~y, that in my view a subsistence minimum ought to be deducted fro

lll
each mcome.
To make the application of mathematical methods fruitful we would
ha.v.e to provide different data. We would have to know how the degree of
utility decre~ses when income increases. But, I repeat, it is not possible to
make anything more than guesses about that.
It can b~ demonstrated that since the needs of man, including those which
can be satisfied by money, are unlimited, the final utility of income, unlike
that of other goods, can never become zero, however large income might b
But just as with othe~ .goods, no law has been found for money to indica:~
how the degree of ~tih~ of the last increment decreases. One or two horses
may have g.reat subJeCtive value for someone, a third less, and a fourth still
less, etc. This decrease may be extremely irregular. It is possible that someone
values the first two horses at 100 per cent, the third horse at 99, the fourth
at 98, the fifth perhaps at 30, four additional ones at between 5 and O, while
a tenth horse would have no utility for him at all. It may be maintained
that th~ latter coul~ ne~er be true of money. But just as economics cannot
determme the relationship of percentages which indicate the subjective value
of the first horse and the third, so no law has been found which tells us at
what percentage we value the last guilder of 2,000 if we value the last guilder
of 1,000 at 100 per cent. You may make a guess at it and answer 90 or 20 or
5~ per ~ent. One may agree with you or not, but one cannot prove you
either nght or wrong.
The. question may now ?e. asked: .since .what we know about the utility
curv~ IS of no help ~o us, Is Its consideration of any assistance at all in the
question of progressionl
I b.elie~e it would be wrong to answer this question in the negative without
probmg It more thoroughly.
It is true that no more can be said for certain about the extent of the
~ecrcase of the degree of ~tility than about the scale of progression. Indeed
It may even seem superficially that more can be said about the latter than
about the former.
"W_e fmd tha~ there is a .fairly widespread and strong feeling that proportional ~xat10n results m unequal sacrifice. This feeling is sometimes
tra~sl~ted. ~nto advocacy of sharply progressive rates. While conscious of
the~r mabi.lity to determine progression in general, people do justify theoretically
their particular scales of progressio~ and feel that their scales approach the
truth. They would declare that while they know nothing about the extent
of the ~ecre~s~ of t~e degree of utility, such knowledge is not necessary.
They ~nk It I~ obvious to everyone that progression is necessary in order
to obtam equality of sacrifice.
If this conviction were general and, above all, if there were some measure
of agreement not only concerning the necessity of some progression but
also concerning its limits and scales, we should have a situation which Stuart
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Mill calls "the degree of certainty, on which a legislator ought to act." We

uld then set aside the consideration of the utility curve, about the exact
c~ pe of which there certainly is no general agreement.
5
;ut we are too far removed from this condition. The proposed scales of
ogression are for most persons, including the proponents of progression,
pr thing but expressions of complete arbitrariness.
noEven though it may be said that progression is necessary, as has often
been done upon incorrect grounds, and even though one may convince the
hearer and reader, little is gained thereby in practice so long as the proposed
scale of progression cannot be made convincing.
As soon as we leave the well-trodden path of taxation proportional to
income, we find ourselves in a wide open spacel6 where we can follow any
number of paths, ranging from those which deviate very little from the road
of proportionality to those which lead to confiscation of all higher portions
of income and to equalization of all incomes. The proponent~ of progression
are aware that there is great resistance against any deviation from the solid
road of proportional taxation. This is certainly due to the fact that they
generally try harder and with more success to lure people away from that
road than to give guidance for the choice of another.
In these circumstances it cannot be ruled out a priori that some degree
of unanimity on the extent of the decrease of the degree of utility can be
reached as a first stage, to be followed by greater agreement on the more
complicated notion of the tax rates equalizing sacriftce and the scales of
progression.
I shall make an attempt to treat the question in this manner. The method
which I shall adopt is as follows. I shall begin by making a certain assumption
concerning the shape of the utility curve and shall calculate the scale of
percentages from this supposed line. Then I shall subject this curve to a
critical review and attempt to justify my assumption as best I may. In
conclusion I shall discuss what influence a possible mistake in the assumption
would have upon the percentage scale, in other words how the percentage
scale itself may be wrong.
The assumption on which I propose to develop my sample calculation
of progression, rests on the distinction between equal and proportional
enjoyment.
Let us assume that the value attached to a certain amount of money, say
one guilder, is inversely proportional to the amount to which it is added.
Thus the degree of utility, the final utility of income, is inversely proportional
to the size of income. We assume that the value of one additional guilder
is ten times as high for a person who has an income of 1,000 as for one with
10,000, and fifty times as high as for one with 50,000. Or, what comes to
the same thing, we assume that for a person who has an income of 1,000,
one guilder has as much value as 10 for a person with 10,000 income, and
16

Mr. Culloch

[J. R. McCulloch - Ed.)

de~lares:

"You are at sea without rudder or compass."
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50 for a person who has an income of 50,000. Our assumption
then is that
the same percentage of income provides equal enjoyment for all.
Of course, I do not for a moment suggest that the utility curve corres
ponds
exactly to this assumption. As indicated above, I shall discuss
later whether
the curve is likely to deviate much from the assumption and what
influence
such deviation might have.
According to our assumption, the same percentage provides equal
enjoyment. But we want to get at proportional enjoyment, that is more
enjoyment
as the total income is greater. Hence, we must take away more
enjoyment
as the income is greater, and thus levy a larger percentage. It is
obvious that
progression follows from our assumption.
The assumptioh completely determines the shape of the utility
curve
beyond the subsistence minimum.
This utility curve is, as it were, the simplest mathematical
expression
of the decrease of utility accompanying the increase of income
.17 It is one
which we have met before as a proportionality curve, a rectangular
hyperbola,
the· line RS in figure 3. The reason why the curve now results
in progression
is that we do not think of the curve as drawn through (to
the left), but
subtract a subsistence minimum. If drawn through to the left,
this curve,
like a horizontal one, would result in proportionality; but the
elimination
of the first section on the left, the subtraction of the enjoym
ent provided
by the first portions of income, has completely different effects
in the two
cases. With a horizontal line, subtraction of a subsistence minim
um would
lead to the Benthamite progression. The progression indicated by
our hyperbola
is nothing like it.
What I have said above should not be interpreted as meaning that
according
to my assumption the utility curve of all incomes, including
those below
the subsistence minimum, is a hyperbola of which we simply
leave the first
section out of account. The intention is to assume that as soon
as income
exceeds the subsistence minimum, the degree of utility, which
then assumes
determined values, decreases with an increase of income accord
ing to the
afore-mentioned law. This decrease may be graphically illustra
ted by means
of a portion of a rectangular hyperbola. But this certainly does
not imply
that for incomes below the subsistence minimum the utility
curve could
be represented by the portion of the hyperbola which we do
not take into
account. On the contrary, the reason why a subsistence minimum
is subtracted
is precisely that nothing can be said about this fmt part of the
utility curve.
11 Professor van Pesch tells me that my
assumption is the same as that employed by Daniel Bernoulli.
The principle which Bernoulli uses as a basis for his consider
ation of "moral" or "relative value" is that
"the relative value of an infinitely small change in someone's
income is proportional to the quotient of
the absolute amount of this change and his total wealth."
This would be the same as to say that the degree of utility of
wealth is inversely proportional to the
amount of wealth. Or, degree of utility is nothing else than
the quotient of the subjective value of an
infinitely small change (of wealth or income) and the absolute
amount of this change.
I have not been able to determine whether Bernoulli with his
"telative value" refers to the quantity
of enjoyment which I called "subjective value" or that which
earlier I called "significance". Compar e
this with the observation made on page 48 on Wagner 's reproach
to Rau.
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h kind of progression resulting from our assumption is a pro~l
em which
'f ebe solved by mathematics. The utility curve corresponding
to our
must tion is completely determined; it is a mathematical proble
m
to
expres
s
assurnP1 tion
.
between enJoym
·
ent percentage, money percentage an d mcom
e.
th~ ~:fer to Appendix II for the solution.* Its result is as follows. .
Let the money percentage be p, the enjoyment percentage a, the
subSIStence
· ·mum M and the income X. Then:
mtnt

•

[

p=10 0 1-

(M) 1 ~]

x

Before we go on to investigate how far ~ur assumption is plausib
le,' let
us look a little more closely at the progresstond we hav~ found.
.
Th
It is easy to see that the formula discovere resu1ts m x;ogre
sswn.
e
larger ~s the income X, the smaller becomes the fraction X _and
the larger
the difference 1- (~ 1~; p also becomes larger.
Equally, it is immediately evident from the formula tha; p can never
be 100.

(M)

·
Regardless of how large X becomes, the expression X 1oo retams
· ·
a posltlv
e
value, and thus p always equals 100 times a magnitude smalle
r th.an unity.
Furthermore, the formula is seen to be quite simple and not
dtfftcult to
apply. Once we know the subsistence minimum M and have
chosen the
enjoyment percentage a to be levied equally upon all, then for
. each value
of X the corresponding value of p can be found.1 8
* Not included here. - Ed.
11 Let the subsistence minimu m equal 500.
If 2 per cent of the enjoy•:nent is t~ be taken away, what
percentage must be levied upon an income of 3,000? We get
the followmg equation:

p

=

100 [ 1 -

(:0:) 1~]

The value of ( : : ) 1~ can be found by means of logarith
ms.

500) 2
2
500
2
2
Iog. ( -3000 100 = -100 log · 3000 = -100 log. 500- -100 log. 3000.
One then finds:

2
log. 500
100

=

0.05398

2

less - log. 3000 = 0.06954
100

thus

(::)1~ =

9.98444 -10
0.%52

Subtracted from

t.()()()(l

Remain der

0.0348
- -100
3.48

p=

Hence, upon an income of 3,000 we must levy 3.48 per cent
in order to take away 2 per cent of the
enjoyment.
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Enjoyment
Percentage

Income
(Money
units)

(<1)

=1

Enjoyment
Percentage
(ct) = 2

Enjoyment
Percentage
(ex) = 1

Enjoyment
Percentage

Tax

Tax

Tax

Tax

%
250
300
400
500
600
700
800
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
4,000
5,000
7,500
10,000
12,500
15,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
500,000
1,000,000

Exempted Minimum (M) = 500

Exempted Minimum (M) = 250

-

0.00
0.18
0.47
0.69
0.87
1.02
1.16
1.38
1.78
2.06
2.28
2.45
2.74
2.95
3.34
3.62
3.84
4.01
4.29
4.68
4.95
5.16
5.82
6.47
6.85
7.32
7.96

I
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Amount
(units)

%

0.00
0.54
1.88
3.45
5.22
7.14
9.28
13.80
26.70
41.20
57.00
73.50
109.60
147.50
250.50
362.00
480.00
601.50
858.00
1,304.00
1,980.00
2,580.00
5,820.00
12,940.00
20,550.00
36,600.00
79,600.00

0.00
0.36
0.94
1.38
1.74
2.04
2.30
2.73
3.52
4.07
4.50
4.!15
5.39
5.82
6.58
7.11
7.53
7.88
8.39
9.13
9.65
10.05
11.30
12.51
13.22
14.10
15.28

I

Amount
(units)

%

0.00
1.08
3.76
6.90
10.44
14.28
18.40
27.30
52.80
81.40
112.50
145.50
215.60
291.00
493.50
711.00
941.25
1,179.00
1,678.00
2,739.00
3,860.00
5,025.00
11,300.00
25,200.00
39,660.00
70,500.00
152,800.00

I

... .
....
... .

0.00
0.18
0.34
0.47
0.69
1.09
1.38
1.60
1.78
2.06
2.28
2.67
2.95
3.17
3.34
3.62
4.01
4.29
4.50
5.16
5.82
6.20
6.67
7.32

(u)

=2

Amount
(units)

%

· ········
·· · ··· · ··

.....
.... .

... .......
..........

1.08
2.38
3.76
6.90
16.35
27.60
40.00
53.40
82.40
114.00
200.25
295.00
396.25
501.00
724.00
1,203.00
1,716.00
2,250.00
5,160.00
11,640.00
18,600.00
33,350.00
73,200.00

0.00
0.36
0.67
0.94
1.38
2.17
2.73
3.17
3.52
4.07
4.50
5.27
5.82
6.24
6.58
7.11
7.86
8.39
8.80
10.05
11.30
12.01
12.90
14.10

0.00
2.16
4.69
7.52
13.80
32.55
54.60
79.25
105.60
162.80
225.00
395.25
582.00
780.00
987.00
1,422.00
2,358.00
3,356.00
4,400.00
10,050.00
22,600.00
36,030.00
64,500.00
141,000.00

···· ·····
0.00

.....

I

Amount
(units)

. .........
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In order to obtain some idea of the progression obtained by applying
our formula, the table may be of service. The subsistence minima arc 250 and
500 and the enjoyment percentages are 1 and 2. The percentage to be levied
upon the various amounts of income is indicated.
The progression derived from our assumption is what we call degrcssive.
It is known what this means. So long as there is progression, the percentages
taken from successive incomes differing from each otner by equal amounts
always rise. If the difference between succeeding percentages is equal, the
progression is called uniform ; it is called progressive if this difference becomes
larger at higher incomes, and degressive if it becomes smaller. If we take ·
from our table incomes each of which is 500 more than the preceding one,
we find the following:
Income 500 : Percentage to be levied: 0.69. Difference
0.69
1.38.
1000:
"
" "
"
"
1.78.
0.40
1500:
"
" "
"
"
2.06.
0.28
2000:
"
" "
"
"
0.22
2.28.
2500:
" "
"
"
"
0.17
2.45.
3000:
"
"
"
"
"
It can be seen that the difference becomes smaller each time.

As a rule one will not be concerned much about the percentage of enjoyment. The question is rather put in these terms: if I levy a certain percentage
upon an income of so many guilders, how much must I levy upon other
incomes? This question can be solved if we assign values to X and p in the
above equation; we can fmd the value of a, and by inserting · it, find the
value of p for each value of X, 19
19 Supposing the existence minimum is 250, and that _one wants to levy approximately 2 per cent
upon an income of 2,200. We obtain the following formula:

We then find:
log. 2200 = 3.34343
log. 250 = 2.39794

log. 0.98 = 9.99123 -10
-log. 0.98 = 0.00877

log. 2200 - log. 250 = 0.94449
whence

thus
or

<1

= 100

250)~
100 (-2200
n

100

log.

2
1- -100
- 0.98

250
- log. 0.98
2200

log. 0.98
--log. 0.98
= 100
log. 2200 - log. 250
log. 250 - log. 2200

0.00877

Thus a. = 100 0.94449
We can again divide by means of logarithms, and find that n = 0.9285.
For the sake of simplicity, let C1 = I per cent. Then the percentage p to be levied on an income of
2,200 becomes 2.15. For all other incomes the formula will again be
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A NEW PRINCIPLE OF JUST TAXATION
By KNUT WICKSELL
Translated from German* by J. M. Buchanan
FOREWORD

I have intentionally given this essay a somewhat challenging title and,
from the outset, I have taken up a rather heterodox position in opposition
to the traditional doctrines. However, the essay contains not so much a new
principle of just taxation, than a method to ensure that such measure of
justice as can be attained is in fact achieved in practice.
The principle as such is, in reality, nothing more than the benefit principle,
the well-known principle of equality between Value and Countervalue. I
attempt, however, to extend the range and applicability of this principle
on both sides. On the one hand, following the lead of Sax and his successors,
I apply the modern concept of marginal utility and subjective value to public
services and to the individuals' contributions for these services. In my opinion,
though not according to Sax, the most important objections to the principle
of Value and Countervalue are thereby at once removed. On the other hand,
and-to my knowledge no-one has done this before, I relate the tax principle
itself to the form of modern tax administration, specifically the parliamentary
approval of taxes. I attempt to describe the conditions in which the Value
. and Countervalue principle could be used more or less automatically by
parliamentary tax bodies in all those situations where the principle is generally
applicable.
* "Ein neues Prinzip der gercchten Besteuerung", Fit~atlzt!Jeoretisc/Je UtllersudJUtlgm,Jena 1896, pp. iv-vi,
76-87, 101- 159.
This translation includes the bulk of the second essay in the volume, together with the relevant portion
of the Foreword. Part of Section II of the essay and the Appendix have been omitted. The former consists
of a critical review of the works of Sax and Mazzola. The Appendix contains a demonstration that a specific
sort of utility function, in addition to certain other assumptions, is required to justify progressive taxation
on the basis of ability-to-pay.
The essay is not closely related to the remaining two essays in Wicksell's book. The first of these deals
with theoretical problems of tax incidence; the last essay is a critical analysis of the Swedish ·fiscal system.
Certain footnote references to these two essays have been omitted.
The major difficulty of translation was to find a suitable English equivalent for Leist1mg und Gegenleistung. The term "benefit principle" is not sufficiently specific. Words like "service" and "contribution"
and their opposites have been deliberately rejected: as the German Leist1mg, they have the double meaning
of the doing and the thing done, but they lire essentially one-way processes. The state renders a service
or makes a return for the taxpayer's contribution, the taxpayer enjoys a state service and makes a requital
for it. Leistung uttd Gegenleistung is a reciprocal exchange relationship, a quid pro quo (Mill), but the originators
of the quid and the quo are interchangeable. In the context, the notion of strict reciprocity seemed the more
important to retain, and with some misgivings Value and Countervalue have therefore been chosen-and
always furnished with a capital initial to warn the reader of their special use here.
Another translation point worth noting is the use of executive and legislative branch (or legi~hture)
of government, for what, in English usage as opposed to American, would simply be Government and
Parliament. This was done not only for the sake of American readers, but also because for Wicksell the
"executive" is often a constitutional monarch.
Finally, a point of form. Following German practice at the time, Wicksell placed his subsidiary arguments in the body of his text, using small print. Footnotes were used primarily for references to other
works. To bring the presentation of this translation more into keeping with English tradition, the smallprint subsidiary arguments have here (with one or two exceptions) been placed into footnotes, distinguished
by letters from the original, numbered, footnotes.
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If this principle were to be accepted, one could in my opinion trans~orm
into public activities proper many activities which today are_l~ft to _pn~ate
initiative or to public enterprise operating on the fee or pncmg pnnctple.
This transformation could be effected without opposition and the results
would be advantageous to everyone.
At the same time, I do not overlook that there is an area of public activity
where the beneftt principle is not applicable, and for which the organic
conception of the State is more appropriate. In this area there is justification
only for a tax distribution based on the a priori principle of ability-to-pay
and proportionate sacrifice. However, I limit this area of public activity
somewhat more than is usually done, since I include only those situations
where the community, and thus its members, arc obligated to third parties
(for example, creditors of the State) a~d ~here th_e _a~ount of expenditure
has been predetermined. When such obhgattons arc tmttally created, however,
the righ.t of voluntary consent to taxation should be upheld even more
energetically because the State, by its very nature, cannot withdraw from its
pledges once they are made.
Finally, I turn briefly to the difficult question ofhow far the taxing authority
should go in. meeting the demands not only of political but of social just~c~.
This is the question of the extent to which one should follow the explictt
purpose of modifying the existing income distribution, which is taken as ·
given in the context of political justice.
I am ready to admit that some will be inclined to classify much of my
discussion as armchair speculation. I accept the charge happily, since it was
my purpose above all to construct a ,complete, comprehensive and internally
consistent system. For this reason, I never worried about pursuing my theory
to its final conclusion. How much of this-or whether any at all-may be
of practical use in the near future, men of affairs may decide. I shall gratefully
accept their criticism just as any other objective criticism.
I.

THE MAIN PRINCIPLEs OF TAXATION IN TRADITIONAL DocTRINE

When we consider the question of tax justice, we meet with difficulties
completely different from those which confront us when we study tax
incidence. In the latter, there is little doubt concerning the principles to be
applied since they coincide with the b~sic laws of economic theory. Only
the deficiencies of economic theory itself made a practicable and realistic
solution of incidence questions difficult or almost impossible. In the case
of tax justice, on the other hand, the sole, but all the more formidable, difficulty lies in the discovery of the basic principles. Once these are correctly
determined, that is, once the distribution and the amount of taxes are determined, the application depends entirely on the free choice of the government
or the representative body-provided, of course, that there exists some
fairly reliable knowledge as regards the final incidence of the taxes involved.
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The difficulty rests, first, on the ambiguity, the relativity and the changeability of the concept ofjustice itself. Each attempted solution of our problem
will necessarily be coloured more or less by the general social and political
philosophy of the writer, by his station in life and by hi~ personal sympathies
and antipathies. As has been correctly observed, there can be justice only
among equals. Justice from above to below always smacks of condescension
or contempt. Justice from below to above has only too often been synonymous
with revenge.
Even apart from all this, and even if one is or believes oneself to be completely clear concerning the goals to be attained, it is no simple matter to
encompass the infinitely varied and here relevant mutual relations and interrelations between individuals, classes and the State in one single formula
which is comprehensive, rigorous and susceptible of application in practice.
In these circumstances it is astonishing that the various views on tax justice
arc not further apart than they actually are.
As is well known, there are essentially two opposing basic principles, of
which all others :ue but personal versions. They are the principle of equality
or proportionality between "Value and Countervalue" and the principle of
equality or proportionality of sacrifice; in other words, "taxation according
to benefit" and "taxation according to ability-to-pay" or to the capacity
of each. Of these two principles, the second now prevails, although the most
distinguished modern economists have never accepted it as the only justifiable
one. Perhaps its ascendancy has been due less to the inherent virtues of the
principle itself than to the fact that the explanation of tax law and of the amount
of taxation based on the Value and Countervaluc principle simply seemed
inapplicable to a whole group of important tax problems\ once one tried
to get beyond generalities.
In other spheres, indeed, the sacrifice or ability theory is equally hard
to reconcile with established facts. But this did not much worry its defenders.
They simply excluded those spheres from tax theory proper, as allegedly
appertaining rather to the "private economy" operations of the State. At the
same time, they declared the remaining area to be the more important and
more in corrcspoadence with the proper functions of the State, and proclaimed that the sacrifice theory itself had its roots in a "higher" conception
of the State than docs the opposing theory.
None the less, even theorists who favour the sacrifice theory, for example
Adolph Wagner, uphold the principle of taxation according to benefit in
• There can be no question of genuine equality between Value and Countervalue unless it is possible
to determine the costs to the State of an individual's e•tioymcnt ofa public service. T lus is only exceptionally
possible. If, however, the subjective value of the public service to the individual is to be the standard for
the calculation of his tax, t he difficulty arises that normally this value cannot be measured. In many situations
it must be considered high beyond measurement, and this evidently precludes both equality aud proportionality with the tax.
Moreover, certain public expenditures, such as interest on the national debt, involve no "service"
to the taxpayer at all, but are simply the .result of previous obligations undertaken by the State; while
others, such as expenditures for the care of the poor, are evidently of direct benefit only to certain classes
of the people while the costs may have to be shared by the o ther classes, etc.
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ractically all cases in which this principle can be applied without difficulty.
they include not only those public services which may be financed
by levying a charge or a fee, but all ~t~er ~p~cific public ser.vices for which
a particular interest on the part of certam mdtvtduals or classes 1s demonstrable.
The exclusive domination of the ability-to-pay principle was thus really
confined to that sphere in which the requirement of equality or proportionality
between Value and Countervalue seemed altogether out of place. This procedure in itself surely appears somewhat peculiar if ability-to-pay is to be
regarded as the really dominant fundamental principle for the whole tax
system.
In practice, taxes-or at any rate whole tax systems-have so far been
based on the most diverse principles, as I shall attempt to show.
Can the preference of modern ftscal theorists for the principle of equality
(or proportionality) of sacrifice unreservedly be con~idered a s:ep in the
direction of scientific progress~ At least in one, and certamly a very tmportant,
respect I venture to assert that the answer is No. With all its clumsiness the
theory of Value and Countervaluc had at least the virtue of maintaining
some sort of contact with the other, the expenditure, side of the public
economy. That theory provided something like an upper limit to the
concrete amount of taxes by rejecting any public expenditure, along with
its companion tax levy, which failed to render each taxpayer a service
corresponding to this payment. Justice would thereby have been done at
least to the extent that each man received his money's worth.
In this respect the sacriftce theory appears far weaker. It determines, and
indeed can determine only the distribution of taxes but has nothing whatever
to say on the absolute amount of the total tax bill (and hence of the individual's
tax bill). Either this last question must be entirely left out of account, which
would certainly be very convenient but in my opinion hardly scientiftc,
or the benefit principle must needs be reintroduced, as best it may, in any
attempt at a theoretical determination of the actual amount of the taxes
to be raised, or at least of total taxation.
Some writers have recognized this difftculty, but it appears to me that
they take it much too lightly. In his review (Conrad's Jaltrbiichcr, July 1890)
of Mazzola's book I dati scientifici della .finanza pubblica, J. Kaizl asserts that
"the (sole) task of public fmance" is "to produce the economic means which
are required for the satisfaction of those demands-be they collective or
individual-which are to be met out of public means by virtue of the State's
fiat." The latter itself, or in other words the decisions about the actual magnitude
of the tax bill, would thus be completely outside the sphere of public fmance.
Robert Meyer speaks in a similar vein. Neither in "practical decisions
on tax questions" nor in "the theory of finance" is it possible to discuss "the
total amount of the State's needs which depends essentially upon the discharge
of the State's administrative functions."! Wagner and Schaffle place a some-

~hus

' Dit Prinzipie11 der gtrtchttn &sttummg, p. 172.
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what broader interpretation upon the scope of the theory of public finance,
but by and large they too support the above position. For Schaffie, "the
paramount principle of the theory of public finance" is "the proportionate
satisfaction, over the whole economy, of state needs in comparison with
the equally proportionate satisfaction of private needs2." I cannot see, however,
that he makes any real use of this principle which, although perhaps somewhat
unclearly stated, appears to me to be very important. Nor does he indicate
any criterion by which the satisfaction or the failure to satisfy this principle
may be identified. Wagner quite plainly states that the "guiding principle"
for the representative body's scrutiny of the budget is that "every state activity
and thus every expenditure is to be rejected which imposes upon the community
a sacrifice exceeding the usefulness or value to the community of the corresponding state service" .3
Now if Wagner's principle is to be accepted as the only grounds upon
which a proposed state activity may be rejected, then it seems that logically
the positive counterpart of this principle cannot be evaded. This is that the
representative body must approve every state service and every public
expenditure which imposes upon the community a sacrifice which is smaller
than the expected usefulness and hence the value of the service to the community. In other words, the comparison between the economic sacrifice to the
community and the estimated utility of the proposed public activity v._rould
have to be applied both ways, and would define both positive and negative
criteria for the allocation of privately-owned goods to public and private
purposes.
Such a principle would almost necessarily lead to communism in the worst
sense of the word if the sacrifice theorists' severance of all connections between
the distribution of the tax sum and the individual evaluation of the separate
state services were to be accepted. Any public expenditure which, under
any guise whatever, aimed simply at taking money away from the rich
in o~der to increase the incomes of the poorer classes would, from the point
of v1ew of the whole community, yield an excess of utility over sacrifice
and would thus qualify for approval. If A has an income of 10,000 mark
and Ban income of only 1,000, ·then any "state activity" which, for example,
takes 100 mark from A and· only 10 from Brand subsequently divides the sum
of 110 mark, say, equally between A and B, would cause an excess of sacrifice
for A and an excess of benef1t for B. In absolute terms both are 45 mark.
But the sum of 45 mark probably has smaller subjective value for A than
for B, both before and after the transfer. Therefore, the excess sacrifice is
botmd to be smaller than the excess benefit or utility and consequently the
total sacrifice smaller than the ·total utility-q. e. d.

However obvious and trivial this objection may appear, I cannot sec how
it could be refuted. 4 To be sure, this danger does not arise in the actual tax
systems of most countries at the present time. On the contrary, exactly the
opposite danger is present, which does not make it any better. The politically
influential classes, which are almost everywhere the richer classes, will, from
psychological necessity, evaluate the utility of public expenditures largely
or wholly from their own point of view. However equally the tax burden
is subsequently distributed, as long as the distribution is based exclusively
on the principle of equal sacrif1ce, there remains a strong probability that
the state expenditure which the upper classes have decided upon -will fail
to compensate the lower classes adequately for the sacrifice imposed upon
them.
Of course, if we accept Wagner's view that the sacrifice theory in its
pure form is valid only for those situations where "an interest, an enjoyment,
or an advantage to the individual is absent or cannot be measured"S, then
this objection loses most of its force. But how, in such situations, can the
total utility of state services be compared at all with the corresponding total
sacrifice? If utility is zero for each individual member of the community,
the total utility for the community cannot be other than zero. If the utility
to the individual cannot be measured, it would seem to be at least as difficult
to measure the total utility for the community even approximately, for
purposes of comparison with the total sacrifice which, in its turn, is always
a defmite sum for each given or projected distribution of taxes (even though
this sum in turn may not always be easy to ascertain) . Such comparisons
are nevertheless made, for otherwise the deliberations of the tax-approving
assemblies, that "b~rgaining between the Government and Parliament"
(Wagner), about whether or not this or that public expenditure is to be
accepted or rejected, would be completely without purpose. This is obviously
a theoretical difficulty which must be resolved if there is to be any science
of public fmance in the true sense of this term. According to Wagner the
development of society is pushing the principle of Value and Countervalue
more and more into the background while the principle of ability-to-pay
has become more generally accepted. Actually, however, taxation in the
modern State has come more and more to depend upon the legislative assembly, which is nothing if it be not the representative of the interests of the
taxpayers. It would be strange indeed if taxation by interested parties should
not result in taxation according to interest.
John Stuart Mill was one of the fir~ opponents of the principle of equality
between Value and Countervalue or, as he ·himself expressed it, the quid
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Die Grmrdsiit:u drr Ste~~rrp<>litik, p. 17. '
J. Fitrat~!Crvissmsclraft, Third edition, Part I,§ 34, p. 70. [Sec p. 6 in this Volumc-Ed.] For the sake
o~ Sll~lphCity we shall negk·ct here and in the following discussion Wagner's "relative" criterion for
reJection (when It costs more for the state to carry out the activity than for private persons or associations
to do so).
2

• It is perhaps superfluous to note that the text here docs not yet touch upon the question of the merits
or demerits of the existing distribution of wealth and income, nor upon the implications of this question
fm the problem of tax justice. And especially I should mention that this is not the place in which to discuss
Wagner's well-known idea that taxation should be employed to equalize the income distribution. All
these problems cannOt be discussed umil later, see Section VII.
s Fi11a11Z1viswudrajr, Vol. 11 , second edition, § 179.
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pro quo principle. In a somewhat more sarcastic manner than is otherwise
his custom, he speaks of "persons, ... , who are not content with the general
principles of justice as a basis to ground a rule of finance upon, but must
have something, as they think, more specifically appropriate to the subject"6_
though it must be said thar Mill here assumes the "principles of justice"
to be identical with the theory of "equal sacrifice". Mill's strongest argument
against taxation according to benefit is the following: "Government must
be regarded as so pre-eminently a concern of all, that to determine who
arc most interested in it is of no real importance."
This can perhaps be accepted for the most elementary activities of the
State. It may even he true, as Mill asserts elsewhere, that if the protective
services of the State were abolished, the physically and mentally weaker
members of the community would suffer most and might even be reduced
to slavery by the others. But in practical questions of taxation one never
has to decide whether the State as an entity shall cease to function altogether.
The discussion is almost always concerned with this or that change in the
scope of the State's operations, this or that extension or (much more rarely)
contraction of the separate branches of public activity.
It is quite possible that, although the general or some particular activity
of the State taken as a whole may create utility far exceeding the corresponding
sacrific.e, the last unit of this activity creates utility of a magnitude quite
comparable to that of the corresponding sacrifice. Indeed this must always
be so, for otherwise there would be no real limit to the expansion of the
State's activities and the relevant deliberations of the representative assembly
would be redundant. But as soon as the utility of the public service considered
can even be compared with the amount of the sacrifice, it is no longer
permissible to say that it is of "no real importance" whether this utility
accrues to different persons in different measure. On the contrary, the question assumes decisive importance for the very initiation of that public service.
Suppose, for example, that some new state activity is not of damage to any
-social class nor even a matter of indifference, yet is overwhelming ly beneficial
to one particular group, or at least is more highly valued by that group
than by others. With a given pre-determined distribution of taxes this new
extension of public service might well fail to receive a majority of votes
in the legislative body representing the taxpayers, although with some different
distribution of the necessary tax burden even unanimous agreement might
have been possible.
It is difficult to acknowledge the universal validity of a tax principle which,
when applied to a typical tax-approval situation, might cause a public activity
of general usefulness to be rejected with the resultant loss in welfare for the
community.
As opposed to Mill's one-sidedness, Adolph Wagner deserves great credit
for accepting the principle of taxation according to benefit wherever there
6 J S. Mill, Priuciplts, Book V, C hapter II, § 2.

is a measurable special interest to individuals or classes of the community.
But he limits the field of application too narrowly by including only certain
cultural and welfare activities. In my view the benefit principle can and must
be applied to all those activities of the State which involve the problem
of a rational delimitation of separate state expenditures. By contrast the
benefit principle can defmitely not be applied to expenditures which arc
based on something other than the interests of present citizens, for example
expenditures which result from obligations undertaken by the State at some
earlier date.
It may be true that it is often very difficult for the individual to judge
to what extent a proposed expansion of a certain state operation-suc h as
an increase in the numbers or the salaries of some category of public officialswould provide him or those whose interests concern him most closely, with
benefits corresponding to the sacrifice of having to pay a given amount
of new taxes. But business life is full of equally difficult problems and these
must be, and are, resolved in some fashion. This much is certain: If the individual is unable to form an even approximately definite judgement on this
point, it is a fortiori impossible for anyone, even if he be a statesman of genius,
to weigh the whole community's utility and sacrifice against each other.
The superior insight of the statesman or the public official relates, after all,
only to the technical aspects of the question. He knows what he can accomplish
with this or that sum of money which may be placed at his disposal from
tax revenues. So far as the economic side of the question is concerned, that
is whether the benefits of the proposed activity to the individual citizens
would be greater than its cost to them, no-one can judge this better than the
individuals themselves or those who represent their interests in the legislature.
The principle of taxation according to benefit, and even equality of Value
and Countervalue, is completely appropriate to the marginal case, which
at the same time is the most important in practice. At this point the distribution
of taxes cannot and need not be influenced by any other notions of justice.
No-one can complain if he secures a benefit which he himself considers
to be (greater or at least) as great as the price he has to pay. But when individuals or groups find or believe they find that for them the marginal utility
of a given public service does not equal the marginal utility of the private
goods they have to contribute, then these individuals or groups will, without
fail, feel overburdened. It will be no c.onsolation to them to be assured that
the utility ofpublic services as a whole far exceeds the total value of the individul
sacrifices.
It will readily be seen that the considerations introduced here are closely
akin to the modern interpretation of value and marginal utility. It might
indeed have been presumed that this interpretation must be of significance
for the theory of public finance no less than for economics in the more narrow
sense.
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Robert Meyer's excellent book Die Prinzipien der gerechten Besteuerung (1884)
is a case in point. Menger's concepts, even though Meyer introduced them
in the first instance only with reference to the private economy, have clearly
made an outstanding contribution in helping the author towards a deeper
understanding of the problem of tax distribution. Some of the Dutch economists have similarly been influenced by Jevons.
Emil Sax and those- mainly Italian-writers who have followed in his
path, more ambitiously applied the idea of marginal utility and value not
only to the distribution of taxes but also to their absolute amount. Thereby
they transfurmed, as it were, or meant to transform, the whole problem
of tax justice from an ethical problem into a purely economic one.
In his above-mentioned review of Mazzola's book, Kaizl suggests that
the Sax approach offers nothing fundamentally new, and he recalls Schaffie's
tax norm concerning the " proportionate satisfaction" of state and private
needs. However, as we have had occasion to note, Schaffie's formulation
has so far remained too vague to be fruitful for science. In my opinion, it
will be one of the most important tasks of the theory of public fmance to
replace that all-too-vague formulation by one that is more precise and meaningful. This task requires searching enquiry into the conceptual content of
the norm and into the concrete conditions of its satisfaction. Modern value
theory may well prove as helpful in this field as it has already been in the
study of the private economy. There, too, Schaffie's correct but vague interpretation of exchange value as "a balance between the cost of production
and the amount of subjective use value" was replaced, in the light of modern
value theory, by a much more precise formulation of theoretical and practical
usefulness.
Kaizl complains that when the theory of public finance proceeds in this
direction it becomes too involved in metaphysical (ideological) speculation
and neglects concrete reality, the decisive significance of the power of the
State and the political structure of society in general. Considering the works
mentioned, this objection can perhaps not be refuted out of hand. However,
I shall try to show later that this defect is not necessarily inherent in the
method of approach suggested.

Mazzola, after lengthy discussion, comes to this conclusion: "Irrespective
the state of needs and of each individual's resources for the satisfaction of
needs, and irrespective of differences in market prices and of their relation
to the degree of final utility of the desired goods, the degree of final utility
0 f public goods is always equal to their price. The reason is that either some"
(individual) "need is not satisfied at all and then, with the principal need
unsatisfied, there is no collective" (in Mazzola's reasoning, complementary)
"need; or, if there is some satisfaction, then this implies the consumption
of a given dose of public goods and hence their degree of final utility equals
their price."
This is clear enough, but the theory, this alleged "supreme law of the
fiscal economy", hardly agrees with experience in all those cases where fee
finance is impossible. It is all well and good to say that public goods are not
consumed when the individual's resources do not enable him to satisfy some
private need, but these goods have to be paid for in some way. The tax collector will hardly be inclined to discuss whether this or that consumption
of public goods has actually occurred or not.
O nly a few pages later, Mazzola himself wonders whether he has not
stated his thesis in too general terms. He warns us that his statement should
not be misinterpreted as implying an acceptance of the "old and false principle" which, "relying on a natural but unknown force . .. assumed that
any inequitable and unjust tax would by itself eventually become equitable
and just." This implication is wrong, Mazzola says, because his thesis assumes
the simultaneous application of the further principle of "maximization of
utility; the validity of the law depends on the ability of each economic unit
to distribute its resources of goods to the effect of maximum utility, in such
a manner that after the distribution all the quantities of goods used" (each
for its own purpose) "have the same degree of final utility."
"It is therefore assumed," so he continues, "that arbitrariness and error
do not disturb this tendency."
Thus, the "law" of the fiscal economy is after all translated into the following postulate of fiscal policy: The imposition of taxes is just and applies
without arbitrariness and error when each taxpayer succeeds in distributing
his resources in such a manner that his utility is maximized.
However, neither Mazzola himself, nor his critic Kaizl, appear to have
noticed that this requirement of tax policy is really meaningless.
If the individual is to spend his money for private and public uses so that
his satisfaction is maximized, he will obviously pay nothing whatsoever for
public purposes (at least if we disregard fees and similar charges). Whether he
pays much or little will affect the scope of public services so slightly, that
for all practical purposes he himself will not notice it at all. Of course, if
everyone were to do the same, the State would soon cease to function. The
utility and the marginal utility of public services (Mazzola's public goods)
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II.

THE ECONOMIC THEORy OF PUBLIC ECONOMY*

When Mazzola discusses the formation of the price of public goods, it
appears that he is none too clear on what he wishes to prove. Kaizl, in his
previously noted review, comments appropriately that we are not told
whether the central thesis of equality between "the marginal utility of public
goods and their price" is to be interpreted as a law of the fiscal economy or
as a prescription for fiscal action.

* Editors' note: Of this section, only that part of the critique of Mazzola's work has been retained
which is essential to an understanding of Wicksell's doctrine. Cf footnote on p. 72. The passages
quoted from Mazzola arc on pp. 42, 43 of this volume.
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for the individual thus depend in the highest degree on how much the others
contribute, but hardly at all on how much he himself contributes.
This objection might seem trivial, but I do not see how it can be met if
Mazzola's argument is accepted. Whenever this or that type of public service
is expanded, the individual will reap a certain utility, be it of a selfish or
altruistic kind; and this utility may appropriately be described as the marginal
utility of the public service for our individual. Now it is correct that efficiency
requires approximate equality between this marginal utility and the price
(or tax) paid therefore. Otherwise the individual would desire a restriction
or further expansion of the public service and the related expenditure. However, the actual scope of the public service is not determined by the evaluation
of the single individual, but by that of all (or at least of all voting) members
of the group. Equality between the marginal utility of public goods and their
price cannot, therefore, be established by the single individual, but must be
secured by consultation between him and all other individuals or their delegates. How is such consultation to be arranged so that the goal may be realized?
On this point Mazzola docs not say a word, but, as I see it, this is precisely the
question which ought to be decided. The final result of his investigation,
therefore, leaves much to be desired.
Nevertheless, I am convinced that the theoretical construction, of which
Mazzola and probably Sax as we!l were but vaguely aware, contains a kernel
of truth, which may be developed so as to become fruitful for both fiscal
theory and practice. In order to show this, I must first restate the problem
in a form which is less abstract and more in line with current reality.

people"-or, at most, with the faint-hearted addition " perhaps a little by
the people. " 7
Imagine how an enlightened and benevolent absolute ruler- one imbued,
say, with the sense of equity of our mode.rn educated classes- would organize
the expenditures and taxes of his country. He would fmd himself in possession
of certain traditional revenues from demesnes, monopolies, imposts and
taxes. He would spend this income on the satisfaction of public wants ranked
in the order of their importance so that the people would be assured of
receiving the highest attainable total utility. In so doing he could, of course,
hardly avoid giving preference to those activities which are of particular
importance to him as the head of the State or, even more so, as its representative
in the outside world. As regards the distribution of the public burden, he
would make every effort-especially when new direct taxes become necessary
-to adjust the burden in accordance with the citizens' varying ability to
pay and he would try thereby to diminish rather than increase the existing
inequalities of wealth.S On the other hand, our ruler would probably not
worry overmuch about the thorny question whether the activities of the
State adequately compensate his subjects for their sacrifice. Still less would
he worry whether each separate state service so compensates each class of
citizens. These problems might be forced on his attention only in extreme
cases of violent dissatisfaction among all or parts of his people. In general
the benevolent despot would rest content when he had collected the public
income from the separate classes of property owners and had allocated it
to the various public expenditures to the best of his conscience. But since
taxes so levied from above are almost bound to seem burdensome to the
taxpayer, our ruler would try to avoid the appearance of burdensomeness
as best he may. For example, he would give preference to indirect taxation,
such as regalia, duties, "state enterprises", etc., over direct taxation; he would
use fees and dues rather than tax revenues to cover thc costs of those state
services which are directly demanded by individuals. If the ruler thereby
succeeded in increasing public revenue and expenditure "on the quiet", that
is if the imposts, dues and fees were not considered as taxes by the people,
he would probably congratulate himself on having combined such prosperous
finances with so slight a (visible) tax pressure.
It will perhaps be granted me that contemporary theory still tends to regard
such a financial system as the acme of wisdom. In particular, the method
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III.

THE INADEQUACIES OF THE TRADITIONAL METHODS OF THE SCIENCE
oF Punuc FINANCE UNDER MoDERN PoLITICAL CoNDITIONS

Let us return to the traditional theory of public finance for a moment.
If I may make bold to risk a general observation against men who in so many
ot~er respects are above even my praise, I would venture to suggest that,
With some very few exceptions, the whole theory still rests on the now
outdated political philosophy of absolutism. The theory seems to have
retain~d the assumptions of its infancy, in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centunes, when absolute power ruled almost all Europe. It is true that the
pure concept of absolute state power was diluted, somewhat timidly and
ineffectually, with elements of the constitutional monarchy, dating from
1815 or 1830. But hardly anyone has gone further, not even in countries
where monarchy no longer exists, either by virtue of the constitution or
de facto.
Even the most recent manuals on the science of public finance frequently
leave the impression, at least upon me, of some sort of philosophy of enlightened and benevolent despotism, and they seem to represent a running commentary on the famous rule " Everything for the people, nothing by the

7 The best proof is that most works on public finance, and especially German ones, give hardly any
space to t he practically so important question of tax approval. O r let us recall R oscher's diatribes as late
as 1886, when he felt moved to "hold up the warning mirror of the outrages of the cent ury of Louis XIV"
to those "who, misled b y t he dust and rust which in time cover all human institutions, attach but scant
value to parliamentary approval o f taxes." As if the parliamentary systems of most European countries
were old enough to be covered in dust and rust! Roscher would have done better to speak of the teething
troubles which tend to afRict " all human institutions" at their beginnings. for it is truly the modern law
of tax approval, together wit h the older rights of the estates, which mark the beginning of effective parliamentary government in many countries.
s It will be shown later that this argument is not intended as a criticism of W agner's "social welfare
principle" with which, on the contrary, I am in full agreement. (Cf p. 8 et seq. in this volume-Ed.)
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of dues and fees for direct services to individuals is unreservedly recommended
for almost all areas where it can be applied at all, although it can be shown9
that beyond a certain limit this manner of covering the costs of a public
service is economically nearly always relatively disadvantageous. Much the
same can be said of the position taken by a number of writers, particularly
Germans, on the so-called private business operations of the state (income
from land, forests, railways, etc.).Adolph Wagner went so far as to assert
that the existence of this sort of state revenue correspondingly reduced
the real ~s well as the apparent tax pressure and that therefore state ~xpenditures
may wtthout damage expand somewhat further.lO This view can at best
be true only in very special circumstances.
. ~onccrning th~ state expenditures which must be financed by (direct or
mdtrect) taxes, the modern science of public fmance, as was noted, places
almost exclusive weight on the problem of the just distribution of the tax
total.
For the most part, however, only direct taxes are discussed. People argue
whether the principle ofjustice requires this or that degree of progression, this
~r that tax reduction or exemption; they fail to grasp that the whole question
sxmply cannot be answered at all and that any reply must be illusory in the
absence of knowledge about the distribution of the remaining indirect taxes
among the various social classes. b It should be recalled that indirect taxes
are often the chief source of revenue; in Sweden they contribute four-fifths
or more of the total.
In partic~lar, as Held correctly pointed out II, the much-discussed question
of the ments of a tax-free minimum income is essentially irrelevant, except
of course from the half fiscal, half humanitarian point of view of avoiding
tax a.rrears and distraint. With our existing fiscal systems, it is quite impossible
to discover any manner of ensuring such a tax-free minimum income, let
alone name a country where this is in effect done.
By contrast, the question of determining the absolute magnitude of taxes,
that is the appropriate extent of public expenditures in relation to the resources
of the private economy, has been largely ignored. Indeed, as we have seen,
some writers expressly exclude that question as allegedly not pertaining to
the theory of public finance proper.
Even Adolph Wagner, who shuns such extreme views and who docs not
normally allow any sphere of public activity to escape his scientific scrutiny
and appraisal, refers to this subject in a manner which appears more apt

to show up the present deficiencies of the relevant public institutions than
to point the way towards their desirable development.
In the first part of his Finanzwissenschaft, Wagner demands "effective
fiscal control", for which, according to him, "the determination of the
budget by constitutional processes offers the-at least relatively" (relative
to what~)-"best guarantee." "In some respects, the government and Parliament represent the two sides of a business transaction, the government
assuming the role of supplier, Parliament that of demander for state services.
The judgement of each as regards the value and cost of state services may
easily be different." But there exists "a strong probability that some compromise will be reached by bargaining between the government and Parliament.
Such compromise would seem to be the best known way of safeguarding the
interests of both the state and the people relative to the determination of
the state's activity and the expenses thereby required."*
I can see no aptness at all in this comparison with ordinary "business transactions" if it is meant to refer in any way to the ideal operation of a public
economy and to be more than just facetious criticism of actual abuses. In
an ordinary business transaction both the price and the quantity of the goods
to be exchanged are under discussion. Price and quantity are closely interrelated and both determined by bargaining between the contracting parties,
who generally represent opposing interests.
In our case the "price" of the goods is pre-determined by the prior assumption that any sums appropriated will be spent in the most efficient and economical way. There remains only the problem of determining the quantity
of the goods to be exchanged, that is, the extent of the state services and
the amount the taxpayers have to pay therefor. On this the executive and the
legislature may well disagree, but the interests of both sides should be the
same. There is certainly plenty of occasion for consultation, mutual explanation and persuasion between the executive and the legislature, but it would
hardly be appropriate to speak of "bargaining and compromise."
I believe that Wagner has here unwittingly introduced an element which,
while doubtless fully corresponding to reality, is not consistent either with
his postulate of "effective fiscal control" or with the desired result of his
discussion, the proper relationship between .government expenditure and
government revenue.
In my view Wagner's conception of the relation between the executive
and the legislative branch in fiscal matters can be valid only on one of the
two following assumptions.
Either (1) the executive and the legislature both consider themselves as
organs of the collectivity, but the boundaries of their respective spheres
of authority are not yet sharply drawn and especially the right of the legislature to approve or to reject tax proposals is not yet fully established. This
is normally the situation in the infancy of constitutional government, as is

Sec Section V below.
FitJallzlvissmschaft, Third edition, Part I, § 35, p. 73. (C.f p. 7 in this Volume-Ed.)
.b In most countries the important investigations of the relative pressure of the tax system on the separate
soc1al classc~ are lamentably deficient. It is true that any precise answer to these questions must remain
31l)OIIg the .m~olublc problems. But we could make instructive, even if approximate, comparisons if only
we had statiStics ~n the cons~mption of taxed goods by the various population groups. In some countries,
for example herem Sweden, 1t would seem that investigations of this sort have been purposely discouraged.
1 1 EinkommensteJIU, p. 104.
9

10

* Cf pp. 5-6 in

this Volume-[<!.
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sho'vn by colli1tless examples from the recent history of Europe. In such
circumstances, however, one cannot very well speak of effective fiscal control.c
Or (2) the Wagner-type relationship may arise as a result of a much more
ordinary cause. Even when the boundaries between the legislature and the
executive are clearly defined and there is no thought of over-stepping them,
the approval ~f taxes is in .actual fact reached largely through bargaining
and compronuse. I agree Wlth Wagner on this point. But why is this so?
Because neither the executive nor the legislative body, and even less the
deciding majority in the latter, are in reality-or from psychological necessity
can be-what the ruling theory tells us they should be. They are not pure
organs of the community with no thought other than to promote the common
weal.
The executive more or less selfishly pursues its own dynastic ends and
seeks its own ~rivate_ econon:uc advantage. It tends to be interested mainly
or even exclusively m certam state activities such as military affairs, not
only because it is inclined to overestimate their importance for the people's
':elfare, b~t bec.ause its own existence, its proper raison d' etre, is intimately
tied up with this aspect of the State. These two considerations tend to be
psychologically closely related.
This danger is perhaps even· greater in constitutional than in absolutist
s~a~~s, as Nasse, among others, has observed.l2 If the entire moral respon-

sibility for the prospering of the whole body politic rests on the executive
branch of government, there is at least a likelihood that a benevolent monarch,
surrolli1ded by competent advisers, will make the welfare of the whole
c Lorenz}· Ste!n, ever intent ~n seeking out th<: higher r:ason behind existing institutions, has tried
to exalt the confltct between lcgtslattve and executtve power ' even in the sphere of public finance into
a necessary clement of modern pohttcal hfe. This surely goes too far. Stein holds that the "executive power"
~anno~ possibly merely "implement" legislation but must "give effect" to it, for the obvious reason that
wantmg a revenu: ts not t~e sa~e as_ having it and an expenditure is not reduced by refusal to incur it."
The first part of th1s propos1~10n ~s ~s mcontrovertible as the second is ambiguous and questionable. The
ultunate consequence of Stems prmc1ple would be merely that the legislative body has the right to respond
to the requests of the governmental a_uthority with Yes but not w ith No. The "parliamentary practice"
which h~ recommends appears prunanly to be that of resignation. Subsequently, Stein proffers the strange
~nformatton that this po~!tion of the "e~ecut~~e po~e~" which he has just declared to be necessary, actually
IS a feature pec_uhar to pure Germaruc hfe (as d1stmct from the Roman, including the English). Stein
suggests that t.~s may be related to the furth~r peculiarity t~at in Germany there has so far been (in Stein's
own words) excellent work_ on the prm~.tples and practJce of financial administration, but very little
underst_andm~ of 1ts consutu~wnal aspects. Indeed, for a long time, "nobody has taken the trouble to
study either hu own constttuuon or those of other countries." (L. v. Stein, Finanz111issenscha(t Fifth edition
Vol. I, pp. 288-357 passim).
· '
'
The facts are simply that the budget~ry laws in England and France were largely complete before any
maJor German state had any const~tutton at all, _let _alone constitutional laws relating to public finance.
It seems to be_ a ge?e.r~l charactensuc of all consututwns, especially of those forced upon the powers that
be, that there .1s an1ru~tallack of cla~tty on prec1sely the most important points. This is due to the fact that
both contractmg parttes, "':h1le anxwus at t~e time not to revive old disputes by undue obstinacy, hope
Ill the future to be able to mterpret the ambtguous wording to their own advantage. Besides, it must not
be forgotten that ev~n the m~st limpid constitutional provisions cannot guarantee the exercise of actual
power by an executive or legtslattve body which is not adequately backed by public opinion or which
for some reason dare not appeal to public opinion. This was in fact the situation with the Prussian Landtag
of 1863 and therem no doubt lay the fundamental reason for the much-discussed conflict and its results.
12
. Se~ his evidence before the Cobden Club as cited by Leroy-Beaulieu, Science des Finances Fifth
ed1t1on, Vol. II, p. 182.
'
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rnmW1ity the lodestar of his policy. But when, instead, the executive can
almost all responsibility onto the legislati~e branch, ther~ is no such
likelihood. The mai_n :ask of the gover~m~nt will_ then be to wm and hol~
a parliamentary maJOrity for the _c~ecutive s own mte~ests. The w_ay ~o this
nd indeed leads through bargammg and compronuse. But this kmd of
~ornpromise in no way safeguards "the best interests of the State and of the
people"; on the contrary it will almost certainly be at the expense of some
third party.
In their turn, the members of the representative body are, in the overwhelming majority of cases, precisely as interested in the general welfare
as are their constituents, neither more nor less. Otherwise they simply would
never have been elected or would not be elected again. At best and in the
most fortunate cases they are representative of a majority within the population and decisions are made by a majority within the legislature itself. It
can very easily happen (as John Stuart Mill, among others, has noted) that,
even with universal suffrage, legislative decisions do not express the will
of the majority of the people. And this certainly happens where the whole
legislative and tax approval machinery still lies exclusively in the hands of
the propertied classes (as it does in Sweden).
In any event decisions are regularly made against the will of some larger
or smaller group of the population. So far as I can see, this almost necessarily
means over-burdening these groups with taxes.
If political parties alternate in gaining a majority, there is of course a chance
that the losses and gains may cancel each other. This requires, among other
things, that the government change with the majority or that it remain
completely non-partisan and seek its role purely in the exer_cis~ of ad~~is~ra
tive power. Unless this is so, it is easy for capable but W1prmcipled pohttci~ns
to exploit the party constellations of the day for the _purpose of swell~g
public expenditure far beyond the amount correspondmg to the collective
interest of the people. Then the parties win in tum but in the end they all
lose; it is like a game of roulette where the players win and lose in tum but
the money finally ends up with the bank.
The science of public finance should always keep these political conditions
clearly in mind. Instead ,of expecting guidance from a doc~rine of taxation
that is based on the political philosophy of by-gone ages, It should mstead
endeavour to unlock the mysteries of the spirit of progres~ and development.
The movement that is afoot cannot be stopped, but it might be guide~ in
a direction such that the desired goal is fully attained to the satisfaction of all.

~~ft

IV. THE PRINCIPL! OF (APPROXIMATE) UNANIMITY AND VOLUNTARY
CoNSENT IN TAXATION

The movement which has nearly everywhere shaped the political history
of this century has been steady progress toward parliamentary and democratic
forms of public life. One of the prime movers is mbdern general education
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in the widest sense of the term, since this enables even the lowest classes of
the people to participate more and more in political life; another is the tremendous development of the press, whereby everyone has gained unprecedented
access to knowledge of public affairs. In addition, there is the spectacular
growth of industrial, commercial and scientific relations hot~ within every
country and among all countries of the ~orld: These r~~at10ns are. as apt
to promote lasting world peace as peace ttself ~s a condttt?~ of thetr very
existence. The old hierarchical structure of soctety, the ongm and purpose
of which were war and conquest, is becoming more and more obsolete and
unnecessary.
The ultimate goal of this progressive movement is equality before the
law, greatest possible liberty, and the economic well-being and p:aceful
co-operation of all people. It is not the purpose of the movement and mdeed
it would be contradictory to its guiding spirit, to have wholly or partly shaken
off the yoke of reactionary and obscurantist oligarchies only to replace it
by the scarcely less oppressive tyranny of accidental parliamentary maJorities.
It is true that modem parliaments can hardly he reproached wtth any
such tyrannical leanings. The petty regulations, the irksome interference in
every aspect of private life have largely disappeared, or else they just linger
on as the moribund residues of earlier epochs. Freedom of movement, of
occupation, religion, research and of the press will, it may he hoped, remain
permanent features of the civilized world.
.
Ordinary legislation is full of cases with only two mutually exclustve
alternatives, no third alternative being practicable or even possible. If it is
in the nature of things that a certain social action must either he permitted
or forbidden and opinions differ as to which it shall be, then there are clearly
only two alternatives: either the minority must yield to the majority or the
reverse. The former may normally be regarded as the lesser evil, especially
since it is very often only a matter of difference of opinion rather than of
a genuine conflict of interests. It is highly probable, therefore, that a new
idea, once it has passed the preliminary stage of being recognized by only
a few far-sighted men and has become accepted by the majority of the current
generation, will eventually permeate the entire population. Indeed this has
happened in countless situations. Decision by means of a simple majority
must, it seems, ·be the rule in this area. We do find that even in the most
progressive countries decisions on particularly important questions are sometimes subject to special rules such as the requirement of a qualified majority,
the veto power of the two chambers of the legislature, the veto of the executive
authority etc.; however, these are clearly not designed to safeguard the
interests of the minority (which in itself would be absurd in this case) but
to meet the general desire for stability in political life.
In the area of tax legislation and tax approval, however, the above-mentioned
dilemma hardly ever presents itsel£ It is singular, although well in accord
with the present state of theory, that, to my knowledge, no scholar either

in constitutional law or in the theory of public finance has devoted as much
as one word to this important distinction.
If any public expenditure is to be approved, whether it be a ne.wly prop.osed
or an already existing one, it must generally he assumed that this expenditure
as such, neglecting for the moment the means of covering the costs, is intended
for an activity useful to the whole of society and so recognized by all classes
without exception. If this were not so, if a greater or lesser part of the community were indifferent or even opposed to the pro~osed public .ac~vity,
then I, for one, fail to see how the latter can he constdered as sattsfymg a
collective need in the proper sense of the word. If such an activity is to he
undertaken at all, it should for the time being he left to private initiative.
It would seem to be a blatant injustice if someone should he forced to contribute
toward the costs of some activity which does not further his interests or may
even be diametrically opposed to them.
In my view, there can only be formal, not substantive exceptions to this
rule. I shall discuss these exceptions in Section VII below.
We must assume, then, that the planned state activity as such must he
recognized as being of general usefulness .. The ne:ct. step is to weigh ~he
expected utility against the necessary ~a~rifice. !his ts a ~~tter on whic~
the views of the different classes of ctttzens wtll be condtttoned by thetr
varying wealth and income and the consequent varying urgency of. their
private needs, as well as by their varying suhject~ve.eva~uation of t~e part.tcular
collective need. For both reasons the proposed distrtbutton of costs ts obvtously
decisive for the citizens' judgement on the relative value of the utility and
the cost of the public activity.
Now if a given pre-determined tax distribution is considered as having
sole and universal validity and is therefore to be retained in this as in all cases,
it may well happen that the proposal fails to secure even the simple majority
of votes which under existing rules is normally required for decisions,
whereas a majority might easily have been found with some different tax
distribution. And it is virtually certain that such decisions will prejudice or
neglect the interests of certain groups.
.
This leads us to a vital point which, to my knowledge, has never recetved
the attention it deserves from tax theorists. It is not necessary either from
the theoretical or from the practical point of view that tax distribution should
he so rigid and pre-determined, nor indeed that it should he independent
of the approval of the expenditure itself. There are hundreds of ways of
distributing the costs of a proposed state expenditure among the separate
classes of .the people. There is the whole range from the simple head ~ax
or the (at least) comparable levies on flour, salt, spirits etc., to the progresstve
income, property or inheritance tax and the indirect tax on luxury go~ds.
Provided the expenditure in question holds out any prospe~t at all of creatm~
utility exceeding costs, it will always be theoretically posstble, and. approxtrnately so in practice, to find a distribution of costs such that all parttes regard
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the expenditure as beneficial and may therefore approve it unanimously.
Should this prove altogether impossible, I would consider such failure as
an a posteriori, and the sole possible, proof that the state activity under consideration would not provide the community with utility corresponding
to the necessary sacrifice and should hence be rejected on rational
grounds.
Whether justice demands any more than this may be left in abeyance for
the time being. When it comes to benefits which are so hard to express
numerically, each person can ultimately speak only for himsel£ It is a matter
of comparatively little importance if perchance some individual secures a
somewhat greater gain than another so long as everyone gains and no-one
can feel exploited from this very elementary point of view. But if justice
requires no more, it certainly requires no less. In the fmal analysis, unanimity
and fully voluntary consent in the making of decisions provide the only
certain and palpable guarantee against injustice in tax distribution. The whole
discussion on tax justice remains suspended in mid-air so long as these conditions
are not satisfied at least approximately.
There can be no doubt that, from the ppint of view of general solidarity
or charity, parties and social classes should on occasion share an expense from
which they except no great or direct benefit, or should contribute beyond
the measure of their own advantage. Give and take is a firm foundation
of lasting friendship and even if one cannot count on the taking, there are few
men who are completely indifferent to the welfare of their fellows.
It is quite a different matter, however, to be forced so to contribute.
Coercion is always an evil in itself and its exercise, in my opinion, can be
justified only in cases of clear necessity. It can hardly be said to be clear
necessity if someone who has already made an advantageous exchange would
of course prefer an even better bargain; and interests which can secure no
hearing at all are nearly always free to turn to private initiative and voluntary
association.
Indeed, this latter course has been adopted on a large scale even in spheres
which are normally regarded as properly belc1nging to the competence of
the State. Side by side with the national army, many countries have voluntary
rifle clubs and similar institutions which sometimes constitute no mean
military force~ or quite considerable means of warfare are sometimes raised
privately and placed at the disposal of the State. Alongside the state organization for churches and schools, we find religious groups which, from their
own means, support their clergy and churches and we find private schools
and institutions of higher learning. Even the judicial activities of the State
are accompanied by private boards of syndics, arbitration tribunals, investigating commissions and such like.
In short, as soon as a general problem enjoys a sufficiently wide interest,
the means and the methods of its solution will not be lacking-least of all
in our time.

If the distribution of taxes always rested on the principle of voluntary
consent, it seems to me highly probable that many such activities which
today can be undertaken only by private group~, would c?~e to ~e incorporated into the operation of the State. The bttter opp~sltl?n ~hich now
confronts the introduction of many very useful state mstttut10ns would
largely disappear as soon as each individual could be certain that he would
never be burdened with a larger share of their cost than he personally or
his interest group had accepted through their representative in the legislature.13
The practical realization of the principle of voluntary consent and unanimity,
as I should like to call it, requires first of all that no public expenditures ever
be voted upon without simultaneous determination of the means of covering
their cost. It is irrelevant whether the means are to come from the proceeds
of new taxes or from anticipated increases in the revenue from existing
taxes. This procedure used to be the rule in constitutional states, but in modern
budgetary systems it has fallen more and more into disuse. This is primarily
due to the fact that increasing population and income levels have caused
the yields of indirect taxes, such as customs and excises, to increase so rapidly
that the necessary means were normally already available when a new expenditure came to be approved. At any rate this was often the case in Sweden.
The decision concerning the acceptance or rejection of an expenditure w~s
regularly tied to the decision concerning the raising of funds only for expenditures which were in th~ first instance to be financed from loans rather than
from taxes. This sort of joint decision is of little value, however, unles's the
manner of servicing the debt is voted qpon at the same time.
In many cases parliaments have perforce accepted the logical co.nnecti.on
between the approval of expenditures on the one side and the way m which
the costs are to be fmanced on the other. When important fmancial innovations
are proposed, it has become customary to draw up a general plan of financing
for the immediate future (a plan for the successive introduction of new taxes).
Or else expenditures of doubtful popularity are made more palatable b! more
or less solemn promises on the part of both the government and the legislature
that the costs are to be met by taxes falling more particularly on the shoulders
of certain tax groups, for example the well-to-do classes, etc.
Unfortunately such plans and promises are not constitutionally binding.
The plan of financing need not necessarily be carried out later and the pro~uses
may be respected only until public opinion has s~fted to ~ther s~bjec~s~
whereupon the old methods may be reintroduced Without bemg notiCed.
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J l It is implicitly assumed here that the legi.slative assembly. is truly representative of all' int.ercst
groups within the people. We shall presently dtscuss the .co.ndmons for .thu goal t~ be fully attamed.
Existing legislative bodies are mostly far removed from this tdeal. But thts does not mvahdate our conclusions. On the contrary, the veto right of the minority clearly is the more necessary the less the so-called
representative body reflects the true interest groupings of the population.
u The reader can perhaps find examples of tltis practice in any country with which he is familiar;
in Sweden there is no lack of them.
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Things would be entirely different if the decision con~e~ning the allocation
of the costs in question were to be made a necessary cond1t1on for the approval
of any public expenditure. It could hardly be maintained that insurmountable
practical difficulties stand in the way of implementing such a rule or another
clearly embodying the relevant principle.
Suppose now that this principle were combined with the requirement of
approximate unanimity of decisions-absolute unanimity may h.ave to be
ruled out for practical reasons. When the government or a facuon o_f ~he
legislature proposes a new public activity or the extension of an extstmg
one, the motion would constitutionally have to be accompanied by one or
several alternative proposals for the distribution of the costs. The other
factions of the legislature might then propose amendments concerning both
the magnitude of the expenditure itself and the manner in w hich the costs
are to be covered.
Some of the proposals may be capable of being combined, others remain
mutually exclusive. All of them are put to the vote on something like the
following pattern:
Tax Plan
a ...... . ..... Vote
b ............ Vote
c+dl5 ....... Vote
Main bill A
e ........ . ... Vote
f ............ Vote
............ Vote
.........
Vote
Amendment A'
............ Vote
b ............ Vote
Amendment A"
h ............ Vote
( i+kts ....... Vote

As we have noted on more than one occasion, the above reasoning rests
on the assumption that the legislature is completely free to accept or reject
the public expenditure item under consideration. When the expenditure is
a necessary result of a previously existing obligation and cannot, therefore,
be refused, an entirely different procedure is in order. One cannot speak
of taxation according to benefit when the expenditure is not made for the
sake of the utility it is expected to yield to the country but rather to meet
a recognized obligation. The expenditure must always be approved and if
this has to be done by vote at all a simple majority is the obvious procedure.
While it is highly desirable that the majority be inspired by motives of justice
and equity in the distribution of this particular burden, it is difficult to make
any generally valid observations of detail on this distribution.
It is hard to say out ofhand what public expenditures belong to this category.
In the first place interest and amortization payments on the public debt
come to mind. In so far as the state considers it as its main task to uphold
contractual agreements and to protect legal rights, the property of the holders
of government bonds and treasury bills must be as sacred as any other lawful
claim. The question whether or not and to what extent the state or other
self-governing bodies should meet rhcir obligations can seriously arise only
in situations when direct interference with existing property rights seems
indispensable!
There is usually an element of legal or moral obligation in most other
state (or other public) expenditures as well. This sort of obligation appears
to me, however, to be generally much less imperative and much more
transitory than is often claimed. If, for example, an existing state activity
becomes obsolete and had best be suspended, the redundant offtcials may
undoubtedly claim appropriate compensation, but nothing more. The idealistic
"obligations" of a state to its "mission", to the future, etc., can be left out
of account. If such tasks fail to rally the whole nation, their chances of fulftlment are always poor. And those classes of the people who have such state
acuvmes most at heart, should back their faith with deeds in the field of
taxation as well, lest doubts be cast on the disinterestedness of their aspirations.
I think, therefore, that except for a small number of public expenditures
(which should be precisely listed in the constitution) the principle of approximate unanimity of tax approval can be applied generally-and must be so
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If any of the alternatives presented for balloting secures the required
qualified majority, say three-fourths, five-sixths or even nine-tent~s o~ the
votes cast, then this combination becomes law (for example, the mam bill A
with tax plan e, or amendment A" with taxes i and k). If several alternatives
secure the required qualified majority, some way must be found to choose
amongst them (the simplest being to go by the relative number of votes).
If none of the alternatives secures the required majority the whole proposal
would be considered defeated for the time being. d
15 Obviously several tax proposals can be presented together, for exampk an incr~ase in the tax on
spirits and in that on beer and wine, or an increase in income tax along w1th an mcrease m mhentance tax.
d The technical procedure could probably be modified in many ways. In any case a much more flexible
manner of voting would be required than is in general usc today. A "division" in the British house IS sal~
to need no less than three-quarters of an hour for counting the Ayes and Noes of no more than stx hundre
members. With the aid of modern electrical devices which, if I am not mistaken, the practical Amencans
have al;cady put into use, perhaps two or three seconds would be enough for this procedure.
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e Interest and principal of the debt are to be considered as items on the liability side of the state's balance
sheet and it seems that the most appropriate way of providing for them would be to earmark the interests
the state may receive from its assets. If this were insufficient, there would be a clear case for taxation based
on ability-to-pay or on equality or proportionality of sacrifice. T he benefit principle might be applied
only in so far as the state activity for which the debt was originally contracted may have been of demonstrable special benefit to certain classes, districts, etc.
All the more unequivocally shcruld .the benefit principle be upheld in decisions concerning the alternatives of fmancing a planned state expenditure by loans or i mmediate taxes. A loan has to be serviced
m the future and special sa'fcguards for the protection of the non-propertied classes are all the more necessary
as ~he propertied classes almost invariably derive economic gains from any debts the State incurs. This
Pomt will be discussed later.
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applied if tax justice is to be found anywhere else than on paper, in the books
on finance theory.
The problem is comparatively simple when new expenditures are to be
approved and to be fmanced by new taxes.
The mechanics become more difficult when a reduction of expenditures
and revenues is involved, because in modem budgets the individual expenditure and revenue items do not correspond to each other. Hence it is not
pre-established what revenue (tax) shall be abrogated with the cessation of
a certain expenditure, and vice versa. The following appears to me as the
simplest solution. The first step would be a provisional classification of
budgetary revenue and expenditure, each single expenditure or category
of expenditures being assigned to a definite revenue category. The relevant
decisions would obviously have to be by simple majority. Once this is done,
a specified fraction of the legislature (say one-tenth, one-sixth or one-fourth
of the total members) may be entitled henceforth to demand removal or
reduction of any tax group (including taxes proper, surcharges or personal
services rendered to the State) and thereby also the abolition or reduction
of the state activity to which the tax revenues had been assigned. Due notice
would obviously have to be given and the required period of notice laid
down in the constitution. It would then be up to the other members of the
legislature to choose whether they wish to satisfy the recalcitrant party by
some different distribution of the tax in question or whether they prefer
to agree to the proposed abolition or reduction of the state activity.
What has been said above applies also to simple tax reform, that is, to the
substitution of one kind of tax for another. If such a reform is backed by
a majority of the size indicated above, then the proposal will naturally be
adopted without further ado. But tax reform should not be allowed to be
carried by simple majority, because the interests of the minority might be
severely prejudiced. If there is a group, whether it be a minority or the majority
itself, which feels especially burdened by any tax, this group may try to achieve
a better tax distribution by giving notice of refusal with respect to this tax
and the corresponding pre-classified state service (not just any state service
in the group's arbitrary choice-this would clearly be absurd). In so doing,
the group of course risks the danger that the service will really be abolished
and the satisfaction of the collective need has to be transferred to private
initiative.
Special provisions would have to be made for taxes which are bracketed
with expenditures of unchangeable amount, for example interest on the public
debt. Since the expenditure cannot be stricken, a minority's refusal to pay
the tax is afortiori unthinkable. Nor should the initially specified or subsequently
agreed manner of covering such interest payments be altered against the will
of the minority. Any tax changes proposed in this cotmection would have
to be subject to a qualified majority decision.

However strange the arrangements here proposed may appear, I do not
hesitate to assert that they constitute the only way in which the two-fold
problem ofjustice in tax distribution and the correct magnitude of the amount
of taxes can be solved in a definitive manner. The suggested arrangements
provide no ideal solution for the problem of tax distribution-but neither
do they stanc in the way of such a solution. Within the limits of the minority's
tax refusal right there would, in general, be ample room for variants of tax
distribution and any one of these could be chosen for reasons of equity,
simplicity etc., provided it secured approximately unanimous approval by
the taxpayers or their representatives. In the last resort, such approval-and
it alone-constitutes a palpable and plain but reliable guarantee that the
desired goal will really be achieved. As much cannot be said of all the various
tax doctrines.
In terms of practical political considerations it may be pointed out that
the arrangements here proposed are equally suitable for protecting the interests
of the politically defenceless classes at the upper and the lower end of the
scale. As things arc at the moment, there is hardly a country in the world
where, notwithstanding universal and equal suffrage, the lower ranks of
the population can secure parliamentary representation in proportion to
their numbe.rs-not to speak of countries like Sweden, where the working
classes occastonally find an eloquent champion in Parliament but do not,
and under the constitution cannot, have any direct representatives of their
interests. In these circumstances, the arrangements which we have suggested
would mostly serve to protect the mass of the poorer classes against excessive
tax burdens and therefore in fact to defend the majority against the
minority.
But the tables can be turned. If once the lower classes are definitely in
possession of the power to legislate and tax, there w ill certainly be a' danger
that they may behave no more unselfishly than those classes which have
so far been in power. In other words, there will be a danger that the poorer
classes in power may impose the bulk of all taxes upon the rich and may
at the same time be so reckless and extravagant in approving public expenditures
to which they themselves contribute but little that the nation's mobile capital
ma?' soon be squandered fruitlessly. This may well break the lever of progress.
This danger should not be dismissed lightly nor belittled, especially not by
those who feel, as I do, that the advance of democracy is so rightful an end
and so much a part of progress itself that they do their best to further this
advance in spite of all misgivings. There can be no doubt that the best and indeed
the only certain guarantee against such abuses of power lies in the principle
of unanimity and voluntary consent in the approval of taxes.
This is precisely the reason why those who yield but with bad grace and
evil forebodings to the ever more insistent claims for democracy, should
ma.ke every effort now to establish this principle itJ. existing tax legislation.
It ts scarcely to be expected that the new ruling classes will freely impose
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such self-restraint upon themselves if they do not already fmd it embodied
in the constitution. Nor should it be taken for granted that there will be much
time for reflection. The day is close when the balance of political power
will be overturned. Let the eye rove East or West, North or South, everywhere the centre of gravity of political power is inexorably me ving downwards. It is a matter of not being overtaken by events whid can neither
be prevented nor long delayed.

which is today so widely advocated is quite in accord with the principle
of approximate unanimity in tax approval. Both approaches are rooted in
the common ground of respect of personal liberty and its greatest possible
ascendancy.

If the ideas presented here should come to be accepted, they would give
a strong impulse to a reform which outstanding thinkers have advocated
for half a centur'y, but which so far has hardly progressed beyond the discussion stage. I have in mind the so-called system of proportional representation. Those who are familiar with John Stuart Mill's writings and especially
with Representative Government, need not be reminded how much importance
this sagacious mind attached to an apparently so insignificant change in
election procedures and how healthy he thought it would be for various
spheres of public life. However, so long as all matters in the competence
of Parliament are decided by simple parliamentary majority, a few members
more or less are a matter of scant importance for any party which is too
small and powerless to hope that it will ever be in a position to command
majority decisions. Mill's chief object was to ensure a parliamentary hearing
for every opinion which could rally some thousands of adherents in the
population. The point is well taken. But today political discussion is so largely
conducted outside the halls of Parliament, that the advantage would be a
somewhat relative one.
Things would be entirely different if, in tax legislation, the minorities
possessed the right to veto any public expenditure the utility of which they
did not expect to correspond to the outlay required of them. This is the
only way of giving full effect to the rightful claim that everyone should
be represented in Parliament only by persons for whom he has voted because
he shares their views, and not by persons whose opinion on important questions may be diametrically opposed to his own and against whom he has
cast his vote on election dayf
There can be no legitimate doubt any more that this last question can
be solved in a satisfactory manner. Suffice it to point out that the system
f As is well known, Mill (On Representative Govtmment, Chapter VII) endorsed the plan of an Englishman, Thomas Hare, which in theory appears both simple and ingenious. Since then quite a body ofliterature
on proportional representation has app~ared in many languages. I am not familiar with much of it, nor
am I an expert on parliamentary procedure, and so I feel it is beyond my powers to decide which of the
many proposed solutions of the problem deserves most support. To my knowledge, the method most
widely favoured so far is that proposed by Professor Dr. jur. V. D'Hondt, a Belgian. Recently a Swedish
mathematician, Dr. Phragmen, Professor at the Stockholm HociiSchulc, has worked out a new and apparently very ingenious proposal which attempts to eliminate a few remaining weak points of the D'Hondt
solution. The proposal has been published in Schrifim der schwcdiscilen Akademie dcr Wissenscilaften and,
in popular form (and in Swedish), as a pamphlet.

V . SoME CoNSEQUENCES OF THE PRINCIPLE:
FEES VERSUS TAXES AS FINANCING DEVICES

The first and most important consequence of the adoption of the system
here proposed would be that taxes would cease to seem a burden. Instead
they would come to be regarded as what they really should be, namely as
means to procure to the community as a whole and to each of its classes
particular benefits which could not be obtained in other ways. Each member
of society would be happy in the knowledge that the goods ~hich taxation
withdraws from his private use are destined solely for purposes which he
recognizes to be useful and in which he cas a genuine interest, be it for purely
selfish or for altruistic motives. Surely this would do more than anything
else to awaken and maintain the spirit of good citizenship.
There would no longer be occasion for the many devious devices by which
the true magnitude and significance of the tax load have in the past been
concealed from the people. The fiscal principle would have to yield to the
economic principle; the direct method of raising state revenues should become
the rule and the indirect method the exception. This is not to suggest that
there should no longer be any indirect taxes at all. Seeing that the poorer
classes' sources of income are highly precarious and apt to dry up, we cannot
but agree with Robert Meyer's convincing argument16 that it is in the
clear interest of these classes to have the tax levy vary with their wage income
and thus with their consumption. This can best be done by a tax on comparatively non-essential personal consumption goods, such as spirits or
tobacco. Taxes of this kind have the great advantage over most other indirect
taxes that their amount does not increase with the number of children in
the family. Rather the reverse: in Sweden, for example, the important
spirits tax (levied on manufacture and retail sale) without doubt primarily
hits the unmarried worker for whom there should be less hardship in having
to give up an additional share of his income. I venture also to state with
conftdence that a tax of this nature would not be contrary to the wishes
of the workers. It must be understood, of course, that even a tax on nonessentials always remains a tax and that it may not be imposed twice over,
on top of people's full share of taxes, under the excuse, say, of promoting
temperance. By contrast to such a tax on non-essentials, the workers will
always be likely to oppose taxation of basic foods, and in my view with
good reason.
Special consideration should be given to those public expenditures which
today arc still normally fmanced on the basis of the so-called fee principle.
16

Die Pri11zipie11 der gerechtc11 Bcsteucnmg, § 34.
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When fees are used the principl e of taxation according to benefit, of equality
between Value and Countervalue, comes into full play since no-one, at
least in so far as he is free to use or not to use the public service tlhder consideration, is obliged to pay more for the services performed by the State
than he feels they arc worth t~ him. This is not tr.ue of the tax proper accordi ng
to the usual theo~y and ~ra~ttce. T hus fees and dtrect charges have increasingly
come to be constdered JUsttfied means of coverin g the costs of all those state
a~ti:'ities which proc~re to the individual a separately identifiable utility as
dtstmct. fr?m t~at e~.oyc~ by the other citizens. As was previously pointed
out, this tdea tmplicttly mvolves the acknow ledgem ent that the princic>le
of Val~e a~d ~ountervalu~ is justified in all cases in which it can be applied.
. If thts prmctple were re-mstated (save for certain strictly defined exceptions)
~ the manner I have propose?, then there would no longer be such a dividing
line betwee~ the alleged busmess method and the fiscal method of financing
state expendtture, between the fee and the tax principle. Contrary to what
may be though t at first sight, the fee principl e will then be seen to deserve
not more, but less application than is now customary.
Up till n.ow the question o~ limiting the applicability of the fee principle
has. been dtsc~sse d . ~lmost entirely from the point of view that a general,
natiOnal or s.octal u~thty often accompanies the divisible private utility provided
~y the pubh~ s.ervtce. Ad?lph Wagner is very definite on this point: He says:
For deterrrurung the hetght of the fee . . . the main consideration must
be t~at .the State always undertakes the activity more or less also in the general
pu?l~c mterest. Therefore the individual who derives utility from such an
actlVlty ~eed not. be charged its full cost; others (the whole society) also
?ave an ~nterest m t~ese . individ~al ~tilities and share them indirectly, as
tt were, m terms of soctal cohesiOn . The more this happens, the lower
the fee may be set, and vice versa."17
.This argume nt ofWagn er's is, of course, fully acceptable, but it is concerned
Wtth only one of the two grounds on which a restriction of the fee principle
rna~ be de~ended. If the commu nity or at any rate a sizeable part of it has
an mterest m a particular utility accruing to an individual, then it would
clearly be unreasonable to allow the creation of that more general utility
t~ depend solely upon that individual : he might not value the state activity
highly ~nough to make the sacrifice of paying the required fee or charge,
or else tgnorance may cause him or poverty force him to do withou t the
service. Herein lies the chief justification of tl1e modern demands for free
or very cheap process of law, elementary education medical care certain
'
'
public health measures etc.
But even apart from considerations of this kind, there is another very
cogent reason why it is often better to cover the costs of public activities
17
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Fillat~zlv~sseuschqft, Third edition, Vol. I, § 208, p. 498. The passage refers to fees
say, of transport

tariffs,
sens~, but m hnc wnh Wagner's general views, it would equally well fit the
SerVICCS etc.
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in some way other than by levying fees or direct charges. This reason is of
a purely economic sort and is closely connected with my discussion elsewhere
of monopoly pricesl8. It is a distinguishing feature of most public enterprises
that the so-called general costs of operation, meaning thereby not only the
fixed costs which are paid once and for all, but also those of an annually
recurrin g nature, usually require enormous sums. By contrast, what we
may call the current operating costs in the narrow sense of the word or
" unit costs"*, that is the additional costs for each unit of service, are normall y
insignificant or hardly distinguishable. T he maintenance costs of a road,
a port or a canal are largely due to weather damage and have relatively
little to do with the amount of traffic. The cost of the original investment,
although it is usually based on a forecast of the degree of utilization, obviously remains unchanged whethe r this degree of utilization is widely
exceeded or never reached.
Similarl y, in railway, postal and telegrap h administration etc., an annual
increase or decrease of some millions of passengers, ton-miles of freight,
letters, telegrams etc. has relatively little effect on annual costs and of course
still less on the amount of fixed and workin g capital and on the interest
payable thereon. If such enterprises were to be run on the fee principle and
total production costs, or at least current general operating costs, have to
be spread over a relatively small number of service uni~s, the unit price would
normally have to be much higher than the marginal cost (that is, the addition al
cost occasioned by an additional unit of service). Such a pricing policy would
allow the public service to satisfy the demands of only those persons who
rate its subjective value higher or at least as high as the fee which is charged.
The entire range of demand which is less intensive than this objective level
must remain unsatisfied.
T his drawback could of course easily be remedied if a reduction in the
price (fee) could be counted upon to cause the members of the commu nity
to make proportionately or more than proportionately greater use of the
state activity. This will rarely .be the case, however, for it means in effect
that the previous prices had either been wrong from the outset or had not
been adjusted to changing conditions.
There is yet another ·method of trying to achieve a fuller private and social
utilization of the public activity. This method is often employed in practice,
not only by state enterprises but also by--enterprises run by private associations
or by individual capitalists.
Assume that the total costs of the enterprise are covered at a certain price.
If now that price is maintained for the customers already using the service,
and at the same time the introduction of a special price reduction for certain
new groups of users may lead to an increase in utilization, such a step would
p. 19.
Scea>'Zur Lchrc von dcr Stcuerincidenz", Fitlallztheoretisclle Vt~tersudumgen,
translated as unit
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obviously be to the advantage of the public. It would also be to the advant
age
of the management so long as the lower price always exceeds margin
al
cost and thus the increase in total cost occasio ned by the extensi
on of
service.
As Sax and others have emphasized,19 this is th~ true purpose of differen
tial
tariff schedules (in so far as they are not due to cost differen
ces) in
public transport undertakings as well as in many other state or
private
enterprises. g
There are a numbe r of obvious reasons why differential pricing has
only
limited applicability. However, a similar purpose may be achieved
by yet
another method, which appears far superior in theory and also warran
ts
more attention in practice than it has so far received. It will obviou
sly be
completely immaterial to the consumers (at least in a rational econom
y)
whether they pay piece-meal for the service in question throug h
a price
on its use or whether they pay for it wholly or partly over longer
periods
throug h monthly, quarterly or yearly contributions. Under the
second
scheme, the price could at once be reduced to the level of margin
al costs,
or when these are zero or lower than the costs of collection, the service
could
be provided free of charge. This procedure would nearly always lead
to a
considerable, and often enormous, increase in use and hence in the
total
utility of the public service, to the advantage not only of the national econom
y
as a whole but also of the economic condition of each individual.
This method is, however, normally precluded for a private enterprise
unless the consumers of its services are also its entrepreneurs, as in a consum
ers'
co-operative. The State and other collective enterprises are already constit
uted
as associations or unions and taxation enables them to collect such
contributions. This, incidentally, provides an import ant and hitherto
unduly
neglected argument for the assumption by the State of the great transpo
rt
undertakings or other similar enterprises.
Let us try to illustrate the matter by a numerical examp le. Assum
e that
an enterprise, for example a new public square, street, highway, bridge
or
other similar project, initially occasions only general costs such as
interest
on the debt incurred for the purchase of the land, interest on fixed
capital,
outlays for lighting, cleaning and repair (the latter being considered
as independent of the frequency of use). These general costs amoun t to an
annual
total of 100,000 mark. Assume further that experience has shown
annual
utilization to rise as follows at various possible charges:
19 Gnmdlegtmg der tlteoretisch ett Staatswissenscltaft,
p. 461. See also his essay on the organization of transport and communication in Scltiittberg's Hattdbucll , Third edition, I,
p. 571.
g A simple but instructive example is the pricing of theatre
seats. Marginal costs hardly count at all
and total receipts need cover only general costs. Seats will therefore be
priced according to their desirability
which, however, cannot be measured by any objective standard.
Evaluatio ns fro m the point of view
of only the rich or only the poor theatre patrons would diverge w idely.
A mean must be found somewhere
in between and this is what in fa ct happens. As the tickets are finally
priced,
seats too costly and the rich the cheaper seats not good enough. Precisely the poor consider the better
for this reason all the scats are
occupied - provided of course that the (subjective) value of the performa
nce exceeds their actual price.
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At a price of 10 pfennig . . . .
At a price of 8 pfennig . . . .
At a price of 6 pfennig . . . .
At a price of 4 pfennig . .·. .
At a price of 2 pfennig . ...
And finally, if the service is
provided free of charge . ..
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1,000,000
1,200,000
1:500,000
2,100,000
4,000,000

units
units
units
units
units

10,000,000 units

Total costs could be recovered only with a price of 10 pfennig per
unit
and each successive price reduction would occasion a growin g deficit
which .
would have to be fmanced out of general revenues (taxes). And yet it
is clear
that in spite of necessitating a certain tax increase, each price reduction
would
mean an economic gain for the commu nity as well as for each single individ
ual.
The approximate magnitude of this gain can easily be expressed in
terms
of money. ·W hen the service is provided free (which would, in this examp
le,
be the most beneficial arrangement), the ten million units annually consum
ed
would include

1,000,000 units which would have been taken up at a price of
10 pfennig: consequently their subjective value
amounts to (probably significantly more but at
least) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 mark
200,000 units which would have been added at a price of
8 pf, the subjective unit value amounts to (probably
more but at least)
8 pf, therefore all together : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,000 mark
300,000 units of a unit value of (at least)
6 pf or a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,000 mark
600,000 units of a unit value of (at least)
4 pf or a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,000 mark
1,900,000 units of a unit value of (at least)
2 pf or a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 38,000 mark
and fmally
6,000,000 units for which the average subjective value may
perhaps be ! pf or a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000 mark
The sum total is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226,000 mark
With the possible exception of the last entry the separate compo
nents
of this total are obviously smaller than their real values and (apart
from
the possibility that the last entry may be too high) the sum too is likely
to
be smaller than it is in reality. This total of 226,000 mark is still confro
nted
by the original expenditure of 100,000 mark which cannot now be finance
d
through prices but must be fmanced throug h taxation. There remain
s,
however, a surplus utility of at least 126,000 mark which could not
have
been secured under the previous arrangements.
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It is of course extremely difficult, indeed impossible, to adjust the tax
payments in such a manner that they will be precisely proportionate to each
individual's use of the public service, let alone to the subjective utility which
thereby accrues or would accrue to him. But the additional utility is so large
that even with considerable inequity in the distribution of the tax each individual can still reap a greater or smaller surplus. If, for example, a given individual's consumption of the service increased with every successive price
reduction in the same proportion as was assumed above for the whole
population, even a tax levy twice as high as his former payments and as the
amount corresponding to strict proportionality would still leave him with
a sizeable surplus as compared with the system of fees. Of course the gains
to the individual would be still greater if he happened to be liable for a tax
smaller than required by strict proportionality, part of his share of the tax
being paid, as it were, by other individuals such as those mentioned first.
This is no reason why these individuals should forgo such advantage as they
too can secure.
Now let us look at a situation in which marginal cost is not completely
negligible-as is usually the case with railways, postal and telegraph services
etc. Obviously, charges cannot here economically be reduced to the point
of providing the services free.h
On the contrary, utility is here maximized when the price exactly equals
marginal cost. Or, to put it more generally, since these costs are not always
easy to ascertain nor always constant, tending to decrease with increased
utilization: The price should be reduced to the point at which the additional use
at the new price generates additional Income which exactly matches the additional
costs occasioned by that additional use- neither more nor less.
This rule can easily be expressed mathematically. If the marginal cost
is constant and amounts to k, the appropriate charge p is simply

rience (or r~mains to be ascertained experimentally). If cp (p) represents the
form of this function, we have
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p= k
If the marginal cost is not constant the total annual cost of the enterprise
(general and variable costs together) must be expressed as ~ function of a~nual
utilization x. The function f(x) would be regarded as g1ven by expenence.
A small increment in utilization, dx, will cause a corresponding increment
in total cost, dj(x) = f'(x)dx ~nd this increment in costs must be exactly
covered by additional revenue. Therefore f' (x)dx = pdx, or

f'(x) = p
On the other hand, ceteris paribus the rate of utilization is a function of
the price in some way which must also be assumed to be known from expeh Suppose that in our nu,merical example marginal costs are 2 p,fenuig. Obviously individuals would
enjoy greater utility if the service were free than if its price were 2 P.(e~nig, the d1fference bemg abou~
6,000,000 x 'flpf = 30,000 mark. But against this there would be additional costs of 120,000 mark an
since these must be shared in the fotm of taxes, there would on balance be a net loss of 90,000 mark.

X=
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q> (p)

Now x may be eliminated from these equations and the value of pis determined by the solution.
Geometrically, the value of pis determined by the intersection of the two
curves which represent the two above equations.
The size of the resulting deficit is immaterial in this connection, that is
to say, it is irrelevant for the economic justification of the price reduction.
It would of course be gratifying if the price reduction diminished the deftcit
or even led to an increase in revenue, since this would indicate a significant
increase in use, which remains the thing of primary importance. At the same
time this circumstance should give occasion for still further price reductions
because, rationally, the deficit must always include the entire amount of the
general costs and until this is so the enterprise has not reached its theoretical
optimum utilization. Any surplus of revenue over cost would be even less
acceptable. The existence of such a surplus as, for example, the spectacular
profits of the Prussian State Railways, may be a shining testimony to the
efficiency of the administration and to the prosperity of the industrial and
commercial life of the country; but at the same time the surplus also indicates
that the enterprise is far from its optimum degree of utilization both irr-national
and in individual terms. The passenger and freight trafftc of the Prussian
State Railways would probably increase very considerably with an appropriate reduction in rates. Everyone would gain thereby and no-one need
lose, provided only that the ensuing deficit be financed by taxes in a suitable
manner.i
i It need hardly be pointed out that even though the economically most efficient method of operating
a public enterprise must result in a deficit in the ordinary meaning of the word, it docs not follow that
every public enterprise which runs a deficit is good. Such an enterprise ma.y not be capable at all of providing
any utility corresponding to the cost and had therefore best not be undertaken. On the other hand, it will
always be a reliable criterion of the economic soundness of an enterprise if full costs may be covered or
a surplus achieved by a possible price increase. Rationally, however, one should never avail oneself of
this possibility, nor need it exist. To use our numerical example once more: it could be that even at a
price of 10 pfetrtrig (or fo r that matter a higher one) costs cannot be fully recovered because the frequency
of utili7.ation would always remain too low. If this is the case, one cannot even be certain whether the
enterprise is really economic at this (or a higher) price. It is possible that the total utility does not amount
to the 100,000 mark of costs. On the other hand, assuming that the remaining figures in our example
are correct, the activity is evidently economic when the price is sufficiently reduced or the service provided
free. It is immediately apparent that the total utility created must then exceed the total costs to a greater
or lesser extent, even though these costs could not actually be covered by revenues derived from any
uniform price.
. As a general rule: If a public enterprise is already in existence and thus a potential loss of the original
Investment costs must be faced in any case, then the (theoretically) inost economic method of covering
costs will always be Price = Marginal Cost, that is the additional costs occasioned by the last unit of service,
leaving the general costs to be financed by taxes. If this cannot economically be done, that is if no conceivable way of distributing the required tax total can command approximate unanimity, then the whole
enterprise will have to be considered as uneconomic and had best be discontinued. Any loss of money
or interest payments thereon might then be shared according to the principle of equal (or proportionate)
sacrifice.
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There are, of course, a number of difficulties in working out such a scheme
in practice20; but in principle the results here developed seem to me to have
such patent merits, that I fmd it astonishing that the point has been noted
so little or not at all in the literature.21
The reason for this omission is no doubt the fact that so far it has always
been taken for granted that any tax for this particular purpose would have
to be raised like all others according to a pre-determined principle of taxation.
Wagner states quite plainly: "Administration according to the principle of
pure public expenditure (or, as Sax put it, "collective goods of general use")
would represent an unjustified concession to the users of the particular facility
as opposed to the whole commwlity, which would then have to pay the
full costs out of general taxation."22
Sax wants to apply this principle in only one case, but then unconditionally:
"When some public service is so used by the general public that individual
utilization is proportionate to the economic condition (the 'capacity') of the
individual as appropriately exemplified by the existing distribution of taxes."23i
It does not seem to have occurred to either of these two writers that the tax
involved could be distributed in any other way than by "general taxation",
i.e. according to the "economic condition" of each individual. This is not
in the least necessary. What is there to prevent in each case special taxes
so designed as to accord with the observed or (after the price reduction)
anticipated utilization of the service by the separate social and occupational
groups? What is there to prevent the inhabitants of a village who benefit
more than proportionately from a public service from paying a greater share
of the tax than the remaining citizens? There is nothing to prevent it24_
provided the minorities have a veto right and thus sufficient safeguards
against exploitation of certain classes or the neglect of certain legitimate
interests.
In the absence of such safeguards-as in ordinary budgetary law-the
parties' mutual distrust often stands in the way of measures which, on closer
inspection, would prove to be in the considered interest of all. Instead, the

fee principle is being retained as a makeshift to an extent quite out of keeping
with the economic welfare of the population.
1 have discussed this point at such length because it seems to me to be
of the greatest economic interest. To secure wider participation, especially
of the working classes, in the various welfare activities of the state and specifically a greater utilization of the means of transport-this would, in my opinion,
represent a cultural mission of the first order. It may be pointed out once
again-and it is new proof of the importance of the modern conception
of the variability of use value and subjective value-that the poorer classes'
apparently lower valuation of these public goods and services is no indication
of their lower-let alone absent-objective utility for these classes. It simply
means that perforce they value money more highly. With the proposed
measures, objective utility for the whole national economy would therefore
witho.ut doubt be far greater than would appear from our earlier attempt
at expressing this utility in money terms.
The extent to which such national beneftts should possibly be realized
at the expense of some classes is a different question and notoriously an
extremely difftcult one. But where such benefits can be attained without
any sacrifice to anyone, no means to achieve them should remain untried.
Each letter, each telegram, each piece of railway freight which is not sent,
each journey which is not made because more is charged for it than it
would cost the community, constitutes an unsolved economic problem
which can and must be solved in a rational manner. Unless I am much mistaken,
the principle of w1animity and voluntary consent in taxation provides a
means of bringing this problem, top, a good deal closer to its solution.
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2o For example, a state enterprise, say a railway, may be used a great deal by foreigners who cannot
be taxed for the purpose of financing the 'general costs. Special tariffs or international compensation
agreements might be a way out.
21 The only exception of which I know is to be found in ·A. Marshall, Principles ~(Ecottomics, Book V,
Chapter VIII, § 8.
22 Finanztvissemcltaft, Third edition, Vol. I, § 268, p. 656.
2J Schonberg's Handbuclt, Second edition, p. 533. However, the passage is omitted in the third edition.
i This is going too far since, as we have shown above, the fee or price should not be lower than the
marginal or additional cost. Wagner notes this correctly, although somewhat unclearly, when he says
(op. cit. p. 657): "A fee, even if moderate, limits use to the true demand and is altogether economically
sounder." But Wagner too completely fails to recognize that the prevention of uneconomic usc is the
only necessary purpose of the fee.
24 The very question seems redundant, for it is often done. For example, the maintenance costs of
roads in Sweden (and similarly in most countries) are ftrst allocated among the local inhabitants according
to their property or income in such a manner that (with otherwise equal property) the owners of agricultural land and other land, and fmally the non-landed property owners contribute on three separate
scales. In addition, the State makes certain contributions.

VI. FURTHER CONSEQUENCES: TAXES VERSUS LOANS

Interest payments on the public debt do not belong to that category of
public expenditures for which the minority may be allowed the right of
refusal or rejection, since they are necessary results of previous obligations
undertaken by the State (or other self-governing bodies).
For that reason, it seems to me all the more essential to uphold the principle
of the minority right of veto on the occasion of the creation of such debt
obligations, which by their nature the community cannot evade in the future.
I have in mind the decision as to whether a proposed expenditure is to be
financed by loan or by taxes.
If the loan is secured from outside the economy, that is if the State borrows
abroad, then clearly the man in the street is right when he thinks that future
generations are thereby saddled with a burden which the current generation
could shoulder just as well or better and hence should carry. If the money
is borrowed domestically, this objection would for obvious reasons not be
valid (as is often noted). But then there is all the more danger that the loan
may in the future lead to a national income distribution which is unfavourable
to the non-propertied classes.
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In either event the interests in question are not represented at all or are
represented inadequately in the tax-approving assembly. There seems to be
a dear case for the requirement of full unanimity of all parties as the only
possible guarantee against prejudicing these interests. Even those who view
the novel device of minority veto rights with stispicion may perhaps favour
them in this case.
Adolph Wagner has discussed the economic effects of public loans (especially
internal ones) in such a clear and convincing manner, both in his older works
and in the third edition of his Finanzwissenschafl25, that there is little to be
added. In so far as his argument is supported by somewhat obsolete economic
concepts, some revision may be needed, but it will buttress rather than invalidate his conclusions.
The core of Wagner's argument can be summarized as follows. Unless
it can draw on existing surplus capital, an internal loan is bound to absorb
some portion of the industrial "circulating" capital of the country. As a result
the country will be poorer in capital in the immediate future. This effect
will be the more pronounced because the capitalists, whose capital sums
so absorbed will continue to yield them not only normal interest but in
general rather more, will now have no "special motive to limit their own
consumption and to increase their savings for the purpose of building up
new capital, as they would if all the money, or part of it, had been taken
from them by taxation."26 The diminution of the country's capital will
necessarily result in a reduction in wages, at least apart from the period while
the loan is being taken up. Other things being equal, the whole process
must undoubtedly worsen the condition of the working classes, especially
if the proceeds of the loan are not applied to productive purposes
proper.
It is apparent that this argument rests on views which are at least akin to
the old wages-fund theory. When Brentano brought the customary objections
to that theory to bear against Wagner, the latter replied that in his view
"the problem of the causes of shifts in wages can be explained neither by
the wages-fund theory alone nor alone by Hermann's so-called German
theory of the dependence of wages upon demand, that is the expenditure
of consumers; but only by both these theories together, their integration
being not only possible but" (in Wagner's ·view) "necessary."27
It is not dear to me how such an integration could be achieved. In my
opinion the second of the theories mentioned can be explained only as resting
on a conceptual confusion. "The demand, or expenditure by consumers"
can give rise to wage increases oniy if it is transformed into demand and
expenditure for labour, that is to say, if the money spent by consumers is

transformed into capital, thus involving postponement of consumption for
a short or longer period.
1 have discussed elsewhere28 how the wages-fund theory could be improved
and completed so as to meet all theoretical requirements. On the basis of the
wage theory derived from Bohm-Bawerk and developed by me in that
essay, Wagner's statement remains valid in all essentials. A diminution of
industrial capital, other conditions remaining unchanged, will undoubtedly
lead to a reduction in average wages, even if not proportionately.
There is yet another aspect, however, which can hardly be emphasized
too strongly. A diminution of the supply of capital will cause not only !1
reduction in wage income, but also an increase in the rate of interest and
hence in capital yields. In the extreme case of abundant capital supply this
increase in the interest rate could fully compensate the capitalists for the
capital loss experienced, even if the latter should have come about by means
of a tax levy and therefore without any repayment obligation on the part
of the State. If, however, the money is merely lent to the State, then the
capitalists-or better, the owners of mobile capital-gain twice over, since
they will now receive a higher return on both the "sacrificed" capital and
the remaining capital. It is true that the capitalists, as taxpayers, must share
in the future payments of interest on the debt, but this need not necessarily
outweigh the gains. A net gain may remain, even if the proceeds of the loan
are employed for purposes which are completely unproductive in the ordinary
sense, for example for the conduct of a war. The burden on the non-propertied
classes is then bound to be all the heavier.
The fact that a public calamity can thus create material gains for certain
social classes at tht: expense of the others clearly constitutes a grave anomaly
in our legal order and, at the same time, a danger of immense implicationsperhaps the only "war danger" which is inherent in our modern economic
systems.k
On the other hand, extraordinary expenditures, even when fmanced
through taxation, can often not be met without absorbing some part of the
circulating capital. It would then be too much to expect the propertied
classes to agree readily to such a financing method, which would in most
cases place the bulk of the burden on them.1
Justice must be done to all. I can see no better and indeed no other way
of accomplishing this than to insist upon approximate parliamentary unanimity

25

26

Vol. I, pp. 144-67.

Op. cit. pp. 163-64. l have taken the liberty of combining Wagner's two alternative arguments
into a single one.
·
2 1 FillatJztvissmschaft, Third edition, Vol. I, p. 164.
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21 "Zur Lehre von der Steuerincidenz", Finanzthtorttischt UtJttrsuchungttJ, p. 25 d seq.
k Wagner deserves the greatest credit for having resolutely uncovered this sore point of our con·temporary public economy and for having pointed the way towards its cure, by stressing the nee~ of
financing such expenditures at least partly by taxation and of making advance arrangements for the reqwred
taxes (flexible income taxes, special war taxes, etc.). As is well known, Great Britain has recently moved
more and more in the suggested direction'and this may have contributed more than a little to the peaceloving attitude of the island kingdom's propertied classes.
I In addition, there are many situations in which financing by loans remains the economically soundest
method, because (to use Laffitte's words as cited by Wagner) it "takes the capital where it is, while taxes
take capital where it is not". T he use of loans also greatly facilitates the utilization of foreign capital.
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of decisions both on the financing method, i.e. by taxation or loan, and
on the sharing of the taxes either for the expenditure itself or for the future
amortization of the debt. If the legislature fails to reach such unanimity,
the proposed expenditure should be abandoned.
Should rejection not be possible because the expenditure is considered as
"inevitable", as "a necessary condition for the life of the society", etc., then
the expenditure does not properly belong to the category discussed here.
It is then one of those expenditures for the financing of which, as we have
noted earlier, the constitution itself should make specific provision. (Compare
Wagner's above-mentioned proposal concerning arrangements for special
war taxes.) But we should be wary of lightly identifying some active interest
of a majority of the group in power with political or social necessity. The
others are human beings too and members of the society, and their interest
constitutes at any rate part of the public interest. No single social class is
entitled to claim a monopoly of patriotism, and least of all those who are
not entirely above the suspicion that they occasionally use the misfortunes
of their country for profitable investment.

If, however, this presupposition does not correspond to the facts, if there
are within the existing property and income structure certain titles and
privileges of doubtful legality or in open contradiction with modern concepts
of law and equity, then society has both the right and the duty to revise the
existing property structure. It would obviously be asking too much to expect
such revision ever to be carried out if it were to be made dependent upon
the agreement of the persons primarily involved.m
It is nevertheless clear that one can scarcely proceed cautiously enough
in such matters; sooner or later there comes the reckoning for every hasty
step. No measure should be carried out unless it have the prior unanimous
or at any rate overwhelming support of the whole people. The vagaries
of accidental parliamentary majority are not enough. It would be quite
in order to make decisions of this kind subject to a more or less qualified
majority, but such a rule would be a matter of preserving a certain desirable
stability in social relationships (if it be not suffic.iently assured by other means)
rather than of an obvious right of those primarily involved.
There is another fundamental difference between the question considered
here and that discussed earlier. A revision of property rights (and here we
must agree, e.g., with Helferich29 rather than with Wagner) would, by
its nature, be independent of any consideration of financing state needs. It
does, incidentally, not necessarily follow that the abrogation of certain business
privileges must lead to an increase in state revenues."
The whole question is obviously very closely connected with the so-called
social welfare approach to taxation which Adolph Wagner has indroduced. I
am the first to acknowledge the immense merit Wagner deserves for his
courageous stand in stressing a task of the State which had received all too
little attention and recognition in the theory of public finance, and also for
having thus opened up further tax-or rather revenue-sources for the
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VII.

THE So-CALLED SOCIAL WELFARE APPROACH* TO TAXATION

It has been pointed out several times that the principle of approximate
unanimity in tax approval cannot be applied in all circumstances. Specifically,
it was seen to be inapplicable when the amount of a public expenditure
is predetermined by existing obligations towards third parties and where
the financial deliberations must therefore lead to a positive result.
We shall now consider an equally necessary, although ultimately only
an apparent, exception to the principle of unanimity and voluntary consent
as the basis for just taxation. In so doing, we shall have to touch upon one
of the most important, but unfortunately also one of the most sensitive and
difficult points of modern fiscal theory and practice.
It is clear that justice in taxation tacitly presupposes justice in the existing
distribution of property and income. This holds of any approach to tl1e
question. It would otherwise be impossible to speak either of equality between
Value and Countervalue or of equality of sacrifice. It cannot be recognized
as any true surrender of Value to the State nor as a sacrifice if someone is
forced to return that which he possesses wrongfully, or if he is prevented
from securing possession of that to which he has no acknowledged right.
The principle of the veto right of the minority, which has been defended
in this essay, equally rests on the premise that the property status of each
individual is fully acknowledged by the State and must in justice be so
acknowledged. If this is really so, then it seems strange that the State should
take the liberty of interfering with the rights it has itself sanctioned by
imposing taxation at will-that is to say, without being impelled by such
necessity as transcends all law.

* Editors' note: see footnote on p. 9 in this volume.

m I am well aware of the apparent contradiction between what I am saying here and the principle I
proposed earlier. If the majority is entitled to make decisions concerning the justice of the existing property
structure, why then, one might at first glance be inclined to ask, should the majority not just as well decide
how much taxes each individual has to pay? If not, would it not be a case of taking away with one hand
what had been given with the other?
. More careful consideration, which we shall undertake presently, will show that there are in fact highly
Important differences of form and substance. The difference of form is that it is one thing to abrogate
once~and-for-all certain property titles and privileges, and quite another to interfere with them arbitrarily
from time to time and piece-meal. The difference of substance is that-as is obvious and will be discussed
below-the onc~and-for-all method will nearly always be concerned with the desirable future economic
o_rder and will respect currently acknowledged property rights, while with the second procedure these
nghts would not protect anyone from the whims of the "tax authority".
In any case, decisions on far-reaching questions of property rights need not, and in my view should
not, ever be taken by a narrow majority. This too is a clear case for a qualified majority rule, although
on somewhat different grounds than before.
"Allgemeine Steuerlehre", Schonberg's HandbuciJ, Third edition, Vol. III, p. 131.
n If this should happen, as it usually docs, the State might for the time being have to do without some
part of its current revenue and this is clearly a matter for simple majority decision. The simplest thing
to do would be to use the new revenue, just as all other revenue from state property, to finance expenditures
of pre-established amount, such as interest and amortization payments on the public debt.
29
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communi ty. However, I cannot agree with all the details ofWagne r's relevant
discussion .o
In particular, the role of inheritance taxes in social policy seems to me
somewhat doubtful, in spite of its apparent obviousness.
In agreement with several of the most distinguished political scientists
{Bentham, J. St. Mill, F. A. Lange and others) Wagner conceives of the
inheritance tax not as a true tax, but as a means by which the State actually
shares in the inheritance. His reasoning on this point does not convince me.JO
It is true that the old family inheritance law was based on a social order
which has now largely disappeared. In general, family ties, at least in a legal
sense, have been considerab ly weakened or restricted, especially with Germanic
peoples. In most cases there are no family relations any more between more
distant kinsfolk. But it appears doubtful whether these family ties have been
fully replaced by relations between the individual and the State, although
this may be so to a certain extent. Other relations of modem life come more
readily to mind, such as those of friendship, co-operatives, business, profession
or political party. In other words, there is a good case for limiting the existing
law of (intestate) family succession, but on a much larger scale than would
seem to make state (or parish) coinheritance rights an adequate compleme nt
to family succession. The right complement is, in my view, an extension
of testamenta ry rights, or better of the right to dispose of property by will.
I cannot see any moral or economic foundation for a provision such as that
in current Swedish law, by which a testator whose heirs-at-law are his children,
has the right of testamentary disposal over only one-half his estate, however
enormous it may be. Why should the children of millionaires necessarily
be condemned to idleness? Has not experience shown a thousand times that
the most outstanding economic, scientific and social successes have almost
always been achieved by those whose natural abilities were neither hamstrung
by dire poverty nor completely escaped the wholesome struggle with difficulties and obstacles, while mediocrity has almost invariably been the rule
in both opposite cases?
The point of view held by somt", mostly socialist, writers to the effect
that the evils of the existing distribution of property could be radically
o As a general note which is not decisive for the practical results of his theory, I might point out that
Wagner places entirely too much weight on the alleged deficiencies of the existing competitive economic
system. Wagner explains elsewhere that this system is disastrous for the wo~king classes more particularly
because it is still fashivned by property structures handed dow n by historical tradition. This is so
true
that I should be inclined to invert Wagner's postulate, as it were, and to say that in principle the task
of
the State in this sphere is to strengthen rather than to hamper the competitive system.
In my opinion the workers as a class should have nothing to fear from free competition. What is wrong
with the system is that competition has never yet been really free, property and superior education having
given the upper classes an economic headway which the lower classes cannot make good however hard
they try. Herein lies the principal cause of the workers' subordinate and unsatisfactory position, at least
in so far as the latter is open to improvement by social rather than population policy.
If one examines Wagner's proposals in detail, as we shall do below, it will be fou1td that they have
very little to do with the et!ects of free competition, but are almost exclusively concerned with a (partial)
limitation of traditional property or income rights and privileges.
30 Wagner has promised
a further development of his views in a future work (cf. FilltWZivissctlsclr<!ft,
Vol. II, Second edition, § 241, p. 588).
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lirninated by confiscatory inheritance taxes must be regarded as illusory,
et least so long as the rest of our economic order remains. Large and even
:normous fortunes have often been amassed in one or two generations.
:But even where this is not the case-would it be at all consistent fully to
recognize the owner's right of possession during his lif~time but to_ deny
him any right to dispose ofhis property at death? Could th1s be done w1thout
great economic damage?
.
.
,
These objections have no direct beanng on Wagner s argument, but only
because he failed to draw the logical conclusions from his premises. He
claimed only a moderate share of inheritance for the communi ty, primarily
as a substitute for those private economic obligations {fmancial support of
poor relatives etc.) which used to be incumbent upon the current owner of
the family estate and which have now partly devolved upon the State and
local authorities. This is no doubt a very right and sensible proposal, but
Wagner himself would hardly consider that it does full justice to the "social
point of view". From that point of view the main thing to ~o woul~ be
to take energetic measures to prevent the unearned accumulation of nches
(and with it mostly also their uneconomic use) which is now encouraged
by law and custom.
The only practical way to reach this goal appears to me to lie in the recognition that any right of inheritance, bequest or gift necessarily involves two
parts. There is the right to give and the right to receive. These must be
strictly distinguished and each treated on its own merits. To restrict the right
to give more than is, absolutely necessary even now oftens runs counter
to our ideas of justice and equity and also may be seriously questioned on
economic grounds.P
The right of inheritance taken in the second, and more proper, sense of
the word as the unlimited right to receive must, if at all, be justified in quite
different terms. Unless I am much mistaken, it rests on a now obsolete conception of social and family relationships. The right of inheritance in this
sense does not seem to be required either by moral or by economic considerations; on the contrary, its continued maintenance gives rise to growing
misgivings on both grounds. There used to be some apprehension lest the
abolition of inheritance rights might make if difficult for great business
enterprises to be carried on after the death of their proprietor. This argument
caused the followers of Saint-Simon to propose that the right of inheritance
by blood relations should not simply be abrogated but should be transformed
into a so-called right of inheritance "by merit". But this fear must be considered groundless now in view of the tremendous development of the
corporate form of business organization.q
P We may agree with Wagner that there are no grounds for the fear tha~ an. inheritance
ta;x: would
diminish the incentive to economize and save so long as the amount of the tax lS shght; but thcn1t cannot
have any equalizing effect worth mentioning on the property distribution.
q To mention only a few well-known examples: O ne of the largest of the Paris giant
stores. the fashi~n
goods establishment "Au Bon Marche'' on the left bank of the Seine, was bequeathed a few years ago by
1ts
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It cannot be claimed that the right of the testator, if recognized as such,
necessarily includes an (unlimited) right of the recipient. Even the former
is of course no absolute right but is everywhere subject to certain social
restrictions. No court of law would prove a will containing provisions for
purposes which were adjudged immoral or harmful. If, therefore, the right
to inherit or to receive gifts were limited, say, in accordance withJ. S. Mill's
famous proposal to a certain maximum amount-w hich in principle need
only be large enough to allow the heir or legatee to choose ~n~ embark
upon a career or, if he be unable to work, enough for a decent livmg-then
this could hardly be considered an undue limitation on the testator's right
to dispose of his property. The testator would still be free to dispose of his
own as he pleases, except for foreseeably noxious purposes. Indeed it is quite
likely that thoughtful parents, especially if they had acquired their wealth
by their own work, would prefer to spare their children the doubtfu.l present
of a life more or less of idleness, if the customs of the country, atded and
abetted by the law, did not brand such behaviour as "unnatural".
To go further into this subject would take us beyond the frame of reference
of this essay. What I have said may sufftce to show why I look, not to the
inheritance tax, but to a thoroughgoing reform of the whole inheritance
law, for an adequate means of meeting the social demands of the modern
age in the area of property rights.
The inheritance tax appears to me, in the main and in principle, only as
a-quite appropria te-comple ment to the ordinary income and property
taxes. It provides a means of making these taxes progressive, when the nature
of the expenditure makes progression just and suitable. I should say, therefore,
that inheritance taxes too should be subject to the principle of unanimity
and voluntary consent. I say deliberately "in the main and in principl~":
the possible exclusion of certain distant kinsmen from intestate success10n
scarcely touches the problem under discussion, and the inheritance tax may
after all be accepted as a temporary substitute, pending more rational and
radical changes in the existing inheritance law itself.
I agree all the more whole-heartedly with the second main fe::ature of
Wagner's social welfare system of taxation. I have in mind the special taxation,
or better confiscation (although very partial ufl.der Wagner's proposal) of
unearned increments of wealth, the so-called windfall proftts. 31
I shall limit my discussion to the case which is both the most im~ortant
in practice and can most easily be proved. I have in mind the increase m land
values due to changing economic conditions, particularly to the growth of
cities.

lt is possible to raise objections against such taxation on the grounds that
speculation is a lawful economic process. Indeed, such ?bj:ctions have been
raised, among others by G. Cohn, and they cannot be dtsnussed out of hand.
In so far as the increase in land values is in £1ct due to the owner's speculative
activity, this circumstance should be fully taken into account. For this reason
I do not completely agree with Wagner's proposal (with which Cohn agrees
on this point) that suburban plots of land which are used only for agricultural
purposes or which lie idle in order to "absorb value" should be entered
in the real estate tax register at their current putative sales value and taxed
on that basis.
If land which is otherwise suitable for urban construction is in some way
"withheld from the market" by the owner, he must be doing so for one
of the two following reasons. Either he does not possess enough capital to
build himself but does not want to sell the land now at a low price when
he expects to be able to get a much higher price in a few years' time. Or
else, if construction were to be undertaken now, only rather plain and simple
buildings would be economic, while in a few years' time the land may lie
on one of the main thoroughfares of the rapidly growing city and, if still
undeveloped, could then be used much more profitably. If now, a high
tax of the kind proposed forced the owner to sell his land too soon, the major
part of the potential profit would accrue to someone else, i.e. to the buyer
who probably has more capital. This is patently unjust. On the other hand,
if the owner were forced by the tax to build too soon on his land, this would
represent, in a purely economic sense, a relatively inefficient utilization of
the available building spac;e. This is no less undesirable.
But all of this concerns only the form of taxation to be selected. On the
whole it must be granted that in such cases, and even more so when land
has already been developed, an increase in its value has precious little to do
with any speculative activity of the owner, but is due to causes connected
with the general economic development of the communi ty!
One concession may be made, so as not to tax tlus type of property more
heavily than others: it should be recognized that the current value of land
depends not only upon its current yield but also, though mostly not much,
on the expected future increase in yield. In other words, allowance should
be made for the fact that capital so invested tends to yield somewhat less
than the current rate of return.
With this reservation, I would say that social justice requires much more
drastic measures for the limitation of such windfall profits than Wagner

founders, M. and Mme Boucicaut, to the whole of the then staff (some 1300 persons). So far as I know,
the business is still in this collective ownership and no-one has suggested that the arrangement has weakened
the firm's competitive position. A similar situation obtains in the cotton mills of Oldham and Rochdale
in England, where most of the stock is held in very small blocks by the wc:rkers. One of the .largest a.nd
certainly one of the most prosperous businesses in England, the Co-operauve Wholesale Soc1ety, w~1ch
supplies groceries to all British and Irish consumer co-operatives, is another good example of the same ldnd.
J l This idea too was defended by both Mills, father and son, and in
a much more incisive way.

r It is of course theoretically untenable to claim, as is often done, that the increase in land values is
a direct creation of the business activity of the surrounding economy (cf. my Vber Wert, Kcrpitalrmd Re~1te,
p. 15 (translated as Value, Capital a11d Rem, London 1954]). On the contrary, the greater concentration
of the population and the availability of urban land required therefor are necessary ~onditio~s for that
very business activity. But with negligible exceptions, the increase in land values has JUSt as httle or
less
to do with anything the owner or his ancestors may have done.
Incidentally, once the right of expropriation of private land for public purposes is recognized, the
proposed participation of the community in future increases in land values can hardly be opposed.
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himself suggested. Apart from the above-mentioned extra tax on idle building
sites Wagner proposes that the value increments should become taxable on
the whole only when the land changes possession (including transfer at death).
This restriction seems to have little j ustification; moreover, the proposed
measure seems just as questionable, from the point of view of the unhindered
flow of commerce, as do all other transfer taxes (naturally excepting the
inheritance tax).
Instead, I would propose that it should be laid down by law that any
increment of real estate returns-whether the land be built-up or not-after
a certain date shall be subjected to a special tax. T he only increments excepted
should be those which the owner can show to have been due to his own action
(land improvement, new construction or alteration of buildings, etc.) and
to correspond merely to the interest on his additional capital outlay. The
tax should be increased in successive steps to the point where the unearned
windfall profits are in principle absorbed, but allowing for too wide rather
than too narrow a margin, so that some reward be left to the owner for any
indirect investment he may have made, for his work and speculation, and
for any losses he may suffer if the price should fall.•
The difficulties involved in any practical solution to the social problem
considered here will doubtless be formidable. But the important thing is
first to acknowledge the principle and it must regretfully be stated that there
is as good as no trace of it in existing tax systems. t
A few figures may serve to indicate that the values involved may often
be quite considerable. The reader will no doubt be able to add equally strikihg
examples from his own experience.
In 1875 the assessed value of real estate situated within the city of Stockholm
and liable to taxation was 177 million kronen. The succeeding period of
fifteen years was marked by strong population increase and very lively
building activity; by 1890 the assessed value had risen to 469 million.
On the conservative assumption that the value of the land alone accounts
on the average for one-fourth of the assessed value, land values would have
increased by 73 million over the fifteen years. With an interest rate of 4 per

ent, this sum would produce an annual income of nearly 3 million kronen,
~r about three-fourths of the Stockholm municipal (direct) tax at that time.
It is a moot question just how much of this total might be considered as
an adequate reward for a type of private speculation which in any case has
very little significance for the economy as a whole. To me it is beyond doubt
that the bulk of this total amount could have been collected for the community by the State or the city without injury to any legitimate interest,
without economic damage, and especially without creating less favourable
conditions for the building industry and without raising house rents by one
penny.
. .
This is not to say that the, same measure, 1f mtroduced today, could be
expected to be similarly successful, seeing that more sr_ationar~ conditi?ns
are likely in the near future. But this is no reason for delaymg the mtroductwn
of such a policy. Rather the opposite, because there would then be time
to become accustomed to the legislative innovation without private interests
having occasion to feel injured. When a boom is under way, future yields
tend to be largely anticipated by speculation, and their partial confiscation
could perhaps not take place without very palpable injury to private economic
interests.
Apart from urban and suburban land, my proposal would also have to
apply to the increase in the value of land adjacent to newly opened. transportation routes, except when the property owners have been specifically
assessed for a part of the cost or have voluntarily contribnted to it.
In Sweden a case in point is the landed property connected with our largest
export business, namely the great N orthern forests.
. .
.
The defenders of our current, admittedly highly protectwrust, commercial
policy are wont to predict that the chief beneficiaries of a transition. to free
trade would be the big business enterprises which own our sawmills and
forests, labour becoming cheaper and the prices of the products rising. The
objection is highly exaggerated, but not without foundation. But the evil
could easily be redressed, or even turned into a general good, if the State
and the municipalities were to claim their full share of such unearned gains
at the time of the transition. Taken all in all, unless I am much mistaken,
the proposed measure is one of those which, once taken, make everybody
wonder why they had not been introduced much earlier.
In one of the Australian colonies, I believe Victoria, at the time of the
gold rush rich ore was found on land tracts which individual citizens of_ the
colony legally owned but of which they had not actually taken possessiOn.
The owners quite naturally now came running to take possession. But ~he
legislative assembly of the colony thwarted them by autonomously annulling
the title deeds and placing the land once more into the ownership of the
colony. itsel£ This action seems to me to have been fully justified, for even
without express stipulation there must have been the implicit presumption
that the original purchase contracts concerned fields and pastures and not
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s It is an open question whether the same procedure should be applied to capital gains on ordinary
goods, for instance to speculation in futures. For one thing, gains and losses tend to even out much more.
Moreover, stock exchange speculation proper has an important economic function to which the abovementioned real estate speculation can hardly lay claim. Each stock exchange transaction, however much
it be branded as "gambling", necessarily has the tendency to direct goo~s. labour and liquid capital from
plac_es where there is little demand for them and where they are relatively cheap to places where they
are m greater demand and are dear. If a stock exchange transaction fa ils to do that the speculator will have
to pay for his own mistake. On the average any profits the speculator may make constitute only a portion
of the greater gains which the community derives from his activity.
This is not to say that in this sphere there are not also profits which are sometimes completely unwarranted (and not seldom morally reprehensible) and to which special tax measures could justly be applied.
But there is no demonstrable general tendency in tlus direction, as there is in th.: case of the increasing
value of land as a result of increasing population density and urban concentration.
t I know of only one instance of an approximate practical realization of the principle propounded
above; this is the new land and income tax of New Zealand. According to Seligman's description (PrcJgrtssivt
. Taxallon), p. 58), land is taxed on the basis of its imputed value at-not very steeply-progressive rates.
Capital invested in land improvement is deductible and itself taxed at the lowest rate.
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gold. UnfortWlately it seems Wllikely that gold will be discovered in our
COWltry or in most other coWltries of the old world. All the less is it justifiable
or reasonable to leave to chance all those future values which are not as yet
incorporated into existing private property and not the subjects of any valid
private legal title. The only result would be that the regrettable present
inequality in the distribution of wealth would be unnecessarily aggravated.

Objections can, of course, be raised against the formal inclusion of a right
of this nature in the constitution. One could speak of possible abuses, obstructionism etc., by which a disloyal minority might try to press its own particular
purposes. I am not denying the possibility of such results. All power can
be abused. But the danger would seem the less the more the various parties
were free to take care directly of their legitimate interests. Obstructionism
is a weapon of despair, the petty and mostly sterile vengeance of minorities
whose rights are trampled Wlderfoot. The abuse of power on the part of
a minority, Wlless it be all-powerful, is in any case exposed to the threat
of reprisals in one form or another, while the power of the majority is quite
uncontrolled and the minority has no legal possibility of throwing off the yoke.
The constitutions of many European countries almost seem designed to
offer every possible encouragement to the approval and every possible
hindrance to the rejection of tax proposals.32 However far the system here
proposed may be from such constitutional provisions, I venture to suggest
that it is nothing more than a logical development of the specialization of
the expenditure budget. Although such specialization was introduced in many
cow1tries only after violent constitutional struggles, its usefulness would not
now be queried by any serious politician. It serves as a control by the legislature
over the executive. In precisely the same way the bracketing of specific
revenues and expenditures, combined with the legally acknowledged right
of veto, would serve as a control by each single group of the legislature
over all other groups.
I am profoWldly convinced that, at least in the coWltry with which I am
most familiar, such control is urgently needed, primarily to protect the
interests of the lower classes. However, my proposals have not been advanced
from this point of view alone. Their purpose is- and I may perhaps take
credit for it-to do justice to both sides: to the side to which I belong by
birth and upbringing and to the side of those with whom, in my mature
years, I have come to feel more and more in sympathy.
The propertied classes Wldeniably include a signiftcant share of a nation's
intelligence and economic initiative, and in many a case their preferred
position is due at least in part to their own efforts. These classes should not
be forced by the ill-considered claims of a precipitant democracy to assume
the whole burden of the community's tax load. But neither should the members
of the poorer classes, who after all do also possess some judgement and who
are not beasts of burden but human beings, be called upon to pay for expendi-

VIII.

CoNCLUSION

Although the discussion in the preceding section is certainly of the greatest
importance for finance, it constitutes a digression into the area of law rather
than of taxation, of general legislation rather than of tax legislation. Let
~ now return once again to the principle of unanimity and voluntary consent
m the ap~rov~l of public expenditures and taxes and say a few words concerning
the practical Implementation of this principle.
It is a necessary condition that expenditures and the means of fmancing
them be ~oted upon simultaneously. It is clear that such arrangements could
be made mdependently and certainly without any change in the constitution.
The various parties need only make usc of the right, which they possess
Wlder most constitutions, to make the approval of each budgetary demand,
or at least of each new one, contingent upon a specific, initially defined
manner of fmancing the expenditure. u
If this procedure should become general practice, a very important practical
step would have been taken in the direction of the system proposed in this
essay. The requirement of the veto right of the minorities would follow
sooner .or later as a logical and necessary consequence. When, as today, the
ex~e~dttures and the revenues are approved separately, it may in fact appear
as 1f m both cases, but especially in the latter, decisions can only be reached
by simpie majority. But it would be different if expenditures and revenues
were always confronted with each other, because there would then normally
be a choice between many alternative possibilities. It stands to reason that
a combination which satisfies everyone-and such a combination has been
shown to be theoretically possible whenever a public service possesses general
usefulness-must be imbued "'-ith more justice than any other which might
appeal more to an accidentally greater half of those interested, but which
w?uld. be at ~e expense of the others. Once this is conceded, the right of
mmonty veto 1s already recognized in principle.
u It. is self-evident that this is not to suggest the introduction of special kinds of taxes for each single
cxpendtture, let ~lone separate financial administration for each budgetary item. T he assignment of specific
revenues t~ spectfic e~~enditure categories could remain an accounting device; nor need it be done with
more meticulous precwon than is customary in the itemization of the budget generally.
.It wo.u~d have been superfluous to mention this if Lcroy-Beaulicu, in his Traite de Ia Scimce des Fit1a11ces
~~tth edition, Vol. ,P· 130 and elsewhere), had not exaggerated the alleged practical difficulties of a
systeme de Ia spectahte des taxes", the theoretical virtues of which he recognizes at least in the field of
local finances. \Vhen he notes that such a system "evidently" could never be applied to the expenditures
of the St.ate, he appears to have forgotten that this was in fact done on a large scale in some of the older
('OIIStltuttonal states.

!•

l2 Under the Swedish constitution the lower house does not even have the right to refuse to approve
a new tax. If the two chambers vote with different results, the votes of both chambers (230 in the lower,
150 in the upper) are pooled and simple majority decides. Experience has shown the upper chamber to
be much more open-handed and to be apt to vo~e as one man in such matters, so that the lower house
(which incidentally is not elected by universal suffrage but one subject to very high property qualifications)
actually needs a large majority-in the extre111e case 5 to 1- merely to reject a new budgetary proposal!
A striking contrast is offered in the legislation of the state of New York. The governor has a provisional
veto against every item of the budget. A two-thirds majority of each house is necessary to override this
veto and to uphold the proposed expenditure. (Sec Leroy-Deaulicu, /oc. cit. Vol. II, p. 179.)
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tures of whose utility and necessity they cannot be convinced, perhaps for
very valid reasons.
It will assuredly be one of the most important tasks of the future to attenuate
and eventually to eliminate the conflict between the social classes. So long
as it exists, however-and it will unfortunately continue to exist for a long,
a very long time-there is nothing to be gained from discussing social problems
as if there were no such conflict. One must take the material as it is and see
what can be made of it.
It is not the business of the science of public finance and of tax legislation
to do away with the egotism of the social classes, but to assign it its proper
place as a safeguard of legitimate particular interests. This force, to which
so much ill will has been imputed, may then yet produce some good.

THE PURE THEORY OF TAXATION*
By FRANCIS YSIDRO EDGEWORTH

The character of pure theory, deduction from received first principles,
attaches not only to the incidence of taxes, which has been considered in
the preceding paragraphs, but also-in a minor degree, doubtless-to the
distribution of the fiscal burden among the taxpayers, which is to be considered
in what follows. There is at least one aspect of this subject which may present
sufficient length of reasoning and strength of premises to deserve the title
"pure". The view thus distinguished is that according to which the sacrifice
felt by the taxpayer is a dominant factor in the apportionment of the fiscal
burden, the hedonistic, or in a special sense utilitarian, principle of taxation,
as it may be called. Some other principle may be held-for instance, that
of "ability", or "faculty", in a more objective sense, but can hardly be held
to belong to the domain of pure theory.
The purest, as being the most deductive form of utilitarianism is that
from which Bentham reasoned down to equality.l There are those who
regard this form as also purest, in that its first principle is the most apt to be
universally accepted. That principle proposes as the end of action, or criterion
of conduct, the greatest sum-total of happiness; the intensification of pleasure,
its prolongation and distribution among increased numbers being approved
only when they conduce to that end. The conception has been formulated
mathematically by the present writer.2 In extending the summation of pleasure,
according to the formula, over all time and all sentience, it is to be considered
that, just as egoism is never so perfect but that distance in time renders pleasure
less attractive, so utilitarianism is never so perfect but that persons whose
interests are widely separate will not each "count for one" to the other.3
This remark may seem particularly appropriate to the adoption of utilitarianism as the rule of political action. The average citizen cannot be expected
to care much for the interests of the foreigner, perhaps not very much for the
interests of fellow-citizens outside his own class, nor at all for a remote
posterity.
The proof of utilitarianism as the principle of political action has been
variously conceived. The same speculative height is reached by different
paths. There is an approach on the economic side which it may be allowable

* &onomic ]oumal, Vol. VII, 1897, reprinted in F. Y. Edgeworth, Papers Relating to Political Ecouomy,
Royal Economic Society, London 1925, Vol. II, pp. 100-122. The first part of the article on tax incidence
has been omitted, and so have some footnotes.
1 "Propositions of Pathology upon which the Advantage of Equality is Founded," Principles of the
Civil Code, Part I. ch. vi. (Works, Vol. I. p. 304); Constitutional Code, Book I. ch. iii. sec. v. (Works, Vol. IX,
pp. 14-18) et passim. J. S. Mill's doctrine of equality is not so clear (Utllitaria11ism, p. 93). Fitzjames Stephen
complains of its obscurity with some reason (Liberty, Eq11ality, atld Fratemity, ch. v.).
2 Matl1ematical Psychics, p. 57 et seq. On the pleonastic words "of the greatest number" commonly
suffixed to "greatest-happiness," see ibid. p. 117, and cp. some good remarks by Professor Montague at
p. 34, of his preface to Bentham's Fragment of Governmmt.
· l Ibid., Appendix IV., "On Imperfect Egoism."
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to point out here. Let it be granted that there is a certain analogy between
political and industrial co-operation or concerted action-an analogy admitted
by many high authorities with respect to the fiscal action of the State.4 We
must not regard as an essential feature of the analogy the circumstance that
in econon~~ bargains ~ere general!~ prevails a rate of exchange corresponding
to final utility. That circumstance Is brought about by competition, which
d~cs not exist in the case of the political contract. It is therefore improper,
with Lord Auckland, to call income-tax "a fair price for protection" ,s to
ask with Thiers, "What is society if not a stock company in which every
one has more or fewer shares~"6 This is the fundamental fallacy of the "quid
pro quo principle" or "benefit theory", which is justly rejected by J. S. Mill,?
Prof~ssor Seligman, and other high authorities. The "economic" theory of
taxatton pwpounded by Professor Sax, his "conception of tax as a valuep~enomenon",s appears open to a similar objection. The truer analogy is
~th those economic bargains which are not governed by competition; for
mstance, an agreement between an employer or an association of employers
and a trade union, or, as in the case of a "boundary" dispute, two trade unions.
Is there any general principle governing such agreements?
The present writer has suggested, as the principle apt to be adopted by
two [or, mutatis n~u!andis, a few] self-interested parties contracting in the
absence of competmon, the greatest-happiness principle, slightly modified :
that arrangement to be made which conduces to the greatest sum-total
welfare of both parties, subject to the condition that neither should lose by
the contract .. Of course e.ach party ~ould rather have his own way completely.
But the ~ction of self-mterest bemg suspended by mutual opposition, the
more. dehcate force of amity which even in economic men is not entirely
wantmg,9 may become felt. Moreover, each party may reflect that, in the
long run of various cases, the maximum sum-total utility corresponds to
the maximum individual utility. He cannot expect in the long run to obtain
the. larger share of th~ total welfare. But of all principles of distribution
which would afford him now a greater, now a smaller proportion of the
su~-total utility obtainable on each occasion, the principle that the collective
utility sho~d ~e on each occasion a maximum is most likely to afford the
greatest utility m the long run to him individually.lO Thus the recommenda.. • E. g. the well~~onceived analogy between the State in its fiscal capacity and a co-operative institution
tn .Pro~cs~o~ D~ Vm's Caratttre Teoricetico dell' Economia Finanzieria, p. 103, et seq. Cp. Professor Graziani,
lstltiWOIII d1 mmza dellefinanu, 1897, lib. 3, cap. 4, and authorities there cited.
. ~ Quoted by Professor Seligman, Progressive Taxation, p. %, in which context many similar references
wtll be found.
6 Ibid.
7 Political Eco1wmy, Book V, ch. ii. § 2, par. 2.
3 "Die Progressivsteuer," p. 87 et seq., in the Austrian Zeitsclrrift fiir Volkswirtscllaft, Vol. I, Part I.
Cp. Gruudlegung der theoretischen StaatswirtiJSchaft, Vienna 1887, passim.
9 ~uch ev~dence was given before the Labour Commission as to the beneficial effects of "closer
acquamtanceshtp between the parties." (Group A, Q. 607. Cp. Q . 2,019, 15,072-3, etc.).
10 Thu~ it would appear reasonable that a foreman who is insolent to the work people, and not particularly serviceable to the employer, should be dismissed, if thereby the employer's profits are not sensibly
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cion of utilitarianism to self-interested parties would not be- as Bentham's
teaching has been said to be-like making ropes out of sand. A fortiori, the
higher the degree of public spirit which is ascribed to the parties.
On these or other grounds assuming the greatest-happiness principle to
be the test of governmental action, at least with respect to taxation, let us
proceed to apply the principle. The primary problem is to determine the
distribution of those taxes which are applied to common purposes, the benefits
whereof cannot be allocated to particular classes of citizens. The condition
that the total net utility procured by taxation should be a maximum then
reduces to the condition that the total disutility should be a minimum.ll
From the condition that the total disutility should be a minimum, it follows
in general that the marginal disutility incurred by each taxpayer should be
the ~arne. But if the ineq~ality of fortunes is considerable with respect to the
specified amount of taxation, there may not be taxation enough to go round,
so to speak. The solution of the problem is that the higher incomes should
be c~t down ~o. a ~ertain level. At the same time the fact that the general
margmal condmon Is not perfectly satisfied, suggests the solution of a wider,
a secondary problem, namely, to determine the distribution of taxation, not
being limited to that amount of which the benefit is indiscriminate. The solution of this problem in the abstract is that the richer should be taxed for the
benefit of the poorer up to the point at which complete equality of fortunes
is attained. The acme of socialism is thus for a moment sighted; but it is immediately clouded over by doubts and reservations.
~n thi~ misty and precipitous region let us take Professor Sidgwick as our
chief gwde. He best has contemplated the crowning height of the utilitarian
first principle, from which the steps of a sublime deduction lead to the high
tab~eland of equa~ty;l2 ?ut he also discerns the enormous interposing chasms
which deter practical wisdom from moving directly towards that ideal.
"In the first place it is conceivable that a greater equality in the distribution
of produce would lead ultimately to a reduction in the total amount to be
distributed in consequence of a general preference of leisure to the results
of labour on the part of the classes whose shares of produce had increased."l3
There is also the dangerdiminished, while the workpeople gain considerably in freedom from annoyance; or, again, that workmen should c~nsent, on terms ?ot extravagant, to do a little extra work on an emergency, if thereby
the employer IS saved from considerable loss. But to illustrate fully the applicability of the principle would
be out of place in this article .
,', 1 ~he authority of Bentham may be cited in favour of this theory of taxation:It IS therefore necessary that those who create wealth by their labour should give up a portion of it
to supply the wants of the guardians of the State . . . .
·~A ll g~vernment is only a tissue of sacrifices. The best government is that in which the value of those
sacrafices IS reduced to the smallest amount (Principles or tl1e Civil Code Part I ch. xiii. Works Vol. 1
.
'
'
'
'
~
p. 13, ed. 1859).
"To take care that this pain of constraint and privation be reduced to the lowest term" (View ofa Complete
·
Codr of Laws, ch. xxix., Works, Vol. Ill, p. 204).
12

13

Principles of Political Economy, Book Ill. ch. vii., § 1.
Loc. cit. § 2.
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"That the increase through equalisation of the incomes of the poorer
classes will cause the population to increase at a more rapid rate than at present;
so that ultimately the increment of an average worker's share will be partly
spent in supporting a larger number of children, and partly reduced through
the decrease in the efficiency of the more crowded labour."I4
It is remarkable that Mill should have apprehended the dangers of defiCient
production and excessive population less than the danger to liberty. The
weighty sentence into which he condenses the substance of his teaching on
liberty deserves to be repeated.
"It is yet to be ascertained whether the Communistic scheme would be
consistent with that multiform development of human nature, those manifold
unlikenesses, that diversity of tastes and talents, and variety of intellectual
points of view which not only form a great part of the interest of human
life, but. in bringing int:llects into stimulating collision and by presenting
to each mnumerable notiOns that he would not have conceived of himself
are the mainspring of mental and moral progression."IS
'
Liberty is not the only one of the higher goods which is threatened by
a dull equality: there is also the "function of maintaining and developing
knowledge and culture'', the performance of which function, as pointed out
by Professor Sidgwick, has hitherto been largely due to "rich and leisured
persons" )6
The transition is easy to another reservation, which is in some sense more
intrinsic than the preceding. The Benthamic argument that equality of means
tends to maximum of happiness, presupposes a certain equality of natures:
but if the capacity for happinessl7 of different classes is different, the argument
leads not to equal, but to unequal, distribution. The testimony of Professor
Sidgwick that Bentham would probably have recognised this reservationl8
carries a double weight of authority. T he possibility corroborated by so high
evidence is calculated to temper the more drastic applications of utilitarianism.
The preceding reservations relate to the pursuit of socialistic equality by
any methods; the following relate more particularly to the pursuit of that
end by means of taxation. A progressive tax rising to such a rate that it would
not be the interest of the taxpayer to increase his fortune by saving or enter-

prise above a certain amount,l9 while improving the distribution, would
check the augmentation of the community's wealth. There is, however, to
be set off the probable increase of saving among the poorer classes. Especially
the investment of capital in persons by way of education might be increased.20
There would be an increase of production also so far as the proceeds of socialistic
taxation are applied to render the poorer classes more efftcient.21 But against
this increase in the efficiency of the poor might have to be set some decrease
in the efficiency of the not very rich.22
Again, there is the general presumption against governmental action, the
special danger that taxation extended beyond its proper objects will be
abused. The warning comes with less weight from those who are ready
to employ taxation for a collateral purpose of which they themselves approvethe correction of intemperance.
In fine, the increase of taxation is limited by evasion.
These extensive, though briefly indicated, reservations reduce the prima
facie revolutionary dictates of pure utilitarianism to the limits of common
sense. The position thus defmed is much the same as Mill' s.23 "That the
State should use the instrument of taxation as a means of mitigating the
inequality of wealth" is not to be demanded when a "tax on industry and
economy", a check to the growth of wealth, is thereby imposed.24 But
the utilitarian will be as "desirous as any one that means should be taken
to dirninish those inequalities": such means as the limitation of inheritances
and the taxation of unearned increments, so far as these means are free from
the dangers above enumerated. A similar reconcilement between equality
and security25 is taught in an article replete with utilitarian wisdom on The
Ethical Basis of Distribution, by Professor T. N. Carver.
"The minimum amount of repression [or check to the growth of wealth]
is secured by imposing an equal sacrifice on all members of the community,
but the minimum amount of sacrifice is secured by collecting the whole
tax from those few incomes which have the lowest fmal utility. No rational
writer advocates the latter plan exclusively, but many rational writers do
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" Ibid.
15 Political Economy, Book II, § 3.
u Ibid.
. 11 This term~ology has been employed by the present writer (op. cit., p. 57; cp. pp. 64, 125) to designate
d1fferences both m the amount of means which different individuals may require in order to attain the
thre.s~old or zero-point of happiness, and in the amounts of utility which they may derive from the same
add1t1?ns ~f means above that point. C?mpare Professor Carver's weighty observations (American Acad.
~fPol1t. Set. 1895, p. 82) upon d1fference m wants-a term which may also refer to differences in the amount
of means needed for efficiency.
11 Professor Sidgwick says: "I do not however think that Bentham
intended to deny (1) that one
person may be more capable of happiness than another, or (2) that, if so, the former's happiness is more
Important than the latter's, as an element of general happiness." (Eiemtt~ts of Politics, p. 583, note 2. Cp.
note 3 for a fuller statement of Professor Sidgwick's own view.)

19 The condition which a progressive tax must fu lfil in order not to have this effect, is clearly expressed
by Professor Ulisse Gobbi in a recent tract to which the chaste use of mathematics lends a peculiar charm.
(Sui carattere razio11ale dell'imposta progressiva, § 3.)
20 Cp. Marshall, Principles of Eco11omics, sub voce, Discount of future pleasure; also Sic'gwick's Principles
of Political &o11otny, Book Ill, ch. ii.
21 The exemption of a minimum is to be defended not only after Bentham (Comtitutional Code, ch. xv.,
Works, Vol. I, p. 319) on the ground of least sacrifice, but also on the ground of greatest efficic;ncy.
22 For an inst~nee see below, p. 134.
23 For some differences from Mill see below, p. 130.
24 Mill, Political &ottomy, Book V, ch. ii, § 3.
B The reconcilement is taught by Bentham with respect to legislation in general. See the forcible
chapter on 'Security and equality-their opposition," with the context (Principles of Civil Code, Part. I,
ch. xi, et passim); e.g. "It is not equality itself but only a tendency towards equality, after all the others
[security, subsistence, and abundance] are provided for, that is the proper object of endeavour" (Works,
Book Ill, p. 294).
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advocate the former plan. Yet it is not beyond dispute that the former plan
ought to be followed exclusively."26
This passage, read with the context, almost exactly expresses the thesis
here maintained; except that the last sentence is asserted rather too diffidently,
and the first clause much too confidently. Minimum sacrifice, the direct emanation of pure utilitarianism, is the sovereign principle of taxation; it requires
no doubt to be limited in practice; but query whether the requisite limitation
is to be obtained from equal sacrifice, or any of the cognate subsidiary forms
of the hedonic principle which are presently to be considered?
Before leaving the principle of minimum sacrifice, let it be observed that,
under the limitations which have been described, this principle may also be
applied to justify differential taxation on the ground of differences in other
respects besides size of income: for instance, difference in the permanence
of the income, differences in civil state, number of children, age, and other
attributes.27
Besides the principle of minimum sacrifice, which has been considered,
there are other species of the hedonic theory of taxation. The most familiar
are the principles of equal and of proportional sacriftce: that each taxpayer
should sacrifice ·an equal amount of utility, or an equal proportion of the
total utility which he derives from material resources. The former species is
the commonest in England; the latter flourishes in Holland. The two species
might be included in a genus termed " like sacrifice."
It will be convenient to consider first the practical consequences, next
the theoretical proof of these two principles.
In order to deduce conclusions from either premiss, there is required another
premiss relating to the law of diminishing utility. There are some reasons
for assuming-it is at least the simplest hypothesis-that utility diminishes
in inverse ratio to means, after the law of Bernoulli. Upon this assumption
the principle of equal sacriftce gives proportional taxation; the principle of
proportional sacrifice gives progressive taxation.
But there seem to be better reasons for assuming that the utility diminishes
with the increase of income at a faster rate. There is the testimony of high
authorities, Montesquieu, Paley, J. B. Say and many others cited in the learned
pages of Professor Seligman. True, Mill regards the doctrine as "too disputable altogether" with regard to the higher incomes. But neither Mill
nor any other considerable authority has held that the diminution is less
than in the inverse ratio of the income. Mill's estimate being the lowest,
we may take as the most probable estimate one intermediate between his
and others, and assume that the utility diminishes at a rate exceeding the
increase of income, if not for the highest incomes, at any rate for incomes
considerably above the usually exempted minimum.

This presumption is confirmed by the observation that the property in
question, the diminution of utility out of proportion to the inverse income,
almost certainly holds for large differences as distinguished from differential
variations ; as Dr. Robert Meyer has well argued.28 But, if such is the character
of the utility-curve as to finite differences, it is probably also its character
as to differential variations. The observed circumstances would not be consistent
with the prevalence of Bernoulli's law throughout. It must be assumed
that for a considerable tract of the curve-supposed not violently discontinuous-the property in question prevails.
Some doubt may remain as to the extremity of the curve which corresponds
to very high incomes. It has been supposed by several high and independent
authorities, that ultimately the law of Bernoulli holds good. Some of the
reasons assigned are to be found in the passages cited below from eminent
authors.29 It is here submitted that the character ascribed to the extremity
of the utility-curve is not sufficiently evidenced. First, as to capitalisation,
regarding it as an application ofincome to future gratifications (whether personal
or vicarious), one does not see why it should not approach satiety with a
rapidity greater than that which is assigned by the Bernoullian law. It may
be suspected, too, that an improper inference is drawn from the circumstance
that as the income is increased by equal increments the differences between
the successive increments of utility become less. But it is not with these
differences that we are concerned, but with the ratio between successive
increments of utility. And there is nothing to show that this ratio does not
increase more rapidly than according to the Bernoullian law. The pleasure
derived from a certain income may well increase with the income somewhat
as, according to the theory of errors of observation, the probability that
an error will occur within a certain distance increases with the distance.30

Atana/s of the America11 Academy, 1895, p. 97.
Dr. Robert Meyer has given a list of attributes (Pri11cipieu der gerecllte11 Beste11enmg, p. 53).

where x, the independent variable, is the amount of income, y, the dependent variable, is the marginal
Utlhty of inwme (the differential 0f u, the total utility of income); a is the minimum of existence, and .4
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28 Die Principiett der ~erechten Bestrummg, p. 333. Professor Sax's criticisms of this passage seem unnecessanly severe (Progressrvsteuer, pp. 52-3). Professor Sax's own reflections (ibid.) confirm the assumption
here made as to t he character of t he utility-curve, up to a certain point at least of the curve.
29 Pr~fessor Sax, Die Progressi11steucr, /oc. cit., p. 101 : "By this inclusion of future needs the concept
?f ne~ds IS extended very far and comes to cover also needs of very low intensity. Since the degree of
mtens1t y of needs cannot fa ll to zero, it follows that from a certain point onward the differences in the
average mtens1ty of needs must decrease rapidly and thus become inversely proportional to incomes.
These two circumstances together eventually arulUI the progression of valuations and. logically arrest
the progression of taxation."
. Professor F.]. Neumann, ProJ~ressive Ei11kommettstcuer, p. 146: " Since the last portions of very lligll
mcomcs ... nor m all~ serve the satisfaction of more or less equally unimportant needs or else are capitalized."
Professor Tr~ub, m a passage quoted at length by Mr. Cohen Stuart (Bijdrage tot de Tllrorie der Progressicl'e
lnkomstmsbelastrng, T he Hague, 1889, p. 148) speaks of "the point where the marginal utility of income
becomes constant."
Profe~sor Graziani, Ciom~le degli Economisti, 1891, p. 164: "The concept of a continuously rising rate
(of tax) IS excluded, because It has been shown that it is impossible for the difference in the valuations of
successive portions of wealth to grow continuously."
30 The marginal utility of money-the measure of the increment of welfare which corresponds to
an mcrement of income- might quite well have some such form as the probability-curve, viz.
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Ultimately the additions become imperceptible, but not the less do they obey
the law that a disproportionately large increment of the independent variable
is required to produce the same increment of the dependent one. In fine
the view here combated has no doubt derived some adventitious aid from
the supposed practical necessity of adopting a proportional income-tax for
very high incomes; which could only be justified by the principle of equal
sacrifice upon the assumption of the Bemoullian law.
It is to be admitted, however, that the property in question has been
accepted by Mr. Cohen-Stuart, who cannot be suspected of mathematical
confusion, and who has expressly distinguished the theoretical and practical
points of view.31
Here are his reasons:"For the millionaire-or rather ... the milliardaire-the possession of his
income signiftes no more than a cipher, the increase of which has no longer
any influence on his consumption. To see the cipher increased by 4 per cent.
for instance, if it is a pleasure to a man with 10 millions [francs per annum]
or one with 100 or 500 millions, would be, I should say, about the same
pleasure to each. . . . As soon as all personal wants are pretty well satisfied,
and, afortiori, after the income has passed this limit, its increase proportionately,
that is by an equal percentage, must, as it seems to me, tend to afford an equal
pleasure. That the addition of the same amount should be as strongly desired,
should produce equal pleasure, however great the income, seems to me
absurd; that the same proportion of the income should have this effect strikes
me as rational."32
The mathematical reader who is not convinced by Mr. Cohen-Stuart on
\
this point will hardly defer to others.
Upon the assumption that the diminution of marginal utility with income
is (throughout) in excess of Bernoulli's law, the principle of equal sacrifice
and that of proportional sacrifice both give progressive taxation, the latter
in a higher degree than the former.33 Either principle, but more probably
the latter, may (upon the assumption above made) lead to a subtraction of
income so great as to leave the possessor little interest in increasing his income
beyond a certain limit. The two varieties of like sacrifice may in this respect
resemble the principle of minimum sacrifice in requiring to be limited by
a regard for other disutilities beside the constraint and privation occasioned
to the taxpayer.

The relation between the different modes of the sacrifice theory might
thus be exhibited diagrammatically. Let Y measured along the axis OY
represent size of income; and construct the curve II' such that the co-ordinate
to any assigned Y represents the number of incomes smaller than Y. Thus
the strip of area Y D.X represents the portion of the national income which
consists of i1· comes of the size Y. The curve II' is probably shaped as in the
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another constant. In order that the sacrifices (first supposed small) made by two individuals having incomes
.
. contn"butaons
sh ould b e, not as Xt : x2, b ut as e +(x,-a)2 : e +(x2-a)2 •
x 1and x 2should be equal, the respective
And this disproportion of contribution to income would not only be maintained, but increased, as the
income is indefinitely increased. A fortiori, if prO('Ortional, not equal, sacrifice is aimed at. A fortiori, too,
if the sacriftccs are not small.
Jt Op. cit. p. 134.
J2 Op. cir. p. 155.
JJ I. e. higher for any assigned form of the utility-curve, and amount of taxation.
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figure; in conformity to Professor Pareto's beautiful theory of incomecurves ("Cours d'Economie politique pure: Courbe des revenus." Cp. Economic
journal, Vol. VI, p. 666) II' may be regarded as asymptotic to-or at least
terminating on-a perpendicular through B, where OB is the total number
of incomes; Aa may be taken as a minimum exempted from taxation.
Then to apply the principle of minimum sacrifice, find a point, T, on the
ordinate through B, such that the area intercepted by that ordinate, the
horizontal through T and the curve II' should represent a portion of the
national income equal to the required amount of taxation. To apply the principle of proportional taxation, find t on the same ordinate such that the
required amount of taxation may be equal to the amount represented by
the area intercepted between that ordinate, the curve II', and a curve at which
the ordinate Il at every point fulfils the condition

(y- fJ)

X

du
dy - : u = constant;

where u is the total amount of utility derived (on an average) from the
income y. This curve is represented by the continuously dotted curve line
in the figure (upon a certain supposition as to the minimum of exemption,
cp. Cohen-Stuart, op. cit., on the "subsistence minimum"). To apply the
principle of equal sacrifice, fmd r, on the same ordinate, such that the required
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amount of taxation may be represented by the area contained between the
ordinate, the curve II', and the curve of which the ordinate I\ fulfils the
condition

whi~h are not equally permanent should not be taxed equally, because the
sacnfices would not be equal to each other, as Mill has it,35 or because their
total would not be a minimum, as here proposed? So the doctrine of minimum
sacrifice, as well as that of proportional sacrifice, may use the proposition
affirmed by Mr. Cohen-Stuart, that for the purposes of taxation the married
differ from the unmarried chiefly in having a higher minimum of exemption.36
. T o ~ve ded~ced the precepts will aid us in estimating the authority of
Z,ke sacri.Ji.ce. ~his ~ay best be effected, from the utilitarian point of view
ado~ted 1~ this artlcle, by determining the relation of the principle under
constderatto~ ~o the .supr~me principle. That relation is one of complete
autonomy, tflike sacnfice ts prescribed by intuitive justice. But the utilitarian
will not accept this imperium in imperio. He will object to like sacrifice thus
ute dialecticians37 have objected to proportional
sup~orted, w~at sever~l ac_
sacnfice, that Its propnety ts not self-evident.
A position more neutral with regard to utilitarianism is taken by Mr. CohenStuart when he maintains that proportional sacrifice, leaving the relation
between all the parties in respect of welfare unchanged, is the principle for
the Manch~stcr . man.38 Somewhat similar appears to be the position of
Professor Stdgwtck, _except ~ha~ he has explicitly recognised the supremacy
of the greatest-happmess pr~nctple, and_ admits the possibility of its being
em~l~yed to promote equality by taxatton. But he regards this direct interposttlon of th~ sup~eme principle as liable to a dangerous excess. The principle
of_ e~ual sacnfice ts therefo~e deputed to act, a deputy not liable, like the
prmctpal, to be be~ayed mto imprudent concessions. This paraphrase is
based on the followmg passages and their context:"The ob~iously equitab~e principle-assuming that the existing distribution
of :wealth ts accepted as JUSt, or not unjust-is that equal sacrifices should
be tmposed on all ; and this [is) also obviously the most economic39 adjustment
of the burden except so far as it is thought desirable to make taxation a means
of redressing the inequalities of income that would exist apart from governmen tal interference."
. "The introduction, however, of this' latter principle to any marked extent
~nvolves the danger" [described in the preceding chapter]. "And the danger
1s ~uch gr_eat~r here . . . b~cause if the, principle is applied at all, any limit
to tts application seems qutte arbitrary. '
The position of Mr. Cohen-Stuart with respect to proportional sacrifice
and that of Professor Sidgwick with respect to equal sacrifice are tenable,
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ll) X

du
dy
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A part of this curve is represented by the discontinuously dot ed (broken)
~ne in the figure. Ifcompleted this curve may be expected to meet II' asymptotlcall_y bel_o w A . But, doubtless, regard to efficiency and other practical
constderatlons may lead to the deformation of the curve, so as to join on
at an earlier point to II'.
It will be apparent from this illustration that equal sacrifice is less socialistic
than proportional sacrifice, and proportional sacrifice less so than minimum.
But in what degree either mode of like sacrifice is less socialistic than minimum
sacrifice, we have no data, it is submitted, for determining. It is quite possible
that th~ curve throu~h T , and, a fortiori, the curve through t, should prescribe
a taxatlon of the higher incomes, which in the interests of production it
would be fatal to carry out. Like sacrifice can no more, or not much more,
than minimum sacrifice be trusted to act without checks. What, then, is the
ground for preferring like sacriftce?
The method of applying the limitation might well be, for all the forms
of the sacrifice theory, the use of such a scale of progression as would be
given by the principle of proportional taxation upon the supposition that the
extreme tract of the utility-curve was such as it has been conceived by
Mr. Cohen-Stuart and others. Practical reasons, not deductions from any
form_of_ the _first ~rinciple, would thus lead to a "degressive progression"
~ulmmatmg m a stmply proportionate tax of the higher incomes, such as
m fact seems to be coming into vogue. Then those who hold the principle
of proportional sacrifice might avail themselves of the curious theorem given
by Mr. ~ohe~-Stuart, that an approximately proportional tax being imposed
on the higher mcomes, the law of progression for the tax on the lower incomes,
as deduced from the principle of proportional sacrifice, would be much the
same, however the law of utility might vary, between wide limits.34
The distinction between like sacrifice and minimum sacrifice is not more
serious when the principles are applied to differences in other respects besides
amount of income. For example, whether is it easier to say that incomes
t his arrangement as illogical is not justified by the logic of mathematical
• 34 Pr?.fessor Sax's criticism of _
SCience. From unproved prem1sses can never follow a conclusion that is to be regarded as proved ;
from. mere assumptions, never a real fact." And much to the same effect in the context (Progressivsreutr,
Joe .. ell. P· 82). No~ the charac~er of certainty in the conclusion with uncertainty in the premisses is one
w hi_ch frequently 1s. presented m that ?ranch of mathematical science which, as being applied to human
a~a~rs , IS neares_t akm to pure econonucs, namely, the calculus of probabilities. In ascertaining the prob-ablht~ .that a g1ven ef!'ec.t has resulted from a certain cause, it is generally necessary to deal with certain
quantities termed a pr~orr or antecedent probabilities, about which nothing is known, except that they are
not v~ry small (or very ~~eat, o~ very un~qual.J T hus Mill, of such an argument : " it would be impossible
to esumate that probabl.hty wath anything lake mathematical precision," yet "a practical decision can
generall-r be come to Without much hesitation." A priori probabilities of this character are involved in
the rcce1ved treatment of physical observations.

Political Ecotromy, Book V, ch. ii, § 4, note.
Bijdrage, pp. 140-145.
J? E. g. Graziani, lstitra dotri, p. 301 ; Sax, Prog~essivsteuer, p. 62.
l l Bijdrage, ch. v.
~· " Economic" i~ , of course, used here in the same sense as in the preceding chapter ; that is, nearly
equ1valent to uulttan an 111 our first sense. (See Henry Sidgwick, T lrr Pritrciples of Pr>litical Economy London
'
1883, Book Ill, C hapter vii, § 1, par. 1).
H
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so long as we hold with Mr. Cohen-Stuart that the utility-curve is ultimately
of the Bernoullian form. But if, as above contended, this premiss is not
tenable, then a rapidly progressive taxation following from the principle of
proportional sacrifice, the Manchester man could hardly be expected to
acquiesce in that principle. Nor could the principle of equal sacrifice be
safely deputed to act on behalf of _the supreme principle. Of the deputy as
well as of the sovereign, we might then say: "if the principle is applied at
all, any limit to its application seems quite arbitrary." At any rate, the only
certain limit to the application of equal sacrifice-viz. that more than the
necessary minimum of taxation should not be raised and more should not
be required from the higher incomes than would bring down all above
a certain level to that level40-is greatly in excess of practical limitations.
Is it not simpler to dismiss the deputed principle of equal sacrifice, and to
adopt as the true norm of taxation minimum sacrifice tempered by a regard
for the growth of wealth and other advantages above enumerated?
The capacity of like sacrifice to act independently is even less upon another
view of its authority. What if, as compared with the utilitarian code, it is
not a sort of by-law, as just now in effect supposed, but simply a clause,
a badly-transcribed clause, of the code itself? What if equal sacrifice is but
a corrupt reading for equi-marginal sacrifice, the condition of minimum disutility?41 Thus Mill, in that classical passage which has influenced the most
influential of his successors,42 in the same breath proclaims the principles
of equal and of least sacrifice :"Whatever sacrifices it [a government] requires from them [persons or
classes] should be made to bear as nearly as possible with the same pressure
upon all, which, it must be observed, is the mode by which least sacrifice
is occasioned on the whole."43
It is remarkable that in support of one of the principal reforms with respect
to taxation which he advocated, Mill should have employed the genuine
utilitarian reasoning in favour of equality rather than the questionable principle
of equal sacrifice.44 Thus when he first introduces the proposal to limit
inheritances :"It must be apparent to every one that the difference to the happiness of the
possessor between a moderate independence and five times as much is insignificant when weighed against the enjoyment that might be given, and the
As appears from the position of the curve through t in the diagram.
Above, p. 121.
42 Doth Mr. N. G. Pierson (Staatslwislwudkunde, 1886, p. 310) and Sir Robert Giffen (Evidence before
the Financial Relations Commission Q. 7777) profess to follow Mill.
4 l Mill, Book V, ch. ii, § 2, par. 1. The divergence between the principle of equal sacrifice presented
by Mill and that of minimum sacrifice is indicated by the present writer (op. cit. p. 118). Professor Carver
calls attention to the fact that Mill affirmed the two divergent principles in the same passage (Amer. Acad.
for Pol. Sci., 1895, p. 95).
44 Bentham is always clearer than Mill in the deduction of equality from greatest-happiness, because
he virtually employs the differential calculus: adding and subtracting "particles of wealth," as in Patmomial
Fragments (Works, Vol. III, p. 231).
40
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permanent beneftt diffused by some other disposal of the four-fifths" (Political
Economy, Book II, ch. ii, § 4).
And in a later chapter on inheritance, he refers to "the deeper consideration
that the diffusion of wealth, not its concentration, is desirable" (Book V,
ch. ix. § 2).
So McCulloch can see no halting-place, such as the principle of equal
sacrifice is supposed to supply, between a proportional income-tax and that
levelling of the higher incomes which, as above shown, is the inference
from the principle of minimum sacrifice.45
So Dr. Robert Meyer describes as "the commonest argument" in favour
of progressive taxation one which rests upon an interpretation of equal
sacrifice which makes it virtually identical with equi-marginal sacrifice.46
So some of the high authorities who have advocated progressive taxation
on the ground of equal sacrifice may be credited with an "un~onsciously
implicit"47 utilitarianism of the pure type. Mr. Cohen-Stuart mdeed has
argued that several of these high authorities hold t~e princi~le of proportio~al
sacrifice. For whereas they have deduced progreSSlve taxatwn from the prmciple of equal sacrifice, simpliciter and without any datum as to the law according
to which utility diminishes, this fallacious reasoning is explicable, he thinks,
on the former supposition, but on the latter inexplicable. But what if there
was in the confused minds of these distinguished publicists not equal sacrifice
nor yet proportional sacrifice, but equi-marginal sacrifice (le~ding to minimum
sacrifice)? It is true that this premiss is less consonant to their state~ents t~an
the other. But then their conclusion really does follow from this prem1ss.
Obliged as we are to make a compromise between obscure premisses and
fallacious reasoning, may not the line of least confusion, so to speak, be-~ot
the assumption that the premiss was somewhat obscure and the reasonmg
somewhat erroneous, but-that the premiss was quite confused and the
reasoning quite exact?
. .
.
Altogether, whatever view we take of the relation of the pnnctple of like
sacriftce to pure utilitarianism, the sphere of its action independently of that
supreme principle appears to be insignificant.
The proposal here made to substitute minimum for equal in ~he "s~cri~ce"
theory of taxation will not modify considerably the pracucal d~rect~ons
afforded by that theory. Rather the obligation to follow those directwns
is made clearer. As of old, before the invention of the compass, the starsteered sailor would not sensibly have altered his course if he could have
discovered, by the use of a telescope, that what he had regarded as a luminous
point was really a double star, composed of bodies sepa_rated_ from ea~h
other many million miles; so in the present state of financial science, affatrs
45

EditJburgh Revierv, Vol. LVII, p. 164 (1833) .

4• Op. cit. p. 331.
47 T he happy term applied by Professor Sidgwick to the utilitarianism which is latent in current
ethical opinion.
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being at such an enormous distance from principles, the discovery that the
sacrifice theory comprises several distinct ends is not calculated to result in
a serious alteration of the line of conduct indicated. Rather the use of our
speculative instruments in separating the species of this theory of taxation
conduces to keeping in view the generic principle, in spite of distance and
obscurity. The use of minimum, instead of equaf,48 sacrifice enables us to
pierce the sort of metaphysical mist which has been raised by the question :
Why should the principle be adopted?49 The question is not embarrassing
to those who regard minimum sacrifice as a deduction from the greatesthappiness principle-"the only possible, the only conceivable principle which
can guide legislation on a great scale."so Again, there is a want of clearness
in the reasoning from the principle of equal sacrifice, because in order to
obtain any conclusion some assumption must be made as to the rate at which
the increase of utility tends to diminish with the increase of means;51 while
"to ascertain the exact relations between something psychical and something
material is impossible."52 But the reasoning from the principle of minimum
sacrifice assumes no exact relation between utility and means; it assumes
only what is universally admitted, that utility does not increase proportionately
to means, the Jevonian "law of diminishing utility". Again, some confusion
is caused by the conflict between the two forms of equal sacrifice; equal
in a proper sense and proportional. But the pure utilitarian has no difficulty
in accepting both principles as equally inexact but equally useful approximations
to the true principle; or rather that of proportional sacrifice as more exact,
being more in accordance with minimum sacrifice, equal sacrifice as more
useful, in this country at least, as being more familiar.
To take as a concrete example the problem presented by the fmancial
relations between England and Ireland, the general result of the preceding
C<?nsiderations would be to strengthen that argument in favour of the Irish
claim which is grounded by some high authorities on the principle of equal
sacrifice, and to weaken those objections to the argument which are grounded
by other high authorities on the indefmiteness of the principle. This correction
would be the less important in so far as the consideration of sacrifice has to
be combined with other considerations not admitting of precision.
There are several considerations special to the concrete problem which
can only be adverted to here- put in the form of questions to which the
answers are not given. (1) What disbursements from the Exchequer are applied
to common purposes, the benefits of which cannot be allocated to particular
regions, any more than to particular individuals? Does "the expenditure . ...

for the general objects for which a government is carried on, namely, for the
administration of justice, the maintenance of order, the maintenance of the
poor"53 and so forth, belong to this class? (2) Whether, if much of the taxation complained of is raised by duties on stimulants, the privation thereby
occasioned to the consumers should be left entirely out of account, and no
part o~ it should be reckoned in that total o£ sacrif~c~ ~hich it is sou.ght to
nUninuse, because some part of the taxed commodities 1s consumed mtemperately? (3) Whether it is any mitigation of such sacrifice that the consumer
of the taxed articles was free to abstain therefrom; or whether it is not only
demonstrated by the classical political economy54 that taxes on commodities
are not less burdensome, but also demonstrable by the modem mathematical
method55 that they are more burdensome, than direct taxation? (4) Whether,
if a spe<;ial rate of taxation is claimed by the inhabitants of a peculiarly circumstanced part of a united kingdom, such as Ireland, on the ground of a special
predilection for certain now heavily taxed commodities, or on any other
prima facie reasonable ground, such a claim is not to be entertained, because
it would not be practicable to allow a special rate to the inhabitants of some
other part of the United Kingdom, such as Wiltshire; or whether, as Mill
says, with reference to his proposal to allow a specially low rate of taxation
for a class whose sacrifice is specially great, "the difficulty of doing perfect
justice is no reason against doing as much as we can?"56 (5) Whether, if
Ireland is overtaxed only because she is poor, it may not be a problem of
practical interest to determine by how much her taxation is in excess of what
it would be if a just distribution of ta?cation as between rich and poor prevailed
throughout the United Kingdom? (6) Whether and how much the Irish
claim is strengthened by the treaty of the union providing for "particular
exemptions or abatements" ? or (7) on account of the alleged "economic
drain from Ireland"? or (8) on old scores, in particular the generally admitted
overtaxation in the middle part of the century, and the much-disputed transactions in the first part of the century?
To attempt to evaluate these items in the account between the two countries
would be out of place in a discussion of pure theory. It will merely be assumed
here, for the purpose of illustration, that the items referred to are not so
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41 In the following
paragraphs dealing with practice it has seemed best as most agreeable to usage,
to occasionally employ the term "equal" generally, covering proportional as well as equal in the proper
sense (see above, p. 124).
4
P Asked, e. g., by Professor Graziani with reference to the Dutch form of the doctrine,lstituzioni,
p. 301 .
so Sir Henry Maine, Political ltrStitutioffs, last page.
' I Above, p. 124.
>1 Seligman, Progressive Taxation, p. 136.
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u Sir Robert Giffen, in evidence before the Royal Commission on the Financial Relations between
England and Ireland (Q. 11,024).
,. See Mill, Book V, ch. vi, § 1. Cp. Bastable, Economic Journal, Vol. VI; note to p. 202.
ss If a given amount-which may at fint be supposed finite and small-is raised by taxing a few
commodities (not specially selected in the interest of the consumer as suggested by Professor Manhall,
Principles, Book V, ch. xii, § 1), there will in general occur under the head of those commodities a loss
of "consumen' rent" which does not occur when the amount is directly subtracted from income, the
consumer being free to reduce his expenditure on all commodities without disturbance of prices. The
proposition may easily be extended to larger amounts of taxation.
Abstraction is here made of certain secondary advantages attending indirect taxation: that it is apt
to escape attention, and that it is taken at a time and in a manner very convenient. T he former advantage,
as Mill observes (loc. cit.), is dwindling; th~ latter may find a set-off in the practice of stopping income-tax
at the source.
56 Political Economy, Book V, ch. ii, § 4.
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preponderant as to make the consid~rati?n of "sacrific~" of no account.
Upon this assumption the first apprmoma~10n to t~e soluuon of th~ ~roblem
is obtained by minimising . th~ .total sacrifice, s~~Ject to the condiu~n th~t
production is not much dirmrushed. The .co~~tl?n, as a~ove e~plame~, 7
operates at two points. There is. danger of d~rmrushing by differen~al taxat1on
the accumulations of the very nch, the efftctency of the not very nch.
The latter consideration has been urged with great force by Professor
Sidgwick and Professor Bastable in the Memoranda submitted by them to
the Financial Relations Commission.SS It must be remembered, however,
that the consideration figures on both sides of the account. If the efficiency
of the richer country may be somewhat diminished by increase of taxation,
the efficiency of the poorer country may be considerably increased by relief
from taxation. The gain on balance is especially evident in the case ~here
the aggravation of taxes is experien~ed by those :'ho~e inco~e exceeds the
necessaries for efficiency, and the relief from taxatwn 1s expenenced by those
whose ihcome falls short of the necessaries for efficiency; necessaries being
here defmed, as proposed by Professor Marshall, in such wise .that the ~nco~e
of any class is said to be below the necessary level w~en a~ mcre~se m the1r
income conduces to an increase by a greater amount m the1r effic1ency. 59
It is not quite clear how far this consideration of efficiency forms part
of the ground on which the exemption of a ~mur:n income from ~axation
is ordinarily claimed. It is, at any rate, a cons1derat10n only subordinate to
a consideration for the "sufferings of privation" which, as Bentham says,
are caused by taxes levied upon persons who may not have wherewith to

"The decisive objection to such theories is the difficulty of their practical
application. To estimate income is a task, perhaps, too difficult for the
statistician; but to discover the amount of 'free' income is quite hopeless,
and the employment of conjectural amounts as guides in so definite a matter
as taxation is a dangerous course which might lead to the most paradoxical
results. A slight alteration of figures would supply the premisses for an altogether different conclusion."62
·.
"In 1886 Sir R. Giffen estimated the taxable surpluses of Great Britain
and Ireland respectively at 800 millions and 15 millions; in 1895 he estimated
them at 900 millions and 22 millions. From which it at once follows that
Ireland's taxable capacity had risen from being less than 1 :53 to more than
1:41. ... Mr. Lough gets 1,092 millions to 15 millions or 72f: 1 as the ratio."63
This argument seems to exaggerate the determinateness of the problem.
Taxation is "not so definite a matter". The claim to a special rate of taxation,
as Mill says of the claim on behalf of temporary incomes, "does not rest
on grounds of arithmetic, but of human wants and feelings" . As involving
an estimate of immaterial quantities the distribution of burdens in the way
of taxation might be compared to the distribution of prizes by way of examination. It is not so defmite a matter measuring intellectual ability by numerical
marks. "The difficulties inherent in any refmed attempt to get a measure
of ability" might seem to indicate the convenience of keeping to some "plain
rule" of examination, e.g. that the marks of a candidate should be proportioned
to the length ofhis answers. But this plain rule being plainly unfairisnot preferable
to more refmed estimates which though affected with "personal equations",
and all kinds of fortuitous aberrations, still aim at least at ideal fairness. It is
quiteyossible that marks so dif!erent as 53 and 41 assigned to the same candidate
by dtfferent assistant examiners might assist the head examiner in placing
the candidate. So the very divergent estimates of damages made by separate
jurymen are compounded into a result by which substantial justice is secured.
The estimates of taxable surplus must be similarly treated as liable to a considerable "error" or uncertainty. It is in this spirit that the distinguished
propounder of the estimates in question has understood his figures.
"When we come to deal with the matter equitably, that is a thing which
ought to be allowed for."64
"But then of course these are very rough computations indeed, and are
only meant to be illustrative of what the effect of applying this principle
would be."65
"Some rough mode of calculation of that kind is all you can do."66
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The balance of minimum sacriftce against maxtmum
pro ucuon emg
necessarily rough, it ·is no great objection to any part of the c~lcu~ation ~t
it is devoid of numerical precision. Yet that is the sort of objectton which
has been brought against Sir Robert Giffen's estimate of the "taxable surplus"
for Ireland and Great Britain respectively. On this subject Professor Bastable
writes:"The fairest rough test-and no test can be looked on as more than an
approximation-of taxable capacity is to be found in a c~mparison of to~
income rather than in any refmed and doubtful calculation as to what ts
left after necessary expenses have been defrayed."60
.
"The difficulties inherent in any attempt to refme on or mampulate the
total income in order to get a measure of ability, seems to indicate the convenience of keeping to the plain rule of taxation according to income."61
122-3.
182 col. b., and 184 col. b.

" Above, pp.
n Vol. II,

'9 Principlts of Eco11omics, Dook II, ch. iii, § 3. The level of tteccs.<arits in the technical sense, is in g~ner~l
different from the "necessaries of life," "the requisites of life and health" (Mill) usually referred to m this
connection.
60 Appendix to Evidettce of Financial Relations Com111ission, Vol. II, p. 185.
61 Economic ]ourrtal, Vol. VI, p. 200.
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Econo111ic journal, pp. 199, 200.
Ibid. p. 200, notes.
64 Evidence of Sir Robert Giffen
before the Commission on Financial Relations between England
and Ireland (Q. 7777).
6 ' Evidence
of Sir Robert Giffen before the Commission on Financial Relations between England
and Ireland (Q. 7778).
6 6 Ibid. Q. 7780.
62
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"I do not suggest and never suggested such a ~ule [that the taxable inco~es
of Ireland and Great Britain are in the proportion 22: 900] could be applied
in a strict arithmetical way."67
In short, the general principle for adjusting taxation between two regi?ns-:or any classes, whether d~f~ed_ geographic~ly ~r not~between which lt
is thought ftt to establish dtstmcttons of taxat10n, ts not a sm~ple rule of three
applied to incomes, but rather a ~ethod such ~ th~t which was adopted
in Switzerland in 1851, for regulatmg the contnbuttons of the cantons to
the "Federal Expenditure."
.
.
"To make oneself familiar with all the different orcumstances which have
to be taken into consideration in order to form a judgement on the economic
situation of a canton; then, using a free judgment, and without taking too
.
"68
rigorous a basis, to tax each canton accordin g to a cer~
~ct.
.
The alternative plan of"proporti oning the norm~ contnbutlOns_of dtffer~nt
income classes to the total incomes of the respective classes, while carrymg
out Mill's principle of not trenching on the subsistence minimum, by excluding taxes on the necessaries of life as well as direct tax~s, of the poor", 69
derives, it is here submitted, an undue support from Mill s use of equal,
instead of minimum, sacrifice. Even on the principle of equal sacrifice proportional taxation of income (above the exempt_ed minimum) _is an ex~reme
measure.70 The golden mean is not to be attamed by creepmg cauti?~ly
close to the limiting extreme-nimium premendo litus iniquum. The gw~g
star of Utilitarianism shines in a direction away from that hard coastline,
~d gilds the bolder course with the light of pure theory.

n~Q~
u Quoted by the Royal Commission on the Financial Relations between England and Ireland, Vol.

D

•
Appendix XVI.
. .
.
·1
69 Professor Sidgwick in Appendix I. to Vol. D. of Evidence before the Comtrusston
on FmanCla
Relations (C. 7720), p. 183. Compare the very similar language of Professor Bastable on P· 185.
10 As argued above, p. 130.

'fHE FUNDAME NTAL PRINCIPLES OF A PURE THEORY OF
PUBLIC FINANCE
By GIOVANN I MONTEM ARTINI
Translated from. Italian* by D. Bevan

1
The pure science of public finance needs more than a theory of production
and a theory of public wants.l It needs also a theory of public enterprise,
this latter theory being simply a particular aspect of the general theory of
marginal productivity. In this way due account can be taken not only of
the demand for public goods and services, but also of their supply, and an
attempt can be made to fmd the conditions of equilibrium between demand
and supply.
The enterprise constitutes the new element to be studied in the field of
production. The enterprise is simply a way of organizing the various factors
of production entering into a process of production. Given a specified quantity
of factors of production in a specified place and time, there are various ways
of combining and organizing these factors for different purposes or even
for one single purpose. There is also always one such way of organization
to achieve the purpose most economically: this constitutes the most perfect
enterprise at that moment. The best way will be ascertained by means of
trial and experiment. And since the quantities of factors of production vary
continually, because they also depend upon the results of the combinations,
there will be an infinite number of attempts at organization, especially in
a dynamic society. Any organization which is more economical than the
previous ones represents an advantage and an element of production. Precisely
for this reason pure economics considers enterprise as one of the factors of
production. All the conditions and causes of the greater or lesser productivity
of an act of production must be regarded as so many forces co-operating
in the process of production. If, given equal labour and capital, the productivity
of two productive combinations can vary because ofa difference in organization,
we must conclude that industrial organization or enterprise is a factor of
production. This conclusion is important because of its application to the'
sphere of public finance.
The principal forms of industrial organization concern the persons constituting the enterprise, that is to say, .the active agents in the co-ordination
of the various factors of production. From this point of view, enterprises
can be divided into individual enterprises and collective enterprises. A
distinction can also be made between ptivate and public enterprises. The
public enterprise can be an individual enterprise, but in the majority of cases
* "Le basi fondamentali di una scienza finanziaria pura", Gionra/e degli &onomisti, 1900, II.
1 Concerning these
two theories, see my article "Tentativi per Ia costituzionc di una scicnza finanziaria
PUra", Ri~ista popo/are di politica, /etttre e scitnze sociali, Oct. 1900.
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it is a collective enterprise. Public enterprises are political organizations. Any
political organization also constitutes an industrial enterprise. The reverse
does not hold. The industrial tnterprise is the genus, the political enterprise
the species.
2
The fundamental starting principle is, then, the following: every political
organization is an industrial enterprise.
The important question is to determine the nature of this special organization
which is called a political enterprise.
Let us start from the premise that entrepreneurs, or those persons whose
task is the co-ordination of the various factors of production, always obey
the law of the least cost. Given the choice of different forms of co-ordination,
they prefer the most economical organization. If they choose the political
organization, it means that this enables them to achieve their purpose in the .
most economical way.
The processes by which different economic units can achieve a particular
purpose may be indicated schematically in the following way.
·.
Three entrepreneurs A, B and C wish to satisfy the same needs and to
achieve the same purpose. They can do this in three ways:
a) By working in isolation, without being concerned about one another,
each of them combining the various factors of production in whatever way
he considers most advisable. This is the case of the individual enterprise.
b) By acting in association with one another. This will happen whenever
a joint effort is apt to raise the productivity of industry. It is the case of the
collective enterprise.
c) By causing the cost of the enterprise to be shared also by other economic
units D, E, F, G etc. which do not form part of the enterprise, that is to
say, by distributing the cost of the enterprise over a community. Recourse
will be had to this process when it represents the most economical way in
which to achieve a particular purpose. In this case we shall have a public
enterprise or a political enterprise.
The characteristics of the public enterprise are thus derived from the method
best apt to achieve maximum utility by the production process. This method
is hardly ever the best for individuals, but nearly always so for groups of
individuals acting jointly. This economic method sometimes merges with
the very purposes of the political organization. The public enterprise may be
defmed as "a productive organization designed to obtain the participation
of an entire community in the purchase of given goods or services". In
general it is the least costly form of enterprise for the entrepreneurs, because
it causes economic units not forming part of the enterprise to contribute
to the cost of production of the goods.
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3
The entire theory of public enterprise consists in an appropriate formulation
of the fundamental theorem by which pure economics explains the activity
of the private entrepreneur.
Theorem: "The (individual or collective) public or political enterprise
supplies services or goods up to the point at which its supply equals the
demand for the said goods; it is supplied with factors of production up to
the point at which its demand for them is met".
We can look upon the entrepreneur, in accordance with Walras's very
apt conception, as an intermediary between a market of commodities and
a market of productive services or of factors of production. Let us examine
what is meant by demand and supply in the commodity market and the
market of factors of production. This examination will clarify the concepts
of agent, object and cost of the public enterprise, and will explain the nature
of the hedonistic calculation which pertains thereto.
The agent of the political enterprise, or the political entrepreneur, is that
economic unit, or that grdup, or that economic class which, at its own risk
and peril, co-ordinates factors of production in a manner such as to compel
an entire community to participate in the production of particular goods
or in the performance of particular services. The object of the activity of
the political entrepreneur is not the satisfaction df one rather than of another
need, but rather the creation of a coercive force for the distribution of the
cost of certain production processes over a community. Hence the entrepreneur's
supply on the commodity market consists in that special service that we
may call "coercive distribution of certain costs over a community". The
demand for this special service comes from those who stand to gain by making
other economic units contribute to the cost incurred in certain production
processes, due allowance being made for the cost of coerdon. Those who
exercise this demand are nearly always the political entrepreneurs themselves,
or, in other words, the demanders themselves create a political enterprise
or try to take possession of a public enterprise which already exists. Sometimes, on the other hand, the services of the enterprise are bought by a group
of economic units which do not participate in the enterprise. In the first
case the entrepreneur's profit consists in the difference between the reduction
in the cost of obtaining certain goods and services, and the cost incurred
in running the enterprise, that is to say, the cost of coercion. In the second
case the profit is the difference between the cost of coercion and the price
which others will pay for the services of the political enterprise.
On the market of productive services the political entrepreneur competes
with private entrepreneurs. The prices of the factors of production are
determined by the ratio between their marginal productivity and their cost
in the enterprises. If the state has a large demand for certain factors, this
may cause an increase in their price and then, if it is possible to increase the
amount ofthe factors, their supply will be augmented. The political entrepreneur
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can thus cause a different distribution of income for the suppliers of certain
productive factors, and an increas~ ~ certai~ types of produc~i~n. It may. be
that the particular producers so pnv1leged will support the political. en~eq~nse,
not because they are its entrepreneurs, but because they obtam mdirect
advantages from it.
Political enterprises require very large fixed and working capital and
special personal aptitudes. For this reas~~ it is difficult for c?mpetition to
arise or to be maintained between pohucal entrepreneurs, smce a second
enterprise must necessarily perish in the face of a single purpos~ to be achiev_ed
in the same environment. The high cost of this form of enterpnse also explams
why not everyone undertakes it, although it would obvio.usly be ~dvantag~ous
for any economic unit to spread the costs of production destme~ entirely
to its own private profit over an indefinite number of ot~er umts.

in other words, political entrepreneurs, the costs are those mentioned in
case 1). If the consumers are economic units which do not form part of the
political enterprise, their costs are objectively expressed by the expenses
which are necessary in order to obtain from the political entrepreneur the
coercive distribution of certain specific costs over the community.
3) The cost to the community consists of all the community's sacrifices,
the amount of work it has to do and the goods it has to give up. These costs
do not, however, all constitute a total loss, since there may be compensations
and rewards. We can, in fact, make two alternative assumptions: a) either
the community as a whole comes within the category of consumers of pu~lic
services-in which case it constitutes part of the demand on the commodity
market; b) or the community as a whole constitutes the political enterprise,
and has organized itself in order to impose coercion on all the members
with a view to obtaining the participation of all in the costs incurred in certain
types of production.

5

6

The concept of cost in the theory of public fmance is one which has given
rise to great confusion, because the object and the subject of the financial
enterprise have not been kept distinct from each other. The costs to the
enterprise, the costs to the community and the costs to the consumers have
always been confused. The theory of public f~nance has suffered. fr~m ~he
same defect which long bedevilled economics as such: the theory of d1stnbut10n
has not been kept distinct from the theory of welfare (Hadley). The th~ory
of distribution shows how the public wealth is divided amongst the vanous
members of the community ; the theory of welfare is concerned with wealth
in relation to the community as a whole and treats not of individual, but
of overall results. In the theory of public fmance the State, or the agent of
the financial action, has nearly always been regarded as the representative
of the community, both necessarily having common costs and rewards.
Our analysis shows that we need to distinguish between the political
entrepreneur, the consumers of political services and the community. According
to the scope of the enterprise, there will be a greater or a smaller number
of consumers and of members · of the community considered in relation to
the political entrepreneur. We shall therefore distinguish:
1) The cost to the enterprise. Th~se costs, according to the case considered,
may comprise: a) the cost and the disutility of the work of ma~ageme~t;
b) the expenses incurred in obliging the community t~ as~ume cert.am spec~fic
costs, that is to say, in obliging the community to assist m procunng. specific
goods or services, or the cost of coercion; c) the quota o~ production c?st
to be met by the political enterprise itself, so as to obtam, together With
the community, certain specific commodities or services.
2) The cost to the consumers (of the service of coercion) of the products
of the political enterprise. If the consumers are themselves producers, or,

The latter hypothesis is that which is most prevalent in public fmance
theories. The hedonistic calculation which the agent of public finance activities
ought to make nearly always concerns the ratio betwecn the costs which
the community has to bear and the satisfactions which it derives from its
contributions. But, in reality, the community can never be completely
identified with the political enterprise. We cannot assume even theoretically
that the political organization represents a great co-operative of producers
and consumers, as s~me people like to imagine. The political organization
has, in fact, the purpose of compelling all the people to bear the costs of
specific types of production. Now, there are two immediate conflicts amongst
the members of the community : one concerning the types of production
to be financed in common, the other concerning the distribution of costs.
The stronger party would win the day both in choosing the types of production
and in allocating the. costs; it follows that only the stronger party would
benefit from producing the force of coercion and, hence, from political
organization. Even if we suppose a society with very broad conceptions
of liberty, and one in which theoretically all the members can participate
in public enterprise, the costs of coercion to be incurred by the political
entrepreneur will not disappear, since in every society there will always •be
different tastes and different needs and there will always be majorities and
minorities, and hence the desire and the necessity for coercion. If the costs
under 1) b), were to disappear, this would mean that the political enterprise
had ceased to exist and had been transformed into another enterprise. This
could happen only if the anarchists' dream of the suppression of all political
enterprise came true. If this were possible, it would imply a reduction of
costs for the community, because the political enterprise is always a costly
form of enterprise, and also because it does not allow free play to private
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initiative. But, on the most favourable assumptions, no elimination but only
a diminution of the costs under 1) b) can be expected. The chances of such
diminution are the greater, the larger is the part of the community which
participates in the political enterprise and the more separate economic units
and separate groups are free to constitute themselves into enterprises or to
withdraw from previous political enterprises (Molinari).

In none of these cases is it admissible to consider the political enterprise
as something abstract, as though it were itself a person. This is the error
of those public finance theories which looked upon the body politic as an
entity different from the individuals composing it. The reaction against this
way of conceiving the political enterprise, or the State, finds its culmination
in Sax, who contends that the tasks of the state, the needs of the state and
the functions of the state are nothing other than the tasks and needs of the
true economies which at any given moment compose the state, and that
the hedonistic calculations which are made are calculations of real persons
and not of abstract or imaginary persons.
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An analysis of the hedonistic calculation to be made by the political
entrepreneur leads us to formulate certain theoretical cases relating to the
constitution of the enterprise.
Let us first define the technical terms to be used. The marginal productivity
of a productive element is the increase in product obtainable by the application
of the last available unit of that element to a productive combination. Homo
oeconomicus will continue to employ each factor of production up to the
point at which the last increment of the factor yields an increment of product
just sufficient to pay for itself; we shall call this point the saturation point.
But the productivity of factors cannot be considered in a purely physical
sense, but must also be treated from an economic point of view, which means
taking into account the costs incurred in the employment of any factor of
production. The economic saturation point is thus reached before the physical
saturation point, and the marginal productivity of a factor is given by the
point of intersection of the price and cost curves, calculated objectively
and subjectively. By virtue of the law of substitution every factor of production
in the same enterprise must have the same marginal productivity. All the
enterprises in the same market at the same time have the same economic
marginal productivities. The profits of the entrepreneurs are differential
gains arising from the productivity of supra-marginal applications. It may
happen that there are marginal profits, when absence of perfect freedom
of competition amongst the various factors of production or amongst the
various entrepreneurs enables the enterprise to stop producing before it
reaches the intersection point of the cost and price curves. In these cases the
marginal productivity of the enterprise constitutes a surplus profit for the
entrepreneur, since marginal cost does not coincide with the marginal
increments of receipts, but is exceeded by them.
8

We can imagine four theoretical cases of the form of the political enterprise:
(a) the political entrepreneur may be a single person; (b) an economic group
or class may produce political services for itself; (c) an economic group or
class may produce political services for outside consumers; (d) a political
enterprise may be representative of an entire community, in which case it
produces political services on behalf of the entire community.
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Let us start with case (a). It is the case of the absolute chief of a tribe, of
the medieval prince, of the autocrat of the great Renaissance states. An
individual has such intellectual power, such moral standing and such material
force that he can be a political entrepreneur. This means that, amongst the
possible uses of his productive activity, amongst the possible forms of
enterprise open to him, he will prefer the political enterprise because this
will procure him the largest income. He will use his power in order to compel
the whole community to bear the costs incurred in obtaining his income.
In the first place, however, the entrepreneur has to face the cost of the work
of management and of the employment of capital in the enterprise. He must
maintain armed forces, prepare the means of coercion and provide himself
with a complex adnunistrative apparatus. These uses of capital are indispensable
for the entrepreneur.
A confusion of the means and the end led some writers to the belief that
these necessary uses of capital constituted true functions ofpolitical organization.
The state's so-called functions of defence and offence are not needs to be
satisfied but rather means for achieving the aim of obtaining an income
from the community. Factors of production will continue to be employed
in this special form of enterprise until the marginal productivity of the
productive process equals its marginal cost. The entrepreneur's profit is the
difference between cost and product. This profit, the income of the enterprise,
will be employed to satisfy the particular needs of the entrepreneur. Here
too, there has been some confusion between the satisfaction obtained from
the consumption of an income and the true functions of the entrepreneur.
It is not the increasing functions of the state, nor yet the growing needs
of the political entrepreneur which are the ultimate cause of the entire
process-it is the greater satisfaction which derives from an increase in ihcome.
For this reason, if the needs of the entrepreneur are to be taken into account,
they should be considered as one of the causes which can influence the quantity
of goods and hence their value. We can look upon the requirements of the
entrepreneur as influencing the demand for the services which the political
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orgaruzation can provide. This demand does not by itself explain or mark
the limits of the enterprise; these limits must also be determined in relation
to the productivity of the enterprise in question. The entrepreneur's requirements are never autonomous data; just as they can continually vary with
variations in the environment, so can they be modified by a modification
in the productivity of the enterprise. We can therefore say that if the
entrepreneur's requirements are small, the incentive to greater production
will also be small; this incentive can increase not only with an increase in
his requirements, but also with an increase in the productivity of the
enterprise.
In conclusion, we can say that the entrepreneur's hedonistic calculation
does not relate to the question whether it is more economical for him to
satisfy certain needs by public or by private production. So far as the isolated
entrepreneur is concerned, any need will be most economically satisfied by
the political enterprise, since it distributes the costs of production over economic
units which receive no part in the distribution of the product. The single
political entrepreneur's hedonistic calculation on the contrary concerns the
comparison of the cost of the enterprise and its product, abstraction being
made of the needs which are satisfied with the income obtained. Right from
the beginning of these hedonistic calculations we must seek to avoid confusion
between goods and needs. Subjectively. utilities are compared; objectively,
quantities of goods (Graziani).

productivity. In the hedonistic calculation the community is neglected; the
real subjects are only the associates.
Historically, the first form of the costs of the sole function of the political
enterpr~se.' name~y coercion, was expenditure on war. War is seen as a way
of o~tammg an mcome, and as the most economical way of doing so. This
cons~ttutes. the phase o~ ~ar competition, as Molinari calls it. The strongest
obtam their profit by killmg off the weakest, rather than by dividing a stock
of means of subsistence amongst all of them; the sum total of work and
dis~tility borne in the cause of destr.uction is held to be less than the privations
which would have to be accepted If the means of subsistence became scarce.
In the case of anthropophagy there would be a double profit, since the means
of subsistence would increase in two ways.
In a second historical phase greater profit is derived from making slaves
of the weakest instead of massacring them. We then have what Molinari
calls political competition. War has two main. objectives: the defence and
t~e enlar~eme~t of states which ~ave already been formed. The most intelligent
tribes which hve by means of ratds, set out to perpetuate this form of income
which threatens to become transitory and to decline, they subjugate populations
and have an interest in protecting them, since they thereby protect their
own dominion. The political enterprise becomes an organization for the
exploitation of conquered territories and enslaved populations. This is decisive
progress in comparison with war competition, since in political competition
we find that the community is not only protected against foreign invasions,
but by means of institutions which safeguard its internal and external security, the community is sometimes also encouraged to increase its gross
product.
Here too, the means of attaining an increased income or profit have been
confused with the particular aims and purposes of the enterprise. The effect
has be.en taken to. be the cause. A little reflection will immediately show
the IlJ.lStake. !he u~come of the ente~prise can be divided into two parts:
a) one part ts destmed for the contmuation, improvement and extension
of the enterprise, and will be used, for example, for fortresses, harbours,
arms, means of defence and attack, roads, bridges etc. These achievements
m~y prove advantageous to the community, or, in other words, they may
sausfy the needs common to the association or political enterprise and to
the community. But this coincidence of needs is purely fortuitous and has
no bearing on the hedonistic calculation of the entrepreneur; on the other
hand, the cost o~ these satisfactions also invariably falls, for the most part,
on the commuruty; b) the second part of the income is destined for the
satisfaction of the needs of the associates. Nor may these expenditures be
confused with the needs of the political organization; the satisfaction of the
needs of the single associates may not be regarded as functions or attributions
of the state. It is not a question of the spending of an income. It is not a
question of special needs of a collective nature. The point is that the size
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Let us pass on to case (b): it is the most frequent case, that of a group or
an economic class which carries on the enterprise in order to compel the
community to provide the class with an income.
Here we have the first form of co-operative association in the political
enterprise; we shall see other forms. Meanwhile let us note that it is wrong
to believe that the political enterprise is always a collective enterprise-we
have already seen that it can even be an individual enterprise. Nor is the
political enterprise a co-operative enterprise designed to satisfy certain needs
in the most economical way. Here too, the point is that a larger income
can be derived from the political than from any other form of enterprise.
Every associate will calculate whether it is of more advantage to him to
participate in the political enterprise rather than take part in private, individual
or collective production.
When a co-operative political enterprise is formed, the expenses of coercion
are of two kinds: one kind of coercion is needed to keep the association
together, another-the usual kind-is concerned with distributing the costs
over the community. The profits of the enterprise are distributed according
to the marginal productivity of the associates and to the marginal productivity
of their capital contributions. Here too, the enterprise has a marginal
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of the income engenders particular requirements and that the satisfaction
of these requirements constitutes a particular standard of living which, as
an element of demand, may influence the intensity of exploitation on the
part of the political enterprise.

considered as so many political enterprises, armed organizations for the
conquest of power, acting for the sake of the material and moral benefits
which the management of the enterprise procures. In our example the
hedonistic calculation of the eight economies which want collective water
supply, is roughly as follows. The total amount necessary to obtain the water
may be 56, if each acts in isolation: this means that each of the eight economies
must bear a cost of 7. For collective action to be advocated, is it necessary
that it should entail a total cost ofless than 56? This condition is not necessary,
nor may it be sufficient. It is not necessary because, even if we suppose the
cost of collective action to be the same, that is 56, collective action will have
the advantage of distributing the total cost over ten economic units instead
of eight. Collective satisfaction of the need for water supply would reduce
the costs of the individual economic units to 5.6, on the assumption that the
costs are distributed equally. This gain of 1.4 for each of the eight economies
must be compared with the cost .incurred in obtaining collectivization, that
is to say, with the expenses of coercion. The condition is not sufficient because
collectivization entails expenditure which must be taken into account in
determining the desirability of the action. Let us suppose that collective
action reduces the total cost of water supply from 56 to 50; it is clear that
collectivization can be effected so long as the expenses of coercion are less
than 6; if they exceed 6, there will be no economic advantage.

11

Within the political co-operative, there is, however, room for a further
stage of economic action. The following problem might arise: is the income
o~tained to ?e spent collectively or ~ndividually? The question can clearly
anse only w1th regard to some particular need and not to the income in
general. If it arises with regard to the need x, the following assumptions
can be made : a) that the need x is a need felt by all the members of the political
association and that they are all equally in agreement with collective satisfaction;
b) that the need is felt by only a part of the political associates; c) that it is
a need .commo~ ~o all, b~t that not a!l are agreed on the desirability of making
collective provlSlon for It. Case a) Is purely hypothetical. In cases b) and c)
the opinion of the majority prevails; it is the fact that the stronger part finds
~ollective actio~ desir~ble which l.eads to collective action. Coercion is necessary
m order to achieve this purpose, m the same way as coercion is used in relation
to thos~ members of the community who are not associates of the political
enterpnse. The profit of the majority still lies in being able to distribute the
costs of production over economic units which derive no immediate benefits
from the productive process. Here too, it is not the satisfaction of the collective
need which constitutes the function of the political enterprise-the sole
political function is, as always, coercion.
However, the collective expenditure now imposed by the coercive force
of the political entrepreneur is made by the entrepreneur himself, and it
serves the satisfaction of certain needs of the associates. This means that the
entrepreneur has expenditures and therefore functions other than those of
coercion. What hedonistic calculation determines these expenditures? Ten
associated economic units have a given income of 100. Of these economies,
eight believe that 56 income units should be spent, for example, on water
supplies, while the other two want to -be free to spend their share of the
income in their own way, or believe that they can get water very cheaply
for themselves, at a cost lower than the collective cost. What is the calculation
of the first eight economies? It is generally believed that the calculation
concerns the relative cost of providing water by individual or by collective
action. In fact however, it is clear that the comparison really lies between
the possible diminution of cost on the one hand, and on the other the sum
necessary for creating the coercive force which will enforce the distribution
of the total cost and lead to a diminution of costs for the majority. The
majority acts in relation to the minority just as the entire association acted in
rel~tion to the community, namely as a political enterprise. The parties
which contend for the conquest of the management of the enterprise can be

12

We have so far examined two kinds of expenses incurred by the political
association, those of external coercion and those of internal coercion. There
is, between them, at least a quantitative, if not a qualitative, difference.
When a political group seeks to impose its costs of production on a part
of the community which does not participate in the enterprise, the cost so
imposed in general increases until the last increment in the expenses of
coercion equals the product. This is the process and the financial phenomenon
which is called taxation. On the other hand, the purpose of coercion inside
the group is that of sharing the cost rather than of transferring it completely
to another class. The associates, that is to say, do not wish to evade all the
costs of the enterprise, but wish that the entire community should participate
in them; they do not decline making a contribution in order to achieve
their purpose, they wish only· to diminish it. We shall call contribution quota
that expenditure which is borne by the associates and which, when calculating
total cost, should be added to the expenses of coercion. The difference between
tax and contribution quota is, however, a quantitative and not a qualitative
one, since both derive from the single function of the political enterprise
and simply indicate degrees oc the greater or lesser scope of the enterprise.
In one case we shall hav;e complete exploitation, in the other lesser exploitation
(Molinari).
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Let us now analyse case (c), namely that of a political enterprise in the
hands of a group or a class which, as well as being a direct consumer of the
services of the enterprise, also sells the services of coercion to consumers
not belonging to the group. This is the most developed form of public
enterprise, in which the entrepreneurs can clearly be distinguished from the
consumers. Let us briefly quote concrete examples of this form of enterprise.
The State grants certain privileges to an economic unit or to a group of
such units, against appropriate compensation. We are here excluding those
cases in which the privileged economies have conquered power in order
to impose the ·privilege by coercion. But it may happen that the State sells
to an inventor the coercive force which will ensure him the exclusive use
of his invention; grants a bank the monopoly of note issue, reserving the
right to participate in the profits; grants a right of protection to a manufacturer
or to an industry which has been able to buy the protection. It is common
knowledge that manufacturers who have an interest in obtaining certain
measures or laws, often attempt to bribe governments, representatives of
the people and legislators. We may recall the immoral policies of which
the directors and representatives of trusts are accused, or the complaints
against dishonest procedures of governments and contractors in the commissioning of public works, or yet the shady practices and compromises
involved in obtaining works of local and regional benefit or of exclusive
benefit to special classes. In all these cases the special service of coercion,
which could not otherwise be obtained, is bought from the political entrepreneur. Sometimes the coercion concerns external State action, that is to
say, action by one political entrepreneur against other political entrepreneurs.
Thus many wars have been paid and fought on behalf of other countries,
or of particular economic classes. In the Middle Ages these special economic
contracts were frequent. The interventions of the Emperor or the Pope
in the struggles between cities were essentially economic operations; the
political entrepreneurs, namely the Emperor and the Pope, sold services
of coercion to the consumers, who were the cities. Even today examples
can be quoted in which warring parties invoke the intervention of a State
and pay for it by the cession of some territory or by the recognition of rights
of suzerainty and the duties involved therein.2
In this case the hedonistic calculation of the entrepreneur requires no
explanation. The entrepreneur obtains a profit from his operations, which
he is induced to continue until he has reached a saturation point, the point
of equilibrium. The functions of the State are determined by the consumers'
interest which creates the State interest. Here too, the community does not
enter into the hedonistic calculation; nor do we find any pressure of general
needs which can ·be collectively provided for at reduced costs.

14
There remains case (d), in which an entire community constitutes the
political enterprise and participat~ in it.. Is the entrepreneur th~ c~mmunity,
and must the hedonistic calculation denve from the commuruty Itself? The
entrepreneur produces coercive force. This force of coercion is applied to
the maintenance of the community in certain specific forms, to the achievement of certain aims and ideals, to the collective satisfaction of certain needs.
The form, the aims and the needs of the community are not under discussion.
It is certain, however, that if they were identical for all the associates, the
action of the political entrepreneur would be redundant; coercion would
cease and all political organization would disappear. The continued existence
of the State means that coercion is necessary in order to make the needs of
a majority prevail. The hedonistic calculation appertains only to part of
the community, namely the majority. However, given the hypothesis of
general participation of all the members of_ the community in the ~olit~cal
enterprise, coercion assumes a milder form; It takes the form of contnbutiOn
quotas and not of tax. A further strug~le ~evelops .wi~. reg~rd to. the
determination and distribution of the contnbutton. The mdividual s readmess
to vote for the expenses of coercion will vary according to the size of the
contribution. The expenses of coercion cause collective action always to be
more costly than individual or independent associated action. It may nevertheless happen that, despite these expenses, the maximum size of corporation,
which comprises the entire community, proves more economical. But we
already know that the greatest total productivity of collective produ~on
is neither necessary nor sufficient to determine collective action; the expenses
of coercion must also be taken into account. The whole question lies then
in the proportions in which a particular need is felt by the members of the
community, and in the possibility of distributing the contributions in unequal
fashion.
Coercion consists in obliging all the associates in the enterprise to contribute
towards a particular purpose, for example, water supply. Let us make the
broadest hypothesis and postulate that it is a question of achieving a purpose,
or of satisfying a need, that is of a general nature. The enterprise levies a
contribution from all the members of the community. Let us further suppose
that the contribution quota is equal for all members. The objective economic
expression of the advantages of collectivizing the production of a good,
will be the price at which the consumer can buy a given product. This price,
whether it is paid before the service is performed or at the moment of consumption, must be lower than the price previously ruling on the market.
For example,-water previously cost twenty pence per cubic metre and now,
with collective production, it costs ten pence per cubic metre. All the associates
should agree on this collective production, which proves less costly Jo~ ~II.
But this is not a sufficient reason to induce all of them to collectiVIze
production, and indeed we see bitter discussion and opposition against

2 Even in the case of free agreements between two economic units, the fulfilment of contracts can be
ensured by recourse to the State, and by buying the force of coercion. Laws, statutes, regulations etc.
may be considered from this point of view.
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assuming certain types of collective production which are manifestly of a
general character and more economical. What are the reasons for this?
In the case of equal contribution by all members, as in the case of prices
paid at the moment of consumption, the reasons must be sought in the fact
that, at the moment of deciding what needs are to be satisfied collectively,
not all the associates can agree on the preference to be accorded to one rather
than to another need. The process is as follows. All individuals have before
them a more economical way of satisfying their own needs, this being the
coercion which will distribute the costs over the whole community. According
to the urgency of his own needs and the greater or lesser ease with which
he can satisfy them in isolation, everyone will try to make that need prevail,
the collective satisfaction of which will afford him the greatest advantage.
Any collective production which fulfus the condition of the greatest economy
and which yields products of general consumption, could with advantage be
accepted by all the associates. But they think in terms not of the isolated
differential utility of a single productive act, but of the relative utility of all
the possible types of production that could be collectivized. For conflicts
to be avoided, the political entrepreneur's power of coercion would have
to be infinite and limitless; but 'it is certain that this power too is, at every
moment, finite in extent and efftcacy.
There are other cases when collective production yields the most economical
product, the contributions on the part of the individual associates being
unequal. Then the political struggle against the sanctioning of collectivization
becomes unavoidable and obvious. It may, for example, be said: water is
a good of general consumption which can be obtained collectively at a lower
cost, but in order to obtain it let us raise existing tax rates proportionally.
If the existing system is already unequal, this means that the inequality will
be accentuated and that the economic calculation will differ for the various
economic units according to whether they are favoured by the tax system or not.
Hence here, too, the calculation of advantages entails not merely a
comparison of different total costs or prices, but a more complex comparison
of the various associates' relative utilities.
In conclusion: even when the political entrepreneur represents the entire
community, the very fact that the entrepreneur functions means that the
community needs a service of coercion in order to distribute the costs. This
means that the calculations of economic advantage differ from one associate
to another when it comes to determining the needs to be satisfied collectively.
The collectivization of the satisfaction of some needs always aims at a
participation in the costs by economic units which would not voluntarily
have so participated.

the costs of specific types of production over the entire commtmity, adds
a correction to those public finance theories which take as their basis and
starting point the concept of collective needs. These theories relate only to the
conditions of demand for public services and not to the conditions of supply.
We, however, demonstrate that there are no public; or collective, needs
in the strict sense of the word, as opposed to private needs. It is always real
individuals who calculate the advantages of imposing on the community
the production of certain specific goods. The needs satisfied by the owners
of the public enterprise, and which are called collective needs, are either
expenses necessary to the functioning of the enterprise, or they are satisfactions
that can be obtained by the consumption of the income or the profit of
the said enterprise. The nature of the need does not explain the special activity
of the political organism; it is the public enterprise which determines and
originates the satisfactions of the entrepreneurs. That is to say that the most
economical form of enterprise is adopted for the procurement of goods;
if this is the political enterprise, the needs satisfied with the income thus
obtained cannot be assumed to be the causes of the enterprise: at most, certain
satisfactions will be means for the creation and maintenance of the enterprise.
We see that historically the so-called public or collective needs vary: no
collective need can be said to be of a universal character in space and time.
Thus the test of history also confirms us in the opinion that it is fallacious
to consider that satisfactions obtained collectively necessarily derive from
the special nature of needs which are termed collective.
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A public finance theory which conceives of the financial phenomenon
as the activity of an industrial enterprise whose purpose it is to distribute
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ON TAXATION IN GENERAL
By PAUL LEROY-BEAULIEU
Translated from French* by Elizabeth Henderson

The public domain may well in the future furnish the ~ublic tr~asury
with more abundant receipts than it does now, but taxes will long, tf not
forever, remain the principal source of public revenue. Hence the study of
tax questions is perhaps the most important part of the science of public
fmance. What is the best tax system, not only for the exchequer but for
society itself? What are the consequences of various taxes for the fortunes
of the taxpayers and for the relative position of the vario~s. clas~es of t~e
people? What is the effect o~ taxation, not onl~ on the cltlzens matenal
output, but on their very freedom and way of life? All these are so many
questions which must be probed and to which it is desirable that we should
fmd an answer.
We must ftrst defme our terms and this should not prove too hard in our
case. The public knows well enough what taxes are. Every tim~ the pu~lic
authorities levy, directly or indirectly, any money from the public for which
it does not immediately receive any visible counterpart, the public says that
it is paying a tax. None the less, economists and fmancial writers have not
so far agreed on the defmition of taxes. Much hair-splitting has gon~ _on
on this subject. Instead of observing a simple and universal_fact, the def~tton
of taxation has been made the foundation stone of vanous econorruc and
fmancial systems. Every writer has put his own personal fancies in the ~lace
of observed facts. A tax is purely and simply a contribution, whether dxrect
or masked, which the public authorities impose upon the inhabitants! or
goods for the purpose of defraying government expenditure. Whether that
expenditure is good or bad, judicial's or not, in the interests. of all or so~e
these are distinctions which can have economic and soctal repercussions,
but which do not change the concrete nature of the tax. In Turkey, for
example, practically the entire tax revenue goes to pay foreign cr_editors and
to maintain the luxury of the court; are we to say that the subjects of the
Ottoman Empire pay no taxes, because they do not, as it were, benef1t from
the money the government exacts from them? It would run counter to all
common sense, or be an outrage to the language, not to call by the nan:e
of tax any contribution regularly imposed on people or goods by the co~try s
public authorities for the purpose of defraying government expendit~re.
We have no right to change the traditional and universally accepted meanmg
of words and to substitute our philosophical conceptions, just for the sake
of constructing a system.
* Traiti d~ /a scitrn:e d~sjinances, Vol. I, Book II, Chapter 1, pp. 146-162; seventh edition, Paris, 1906.
1 In earlier editions I used the term citizen, but this is too narrow-see below. (Footnote to the fifth
edition.)
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However, we need not stop at the simple observation of the practical
and present nature of taxation. We may ask what taxation should be in a
society governed according to all the rules of justice and prudence: and
here the deftnitions could be many. Even in this fteld of ideals we meet with
precepts of patent inaccuracy, however much some specious aspect may have
gained them popular favour.
The greatest economists, Smith, Say, Ricardo, have limited themselves
to saying that a tax is the quota each citizen has to pay towards the cost of
public services. More recently, Courcelle-Seneuil, Proud'hon, Clamageran
and Joseph Gamier have also accepted this deftnition, although they have
elsewhere in their writings added corrections and interpretations which
modify it. For our part, we fmd it difficult to change anything at all in this
formula; the moment one departs from it in the slightest particular, one
falls into errors which we shall point out below. All that we may add is
that government expenditure should to the extent possible be just and· useful
to society. This is the sentiment which inspired the Constituent Assembly
in its Address to the French People on patriotic taxation, written by Mirabeau
in 1789: "Taxation is a common debt of the citizens, a kind of compensation
and the price of the advantages which society confers upon them.... Taxes
will in future be only an advance payment to obtain the protection of the
social order, a contribution imposed upon each by all." This definition is
perhaps a little vague; but it is not wrong. Its only defect is that it limits
taxes to citizens, whereas many taxes fall upon all the inhabitants, even those
deprived of civil rights and foreigners owning property in the country or
even only passing through it.
We shall classify all the definitions of taxation which in our view are
wrong or incomplete under three headings, according as they rest on one
of the following three main ideas: taxation is an exchange of services; taxation
is an insurance premium paid for the guarantee of safety; taxation represents
the use of national capital and the general costs of its exploitation. These
deftnitions are ingenious, but each of them is incomplete and so are all three
together. All the same, except for the third which is of recent invention,
they have prospered, owing to an appearance of scientific rigour and philanthropic sentiment.
To say that taxes are the price of services rendered by the State is not
always right. At least the statement needs to be developed further, as Madame
Clemence Royer does: "Taxes are the quota of productive power, in the
form of personal services or contributions of all kinds, which each citizen
owes to the community in exchange for the services he has received, receives
or will receive from it by virtue of his being a member of society, and by
way of repayment of the advances made by past generations to dte benef1t
of future generations." There is some little affectation in Madame Royer's
words; yet her definition is one of the least objectionable among all the
incomplete deftnitions of taxation. Indeed, she takes account of an element
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which the authors of most other formulae neglect, namely the public debt
and the share of tax revenue absorbed by interest and amortization thereon.
Any member of any contemporary civilized nation pays, by his tax, not only
the price of services he currently receives from the government, nor indeed
does he merely repay the productive advances made by prior generations: he
also contributes his part to the burden which the folly and the mistakes
of his contemporaries and his ancestors have placed upon the nation. Governments do not only render services, they also make mistakes: they commit
the whole nation forever, so that in nearly all countries a large part of the
taxes goes to pay interest on debts contracted for futile or even harmful
expenses. The State is a juridical person acting on behalf of all citizens and
all citizens are responsible for its actions. The principle of solidarity of all
the members of one nation, and of all successive generations of each nation,
sanctions the establishment of taxes which are not the price for a corresponding
public service, but the redemption or expiation of earlier collective mistakes.
To conceive of taxes as the simple price for equivalent public services could
in theory lead to repudiation of the public debt. We shall see elsewhere in
this book that some countries have been led to refuse payment of their debts,
precisely on the basis of an argument which has much in common with
the above definition of taxes. On the morrow of the peace treaty which marked
the end of the Civil War, a section of public opinion in the United States
opposed recognition of the federal debt contracted during the hostilities, on
the grounds that, war being an act patently harmful to society, it was neither
legitimate nor expedient to exact from the citizens any tax to pay interest
on money spent in so disastrous a fashion. We do not admit that the principles
of good faith and national solidarity can be compatible with such reasoning
and such practices : this is why we reject as incomplete the definition of taxes
as the simple price of public services.
It might be argued that this definition is correct if it be understood in a
general rather than a specilic sense: that is, if each citizen is to consider the
whole of the tax he pays as the price for all the direct and indirect benefits
of a material, intellectual or moral kind, which he derives from the society
to which he belongs -it also being understood that this sum of taxes contains
a sizeable part which the government uses not to cover the cost of current
or even past services, but to pay interest on debts which have often been
contracted lightly and without real benefit to the nation. So interpreted in
a very broad sense and particularly from an ethical point of view, the definition
might be accepted. Indeed, however badly a society may be administered,
it does generally procure to its members a body of satisfactions not only
of a material, but also of a personal order, which more than compensate
the people for the fmancial sacrifice imposed upon them. This is why so
few people ever bring themselves to change their nationality, even though
the coUntry which is theirs by accident of birth may be subject to the gre.a~est
fiscal oppression. But it must be admitted that in justifying the above defiruuon
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from this point of view, we are going somewhat beyond the area of economics
and fmance: and in that area the defmition is patently wrong. Taxes cannot
always be regarded as an exchange of services in the strict sense.
The second ~ormula to w~ch we take exception is that of taxes being
regarded as an msurance prenuum. This definition is even more incomplete
than the preceding one. Nothing could be further from the truth than to
ima.gine that the s~le function of the State is to be a simple policeman. Its
attnbutes are far Wider than such a conception would imply. A mere glance
at th~ b~dget of any European country will show that its expenditure for
secunty 1s only a s~all fraction of the whole. The gendarmerie, the prisons,
urban and rural pohce and the ministry of justice together do not account
for more than the twentieth part of the present budget of France; add the
expenses of the ministries of war and of the navy, which are not concerned
only .with sec~ity in the narrow sense of the word, but with the coqntry' s
standmg and influence abroad and the fulfilment of its traditional role in
the world-e ven then the expenses come to only one third of the budget.
To ~ay that ta.x~s arc ~n insurance premium is a singularly narrow, though
spectou~, defiru~10n. If.tt were true, the State would have to abstain from any
expenditure With a vtew to the material or intellectual betterment of the
nation: the State would be debarred from concerning itself with roads, from
taking part in th~ ~eat undertaking of general education, relief of the poor,
etc. and no substdtes would be forthcoming therefor.
. Anot?er proof that the insurance premium theory of taxation is wrong,
1s that msurance companies behave quite differently from the State in case
oft~tal or partial loss of the insured person's property. The insurance company
rest~tutes th~ full value of t?e burnt-down house, the sunken ship, the crop
spoilt by ha~ o~ t.he c~ttle killed by epidemics. But whatever act of God may
cause so~e mdivtdual s property to vanish: whether the sea engulf it or ftre
de~our 1t, .whether floods crumble it or war ruin it-the State does nothing
to mdemrufy the unfortunate owner; or if it does, it is in rare cases, for small
sums and on an ex gratia basis. All that the State guarantees is that your rights
shall not be persistently infringed by others; it does not make good the
damage ca.used by. act of God or by the hand of man. Let a thief take advantage
of a defictent pohce system to rob you of your fortune: the State will try
to catch the. thief, but if he has already used up what he has stolen from you,
the State will not pay you back.
It is quite clear that the State does not fulftl any insurance function and
that taxes have nothing in common with insurance premiums. Even if we
reduce the rroposition to the statement that taxes are the price of the service
called securtty, the defmition remains incomplete; for we have seen that the
State renders ·many services other than security, and we have also seen that
taxes are not only the price of real services, past or present, rendered by the
State, but that they also represent the part which each citizen, by virtue of
the principle of national solidarity, must bear of all the liabilities of the State.
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Let us tum to the third defmition, the most recent one, which says that
taxes represent the use of national capital and the general costs of its ~xploi
tation. This defmition is ingenious. It comes from an author who atms at
nothing less than a radical change in the fiscal systems ~f mode~ nations:
his name is Menier, the apostle of the single tax on capttal.2 This formula
is much less incomplete than the two preceding ones, but it could not be
accepted as correct unless each of its component terms-" use", "general
costs" and "national capital" -were interpreted in a singularly wide sense.
The defmition has the defect of not explaining those public expenditures
which are not for a material service or yet a non-material present one.
Such expenditures do exist and it is to be assumed that they will always
exist. It is just as illusory to believe that governments will in the f~ture always
be circumspect and wise, as it would be to hope that all men will some day
be virtuous and clever. And if governments are led by their folly and rashness,
or even by the folly, rashness or aggression of their neighbours, to spend
money for purposes other than the exploitation of the national capital, must
the citizens not contribute by their taxes to the payment of these expenses?
This defmition therefore does not escape the blame of being too narrow
and of failing to take account of a matter which is widespread enough, namely
the existence of public debts artd international wars.
Summing up, we can say that all the philosophical defmitions of taxation
which have so far been put forward, are wrong or incomplete. Taxes are
not only an exchange of services. Only by a perversion of ~e. meaning of
words can they be called an insurance premium; that defuutton lacks all
precision. To say that taxes are the price of the service of security, is to cot_l.Sider
only a very limited part of the attributions of the State and the duttes of
the citizens. To say that taxes represent the use of national capital and the
general costs of its exploitation, is still to hold too narrow a view and to
neglect a whole series of political and social facts. How, then, shall we defme
taxes? We have said it: if we want a simple formula, we cannot go beyond
saying that "taxes are the contribution exacted from each citizen for his
part in the expenses of the government." If this seems too modest and too
empirical, we could say: "Taxes are the price of servic~s rendere~ _n ow or
in the past by the State; they also represent the part which each clt~ze~,. ~y
virtue of the principle of national solidarity, must bear of all the liabtlittes
of the State."
We now have to examine another question: is taxation a good or an evil?
At first sight, this would seem to be an academic que_stion ":hie~ ~a~ be
solved only by making a distinction. A tax can be bad m that tt dimuushes

the citizens' income and hence their ability to acquire satisfactions or even
to create means of production; on the other hand, a tax can be good in that
it serves to create new values, means of production of collective or free use,
such as ro~ds, po~ts, etc. Theoretically, no absolute answer to the question
seems posstble. h_ts all a ~atter of practical application: only the case study
of the us: to whi~h the yteld of each tax is put will show whether society
has been tmpovenshed by the tax or enriched by it. We can say that taxes
are good _when their yi.eld is devoted to productive expenditure, such as
work which the State ts better able to perform than are individuals or
~sociations; we ca~ add tha~, on the contrary, taxes are bad when their yield
remains
IS put to unproductive or futile uses. Even in the first case there always
be
may
ents
th~ question of deg~ee, for experience shows that governm
them
guilty of abuse even m the case of useful public works, by undertaking
too recklessly.
But this reply is not good enough. There are people who 'maintam in
a general wa~ ~d on abstract gr~unds that taxation is always good, or at
any r~te that tt ts hardly ever an evtl. Two arguments are adduced in support
of this somewhat sweeping statement. One is that "taxes return to the taxpayers and fall upon them as a fruitful rain"; the other, that taxes force or
induce people to make an extra effort of economy and work. On the basis
of this latter principle, some writers have gone so far as to assert that if England
had not waged war against America and France at the turn of the 18th century,
she would not have been richer around 1820 than she actually was at that
period.
Le~ us examine_ these two arguments. They are of unequal validity: the
first ts more spectous, but much the worse; the second contains a particle
of truth, but is abused by exaggeration.
To say that the taxes paid by the taxpayers return to their hands, or at
least to those of other citizens, is an allusion to the fact that all government
expenditure ultimately goes into wages or public works. All the money paid
by the taxpayers serves either to remunerate government employees or to
pay workers, either directly through government employment or indirectly
through government orders to industry or purchases from traders. The money
may also be used for interest payments to the holders of government bonds.
Thus, the argument runs, it may be that taxation takes away from some,
but it gives to others an equivalent amount. What the taxpayers lose, government employees receive, or else workers on public contracts, manufacturers
who receive public orders, or yet rentiers.
Supposing this statement were true-an d we do not admit that it is~t would still not prove that taxation is never an evil. The taxpayer would,
m fact, be made to suffer for the benefit of government employees and
Workers, manufacturers and traders receiving government orders, and rentiers.
'The taxpayer would have a right to complain if the tax bill exceeded the
amount necessary for public services and legitimate debt charges. It might
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Broglie, in
E.J. Menier, TMorie et application de l'impot so1r le capital, Paris, 1874. The late Due Vict~r de
this theo~y
fibre ichange et l'impot (published posthumously by his son in 1879) has forcefully sustamed
costs of ~oc1al
of taxes representing general production costs: "The State is the entrepreneur of the ge~.eral
state expenditures
production; the State is, as it were, the trustee of all producers." The late Duke adds that
•. t.hat taxes
are in point of fact the general costs of national production." The author concludes, wr~ngly
ed1tton.)
should be levied on the nation's capital, by way of indirect taxation. (Footnote to the third
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be argued that in practice the taxpayers are the same persons as the govem~
ment's workers, its suppliers and the rentiers. A writer whose name we shall
often have occasion to mention, Hamilton, has ingeniously refuted this
objection. He says that to pretend that the money raised by taxation is spent
among those who have paid it, is just as absurd as to acquit a thief convicted
of stealing money from a shop, but who says in his defence that he later
restituted the money to the tradesman by buying his goods.
1he only compensation which the taxpayer gets for his taxes are the services
rendered by the government employees or by the public works constructed
with the tax monies. But if taxation is increased beyond the necessary or
useful level simply to engage new government employees or to raise their
salaries and for sumptuous building, the taxpayer clearly gets no adequate
compensation for the sum he has paid: more is taken from him than he gets
back and he has a right to complain. As MacCulloch says so rightly, a diminution of public expenditure and hence of taxation procures to the taxpayers
an advantage of the same kind as that which accrues to the public whenever
there is a fall in the price of some essential or generally useful commodity.
We may add, however, that this advantage is limited to cases where the
reduction in expenditure does not lead to disruption of the services or to
interruption of work of general utility.
Any taxes serving only to increase the number of government employees
or their salaries, unless this were absolutely necessary; or to employ more
workers on public works and give bigger orders to government suppliers,
unless these public works or orders were of unimpeachable utility-any such
taxes would be harmful to the growth of public wealth and public welfare.
It is indeed clear that if the money thus uselessly withdrawn by taxation had
remained in the taxpayers' hands, it would have been used either for purchases
from manufacturers, traders and farmers, and hence to remunerate workers
and entrepreneurs, or to create new industries and to improve agricultural
land. In whatever way the taxpayer had employed the excess part of taxation
exacted from him by the government, be it that he had used the money
to increase his consumption or to accumulate reproductive capital, it is
certain that national production would have been at least as much as in the
case of excessive government spending. Moreover, this national production
would have yielded far more individual satisfactions and probably also more
benefit and durable accomplishments for society as a whole, if the State had
limited its tax levies to the strictly necessary. Once all the public services
are adequately provided for, there is a presumption that money left in the
taxpayers' hands will be spent by them to better purpose for the general
welfare and the growth of national wealth, than money levied by the fisc
through additional taxes to defray the costs of public works of no obvious
and immediate utility. Any overblown tax system involves an increase in
government employees, which is in itself an evil; for all of them are withdrawn from farming, industry or commerce, they live only on a levy on the

product of these occupations and increase the general costs of the use of the
national capital-unless, of course, their functions are of incontrovertible
utility to society.
We believe to have refuted the sophism by which taxes as such are said
not to be ha· mful, because the sums levied are spent and distributed among
the citizens I v the government, in the form of wages, the price of supplies
and public works, or yet of interest on government bonds.
With reference to the heavy taxation necessitated by England's wars since
the 1688 revolution, Adam Smith wrote that if these wars had not deflected
a large part of the nation's capital in a particular direction, that is, if armaments
had not absorbed enormous sums which in other circumstances would have
remained in the hands of the citizens, much of this capital would probably
have served useful purposes: the annual product of agriculture and industry
would have grown each year and each such increase would have facilitated
yet further increases. More houses would have been built, more land improved,
and land already improved would have been better cultivated. More factories
would have been started up and existing ones enlarged. It is hard to imagine,
concludes Adam Smith, to what levels the wealth and income of England
might have attained in such favourable circumstances.* This is what the
author of The Wealth of Natiotzs thinks of the use the taxpayers would have
made of the sums they had to pay in supplementary taxation for the wars
England waged during the 18th century. This eminent economist's words
apply equally to all taxes which are not raised for expenditure of obvious
utility.
It has been said that Adam Smith exaggerated. We would not deny that
he did so to some extent. The sums levied by taxation during these wars
and which would have remained with the taxpayer in their absence, would
perhaps not have been wholly, or even mostly, devoted to savings going
to swell the nation's capital. So far, so good. But it has also been said that
it is by no means proven that the taxpayers would have saved any more at
all if taxation had not increased. This highly debatable thesis has found in
MacCulloc4 its most plausible and sharp-witted champion.
We here come to the borderline of the theory which maintains that taxation
forces, or at least induces, the taxpayer to save. We have not concealed
that in our view this proposition contains a grain of truth. Only, if taxes
are to have this result, they must be moderate and must be imposed gradually.
Let us see what MacCulloch says; it is the counterpart to Adam Smith's
views which we have recorded above: .. . "but for the contests in which
we have been engaged since the Revolution, the greater portion of the wealth
expended on carrying them would never have existed. Smith forgot that an
increase in taxation has the same powerful influence over a nation that an
increase ofhis family or of his necessary expenses has over a private individual.
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* This passage paraphrases a section of Book II, C hapter IV, of the Wealth of Natio11s. See Adam Smith,
Wcaltl1 of Natio11.< (Cannan Edition), 1925, p. 327. (Editor's Note).
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The constandy increasing pressure of taxation during the war begun in 1793
was felt by all classes, and gave a spur to industry, enterprise, and invention,
and generated a spirit of economy that we should have in vain attempted
to excite by any less powerful means. Had taxation been very oppressive,
it would not have had this effect; but it was not so high as top oduce either
dejection or despair, though it was at the same time sufficier :ly heavy to
render a very considerable increase of industry and parsimony necessary to
prevent it from encroaching on the fortunes of individuals, or, at all events,
from diminishing the rate at which they had previously been increasing.
Man is not influenced solely by hope, he is also powerfully operated on
by fear. Taxation brings the latter principle into the fteld. To the desire of
rising in the world, implanted in the breast of every individual, an increase
in taxation superadds the fear of being cast down to a lower station, of being
deprived of conveniences and gratifications which habit has rendered all but
indispensable; and the combined influence of the two principles produces
results that could not be produced by the unassisted agency of either. Without
the American war and the late French war there would have been less industry
and less frugality, because there would have been less occasion for them.
And we incline to think that those who inquire dispassionately into the
matter will most probably see reason to conclude that the increase of industry
and frugality occasioned by these contests more than sufficed to defray the
enormous expense, and that the capital of the country is probably about
as great at the moment as it would have been had they not occurred."3
Thus MacCulloch; it is an optimistic doctrine, an application of Virgil's

have helped to deceive MacCulloch that there was such a spectacular development in mechanical processes, particularly in textile spinning, during the wars
against France. But it is likely that in the absence of these wars Europe would
have attained thirty years earlier to the level of material prosperity it enjoyed
around 1870.
Incidentally, MacCulloch qualifies in another passage (op. cit. p. 11-Ed.)
the exaggerations contained in the one quoted above: "But we must be
on our guard against the abuse of this doctrine, and must not suppose that,
because it holds in certain cases and under certain conditions, it will, therefore,
hold in all cases and under all conditions. To render an increase in taxation
productive of greater exertion, economy, and invention, it should be slow
and gradual ; and it should never be carried to such a height as to incapacitate
individuals from meeting the sacriftces it imposes by such additional exertions
and economy as it may be in their power to make without requiring any
very sudden or violent change in their habits. The increase of taxation should
never be so great as to make it impracticable to overcome its influence, or
to induce the belief that it is impracticable. Difficulties that are seen to be
surmountable sharpen the inventive powers, and are readily and vigorously
grappled with; but an apparently insurmountable difftculty, or such an increase
of taxation as it was deemed impossible to defray, would not stimulate,
but destroy exertion. Whenever taxation becomes so he:wy that the wealth
it takes from individuals can no longer be replaced by fresh efforts, these
efforts uniformly cease to be made; industry is paralysed, and the country
declines. Oppression, it has been said, either raises men into heroes or sinks
them into slaves; and taxation, according to its magnitude and the mode
in which it is imposed, either makes men industrious, enterprising, and
wealthy, or indolent, dispirited, and impoverished."
We have quoted at such length from MacCulloch, because he has displayed
more ingenuity than any other writer in defending a theory which is interesting
and in which a grain of truth is surrounded by gross exaggeration. Even
granted that fairly heavy taxation, provided it be still moderate and well
assessed, has the power to stimulate man's physical and mental effort, it does
not follow that such taxes are harmless when they are not fully justifted
by clear social advantage. The additional effort and work they require from
people are in themselves not a good but an evil. The ideal of life is not enforced
and ceaseless toil, nor constant mental strain and alertness: the ideal is more
leisure, to be devoted to tranquil occupations of the mind and to the pleasures
of the spirit. Anything which demands from man an additional physical
or mental effort which would not otherwise be necessary, is an evil. Even
supposing that the British-did, by their industry, regain part of the wealth
which they lost through increased taxation in the train of the wars England
waged against Europe, this does not seem to us an altogether satisfactory
result; for to arrive at that point, they had to forgo part of the leisure which
they could have devoted to disinterested pursuits.
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maxtm

... Labor omnia vincit
Improbus et duris urgens in rebus egestas.
The end of the second verse, which is always omitted, is the principal
part of the formula. Necessity sharpens the wit of the mind and the strength
of the body. Taxation is a form of necessity.
This theory is not unacceptable as such, though MacCulloch's conclusions
push it to its extremes. Supposing that the wars of the 18th century had
not broken out: we do not believe with Adam Smith that almost the whole
of the sums levied by taxation to defray these wars would have been devoted
to saving and an increase in the national capital, but we are even further
from MacCulloch, who holds that without these wars the capital of Britain
would not have been any greater than it actually was in 1815. It is a singular
exaggeration of the stimulating power of the obstacle to believe that wars
and the taxation in their train in no way hamper the formation of capital.
MacCulloch' s conclusion seems the more exaggerated as a great number
of the indirect taxes introduced during the late 18th and early 19th centuries
were very contrary to the development of industry and trade. It may perhaps
3

J. R . McCulloch,

Taxation atul the Funding System, 1844, pp. 10-11.
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It is, moreover, beyond doubt that very high taxes have considerable

drawbacks. They are very difficult to assess equitably and to collect economically. They nearly always encourage fraud and concealment, that is to say
immoral behaviour. They place the country where they are in force at a
disadvantage with respect to the other industrious countries of the world.
They tend to cause capital and even people to emigrate. High taxation has been
blamed for the economic decline of the Netherlands since the end of the
17th century and for the Dutch capitalists' habit of investing their savings
abroad, the domestic profit rate having been much reduced by all sorts of
taxes. After the Civil War in the United States, the evil effects of a system
of excessive taxation were much in evidence. In France, since 1871, it cannot
be gainsaid that certain industries have been incommoded to the point that
some firms have transferred their business abroad.
There is thus no theoretical or practical reason in favour of high taxation.
However, we do not fully share the view of those many economists for whom
the best tax is always the smallest. There are circumstances and countries
where-to express our view by an oft-abused expression-taxes are literally
the best investment. Taxation can be an excellent form of collective saving,
though it is forced saving and yields no direct or immediate benefit to the
person from whom it is exacted. Imagine a country where taxes are moderate
and well assessed, do not artificially distort the pattern of industry, cause
no grave inconvenience to the taxpayer and are not distributed in a grossly
unfair manner. We say that there might be cases where there is no particular
urgency for the government to reduce taxes still further, even when this
could well be done without disrupting existing services. It might be right
for the government to keep to the existing level of taxation and to use the
money for public works or general education. Let no-one say that the citizens
would take care of these matters if the government, instead of imposing
excess taxation upon them, left them the money of which this excess taxation
deprives them. There is many a case where private initiative cannot take
the place of the government's. Experience shows, for example, that many
works such as railways, canals, river regulation and port improvement, yield
more to society as a whole than the interest on the cost of construction, even
though they frequently ruin the shareholders of the original venture. The
reason is that these works produce a utility which is not always direct and
immediate, and is therefore not wholly attributable to charges for the sole
profit of the private entrepreneur. A new branch railway exerts a beneficial
influence over a very wide sphere: it increases the receipts of neighbouring
lines which it feeds, and augments the income not only of those who use
the new: line for the transport of their products, but also of those who do
not send their products any distance away but simply bring it to the nearest
market which is now less glutted. Thus the effect of the branch line is widespread, diverse and manifold; but the entrepreneurs cannot make all the
beneficiaries contribute to the cost, since many of them derive no direct
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benefit from the new line nor even manifestly use it at all, simply stepping
into the place of those who do use it. This is why many public works cannot
be carried out for private account; they would ruin private entrepreneurs,
while being highly remunerative for society as a whole. Works like canals,
ports, roads and sometimes even railways essentially enter into the attributions
of a State which is rich and which can easily raise substantial revenue.4
There is an old axiom which has prospered, although economists as a
whole have opposed it: it is that taxes are the best investment. This phrase
has been much abused. It can be said that so far and in most European countries,
taXes have not normally been a particularly productive investment. Indeed,
the major part of the sums raised by taxation has been put to uses which
are commendable neither from the economic nor the social point of view.
But if past uses of tax monies do not justify the unqualified validity of the
phrase we have quoted, it does not follow that in a well-administered country
this could not be literally true. Often taxation can and should be a collective
form of national saving. Apart from what individuals and families save for
their own welfare and enrichment, it is quite legitimate that the government
effect, in the name of the nation, a sort of collective saving to augment the
public wealth of the citizens and to improve the nation's capital equipment.
In so doing, the government serves the general purposes of civilization,
which must ceaselessly multiply the man-made resources of universal and
free usage, such as roads, canals, ports and schools. If we ask ourselves what
distinguishes a civilized country from a primitive one, it is precisely the size
of its national equipment, which could not have been created otherwise
than with the help of the nation's collective savings, gathered in the form
of taxes.
We do not, then, consider taxation as an evil. We do not conceal that
in our view taxation may be a good. The thesis that the best tax is always
the smallest one seems to us an exaggeration; it is an undue reaction against
past and present waste. All the same, taxation should not absorb more than
a small fraction of the citizens' income, lest it introduce some sort of communism into society, discourage individual effort and cause capital and people
to emigrate.
Can the right measure of taxation be determined a priori? Is there a formula
which could serve as a rule for the establishment of the proportion of people's
income which can be exacted without damage to society? None of the attempts
to set up such a rule have been sucGessful. Some authors have spoken of
a lower and an upper limit of taxation, the lower limit being the amount
necessary to provide for the indispensable public services, and the upper
limit·being given by all the useful services which the State is more competent
or better able to perform than individuals or associations.s
• It does not follow that one should indulge in a real debauchery of ill-considered public works, such
as those which have become known in France as the Freycinct Plan. Moderation, reflection and time are
always called for. (Footnote to the third edition.)
s Cf Vigncs, Trait/ dts impots tn Franct, Vol. II, p. 8.
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This is an ingenious theory, but unfortunately it lacks precision in practice.
What, exactly, are the indispensable public services~ It is hard to tell. They
are not the same for different peoples, under different climes, and at different
levels of civilization -not the same in Hungary, say, as in Russia, in Russia
as in Austria or Italy, in Italy or Austria as in France or Germany. Not even
the service of security and physical protection of person and property is
completely inelastic : it is not understood in the same way in the East and
the West, in the South and the North. If, on the other hand, we seek to
discover just what are the services which the State is more competent to
perform than individuals, we have the same trouble. It is a matter which
is very hard to determine in practice. For all its being ingenious, the theory
under discussion here gives us no very definite or clear guidance in practice.
Is it possible to lay down a ratio between the standard amount of taxation
and the national income, that is the sum of private incomes~ There is always
something arbitrary in such proportions. For example, a good many economists
and bankers have established a ratio between note issue and metallic cover,
but this has been found completely futile in practice. Some banks have remained
solvent with bank note circulation four or five times as high as metallic
cover, others have foundered when more then half their circulation was
covered.
But although such a priori proportions can have no absolute value, they
are not completely useless. They can serve as a rule of thumb. It is certain
that a bank whose note circulation is covered to less than one third, is in a
precarious position; at the same time, another which has half its circulation
covered, may not be in a very secure position either.
To return to our subject, we believe that it is possible to fix an empirical
lower and upper limit to taxation. The limits are not inflexible, they are only
approximate. W e consider that taxation is very moderate when the sum of
national, provincial and municipal taxes does not exceed five or six per
cent of private incomes. Such a proportion should be the normal rule in
countries where the public debt is small and whose politics are not dominated
by the spirit of conquest. Taxation is still bearable, though heavy, up to
ten or twelve per cent of the citizens' income. Beyond twelve or thirteen
per cent the rate of taxation is exorbitant. The country may be able to bear
such a rate, but it is beyond doubt that it slows down the growth of public
wealth, threatens the liberty of industry and even of the citizens, and hems
them in by the vexation and inquisition necessarily entailed by the complexity
and height of the taxes.

ON PUBLIC NEEDS
By ENRICO BARONE
J. Eros

T ranslated from Italian* by

It is not easy to define the term public needs in an unequivocal manner.
Nor can we get over the difficulty by making a distinction, as some do,
between a general need (for example for bread) and a collective need (for
example for internal security). Even if general needs and collective needs
can be unequivocally defmed, this does not solve the question of defining
public needs because, in actual fact, it is not true that the economic activity
of the State is designed to satisfy all collective needs and only collective
needs.
We shall call public needs those for which the State provides in any given
country and at any given time. Economic reasons of utility and cost· enter
into the defmition, but they are not the only reasons.
Public needs so defined can be divided into two great categories: those
which are, and those which are not susceptible of individual and specific
demand and divisible supply. Railways and postal services fall into the first
category, foreign defence and security into the second.
The first category of public needs could also be satisfied by private enterprise,
at prices which we shall call economic. prices, irrespective of whether they
are due to competition, or are monopoly prices or agreed prices.
For the second category of public needs, the State coercively distributes
total cost among the various individuals. The distribution rests on income,
and according to his income each individual then pays a political rather
than an economic price. The political price is the rule for all those public
needs which are not susceptible of specific individual demand and divisible
supply.
In between there are intermediate categories of public needs, the prices
of which we shall call quasi-political. They are n·eeds with individual and
specific demand and divisible supply, but with a price which, without being
political, is nevertheless not that economic price which a private entrepreneur
would charge. In the case of quasi-political prices the State usually distributes
among the consumers either the entire cost, but in a way which differs from
the private entrepreneur's and is held to serve collective interests better; or
else less than the entire cost is distributed among the consumers, because
the State considers that by providing for this particular need in specific demand,
it provides also for other needs which do not possess this characteristic. Quasipolitical prices are, then, normally either cost or below-cost prices. We can
speak of political prices (or taxes) for public needs which are not susceptible
of. specific individual ~emand and divisible supply; and of quasi-political
pnces for public needs for which there is specific individual demand. Quasi* Preface to "Studi di economia finanziaria", Gioma/~ degli Ecouomisti, April/May 1912.
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political cost prices are mostly charg~d b~ public ~nterprises.' or, as they are
sometimes called, collective monopo hes-smc e pubhc enterpnses often replace
a private monopoly by a public one; below-cost quasi-political prices are
exemplified by fees.
This classification is not perfect, as no classification can be perfect; not
all the facts and not all the institutions of public finance fit into it. For example
there is a tendency, especially in democratic countries, to establish political
prices even for needs with specific individual demand and_ divisi~le supp~y,
the object being to charge one section of the consumers With a higher pnce
so as to relieve other consumers. Other examples of the imperfection of the
above classification are that not all public enterprises or collective monopolies
distribute the whole cost or only the cost among the consumers; that fees
are not always below-cost quasi-political prices. Finally, under certain fmancial
systems a whole series of special services with specific individual demand
and divisible supply are furnished by the State at prices higher than cost.
This is a special kind of taxation -the most illogical one-wh ich represe~ts·
a perversion of fees into taxes. Many of the taxes on the transfer of capital
. ..
.
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belong into this category.
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The most important of the public needs falling within the purview of
the theory of public finance are those for which there is no specific individual
demand and divisible supply (e.g. internal security). These needs arc provided
for by means of taxes, that is political prices.
In the case of public needs with specific individual demand, the latter
automatically determines the measure in which the need is to be satisfied
or, in other words, the quantity of the service to be produced. In the absence
of such specific individual demand, on the other hand, the problem of the
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hedonists that they are willing not to withhold their contribution. On all
these ass~~ptions each .memb~r of society, according to his own appraisal
of the utility of a pubhc service, would be prepared to devote to it some
part ~f his income to be withdrawn from his private consumption.
This would seem to amount to a determination, if not of the measure
in which each single public need should be satisfied, at least of the overall
extent of public needs. The distribution of public reveilue between various
public needs would then constitute a second stage.
However, it _is quite illusory to think of any such determination of public
needs. No pubhc fmance system can rest on subjectively determined individual
contrib~tions. Thc:re m~t be some _rr~ciple of distribution of public
expenditure accordmg to mcomes; the pnnciple can be discussed and established
by common agreement between the members of society, but once it is
~ta~lish~d it ~ust be respected. Is it to be expected that this principl!! of
distnb~tto~ will ?e fulf~led by singl_e contributions determined by individual
evaluatt~n, .that Is, b~ mcoi?e .P~rtlons .a.llocated to public needs according
to the cntenon ofmaXImum mdiVIdual utiltty l That would be pure coincidence.
The problem therefore seems to be overdetermined. Maximum individual
~tility in. the ~llocation of inco~e between public and private needs is
mcompauble wtth any pre-estabhshed principle for the distribution of the
burden of taxation.
If this be granted -and it must be granted -then the whole theoretical
construction of the Austrian School falls to the ground. It does so even in
the limiting case, which we have outlined above with all the hypotheses
favourable to the theory which we have refuted; it falls, a fortiori, if we leave
this limiting case behind and come clqser to reality.
Is the problem of the quantity of publi~ services then in fact undeterminedl
Not so. The problem can be stated in the following terms. Private persons
do not demand public goods. The size of the supply of public goods is
determined by a majority (de facto or legal fiction) which makes decisions
by direct vote or through delegation. This leads to the establishment of the
burden of taxation, which will be distributed according to certain established
prin~iples and. will fall more or less heavily upon the individuals as public
servtces go on mcreasing. Every single individual must undergo such a burden.
~f the majority (expressed by direct vote or through delegation of powers)
tmposes too much on the single individual, there will be reactions designed
once more to reduce the burden of taxation to tolerable limits. Such reactions
may take the form offiscal fraud in the declaration ofincomes; or of emigration
of capital to countries wher.e the burden of taxation is lighter- this is easier
the greater the proportion of mobile capital is to the total; or of direct
emigration of persons; or fmally, they may take the extreme form of revolt
?r revolution, when a great number of people fmd the burden of taxation
Intolerable.
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JUST TAXATION-A POSITIVE SOLUTION
By ERIK LINDAHL
Translated from German* by Elizabeth Henderson

We may begin by assuming that there are only two categories of taxpayers: one, A, relatively well-to-do, and the other,~· relative~y poo~-~it~
each category all individuals must pay the same pnce for their part1cipat10n
in public consumption. The problem is the relative amount of the two prices,
i.e. the distribution of the total cost of the collective goods between the two
groups.
If we further assume that the question is to be solved by free agreement
between the two groups, the process may be considered as a kind of economic
exchange. We must note, though, that the concepts of supply and demand
as well as the object of exchange are of a special nature. One party's demand
for certain collective goods at a certain price appears from the other party's
point of view as a supply of these goods at a price corresponding to the
remaining part of total cost: for collective activity can only be undertaken
if the sum of the prices paid is just sufficient to cover the cost. In fact, however,
the demand and supply do not concern the collective goods themselves, but
only shares therein.
Apart from these special features, the price problem under discussion can
be. likened to that of isolated exchange. In both cases supply and demand
are monopolistic, and equilibrium is reached by agreement betwe·en the
two protagonists rather than by free competition. Theoretical economics
generally regards price formation in the case o~ isolated exchange ~ a~
indeterminate problem. The same seems, at first sight, to hold of the distnbution of public expenditure among the beneficiaries. It is, after all, obvious
that the sum of the contributions which the various parties may be prepared
to make towards the realization of the more important collective goods
far exceeds the latters' total cost. Must we conclude that the problem is not
susceptible of a purely economic solution?
The indeterminacy of the price problem in the case of isolated exchange
is to some extent due to the assumption that the exchange does not take
place once and for all, but happens gradually, different prices being charged
for the units successively exchanged. But in considering the taxpayers' approval
of public expenditure, it is more natural to make the opposite assum~tion.
It must as a rule be expedient to vote simultaneously on all the expenditures
within any one branch of public activity, since they usually belong together
in the sense of being parts of one consistent whole. In other words, the ma~ner
of covering the cost of the more important public services is not determ1ned
separately, but together with less important services and according to .the
same principles for both. In some circumstances it is technically quite possible
* Die Gerecllti.~keit der Besteucrung, Lund 1919, Part I, Chapter 4, P~· 85- 98: "Positive Losung"·
[With the author's approval, some footnotes have been omitted or abbrcvlatcd-Ed.J
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to separate approval of the more and the less important public expenditures
a~d indeed this frequently happens. None the less we shall extend our assump~
uon to such_ cases as well, ~or ~e ~re at. the moment simplifying the problem
~ostulatmg an even distnbuuon of political power and this makes it
~evitable that all econ~mically related public services should be approved
Simultaneo~sly an.d their cost distributed in the same way. If one party
su.cceede~ m gettmg the cost of the more important public services distnbute~ m. a more favourable way than the cost of the marginal ones, this
would mdicate that that party has defended its own interests better than
the other parties and _he~ce that political power is not distributed ev~nly.
It must surely seem UiljUStified from. the point of view of the existing property
order that one party secures preClSely those expenditures which it values
most ~t a low~r ~r~ce than the less important ones. If the economic rights
to which the I~dividuals are entitled under a given property order are to
be safeguar~ed m equal m~asure, everyone should pay the same price· for
the same umts of cost both m the area of the private economy and of public
financ~.l On these assumptions the question of distribution really means
how big ~ share of certain total costs each party has to bear. Since the extent
of collective activity is not given a priori, but is one of the variables of the
~roble~, th~ a?sol~te amount of taxation has to be determined at the same
tlme as Its distnbutwn. The economic aspect of the problem thereby becomes
a good deal more determinate, even though not fully so: the extent of
collective activity desired by the taxpayers becomes largely decisive for their
cost share.
The more detailed analysis of the manner in which equilibrium is established
on the given assumptions may best be illustrated by a diagram. Our figure
sho:ws on_ t~e a?scissa .the relative share of one party (A) in total cost at
vanous distnbution ranos. At point 0 party A pays nothing at all towards
total cost, leaving the entire burden to the other party, B. The further we
m~ve away from 0, the greater becomes A's share and the smaller B' s. At
pomt M the situation is completely reversed; A carries the whole burden
an~ B none. On ~e ordinate we indicate the amount of public exp~nditure
whi.ch each ?arty IS prepared to sanction at the various distribution ratios.
As m_ the P?_Yate econo~y, so here too demand rises up to the point where
m~~gmal utility equals pnce. On the basis of the curves of individual marginal
utility we have drawn two curves representing the monetary expression

?Y

• 1 In real life exceptions to this rule may appear expedient from a practical point of view but the
distribution of political power. Exceptions mostly occur when it comes 'to addi/
sull rest o.n
:ew pubhc .Institutions to ex1stmg ones. Generally, the traditional manner of covering the cost of the
~lcs. IS r.etamed, and only ~h~ new expenditure is put to the vote, which may often lead to a different
~~tnbuuon o~ costs. But th1s ISnot to safeguard all the parties' interests in equal measure. If some categories
th taxpayers ave agreed to pay a greater share of the cost involved in the new proposal, this proves that
ri e~ shou~d ~ear a ~reater part also of the cost of the existing services. Even if the old distribution was
n!wt at t e .ume, thi~ does no~ mean that it should be retained forever. If the taxpayers now approve a
th ~xpend1turc, then evaluation of the old, related expenditure must have changed It would be better
br~re hore,fncvbclr. to ap.prov~ new expenditure without a concurrent, new vote on the t~tal cost of the whok:
nc o pu IC act1v1ty m question.
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of the marginal utility of total public activity for the two parties. The two
curves show immediately how demand for public goods varies according
as the parties have to shoulder a greater or a smaller part of public expenditure.
At the distribution ratio mosr favourable to itself, party A is obviously prepared to approve a maximum of public goods and B a minimum, and vice
versa when the distribution is most favourable to B. The intersection point
of the two curves indicates the only distribution of costs at which both parties
agree on the extent of public activity.
At the different positions of distribution the two parties will approve
public expenditure only to the extent that one party's demand is matched
by the other's "supply". The possible equilibrium positions must therefore
lie on the curve SPR, but we may be able to defme them more closely. Let
us suppose, for example, that the two parties initially agree to split the cost
in equal parts. A provisional equilibrium will be established at point T.
But only half of A's demand is satisfied and this party will insist on an expansion of public activity. Party B can agree to this only if it can secure a
more favourable distribution of costs, and A will have to face the fact that
it must take on a greater share of the cost burden. The equilibrium position
is thereby shifted closer to the intersection point of the two curves. It is
obvious that any sizeable divergence between one party's demand and the
othees "supply" at any given distribution of costs will thus always tend
to modify the distribution norm. But the shift of the equilibrium position
towards P continues smoothly only so long as A's growing sacrifice-and
it grows in a double sense, by virtue both of the increase in public expenditure
and of the increase of A's share in the cost-is more than compensated by
the greater utility due to the expansion of collective activity. Once these
two factors become equal, as for instance at point Q, A has reat:hed the equi-
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librium pos1t1on most favourable to itself. At an unchanged distribution
of cost it would still be more advantageous for A if public activity increased
yet further, but B will not agree to this. An increase-even though a somewhat
smaller one-in public expenditure would still be desirable for party A if
It had to shoulder a greater share only of the additional expenditure. However,
we are here excluding be assumption that B might accept such a compromise.
It is true that such a distribution would be somewhat more favourable to B
than the old one, but we assume that party B is intent on altering the entire
cost distribution to its advantage. B's agreement to an expansion of public
activity is thus contingent upon A shouldering a greater share of total cost;
but such a shift of the equilibrium position towards P means that the difference
between utility and sacrifice diminishes for party A, which will therefor~
try to remain at the distribution we have indicated.2 So far as party B is
concerned, it would probably be the best thing for it to get rid altogether
of its duty to contribute to the cost of collective activity, since this would
cause the ·latter to contract relatively little. The equilibrium positions most
favourable to either of the two parties thus generally lie far apart. Since
the most favourable position for one party is for the other the least favourable
of all the possible equilibrium positions, each party naturally tries to shift
the equilibrium, within that interval, to its own advantage. Which of the
possible positions-which lie on the curve QPR-will eventually lead to
equilibrium, is mostly a matter of the extent to which each party is able
to defend its own interests.
The above discussion may be illustrated algebraically in the following
terms, for which I am indebted to Professor Knut Wicksell.
Party A contributes fraction x to the total public expenditure and party
B hence 1- x; y is the amount of public expenditure expressed in money ;
f(y) and <p(y) are the monetary expressions of the total utility ofthis expenditure
for A and B respectively. Curve A then has the equation

f' (y) =X
wheref'(y) is the utility increment accruing to A from the last unit of money
spent and x is the proportion in which A has contributed to this money unit.
Similarly, the equation of curve B is

cp'(y)

= 1-x

At a certain value of x (to the left of the intersection point of the curves)
party B offers an appropriate supply of y. Its total utility for party A is f(y),
the tax costs xy. If we let x andy increase along curve B, the utility increment
for party A is f'(y)l'ly, whereas the cost increment is yl'lx xl'ly or (since
x) l'ly. (Note that f' and cp'
we are moving along curve B) (- n"(y)

+

+

2
• The distance between the equilibrium position "most f3 vourable" for each party and the intersection
pomt of the two curves is conditioned by the relatively higher or lower position of the curves: if, as in the
pres~nt case, A is richer than B and the A-curve therefore lies above the B-curve, the distance is relatively
small for A and relatively large for B.
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are decreasing functions, and f" and rp" hence negative.) Maximum utility
for party A is reached when

f' (y) fly =
or
x=

( - y q>"

(y)

+ x) fly

J' (y) +yep" (y)

If we suppose the functions f' and <p' to be identical and, for simplicity's
sake, linear:
J' (y) = cp' (y) =a-~ y,

~
M

0

the two curves would be straight lines
with the equations
and

Fig. 2

and party A would reach maximum utility when
x=a-2~y

This, together with the equation for curve B and elimination of y, gtves

2-a
x = - -3

which is independent of ~ . a obviously is the distance from the zero point
where curve A meets the abscissa. If, as in the little diagram (OM = 1),
this distance is greater than 2, x becomes negative. It would then be most
advantageous for party A if it could make its agreement to the public expenditures in question contingent upon B making a certain contribution to them
in proportion to the amount of the expenditures.
It is not difficult to see what equilibrium position corresponds to a situation
in which both parties have equally safeguarded the economic rights to which
they are entitled under the· existing property order. This position can be
called the standard position, in that it . would be reached if power were
distributed evenly in relation to the existing property order. Equilibrium
will be established at the intersection point of the two curves, where both
parties can exchange up to saturation, and where therefore the money value
of the net gain which both parties together derive from public activity is
maximized.3 Even at this point one party could still improve distribution
from its point of view by restricting demand; but the resulting diminution
J In the case of market exchange, where free competition leads to a price at which all market parties
can exchange up to saturation, we can also state as a general rule that the overall satisfaction of wants ~f
all individuals, as valued by them in money terms, is maximized. If, on the other hand, satisfaction lS
measured by some psychological units of value, this rule remains valid only on the assumption that the
existing property order may be regarded as the most adequate from a utilitarian point of view. Cf Knut
Wicksell, Vorltsungen iibtr Nationalokonomie, Theoretischer Teil, Vol. 1, p. 125 tl seq.
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of public activity necessarily causes this advantage-always expressed in terms
o~ money-to be less than t.he loss suffered by the other party. Now any
g~ven pro~erty order means m .the first place that each individual can satisfy
his wants m the measure of thetr money value for him. It follows that in the
~cld .of taxation both parties will have equally safeguarded their interests
m this respect4 only at the stahdard equilibrium position which we have
defined above.
We can draw the conclusion that the price of collective goods, too, by
and large tends to correspond to marginal utility for each interested party.S
Our argument also holds when there are more than two parties or when
each party includes individuals with different interests and different wealth.
In this case we must, according to the same principles, look for the different
equilibrium positions between two of the smallest groups at different levels
of these groups' combined share in total cost. We thus get a common price
curve for these two groups, and if we relate it in the same manner to the
price cur~e of a third group, w~ get a common curve for all three groups.
We co~tmue ~ttl we are left wtth only two curves, with the help of which
we can deternune the defmitive equilibrium position. In this case, too, it
is ~orrect ~o say .t~at the price of collective goods is chiefly determined by
thetr margmal utility for the different interested parties.
Our above discussion of the price formation of collective goods may
shed many a new light on the content of the fiscal laws. We have shown
that, provided the taxpayers are all in an equal position to defend their
econ01~uc inte~est~ :-'hen tax laws are passed, the financial process would
result .m each m~tvtdu~l having to pay a tax amount corresponding to his
valuatw? of.p~blic scrvtces. This proves that the actually existing graduation
of taxation 1s m a sense the result of the same economic principles which
cause the same goods to have the same prices on the free market.
. We h~ve so far neglected certain economic and political factors which
m real life somewhat complicate the problem. We shall now briefly turn
our attention to these.
W,e have so far assumed that everyone agrees on the nature of the public
servtces to be produced, leaving only the question of their extent and of the
dist~ibution of the cost. In reality there is no such agreement.
Ftrst of all we have to note that collective . wants do not have the same
o~der of priority. for all. With reference to any given public activity, the
different classes ~1ll probably not regard the same collective goods as marginal.
The wants least tmportant to one class may rank rather high with the other,
and vice versa. If Parliament were presented only with the totals of the tax
4

We stress again that in this context we are concerned only with determining the financial consequences of a .~ivett property order. We are here neglecting the question of the moral justification of that
property order and of the related financia l equilibrium position.
5
• Marshall rightly pointed out that such an equilibrium position must be regarded as the ideal o ne
also Ill the case of isolated exchange. See Principles of Economics, Seventh edition, p. 791.
N'
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bill and of public services, each party would feel that it had failed to receive
adequate return for the last unit of tax paid. Each party would insist on a
reduction of the tax load and this would result in a diminution of expenditure;
but opinions would differ as to what public services arc to be forgone. There
is only one way to avoid a contraction of public services harmful to all: each
party must undertake to pay a greater share than the other towards the cost
of those services which each finds most useful. The conflict of interests then
leads to specification of the various revenue and expenditure items and an
economic solution becomes possible.
Often a choice must be made between several mutually exclusive alternatives, about the advantages of which opinions may differ. Let us suppose
that two rivers are to be linked by a canal, which one party wishes to take
through farmland and the other through an industrial area. Can such a conflict
be resolved by purely economic methods? First we must note that the parties
must consider not only the positive advantages of the alternatives, but also
the sacrifices involved ; the parties will choose that alternative which offers
them the greatest net gain. In our example one party may well get the other's
agreement by offeriug to pay a major part of the cost of that alternative
which is specially useful to the first party. But if there is a sharp clash of
interests, it may not be possible to reach agreement by such means. The
decision then lies with the balance of political power.
The matter becomes even more complicated if we take account of the fact
that in any given financial period society has revenues other than taxes,
and must provide for expenditures other than those directly connected with
public consumption during the same period. We do not mean matching
revenues and expenditures, but the true net amounts to be included in the
final fm.ancial calculation6-e.g. the income from public domains remaining
after interest and amortization on the national debt. The resulting increase
or decrease in government revenue would seem to have the effect, so far as
the taxpayers are concerned, of cheapening public services during the period
or making them more costly. In fact, however, the various classes have
widely divergent interests in the various branches of public activity, and
for this reason the conflict can be resolved only by specialization of the budget.
Each party would then try to cause any surplus to be used for those branches
of public activity in which it has a relatively greater .interest than the other
parties. And if there is a deficit to be covered, for instance service of the
national debt, each party would insist that from its own point of view
distribution be the most favourable. Conflicts will arise, which can be resolved
to the equal satisfaction of all only if political power is evenly distributed.
Finally, there is the most important circumstance that in reality the two
parties do not have equal political power. The budget reflects the ability

of certain parties to defend their interests better than the other parties. The
resulting shift of the standard equilibrium position of the public finances
is in direct proportion to the extent of the preponderance of power.
With due qualification, the actual equilibrium position can still be determined according to the same principles we have used above. If we arc dealing
with only one given category of public goods and have to determine the
amount and distribution of the tax burden, the coercive element due to
the preponderance of power obviously has the same effect as if the weaker
parties now attached greater values to the public goods. In our diagram
the new equilibrium position is best found by moving the old one along
A's price curve, say to point U; B's net gain decreases in proportion with
the magnitude of the coercive element. In the face of several alternatives,
the dominant party will be able to make that p revail which offers it greater
positive advantages than does the "standard" case. If a budget surplus is
available or a deftcit to be covered, the distribution of benefits and sacrifices
will be more favourable to the dominant pa~ty than to the others. All these
are highly intricate questions and their further discussion is of no great interest.
So many factors are in play, particularly as regards tax distribution, and
they are so hard to determine, that any result would approach reality only
proximately.
There are two ways in which a dominant party can achieve a shift of
the fmancial equilibrium position to its own advantage.
First, the dominant party can abuse the others' ignorance and mislead
them into believing that the budget is more favourable to them than it really
is. Some forms of taxation have less obvious effects and their incidence is
hard to trace; the taxpayers then do not clearly realize how big the tax
burden really is and the ruling party can extract more taxes from them.
Nor can the other parties easily verify the actual use to which government
revenue is put and the ruling party may succeed in securing certain beneftts
of which the others never gain any certain knowledge. The more informed
is public opinion and the tighter the control over public authorities, the
less room is there for such "financial illusions". None the less we should
not w1derestimate their extent even in relatively democratic cou.ntries. Indirect taxes, which are very hard to trace, still play a great part in most
modem ftscal systems and the politically dominant classes therefore probably
have ample possibilities of making the tax burden which falls on the other
parties look smaller than it really is.?
If the ruling party cannot achieve favourable fmance arrangements by
covert means, it uses its predominance to impose openly upon the others
higher taxes then they want to pay of their own free will. We have indicated
elscwhere8 how the concept of "political cost" has been introduced in an
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• Since the ultimate purpose of the financial process is the satisfaction of certain public nee.ds, only
those sums arc to be considered as true net revenue which arc available for such satisfaction, and only those
expenditures as true net expenditure which arc directly due to such satisfaction or must for other reasons
be covered by taxation.
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. 7 A. Puviani, Tcoria del/,, illusionr .finanziaria, 1903, has treated this question in an interesting and
on gma l way. Sec also R. MurrJy, Pritlcipifondamentali di sciem:a pura delle.fitratrze, Florence 1914, p. 83 et seq.
a Ccrcchtigkeit dcr Besteummg, p. 47.
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attempt at quantitative measure~ent of the importance whic~ th~ other
parties' resistance has for the ruling party. But we must .bear .m mmd that
the decisive factor need not always be the fear of revolut10n; m the course
of time the powerless classes will come to influence the ruling classes' sense
of equity. As the w~aker classes s~~ceed in giving currency to 0-ei~ ?wn
sense ofjustice, so therr concrete polit1cal power grows and so, also, dimm1shes
the ruling classes' preponderance of power and their ability to secur~ by
force special benefits at the expense of others. In the last resort the v1ews
about what is just in taxation determine its actual shaping.

THE VALUATION THEORY OF TAXATION
By EMIL SAX
Translated from German* by Elizabeth Henderson
SuMMARY OF THE INITIAL

Two

SECTIONS

In the first two sections of the paper, Sax discusses certain premises which
underlie his theory of the economy of the State. He first deals with the
sociological and methodological premises of his theory. The essence of the
new approach, according to Sax, is that the economic activity of the State
is not to be based on the exercise of political power but on the will of the
community as a sum of individuals. Not every individual will be engaged
actively in all decisions of the State, but may participate only in a more or
less passive role through his membership in the group. The motivation of
individual action in economic affairs is the same with regard to private and
public economy, including in both cases egoism, mutuality and altruism.
The economic activity of the State, so Sax's argument continues, operates
within an organization for joint action of individuals to achieve a common
purpose. The structure of this organization involves authority and compliance,
and an element of compulsion to ensure that the common purpose is
accomplished. The power of compulsion, however, does not suspend the
principle of economic efficiency. Out of the interaction of individual
intentions and interests, there results a precarious balance between the governing
and the governed groups. This balance then fmds expression in a specific
line of governmental action.
This approach, so argues Sax, differs from that of the theorists of the
"political school", who base the underlying process of decision-making not
upon all citizens, but orily on the members of the governing group. These
in turn act upon the basis of self-interest. If this were the correct view, then
the determination of public finances would not be a matter of economic
principle, but merely of expressing political force. But such is not the case.
If the ruling group deviates too far from the correct economic policy-the
policy which meets the preferences of the entire group- those who are
placed at a disadvantage will protest. In the extreme case, they will overthrow the ruling group.
Sax then turns to certain premises in economic theory. While public
and private economy are subject to the same basic principles, they take
altogether different institutional forms. The purpose of economic analysis is
to reveal this essential similarity and to develop the theoretical framework
* "Die Wcrtungstheorie der Steuer", Zeitschrift fiir Volkswirtschaft utJd Sozialpolitik, New Series
Vol. IV, 1924. Reprinted in Zeitschrift fiir NationalokotJomie, 1956, No.3.
The rranslation covers the central part of the essay, pp. 209-226. The beginning and end are
summarized by the Editors. Footnotes are omitted.
This essay was written in response to Lindahl's Die Geruhtigkeit der Besteuerung, and is a restatement
of the position Sax took, and extensively developed, nearly forty years earlier in Grundlegung der
tiJeoretischen StaatsJvirtscl•aft, Vienna, 1883.
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which is required for the purpose. After a lengthy and none too clear
consideration of the nature of economic needs, Sax concludes that the
satisfaction of collective, as well as of individual, needs is conditioned by
the availability of scarce resources, and that the psychological process of want
determination is essentially the same in both cases. Through the social process
private and collective needs are co-ordinated in an integral system.
This approach, Sax continues, has been criticized as unrealistic. The critics
have argued that it implies a solution according to which the individual
pays his taxes voluntarily as assessed by himsel£ Yet, in reality, the individual
may be compelled to contribute against his own wishes.
Sax recognizes that there is some validity in this criticism. Yet, he maintains
that the satisfaction of collective and individual needs is essentially similar
in nature. Moreover, he emphasizes that the further development of his
theory docs not make usc of the extreme hypothesis that there is no difference
whatsoever between private and collective needs.
At the same time, Sax finds it necessary to distinguish between two kinds
of collective needs. There are those for which a specific benefit share can be
imputed to the individual, and here a comparison with individual needs is
altogether possible. There are others, referred to as collective needs proper, where
such individual shares cannot be determined. As far as these needs are concerned,
the individual cannot make a comparison with his private needs. Sax concludes
that the determination of want satisfaction, in this case, must proceed on a
different and purely collective basis.

decision must be reflected in the value of the goods. If we say that the value
of the goods withdrawn from their prior use is their cost value, and the
value of the same goods in their intended usc their use value, then we can
formulate this theorem: use value must exceed cost value and may never be
below cost value, and when this is not so the intended economic activity
is to be abandoned. Tlus remains true even of those transfers of goods which
concern us here, namely those enforced by the State. Any enforced withdrawal
of goods in contradiction to their cost value represents an anti-economic
act. This is the common feature characterizing these transfers of goods as
a process of valuation. The word cost itself includes the notion of reference
to some purpose for which the goods in question arc to be used ; we can
therefore briefly speak of cost valuation, provided we always remember
that what is really involved is comparison between cost value and usc
value.
The same economic point of view prevai~s for the cost incurred by the
community. However, any State action involves expenditure for means of
production and for the remuneration of those rendering public service, and
this expenditure also represents a social relationship between the community
as a whole and those individuals who, in any particular case, may be the
suppliers of resources or recipients of wages. With respect to this expenditure,
the members of the community have a selfish interest vis-a-vis these suppliers
and wage earners, to the effect that no more should be spent than economic
considerations require: the prices and wages should not be higher than those
actually ruling in the private economy under equal circumstances.
For example, a law on civil service pay expresses the community's collective
decision as conditioned by that motive, although with some qualification
regarding the length of service and the standard of living wluch current
public opinion regards as proper for the representatives of public authority.
We need only note in passing that here, too, there may occur political
"obstructions", if the ruling class, from whose ranks officials arc recruited,
selfishly exploits its power in favour of its own class members.
The extent to which goods are to be transferred from the private to the
state economy, and in particular the amount of goods to be withdrawn
from each economic unit for collective purposes, is determined by individual
value. The lower the value which anyone attaches to a unit of his property,
the more such units (money) he will be prepared to spend for s?mc particular
purpose, if necessary. In addition, the amount of goods to be transferred
is also conditioned by the social relations between the members of the
commw1ity, as the subjects of action, and those individuals who benefit by
it. These social relations derive from the degree of selfishness or altruism
which individuals within the community display towards each other, or
from the peculiar mixture of "mutuality". But tlus kind of quantitative
determination of the goods to be transferred must not prejudice their cost
valuation.
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CLASSIFICATION OF COLLECTIVE ACTIVITIES
AND THE CoRRESPONDING FINANCIAL MEAsuREs

In all collective activity, the acting persons are the individuals forming
the community, or their representatives in public office. Collective activity
is aimed at concrete individuals, singly or as a community, and its purpose
is the promotion of their . welfare. In this sense individuals are the objects
of collective activity-as distinct from the sense in which individuals become
objects of collective activity through contact with its technique.
All these activities are of the same economic nature. The realization of
the ends requires the withdrawal of goods from individual economic units
and the use of these goods, through the institutions of collective activity,
either for direct . consumption or as remuneration for the services of public
authorities or employees. These goods constitute the "cost". Those withdrawn
from individual economic units are the cost to each individual; the sum
of goods used in collective activity is the cost to the community, i.e. the
sum of its members as an acting subject. For the process to be economic,
the goods in question must be so used that they satisfy a need of higher
priority than that from the- satisfaction of which they were withdrawn,
that is the lowest in dle order of private needs to be satisfied. The relevant
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The soCial relations themselves are fashioned differently according to the
group of persons who become objects of collective activities with varying
reasons and purposes, and according to ~he kin.d of welfar~ promoted. by
these activities. These differences make lt posstble to class1fy the actwns
of the State and hence to distinguish the measures by which the community,
or the public authorities, determine the reasons for a transfer of goods, the
individual economic units affected thereby, and the amount of goods. These
are the fmancial measures, which in this way we can consider as !!roups of
economic actions.
· Let us briefly look at the groups of collective activity.
A fmt fUl'l.damental difference in collective purposes is that some of them
involve not only general participation of all members of the community,
but also separate specific individuals and their personal way of life, while
with other collective activities no such separate participation can be observed.
We thus have a fmt clearly defmed group which, for brevity's sake, we shall
call personal (partikulare) collective activities.
Personal collective activities are characterized by one of two features:
either the satisfaction of individual needs through collective supply of goods
and services is a means for the achievement of some collective purpose;
or, for various technical reasons, the satisfaction of collective needs leads
directly or indirectly also to some identifiable personal benefit for certain
individuals. The collective self-interest of the members of the community
then works towards asking, in each separate case, that the individual economic
units contribute the means for t.i.e individual benefit in question. At the
same time some limited altruism becomes operative, which is due to the
community spirit and which varies in degree with the conjoint overall
collective purpose.
We thus get two sub-groups of personal collective activities. In the one
case normal self-interest prevails in the community as it does in private
business, and occasions the same behaviour as of a private entrepreneur
in relation to the buyer of his products. Community altruism enters into
it only in so far as the community, as a monopolist, may for diverse reasons
modify the price in favour of certain individual economic units, which a
private entrepreneur would not do. However, this has generally but little
influence on the total sum of goods transferred. For the rest, the community
as a whole remains indifferent to the extent to which each consumer makes
use of the goods and services according to his individual valuation of them.
Collective activities of this kind might well be labelled "public enterprise".
The prices at which goods and services are supplied to individual economic
units are called tax prices.
A higher degree of altruism is displayed whenever the community sees
f1t to promote individual interests in some measure. When the satisfaction
of some individual need is contingent upon the individual's ability to acquire
the goods and services at their value to himself, the purpose is fulftlled if
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the community fixes the price so that its cost value to any of the econ0 ·
units in questio~ does not exceed its use value for them, whatever the :~
to the commumty. This can clearly be done in practice only on rather wid
averages applicable to people in various property groups. Public service~
whic~ .certain in~ividuals ar~ co~pelled ~o use on specified occasions (such
as off1c1al proceedmgs) are pnced, 1rrespect1ve of their cost, so that the amount
of goods which each has to pay corresponds to their average value for various
groups of economic units or even, according to the purpose, to the value
for the poorest, i.e. the average value for the great mass of the population.
Hence the amount of goods to be transferred is so determined that the transfer
if it were voluntary, would be economic, but would not take place if mor~
goods were involved. For altruistic reasons, persons at subsistence level are
not asked to contribute anything at all. Institutions of this kind are called
"public services" and the payments in question are called fees. The deficit
is borne by the community as the cost of the respective overall collective
purpose.
The second group of collective activities comprises those the purposes
and effects of which are immediately directed to the members ofthe community
as a w~ol~. .Here again, we have to dist~guish two sub-groups, according
as the md1v1dual does, or does not, recetve an identifiable benefit. In these
collective purposes all the members of the community are at once acting
~~ents and beneficiaries; in the one capacity they decide, in the other they
JOmtly bear the cost. The relations of individuals to one another are fashioned
by mutuality: a kind of altruism created by the need for joint action towards
a common end, and designed for mutual assistance to the exclusion of selfinterest, if necessary. Each participant is moved to action, even though it
benefits others and irrespective of the relative extent of the others' benefit
and his own, so long as he achieves his own purpose. This common feeling
is a bond of formal equality uniting the community. With respect to the
cost there remains a divergence between the members' self-interest to the
effect that no-one is to receive an advantage at the expense of anyone else:
the total cost having to be met by payment of separate amounts, any deficiency
in the contributions of one side would entail an increase in the amounts
to be paid by the other side. This is excluded if everyone contributes for
his share of benefit the full measure of goods he would use in his own economic
unit in equal circumstances, that is, what he would be prepared to spend
according to his individual valuation. This is indeed what happens in free
"mutualistic" associations. Thus the members' relative interests find expression
in the fact that each contributes to the cost according to his individual valuation.
Joint action on the basis of this principle also ensures that the purpose is
achieved in the most economical manner, which is everybody's intention.
Collective action amounts to the consumption of goods, either for the
immediate satisfaction of the members' needs or as capital investment ultimately
leading to such satisfaction.
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As regards the translation o~ t~ese_ ~ispositions into . conc_rete economic
action, the varying degree to which mdlVldual benefits ~re td~ntifiable ~ecomes
important. Individual shares ~n t~e tot~l result c~n. ~e tdenttfi,:d oU:y m ~om~
sort of semi-collective formatton m which the acttvtttes of the pubhc servtces
are extended to all members of the commwl.ity, or else when the public
activity enters into the economic process as such and the material beneftts
in which each partakes according to his wealth can still be evaluated _by ~he
community in terms of current market value. Hence purposes of this bnd
will be found within the limits of narrower local communities.
The economic way of proceeding is given by the above premises. In cases
of the first kind the recipients are periodically required to contribute certain
amounts of goods, which are to be considered as a lump sum in lieu of current
fees: they are determined like fees for all participants alike according to
their wealth, which is measured by some observable indicator such as rent.
But for our comparison cases of the second kind are more important.
The ftrst step is collective cost valuation in the narrower sense, i. e. the
determination of total cost according to the economic principle which we
have explained earlier. Thereupon the c?st shares have to be determined
in accordance ·with the participants' wealth. This can be done only by
distributing total cost according to the wealth with which each individual
can be observed to take part in the common purpose. Distribution according
to this yardstick gives each individual a share of benefit the use value of
which is in excess of his cost value-such excess having been postulated
as a condition of the economic action taking place at all. We have again a
.
general process of valuation.
If, as we are assuming, the individual benefits are measurable and each
person's property has a definite ratio to his benefit, then the distribution
of total cost according to property must result in the same ratio of cost share
to benefit share for all participants. The calculation is based on figures which
are available or can at any rate be ascertained approximately, and the economic
activity in question can therefore easily be carried out successfully from the
point of view of all participants. In my Grundlegung der theoretischen Staatswirtschaft (1887) I have proposed to call the cost shares so determined by
distribution "assessments" ( Umlagen).
When individual beneftts are not identifiable, the question is how to achieve
the same desired economic result notwithstanding the non-measurability of
individual benefits. This brings us to the principal subject of our discussion.
COLLECTIVE NEEDS PROPER AND THEIR SATISFACTION

Purposes of the above-mentioned kind extend throughout vast fields of
state activity commonly characterized as pertaining to sovereign power and
law, on the one hand, and to culture and welfare on the other. We all know
the fully developed State and can therefore take these purposes for granted
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without further explanation. The separate concrete collective needs arise
from the technical means required in each case, and the utilization of which
represents the purpose as opposed to the cost. Examples of general collective
needs are the organizational structure necessary to the very existence of
collective activity, and the means of transport, in so far as transport is the
territorial basis of the life of society. Other cases are the deficits of " public
enterprises and services". It should just be mentioned that w e must include
also the State's subordinate local authorities and personal associations which,
as collective organisms, are in no essential way different from the State strictly
speaking.
Collective activities of this kind intend and create conditions of welfare
which extend to all members of the community and benefit -each alike as
if they existed for each alone. We can think of any example we choose,
such as the control of epidemics : everybody is saved from infection, nobody
more or less than anybody else. It is right therefore to speak of these benefits
as indivisible. The fact that individual shares are neither identifiable nor
measurable is translated into material equality of all in relation to the purposes
in question. The State supplies these activities for all, and by virtue of its
coercive power they become an essential need for each person, that is, a
need which is given the same subjective rank by all.
This situation has certain consequences for the economic intentions of
the members of the community and for their resulting economic actions.
All arc agreed that the common purpose, which is the same for all,· should
be achieved in the greatest measure at the least cost to each; since it is a need
which is the same for all, there is also agreement that the individuals' cost
shares should be equivalent-i.e. subjectively equivalent-according to the
mutualistic relationship. The first agreement relates to the amount of each
individual's tax as such, i.e. the absolute amount of tax; the second to the
relation of each individual's tax to that of all others, i.e. the relative amount
of tax. Both points of view combine in economic action and we therefore
have first to analyse the processes by which the absolute amount of tax is
determined, and then to examine how the latter is affected by the principle
of equivalence. It needs to be stressed that by amount of tax we always mean
the total withdrawal of goods resulting from the combination of various
taxes in an economic unit.
The economically correct amount of tax for each individual is the quantity
of goods which he would be prepared to withdraw from the satisfaction
of his lowest-ranking needs and to use instead for higher-ranking needs
(starting from the top of the scale). The "higher-ranking" needs are the
collective needs under discussion. The absolute amount of tax is therefore
determined by the relations of interdependence between the two planes
of life. They are in a functional relation of reciprocal limitation, because
the goods available for the satisfaction of needs are distributed over both.
The use of more goods for the one means less for the other. The more goods
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are needed for collective purposes, the more tax falls on each and the more
numerous and more important are the individual needs which cannot be
satisfied. This obvious situation has binding consequences for the correct
amount of tax. For any collective need the quantity of goods to be expended
must only be such that the individuals' taxes, the sum of which provides that
quantity of goods, exclude the satisfacti?n ~nly _of ind~vidual needs of less
importance than the collective ~eed whtch ts. bemg sattsfted.
.
.
How is it possible to asccrtam whether this actually happens m a gtven
case and how can it be made to happen?
A'n individual may be able to measure the loss of certain welfare elements
in his personal life, but he cannot measure t?e corr~p~nd~ng gain in commun ity
welfare which extends to all members wtthout dtstmctwn. But he undergoes
the infl~ence of the spiritual bond of commun ity and this enables him to
judge: it has the effect that individuals become part of ~he comm~n feel.ing
and volition with respect to the common welfare. By vtrtue of this motive,
individuals as members of the commun ity understand the relative importance
of concrete purposes for the commun ity; they are clearly conscious ·or
obscurely feel that they all share equally in these pu~po~e~ and bow to the
necessity of withdrawing the required goods from mdtvtdual purposes to
the extent that the collective purposes have greater importance for all together
and hence for each separate person.
General agreement in this sense finds expression in community decisions.
The actual institutions through which collective decisions are taken are
irrelevant in theory, but highly importan t in practice. Decisions may lie
with commun ity organisms whose personnel is drawn from leading government circles and disposes of the required knowledge of the economic and
social conditions in the State. The citizens' declarations, complaints and
grievances, their very attemps to escape an ~j.ustifiably hig~ tax etc., b.r~efly
all the means at their disposal to safeguard then mterests, furntsh these declSlonmakers with the information they need in order to determine the limitations
which can be imposed on individuals in favour of state purposes . Under
parliamentary rule and more particularl">: in democratic ~ountri~s, decisions
are taken publicly by the population itself m the representative bodtes, through
conflicting opinions and balance of political power. Majority votes express
the determinant factual reasons (or indeed the abuse of power for those
well-kno wn "obstructions"). The "parties" uphold not only their members'
special interests, but also certain conceptions with regard to the functions
of the State. The outstanding personalities whom the various groups of the
people choose as their party leaders, are capable of taking an overall view
of group and general interests. This is how party conflict leads to decisi?ns
reflecting current public opinion on the relative importance of promotm g
welfare in the two areas.
Any such collective decision implies a value judgement: that it is justified
to use the goods which the individual has to give up as his tax, to pay the
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cost of the collective purposes which assume the nature of an essential need
for each individual. This is collective cost valuation from the point of view
of the individual. For each one of them, use value exceeds cost value-ap art
from cases in which some essential individual need would have to remain
unsatisfied. But such self-sacrifice is never required.
From the point of view of the commun ity itself, the relationship of interdependence between the personal and the social plane of life has another
aspect.
The economic principle demands that collective needs be satisfied in the
order of their importance, so that the limited resources may yield a maximu m
of welfare. The individual, for his share in benefits, neglects this order of
collective purposes, but the commun ity must pay attention to' it, for the
reasons stated. To this end, the public authorities draw up an order of needs
and satisfy them, in that order, up to the point where the means assumed
as available arc exhausted. Cost valuation in the narrowe r sense takes place,
with the intention and effect of minimizing the cost in each case and thereby
lengthening the line of needs to be satisfied with the given quantity of goods.
But the available means are not given a priori; by virtue of the interdependence
relation their quantity depends upon certain individual needs remaining
unsatisfied. Another cost valuation has to ensure that the collective needs
be satisfied from the top of the scale down to that which is still just more
important than the individual needs which can no longer be satisfied owing
to the withdrawal of the required goods from individual economic units.
This is cost valuation from the point of view of the community.
In content, both cost valuations coincide . They are one and the same,
only seen from a different point of view. We can speak of overall valuation.
The result is that in the collective judgement of the members of the commun ity
no purpose realized in one plane of life ever excludes the realization of higherranking purposes in the other. In this sense we can speak of a position of
equilibrium or of equalization of levels between the two planes.
The achievement of this position fulfils the task of collective volition
with respect to needs of both categories.
If in any concrete case equilibrium is not established, two courses are
possible: either the tax must be reduced so that higher-ranking individual
needs can be satisfied, whereby the decrease in the total sum of taxes excludes
the satisfaction of the lowest-ranking collective needs; or vice versa, more
goods have to be spent to extend collective activity to further collective
needs, and these goods have to be levied through increased taxes, whereby
corresponding limitations arc placed on personal needs (the beneficial effects
of state activity possibly counter-balancin g these limitations) . Thus the taxes
must be so determined as to influence the purposes of both areas in the direction
of equilibri um. In fact, it is well known that modern civilization has brought
public functions so much to the fore that with few exceptions it became
necessary to settle the question in favour of collective purposes. This is the
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substance of parliamentary discussion on the requirements of vigorous state
activity as befits our times and on the measure of the permissible tax burden
on the citizens: the budget and financial debates. Occasionally equilibrium
lasts for some time. This may happen if, at a given level of taxation, an
expansion of collective activity is made contingent upon the increase in
revenue to be expected from the growth of population or national wealth
(development of the national economy); or else if any diminution of wealth
owing to economic events leads to a decision to contract state activities by
abandoning the least important ones. The financial device of public loans
belongs to the same category: when the means for "necessary expenditure"
cannot be raised through ·taxation without upsetting equilibrium, their levy
is handed on to the future. On the other hand, the maintenance of equilibrium
is always threatened by the ceaseless movement of life. Technical progress
continuously creates new individual and collective needs and people feel
driven to satisfy both in the utmost measure. Public authorities, as representatives
of the community, are intent on expanding collective activity, individuals
try to raise their standard of living or above all to maintain it. As a result
it becomes necessary to establish ever anew what balance expresses the
collective judgement on the comparative importance of betterment in the
two areas.
When it comes to setting the ·individual tax burden, decisive importance
attaches to the principle of equivalence, which expresses the connection
between the relative and the absolute amount of tax. This is where the second
of the above-mentioned agreed points of view becomes operative, namely
that according to which individual cost shares must be subjectively equivalent.
The taxes determined by overall valuation must meet the requirement of
equivalence. The relative amount of taxes becomes a counter-check and
regulator of the correct assessment of the individual tax burden. If the total
sum of taxes is as high as collective judgement requires and if the individuals'
taxes fulfil the principle of equivalence, then each person's tax is in the right
absolute amount. If a tax system fails to make individual tax burdens equivalent
and equivalence is subsequently established, the absolute amount of these
taxes changes. Two cases are then possible: either the total sum of taxes
remains at its right amount, or it changes in its turn. In the ftrSt case the
correction of the separate tax amounts takes place within the continuing
equilibrium position. People are then apt to say that taxes are on the whole
not too high, but unevenly distributed, and there is tax reform in the sense
of even distribution. But if the total sum of taxes changes, the increase or
decrease modifies the equilibrium position. The resulting change in individual
tax burdens shows the influence of the relative amount of taxes on their
absolute amount, since the new amount of taxes will be that which corresponds
to the new equilibrium.
Taxation is thus seen as an economic process with two aspects which
condition each other. Individuals are prepared to pay the cost of state activity

on con~ition that their cost shares be equivalent and overall cost valuation
determ111es the ~urns to be used for coll~ctive activity on the assumption
that t?ey be ratsed by taxes correspond111g to that principle. N o overall
valuauon would be possible without determining the amount of the indi vidnals'
taxes on the principle of equivalence, because the effects of taxation on the
satisfaction of individual needs cannot otherwise be ascertained. we can
summ.ari~e the resul~ of our inv:estigation as follows: Taxation for the purpose
of sattsfy111g collecttve needs ts a collective cost valuation on the basis of
equivalence of individual cost shares, as conditioned by the relationship of
mutuality.
!Ius e~onomic action is a concrete expression of the economic principle.
It ts obvtous that taxes assessed by the processes of valuation which we have
described, yield the greatest total which is possible in any given set of econonuc
con~itio~s. At the same time, the tax each individual has to pay is the smallest
posstble 111 proportion to his economic situation, and is also of the correct
economic amount and as such should not be exceeded. The first of these
statements means the maximum satisfaction of collective needs which is
possible in given circumstances; the second, that the goods which the individual
~etains yield hi~ the maximum satisfaction of personal needs which is possible
111 the same ctrcumstances. The equilibrium position represents maximum
collective utility, both as the sum of individual satisfactions and as the welfare
of the community a~ such.
Our theory is based on normal taxation. Quite a different matter arc
confiscatory taxes aiming at a modification of the income and wealth of
certain pop~a?on .groups. The reasons for such interference with the existing
property dtstnbutto? are exogenous to the theory. Nor has the question
of absol.ut~ and_ ~elatt~e amo~lt of such taxes any relevance, since it is subject
to a pnon ~ec~stons 111 the hght of political purposes and political power.
Taxes of t~s kind are no concern of ours. They are weapons in the struggle
~or possess~on-that social relation which plays so nefarious a part in human
hfe. Taxatton as we are discussing it here belongs to stable situations; it is
an economic action happening witlun the framework of the actually existing
current property order.
. Taxa.tion m~y also be made to serve considerations of economic policy
(111cludmg soctal policy). It is self-evident that such taxes are not financial
measures strictly speaking and therefore also remain outside the range of
our theory.
In conclusion, we must deal with an objection which may be raised against
our tax theory. This objection would invalidate tl1e theory on the grounds
~hat the principle of equivalence cannot be established in practice, divergences
111 the mental and physical capacities of mankind making it impossible to
evaluate the satisfaction of needs, and no one person being able to appreciate
another's valuation. But this is not what my theory says. The members
of the community do not have to understand each others' inner valuation
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processes; what I am saying is that individual values can be deduced from
externally observable facts by which they are determined. The objective
facts which condition value in each economic unit are wealth and needs.
Wealth can be measured in terms of money units representing units of goods.
Needs have an order of decreasing intensity. The more units of goods a
man possesses, the less intensive is the last need that he can satisfy; given
equal needs, the value of the unit of goods is lower. (For the time being
we assume that the intensity of needs decreases in the same proportion as
wealth increases.) Thus value in the separate economic units is inversely
proportional to their total wealth, and equivalence of tax means quantities
of goods directly proportional to wealth. The influence of the scale of needs
on value works in such wise that, the more numerous and the higher-ranking
the needs are, the higher is the marginal value of the last need satisfied, given
equal wealth. In comparing the needs of various individuals, we also find
certain observable differences : the number of persons whose needs have to
be satisfied by one economic unit, the presence or absence of special
circumstances creating certain categories of needs-su ch as illness or health,
old age or youth, heavy or light work etc. For the rest the deduction draws
on an average of needs more or less given by natural circumstances and the
equalizing factors of social life which fashion the physical and mental
characteristics of the people. Thus the value conditioned by wealth is modified
by differences in needs; the resulting new value can be ascertained by observable
facts and enables the principle of equivalence to be fulfilled. It is true that
equivalence is not quite precise, owing to the use of average needs in the
calculation. But this does not prejudice the economic action, since the part
of altruism contained in the relation of mutuality tempers the demand for
strict equivalence in the direction of mere approximation thereto. Indeed,
if a commun ity possesses any significant degree of practical altruism, its
influence may be even further-reaching. There are cases where certain groups
of the population are, by virtue of the others' altruism, partly or wholly
relieved of the tax burden which would be theirs on the principle of
equivalence.
The particular objection which we have mentioned therefore docs not
stand up. The fact remains, however, that taxation as an economic action
can never fully attain its objective. The individuals involved are too numerous
and the process itself too complicated, not to speak of the political disturbances
to which it is exposed. One of the major contributing reasons is the practical
difficulty of measuring in each single case the wealth and needs which determine
individual values. The relevant techniques ofinvestigation need to be developed
in the light of the growing differentiation of modem civilization. Furthermore,
the effect of taxation on individual economic units may have harmful
consequences for the national economy as a whole or may counteract
equivalence; it then becomes necessary to take measures to prevent such
consequences, if at all possible. A steady improvement of all these practical
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theory fully encompasses reality.
SUMMAR Y OF CONCLU DING PART

In the remaining part of the essay, Sax comments on other approaches
and defends his own formulation.
He_ points out that the marginal utility approach of the Wicksell-Lindahl
type 1s_ based ~n the ~ssumption t~at each individual can evaluate his subjective
share m pubhc services. Accordmgly, taxes are treated as a price. There is
no need to evaluate the total utility of public services, ·and the relative tax
·
shares are determined automatically.
~he major objection ~hie~ Sax raises against this approach is directed
agamst the pre_mtse of subjective evaluation. The analysis of collective needs
pr~per, acc_ordmg to Sax, requires a collectivistic approach. Only where the
Wtc~scll-Lm.dahl approach is applied to groups and classes, can it be made
conststcnt With the collectivistic approach.
Sa~ criti~izes the individualistic school for not considering the utility of
pubhc services to the group as a whol_e, and for concerning itself with utility
shares only. He holds that the margmal approach, while applicable to the
share problem, caruwt be applied in dealing with the utility of public services
for the group as a whole. As the editors understand it, this involves a confusion
of identifying "group" with "total" on the one side and "share" with
"margin al" on the other.
S~x distinguishes his approach from that of the political school and the
sacnftce school. The _forn:er is rejected as not solving the problem on economic
grounds; the la.ttcr IS reJected as dealing with relative shares only. His own
theory, Sax bchcves, solves the pi:oblem of both the overall level of taxation
and of tax shares, and docs so in accordance with economic principles.
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THE THEOR Y OF THE PUBLIC ECONO MY
By FRIEDR ICH VON WIESER
Translated from German* by R. Bruce

I.

THE NATURE OF THE PUBLIC ECONOM Y

It is common usage to speak of the public economy as the national household, or, as the case may be, the county household, city household, or generally
the public household. The whole of public economy is thereby given a
name taken from one single section of private economy. Similarly, whenever
in the past economists tried to explain public economy, they nearly always
used an approach based on the familiar concepts of private economy. Classical theory took the view that the economic rel~tion between State and
citizens is one of exchange, the citizens paying tax in exchange for public
services. Nowadays it is fashionable to regard public activity as a special
form of production: non-material production, supported by non-material
capital, and designed to create the non-material goods of peace and rule
of law. Such concepts do nothing but obscure the true nature of public
economy. To be sure, public and private ec~nomy cannot be conceptually
separated, both having common roots and common aims. Both have the
purpose of maximizing the utility of scarce resources. But the means of power
peculiar to the public economy present it with its own peculiar tasks, to
be solved in its own peculiar ways. The forms of state revenue with which
the theory of public fmance is concerned are alien to private economy and
have nothing to do either with exchange or production. The conception
of tax as a price for non-material products is of no use as a basis for tax theory,
because the principles involved in tax assessment have nothing in common
with the law of price.
The economic process of the State is different from that of municipalities
and other self-governing bodies. The economy of self-governing bodies
resembles private economy more closely, but it is too dependent upon the
special form which local government assumes in particular countries to be
adequately described in a general theoretical exposition. On the other hand,
we must not evade the task of describing the typical state economy. The
theory of social economy would be incomplete and unable to serve as a
foundation for the theory of public fmance and economic policy, if it failed
to describe the typical pattern of the economy of the State.
The best insight into the economic structure of the State is gained by
starting with public expenditure. Every state activity, whatever its kind,
is accompanied by expenditure, and the whole body of state activity fmds
its economic expression in state expenditure. When applied to state expenditure,
economic theory- as is its function- follows a classification along economic
rather than administrative lines. We shall set up two main categories. We
edition,
* GrtmdrijJ der Sozia/oko11omik, Book I, Part II, Chapter III : Theoric dtr Staatsrvirtschaft; second
TUbingen 1924, pp. 292- 302.
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ures which are comparable
gather together in the first category those expendit
.
·
h
services which th s
for
ures
to t e pnvate economy. They are expendit
performs separately for se~arate individuals, as happens in private exc~an~:e
or nearly so; for such serv1ces, the State may require payment from the perso~
concerned, or at. any ~ate some ~ppropriate return. We shall call such expendi~ure personally 1denufiable, or m short pe~sona_l expenditure, and distinguish
1t from the second category, that of non-1dent1fiable collective expendit
expenditure in its purely business undertakiure.
The State incurs personal
ngs,
.
.
l
h
.
.
and likew1se m t e ~o~ta s~rv1ces, r~1lways and all other public undertakings
conducted for adnumstratlv~ ~ons1derat10ns. Here, there is an exchange
between ~e S~ate and t~e rec1p1ents of the services, the State charging prices
out of wluch 1t covers Its expenses just like a private entrepreneur. The fact
that _the State sometimes de:iates ~ore_ o~ less from the price which it might
?btai~ for th~ use of pubhc services If It were seeking its own advantage
JU~t like a pnvate entrepreneur, does not affect our argument. Even when
this happe?s, the process is not basically different from that of private business
and there IS no need for us to discuss this any further.
The State also makes personal expenditure in numerous administrative
pro~edures, including jurisdiction, if it incurs costs for services rendered at
the mstance of some particular party and in its special interest, or in consequence
of some _person_'s i?frin?ement o~ the law. For such personal expenditure
the State IS well JUStified 111 recovenng the cost from the interested or culpable
part·y· by.coll~cting a fee to meet the cost wholly or at least partiy. The cost~
of litigatiOn I? civil actions, which have to be borne by the losing side, are
the most obvious example. The litigant and the judge are not market parties
and do not _transact. an exch~n?e; the fee is not a price and has only this in
c~mmon With a pnce 0at tt IS a personal payment required in connection
with a ~crsonal expendit~re: Fees deserve the closest attention in the theory
of pubhc finan~e, _hut w1th111 the framework of the analysis here proposed
they have no s1grufican ce and we shall not discuss them further. We shall
coun~ as collective expendit ure all those administrative expenses which are
occasiOned by single parties but not covered by fees.
In ~hat follows, we shall concern ourselves exclusively with collective
expenditures, because only they are characteristic of the special economic
processes of ·0~ Sta~e which we intend to discuss. Collective expenditure
can be sub-di_vtded 111to three groups according to the degree in which it
approach es pnvate_e~ono~nic expenditure. The first group comprises expenditure fo_r the ad~ru.stration of the national economy, for the purpose of
protectmg and assistmg the private economy and especially business; in the
broadest sense,. expenditure on colonial wars and other wars fought for the
sake of the natiOnal economy would have to be included here. Governmental
econo~c expenditure shares its aim with the private economy, the intended
effect 111 both cases being to ensure and increase private income. But the
process of expenditure is different. The State does not itself create income
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but merely helps to create it. Public administration provides the foundation
for earning incomes; for the rest, the private. ~conomic units are left fr~e
to use or not to use the institutions and opportumties so cre~ted. State eco~ormc
expenditure especially benefits the propertied class, which has th~ highest
·
The second group consists of other government expenditure for
mcomes.
thi
b 1
s group e o~g
internal administration, again including jurisdiction. To
not only poor relief and assistance generally, but ~so m~ney ~pent on social
here the primary purpose is not to ratse nattonal mcome but to
·
di
re fiorm, W
all
improve the lot of the masses. The third group, f~ y, compnses .expen ture on state needs in the narrower sense: expenditure for the mamtenance
of the State, its internal and external power and pres~ge, for the. ~e.~d of
the State and the armed forces. All this is often called state necessitieS and
contrasted with the interests of the people, the power and glory of the State
being conceived as an end in itself. In truth, of cours.e, i~ is justified only
by being essential to the welfare of the people and servmg It.
Collective expenditure is collective in the se~se that. co.m~o~ means are
employed by one joint authorit~ to pro~uce. services of mdis:n~nate ben~fit
to all. To a much lesser degree is It collecttve m the sense .of sattsfymg ~ollectlve
needs proper. The public economy ~~y serves uruv~rsal ~r widespread
individual needs and indeed the same mdtvtdual needs which pnvate economy
also serves: fro~ food and other subsistence needs to the loftiest cultur~l
needs. Private economic units serve these needs either by keeping an econo~c
check on their immediate satisfaction, or by producing or earning the econo~c
means necessary for satisfaction. The public economy s~r:es. them by keepmg
an economic check on state activity which protects ctvtl life and economy
and promotes them by actions exceeding the power of individuals. A~~st
minor dangers, people can protect themselves on ~eir own or by assoctatwn
with others, either directly or indirectly through msurance agatnst harmful
effects. To insure a house serves no special "need for insurance", but the
same need for shelter for which the house is intended; in like manner, the
state security services do not serve some special collective need fo~ P.rot~c~ion,
but rather the same needs of life for which the economic goods m mdivtdual
possession are intended. Even expenditure for state needs in the narrower
sense does not serve some special public need, but also the personal needs
of the citizens. In speaking of the essential or vital needs of the State, t~e
term is understood in the more general sense as against the narrower econormc
concept of needs. Unlike individual needs of~fe, p~blic ~ne~ are not concerned
with acquiring means of satisfaction nor wtth sattsfactton Itself, and they are
not subject to Gossen's law; they are needs in the sense of the n_e~d for. pow~r
and the need for freedom. Their aim is the independence of cttlzens m thetr
activities directed to the satisfaction of their physical and cultural needs.
It follows that the process of the public economy is not identical with
either the private household or private business. It differs from the private
household in that it serves principally not the immediate satisfaction of needs,
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but its protec~on ~d promotion..It differs from private business and especially
~rom produ~twn m that the pubhc eco~omy d~~s not itself create productive
mcome. It ts true that the State, by Its adrmrustration, does create certain
material values, such as roads. These are comparable with the products
of private production, in respect of the technical character of their construction
and. use. But even here there is ~e difference tha~ these material values, being
available for general use, are not mtended to provide the State with immediate
revenue, but rather to promote opportunities for earning private incomes.
When private economic units so assisted create products, these are not,
strictly speaking, products of the administration as well. State economic
administration is separated from production by a significant hiatus, the
effect of which is visible in the difference between their respective evaluations.
The rest of state activity, which creates or protects moral values, is separated
from private production by an even w ider gul£ Only figuratively can
such state activity be described as non-material production, only figuratively
can peace, security and other precious conditions of the people's existence,
which the State helps to develop and protect, be described as non-material
products. These terms are no more admissible than it would be proper to
describe a statesman or a general as a producer. The means available to the
statesman or general, the civil service and the army, are not disposable goods
like the things a producer uses; nor can their productive value and their
intrinsic value be distinguished as they can in the case of productive labour
in the technical sense. To wage war, to dispense justice and to administrate
are just as much advance provisions for the future life of the State as they
are in themselves the life of the State.
The closest analogy to the public economic process which we fmd in
the forms of private economy is a club or association, which provides common
facilities in the interests of its members and incurs common expenditure
therefor. Like an association, the state economy is essentially one of common
expenditure; as such, it does at any rate have some resemblance with the
private household and to this extent the current term of public household
is not inappropriate. Just like the expenditure of an association, the State's
spending is not covered by any income of its own. Like an association, the
State has to collect membership contributions, which the members must defray
out of their private incomes. T he revenue side of the state economy is not
independent; state revenue, which consists of the citizens' contributions, is
a special form of derivative income. By virtue of its sovereign power, the
State is in a position to make the contributions which it requires compulsory,
but it may not assess them arbitrarily any more than other sovereign rights may be
used arbitrarily. The ideal State, which we must theoretically postulate, will distribute the compulsory contributions with economic justice among the citizens.
The distribution of the compulsory contributions is an important part
of the public economic process. We shall have more to say on how it must
be carried out in order to fulfil the economic principle.
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II. VALUE IN THE PUBLIC ECONOMY
In its business undertakings the State, like any other entrepreneur, calculates
in terms of exchange value. It would be a mistake to deviate from the rational
principles of the private entrepreneur. If labour conditions are bad, then,
certainly, the State should be the first to furnish an example of reform in its
own undertakings, just as in the era of enlightened absolutism state domains
set the example for the improvement of peasant conditions. The ideal State
which we postulate will, as a private entrepreneur, remain conscious of its
duties as a State, and will avoid increasing its revenue by means which, as
a State, it would have to condemn and oppose. Even in the sphere where
the State is concerned with market value, therefore, a ray of purer social
valuatio'n begins to intrude.
Public undertakings like the Post Office and the railways are business
undertakings which the State conducts for administrative considerations.
Hence they might best be termed administrative undertakings. They have
become administrative institutions without losing their character as enterprise. They too have to be conducted in terms of exchange value, but administrative interests enter more strongly into the calculation. As a general rule,
the immediate purpose of public control is that the State wants to subtract
these undertakings from private monopoly. In the absence of other motives,
the administrative undertaking has no grounds for departing from market
values as such, and will regulate services and prices as would have happened
in conditions of orderly competition. Often, however, the administrative
undertaking has wider aims: the Post Office makes no charge at all for
official mail; sometimes the public is charged prices which do not yield
the customary net profit and even cause losses, the intention being to promote
production and traff1c by reduced tariffs; such tariff levels are sometimes
in operation even if the desired increase in national income cannot be expected
until years hence; or indeed, such tariffs are maintained for certain groups
of people or certain local sectors of the total network even though it is known
that no compensating increase in traffic can ever be expected of these groups
or sectors. Of the measures listed here, the first has no theoretical significance
for us; the second and third will be discussed later; for the moment we shall
concentrate on the last point only. If a municipal tram line grants early
morning workers reduced fares from which it earns nothing, or if the Post
Office arranges a service for remote and isolated districts at the ordinary
mail rates and thereby makes a loss, then the market valuation has been
influenced by a social valuation alien to the market. The market price is,
as we know, the composite result of need and effective demand. The private
entrepreneur supplying the market caters not to the need as such but to
effective demand only. Not so the administrative undertaking in the cases
mentioned. It serves a need unsupported by sufficient ability to pay, and
it docs so because it deems the need it serves to be important enough to warrant
satisfaction in any case. Here the administrative undertaking charges not
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according to exchange value but according to use value, as the latter would
be determined by a centrally conducted society according to the laws of
the simple economy.
In contrast to the administrative undertaking, the economic administration
of the State no longer calculates according to exchange value and is altogether
disconnected from the notion of profit; if we neglect fees and direct charges,
its services are offered free. A road which produces no profit has no exchange
value as income-producing capital, nor, since it is not intended for sale, has
it any other exchange value. To be sure, this public use value is based on the
private economic value of the road for the persons using it. If roads and
equally all other institutions of the economic administration were not suitable
for use by anyone and had no personal value for anyone, they would have
no public value either. In the main, economic administration must be directed
towards enabling private economic units to secure the highest possible net
profit in terms of money. A State which, in principle, acknowledges the justification of the system of private enterprise would find itself in insoluble
contradiction with this view if it were to reject, on principle, the valuations
which citizens reach in accordance with market prices.
Only in exceptional cases, when the State interferes in the general interest
to supplement or rectify the course of private enterprise, will the State base
its decisions on valuations which supplement or rectify private exchange
value. More especially the economic administration, as indeed the administrative undertaking does to some extent, will make provision for certain
legitimate needs even when they are unsupported by adequate purchasing
power. If, after a crop failure, grain export is prohibited, the State does not
calculate in terms of exchange value but of public use value on the analogy
of use value in the simple economy. The need is evaluated without reference
to ability to pay. The poorer classes not being able to compete successfully
with foreign purchasing power, the State gives their needs priority over the
market profits of producers and exporters and transport concerns.
Public use value, as we meet it in the economic administration of the State,
shares with market value the basic condition of all economic action in the
simple economy, i.e. divisibility of labour and of stocks of goods. Public
use value is a partial value determined by the partial utility of the last available
unit. However, this partial value is not sufficient for the State in numerous
flClds outside its economic administration, where the process of the public
economy is such that the assumption of divisibility cannot be made. This
is the case wherever common effort must be employed as a whole and total
effects estimated; these effects can no longer be reckoned as a sum of partial
values, like profits in the world of goods. Examples are not lacking even
in the economic administration, although on the whole it is concerned with
partial values only. Thus the question whether the country is to be mainly
industrial or mainly agrarian will not be decided merely by weighing the
sum total of yields to be expected from the increased activity of industry
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or farming; other considerations enter, such as the overall effect of ~he o~e
or other system upon population structure, the health .of the natlOn, Its
military strength, and other major national interests .. Margi?.allaws no longer
count; partial values imputed on the basis of margmal utility .are alt.ogether
too narrow for the valuations in question . They rest on the pnmary mt~rests
of society. What is at stake is the total value of the benef1ts to be achieved
by common effort.
.
.
This does not imply abandonment of calculati. on m
terms of partial values
for individual goods and labour expended for ~ublic services. Arm~m~nts
and all other items of military equipment, strategic stock.s of food, ~w~dmgs
and ships are paid for individually according to their m~gmal value; Slmtla~ly,
the emoluments of offtcers and civil servants in the mam follow the margmal
laws of the market. Given the very large amounts of expen.se involved, .the
military administration cannot afford to be anything but stn~tly economtcal
and cannot depart in any single case from the law of margmal value. But
over and above this, military interests have to be evaluated as a whole o~ the
national level in terms of the effect of the use of military power on national
independence. The monetary sacriftces imposed o~ the citizens for the p~rpose
of national defence are measured in terms of this total value and on It r~sts
compulsory military service as well as all the other o?pressive burden~ which
the people have to shoulder in time .of war. If mtsu~ed .for dynastic wars,
general military service would be ~ mtoler~bl~ expl01tati~n .of the pe?ple,
far worse than the worst entrepreneunal explOitation; when hmtted to national
defence, military service rests on a collective valuation- military service for
the sake of the State is ra\ed so highly that the State resolves to demand
it of the citizens, even if they are thereby withdraw n from the peaceful
occupations which the market ass~sses most highly in terms of exchange
value.
Collective valuation by the State diverges from private exchange value
most widely in the case of the evaluatio n of human labour. For ~he entrepreneur wage labour is simply a means to earn proftts; econo~cally, the
worker is nothing more to the entrepreneur than a person offermg labour
for w ages and is paid no more than the marginal .utility ?fl~bour. The State,
on the other hand, cannot acquiesce in a valuation which m the last resort
amounts to regarding the worker, as a human being, as a mere m~ans. of
revenue. The State cannot condone a system by which anyone contnbu ung
to the process of social production is treated unfairly when the produ~t
comes to be shared. The State must respect the dignity which is the wor~er s
birthright as a human being with human needs, and as a member of soctety.
The State does not normally go so far as to overthro w the private le~al
order and to interfere with the distribution of the national income accordmg
to market valuations; but the State does recognize its obligation to prote~t
the threatened vital interests of the workers to the best of its ability and If
necessary with the help of public funds. This has the further consequence
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of enabling the workers to bring such forces to bear as will give them a chance
to earn adequate wages.
The theory
in the public economy has not been much ·
·
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s . eory m gene.r ter.ms and used it to develop the general
concept of
public value ~or h1s particular purpose. According to List, the State should
not calculate m terms of private exchange value as an entrepreneur d
0
but should be concerned only with the promotio n of the nation's prod t·es,
·
h .
d'
uc Ive
capactty ; t e Imme tate sacrifices in exchange value will be amply repaid
later· The State should act like a father who secures the good of his sons m
l b .
.
~
ore
sure y y mcurnng ~os~s .ror
their best possible education than by sending
them out to earn the1r livmg as soon as possible and sell their labour on th
market. But List'~ own exa~ple shows that the contrast between exchang~
value and productive forces IS not such as he sees it. The father who gives his
sons the best possible education so as to enable them to earn as much as possible
later, counts on an exchange value derived from the expected productive
~ewers. So. does any entrepreneur who is prepared to work at a loss for some
time. I~ this respect there, is no essential contrast between the entrepreneur's
calculation and the States; the only difference is that the State can hold
out l~nger than even the .richest e~trep.reneur. List's terminology is justifiable
only m so far as the penods ?f time m the perspective of the entrepreneur
are short enough to enable him to calculate in advance with fair accuracy
~ow muc~1 in exchange ~alue he can expect. By contrast, the State has to plan
Its protecti':'e custom~ po~cy ~or sue~ lo~g periods, and the expected expansion
of productive capacity m this penod 1s so far-reaching, that the figures of
future. valu.es are beyond present assessment. All that the State can do in the
~eantime IS to evaluate the productive powers as such. What List describes
IS a form .of public us.e valu~: the use value of slowly maturing productive
forces ~hie~ for the t1me bemg lack the complementary additions necessary
for their frmtful development. List failed to touch upon those points which
could really reveal the contrast between exchange value and public use value.

III. THE E CONOMIC PRINCIPLE IN THE PUBLIC ECONOM Y
l.t ~s. clear that ':h.enev~r the State goes by exchange value in its business
ac~IVI.tles ~d admtmstratlve undertakings, it keeps strictly to the economi
c
prmc1ple , h.ke all entrepreneurs; it aims at the highest net profit as calculated
by com?ans ?n .between costs and receipts. It is furthermore clear that the
eco?om1c pr~ctpl~ is not violated if the State occasionally, in these under~~kings.' cons~der.s s1mple social. utility. instead of exchange value. It still chooses
at gam wh1ch It deems the highest It can reach in the circumstances.
1

Das tratiotrale System der Poliriscllen Okotlomie, Chapter 12.
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The protective functions of the State are of particular impor
tance for
its budgeting. To this extent state expenditure must always
be conditioned
by the danger against which the State offers protection: strong
er safeguards
are necessary against a raging torrent i:han against still waters
. At a time
when the great powers are engaged in an armaments race, no countr
y can afford
to fall too far behind in military expenditure. The poorer ,Stat<:>
cannot measure
the extent of its military preparations merely by its own econo
mic capacity,
but must also take account of the general armaments positio
n; even a State
whose economic means are on the decline may have to expan
d military
expenditure at such a time. These circumstances are at the root
of 1he oftquoted maxim that, unlike the private economy where expen
diture is to ·
be determined by available receipts, the State has to determ
ine its revenue
in the light of necessary expenditure. But this is much too genera
l a formulation.
State spending too must be conditioned by the revenue which
due observance
of the limits of individual economic capacity permits the State
to levy from
the citizens' income. We shall presently have more to say on
this. The one
thing that is true is that, more frequently than private person
s, the State is
obliged to step up its essential expenditure suddenly and extens
ively. The
reason lies in the special nature of the State's economic functio
ns. Private
economy has to see to the economic satisfaction of needs and
to earn the
means necessary thereto; it is concerned with partial satisfactions
and partial
effort and hence can flexibly keep to the line prescribed by margi
nal utility
on the basis of Gossen's law. But the public economy, to the
extent of its
protective functions, has to determine the level of its expen
diture largely
on the basis of facts over which it has no control. Imminent
danger of war
may suddenly jeopardise vital national interests, the safeguarding
of which
called for no special provision in more peaceful times.
The State always has to observ e certain limits given by the
economic
capacity of the individuals from whom compulsory contribution
s are levied.
If all citizens were equally endowed with wealth, theory could
get by with
the simple rule that there should be one uniform limit of utility
for State
and citizens; the State should not appropriate means which
could be used
privately to create greater utility, nor, conversely, should means
be withheld
from the State which it could put to better use. Given the prevai
ling inequalities, however, this rule is inadequate to defme an economic
standard for
the distribution of the tax burden among individual taxpayers.
To be sure,
it is not our task to solve this major problem of tax theory within
the framework of general economic theory. Nevertheless, we could
not say that
economic theory had fully discharged its task if it failed to provid
e at least
the general theoretical foundations which tax theory requires
to solve the
problem.
The two guiding principles of just taxation, universality and
equality, are
a direct consequence of the nature of the State as an organization
of society .
The social character of the state association would be annulled
in the absence
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of the principle that all members are obliged to make contributions towards
their common aims; it would equally br annulled if the obligation applied
in unequal measure. It is the task of tax theory to show how to implement
the principle of equality in detaiL Opinion on this has changed in the course
of time. The classical theory demanded that contributions should be graded
according to income, and should, as Adam Smith said,2 be proportional
to the income which citizens enjoyed under state protection. This assumes
that public services are invariably reflected in an increase in personal incomean assumption valid perhaps for the economic administration, but certainly
not for the rest of state activity. Modern theories are different. They demand
tax distribution according to personal economic capacity measured by the
ability to pay taxes or by the size of the sacriftce imposed upon the individual
by his tax payments. Advanced modern views support certain deftnite claims:
taxation of subsistence incomes is considered intolerable and their exemption
claimed; tax distribution without reference to the number of children and
other similar need circumstances is deemed unjust; unearned incomes are
to be more heavily taxed than earned ones and there should be progressive
taxation of higher incomes. Perhaps these demands go too far, perhaps at
least the cost of economic administration should, as older theory thought,
be covered by levies in exact proportion to income. It is not part of our task
to deal with such questions of detail, but we must raise another objection
from the point of view of general economic theory. In the motives which
modem teaching invokes, we miss a solid theoretical foundation. Neither.
economic capacity, nor ability to pay tax nor tax sacriftce are established
~oncepts of economic theory, and so long as tax theory bases its demands
on these motives only, it remains without connection with general economic
t~eory.

;The concept of subjective value, or personal value as we have called it,
gives us the connection we seek. All the separate elements of capacity,
ability-to-pay and sacrifice, which are invoked, are really elements of personal
valuation. The number of children and similar circumstances are clearly
elements of the need situation; size and source of income-whether earned
or not-are elements of the income and wealth situation and hence of the
supply situation in monetary terms. When we speak of minimum subsistence
income, we measure income level by the standard of subsistence needs; the
claim for progressi-.re taxation means comparing growing income with decreasing intensity of needs according to Gossen's law and the marginal law.
The basis of all progressive tax rates is the general scale of needs, according
to which the personal value of a unit of money is much higher for the ftrst
thousand units of income than for the second, let alone for the 99th and
100th thousand, and the difference between the first and the second thousand
much greater than that between the 99th and 100th thousand. Thus all the
tendencies of modem tax policy are theoretically fmnly founded on the
2

Tl~e Wealth of Natious, Book 5, Chapter 2, Part 2, 1.
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A SOCIOLO GICAL APPROA CH TO PROBLE MS OF PUBLIC
FINANCE
By RUDOLF GOLDS C HEID
Translated from German* by Elizabeth Henderson

The Nature and Significance of Financial Sociology
The origin of the State lies in association for purposes of defence and to
meet common fiscal needs. These two factors endow the State with its distinct
status as an association in law. Hence it is the most serious deftciency of our
whole body of social science that we lack a theory of fmancial sociology
and that the problems of public fmance remain without sociological foundation. Only sociology can show how social conditions determine public needs
and the manner of their satisfaction by more direct or mote indirect means,
and how ultimately the pattern and evolution of society determine the
shaping of the interrelations between public expenditu re and public revenue.
A community's expenditure and revenue cannot in the long rw1 be considered
separately. They have so close a reciprocal functional relationship that we
may say: Tell me how and whence you acquire your revenue, and I shall
tell you what your expenditure budget must look like. The same applies
in reverse: Tell me what you want to spend your money on, and I shall
tell you by what means you will get the required revenue, what classes of
society you must draw upon and the size and kind of administrative apparatus
you will need therefor. The mechanism of mutual interdependence between
expenditure and revenue ought to be the primary problem of the science
of public finance; but although frequent tentative beginnings were made
in this direction, they were never followed up consistently. Instead of an
analysis of the relation between expenditure and revenue, there was only
purely superftcial comparison; at best the question was raised, in a practical
context, whether it was more opportune to reduce expenditure or to raise
revenue. In these circumstances the science of public finance had no particular
need to uncover the roots of this functional relationship in the structure of
society.
The pattern of public finance has at all times had a decisive influence on
national and social evolution. Tax struggles were the oldest form of class
struggle, and fiscal matters were an important contributory cause even in
the mightiest spiritual movements of mankind. It is a fact, for instance, that
the great religious revolutions can be proved to have been strongly rooted
in intolerable tax pressure. On the other hand, it is interesting to observe
that the failure of most revolutions can be traced to the same sociological
source, namely to the deficiencies of the victorious classes' fiscal policy.
* Extracts fro m "Staat, offcntlichcr Haushalt und Gesellschaft, W esen und Aufgaben der Finanzwisscnschaftcn vom Standpunktc der Soziologic" , Hat1dbud1 dtr Finanz •vissttrsd•afi, edited by W . Gerloff
and F. Meisel, Vo l. 1, TUbingcn 1925, pp. 146-185.
A more extensive statement of Goldscheid's Finanzsoz iologit will be found in his Staatssoz ialismus
odtr Staatskapitalismus, Vienna, 1917.
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The Dispossession oj the State
The science of public fmance is in the main concerned WI.th th e fimances
·
fth s
e tate; yet It never stops to ask who in fact is the State· How are thin gs
o
· 1
· ali
m re . ty? Strict c ass distinction appears natural at the earliest stages of a society
orgaruzed as a State. External protection and power, and enrichment of
some classes at th~ expense of others have always been the purpose of contribut~ry systems. It Is not so long ago that things became different in public
life and even now the change is anything but fundamental. Indeed in some
respects the d.evelopment in the most recent centuries has been such that
we have no n~ht to look with contempt upon the fiscal conditions of the
past ~or ~o pnde ourselves on our achievements. There are two reasons
for this. F1rst of all, it is a fact that, contrary to appearances, the public househ.ol·d· re~ted on a much more solid foundation in more primitive stages of
civilizatiOn than it does in our most advanced modem States. Not always
was the State propertyless and indeed de:p~y in debt as our tax States generally
are. Large d~b~ were by no means ongmally an ineluctable feature of the
State. In antiqwty and often still in the Middle Ages it was the rule for the
State to own la~ge p~ssessions, albeit in the form of the princes' personal
property. Sometimes mdeed these possessions were so vast that tithes and
tax~ or customs used to be quite incidental and were levied only to supplemen t
public property- which, it is true, was ~ostly the property of prince, nobility
or Church-- or else to cover extraordmary expenditure due to war or th
results of war, or to the rulers' mismanagement and waste. Only later an1
by slow stages the State gradually lost its property by a process which we
may best call the gradual "expropriation of the State". This expropriation
has ~one very far by now and it is one of the factors which cause contemporary
public fm~nce systems to compare very unfavourably with those of even
the most distant past. In earlier times the public finances were more ingenuous
and by that token als? much more honest. The fiction of tax justice was not
yet cu:rent, nor was It ne~essary to use it on such a scale as since the end of
the Middle Ages and particularly during this last century of the ascendancy
of democracy.
The earliest form of the science of public finance was chrematistics which
later e~olved int~ ca~eralistics. Now it was the avowed object of chre~atistics
t~ ennc~ the. prmce s treasury. If those early fmancial experts occasionally
tned t~ Iden~fy the wealth of the prince with the well-being of the people
~ey di~ so m a purely incidental manner. This aspect was stressed mostl;
m questions of foreign defence, to the extent that State funds served as war
funds. For the rest it was taken for granted that the people had to provide
th~ me~ns ~or the splendour of the rulers' way of life. Tlus attitude is well
epttonuzed m the famous saying by Louis XIV: L' etat c' est moi. But, however
~scrup~ous and extravagant a use the princes always made of their extorted
nches, this does not alter the fact that for a very long time it was considered
natural for the State to be rich. This was so in early antiquity and particularly
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also during the initial period of mercantilism; it was advanced capitalism
which became the creator of the poor State, or as we might almost say,
the State which is poor on principle.
This development was due to the struggle among the princes and between
them and the Church, which had acquired a strong capitalistic structure.
The main factor was the constant wars arising from this struggle. The feudal
State, the guild State as well as absolute monarchy had a natural interest
in accumulating as much wealth as possible, in keeping the economy subject
and in regulating it in minute detail in order to appropriate unto themselves
as much as possible of the newly-emergit:J,g private wealth and to rule sovereign
over the subjects' possessions. Everywhere tax pressure became the most
powerful motive force of social struggle. Fiscal exploitation is the oldest
form of exploitation besides outright slavery. Fiscal exploitation was the
lot of nations defeated in war and fiscal exploitation is the beginning of the
process by which free men are enslaved. Long before the emergence of the
capitalist economic system fiscal exploitation is seen to operate and only
thereby was the ground gradually prepared for the capitalist economy. We
can trace this development in the oldest forms of exploitation which were
war and slave economy, as also in the oldest forms of capitalism, the capitalism
of the princes, nobility and guilds, as well as of the Church. In all these original
forms of exploitation and early forms of capitalism public finances and tax
system played a decisive part. Marx recognized this very clearly when he
described public debts as the lever of original capital accumulation. Strangely
enough, however, he failed to build this profound insight functionally into
his whole doctrine.
The degree to which the characteristic features of the State as such depend
upon the evolution of public fmances is also strikingly demonstrated by the
genesis of basic democratic rights. By and large, Parliamentary institutions
began when the estates acquired the right to control taxation and franchise
was originally closely linked to tax assessment, only the taxpayer having
the right to vote. This latter limitation has lasted almost into our own days.
Similarly, nearly all the privileged classes' privileges were tax privileges,
the classes were largdy tax classes. Wars and the financial needs of power
politics became the origin of social forms, and this too confirms our thesis
that the juridical nature of the State can be properly understood only if
its military and above all financial nature has been grasped first.
One of the most interesting chapters in the history of the evolution of
the State is the transition phase when the ruling classes' best interests began
to be served by a poor rather than a rich State. In the pure feudal State as
also in the pure absolute State, when the people had no right whatever of
influencing the management of the public fmances and the rulers could
squander the public wealth at their discretion and replenish it as they wished
at the expense of the people, public property was merely a special form
of the private property of those in power. From the moment when public
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property began to be subject to some sort of public control, however limited,
any economic strengthening of the State became an obstacle to the arbitrary
power of the new rulers. Thus we realize that two equidirectional tendencies
combined to bring about the dispossession of the State: on the one hand
the princes' reckless borrowing and heedless disposal of State land and domains,
and their incapacity to. administer public prop~rty or conduct the economy;
on the other hand the mterest of the.ne~ creditors of the State in exploiting
the State more and more. Thus explottat1on by the State ended up in exploitation of the tax State.
The masses which eventually acquired greater power in the State saw
themselves cheated of their prize when they got not the rich State but the poor
on~. The poor State. can cal~ly be allowed to fall into the hands of the people,
which thereby. acqwres not~g but ~mpty c~~ers. It is the innermost meaning
of the syn~hests of the States soveretgn polittcal power and economic impotence-which to preserve even now everything is being done-that when
P?Or men conquer power over the poor State this is but a meeting of the
dtspossessed. The relation between private property and public property is
thus a decisive factor in the whole development of the property order. In
~e absolute State those who held the greatest power were the State itself,
Its wealth was their wealth. In the era of constitutional government, State
and property became separated. As constitutional government grew, and as
large-scale private ~nterprise ~ained power in the unfettered economy, so
these e.ntrepreneurs jealously tned to prevent the State from competing with
them m the economic field. The rising bourgeois classes wanted a poor
State, a State depending for its revenue on their good graces, because. these
classes knew their own power to depend upon what the State did or·did not
~ve money for. Bu~ the:' poor State of necessity eventually cramps productton,. the poverty-stncken State must by the same token be the povertycreatmg State.

Social Fictions and Social Reality
One of the most naive of the doctrines which dominate our times is that
w~ch lays down that science is to concern itself only with what is and not
~th what should be. This most conveniently absolves one from looking
mto the real effects of property order and financial system, or indeed from
establishing objectively whether they even aim at furthering the common
weal.
It is of course possible to imagine or to construe an economy and a State
which aim at the satisfaction of the people's needs. But in reality the essence
of economy and State is by no means given by such an aim. The contrary
can be observed over and over again: the State often does not set out at all
to manage economically, it sets out to waste, to rob Peter in order to pay
Paul, to be poor in order not to have to give. Hence, however correct the
defmitions which professional science gives of economy and State, these
p
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definitions pass off economy ~~d State as they should be for eco~o~y and
State as they are. These defirut~ons ~re contrary to fact and therem lies the
fundamental illusion of the social sciences.
ains one of the unwritten laws of our time never to look for the
It
cause~e~ople prefer not to investigate too closely why ~ngs a~e as they
are, so as not to have to find out that they might be otherWise.. Neither cause
nor effect are faced, and for the same reason: one must do v10lence to the
facts in order· to do violence to the people.
An honest and dispassionate study of the manner in which social structure
and financial circumstances mutually condition each other would have led
to far more profound and reliable results than. did the traditional m~~hods
with their implicit party-political prejudice, which are s? uncompro~sm~ly
one-sided as to constitute an· a priori hindrance to the dtscovery of objective
truth. It would of course be a grave mistake to examine state, social and
economic institutions solely from the point of view of assessing them as
good or bad, just or unjust, by some genera.l standard. But it is a~ even worse
mistake simply to take it for granted, without even atter~pt.mg to prove
it, that they have objectively good, just or h~m~e ends. This lS tanta~ount
to replacing diagnosis and therapy by descnptt~e patho~ogy. The a1ms of
social measures are fully determined by the gtven soc1al structure; they
can be studied objectively only by basing analysis a~~ judgement on the
real aims rather than on aims described as such for polittcal reasons.
Thus it is perfectly _possible to praise the virtues of the feuda.l Sta~e or absolu~e
monarchy or the capitalist economy; but it is absurd to beheve m the poSSIbility of just taxation within these social systems.. Equally one may regard
it as utopian to want to do away completely Wlth warfare, ~ut then one
must not accept the illusion that there is s~me w_ay of creatmg a .sec~re
financial order in a world tom by wars. It 1s posstble, on some subjective
grounds, to approve of the growing indebte~ness of the S~ate to private
capital, but it is foolish self-deception to. believ~ that ~he dtspossessed. ~d
heavily indebted State is capable of fulfilling maJOr soc1al ta_s~. Nor ts tt,
finally, impossible to view with sovereign neglect the cont.radtctlon between
social and economic structure and its juridical and financtal superstructure;
but it would be an altogether unrealistic misrepresentation to regard t~e
defects which necessarily result from this contradiction as ac;cidental disturbances or ;~.s ineluctable evils due to human nature or to the nature of
society and economy. All this goes to prove that a sociolo~ical approach
is the fundamental condition of any objective theory of public finance. Or
in other words: the history, sociology and statistics of fmance are the three
pillars which alone can support a theory of public fmance which is not totally
divorced from reality.
Of these three basic pillars, fmancial sociology is the most importan.t.
It alone can show up the part played by the origin and composition of pubhc
revenue in the development of society as a whole and thereby in the destiny
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of nations and individuals alike. It depends upon social structure and
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persona taxes or taxes on o ~ects, mcome an profits taxes or land,
~roperty and d~ath taxes are to be chosen, whether the tax screw should be
tightened or reheved, what groups of the population are to bear the heavier
or the lighter burden, whether more reliance is to be placed on customs
and excise or on. loan~, whether internal or external borrowing is preferable,
whether expenditure ts to be reduced or revenue raised, how taxation is to
be combined with economic incentives, and so on.

•

Fiscal Reform and the Social Question
If the- State has no property of its own, the public treasury is bound to
be no more than a channel for the passage of tax monies. In the absence
of an owner o.f public property there will always be a tendency for tax revenue,
~welled by a stzea~le profit, to ret~m to those who, being richest, are allegedly
mtended to contnbute most. This. leads to the sorest point in all financial
theory and pr~ctice, indeed in the entire body of economic theory so far.
The l~tter retams a pur~ly private and individualistic approach also as regards
fm~nctal problems, which cannot be examined from the point of view of
soctal economy so long as there are no rudiments even of a theory of public
property. In this respe:t the socialist theory of society and economy fails no
less ~han the bourgeo1s ~heory, because in the last analysis both are equally
hostile to the State. Soctalist theory knows the State only as the class State
and hence has no positive attitude to it, at least in theory. The liberal view
of the State suffers from even greater contradictions. Liberalism has forfeited
it~ abili.ty t~ s~rvive because its fmancial policy forces it to accept State power.
Ltberalisn: I~ ~volve~ ~n the contradiction of conceding the widest political
~owers vts-a-vts the c1t1zens to a State which it otherwise knows only as an
t~debted, clumsy, bureaucratic apparatus incapable of economic administration and hence to be debarred as far as possible from interference with the
economy.
In. these circumstances it is neither surprising nor accidental that in times
of difficulty th~ conservative view of the State always comes to the fore,
h~wever excl~s1~e its accent on the power of the State. Even though conserv~tlve theory lirruts the State according to the interests of certain ruling classes,
lt d~es at least advocate a State which is to some extent politically and econo~cally strong. Thereby this theory appears to incorporate the most
consistent. ~d cohe~ent doctrine. In reality even conservative theory has
not as positive an attitude to the State a.s it pretends to have. The State which
~s the?ry defends is not the people in the form of society, notwithstanding
lip-serv1ce to the "creative spirit of the people" in a loud-voiced enthusiasm
for the unity of State and people. But this identification remains in the realm
of ideals and is never translated into any real care of the State for the people;
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on the contrary, the unscalable wall of sacrosanct private enterprise is always
interposed between State and people. So if liberals and socialists are hostile
to the State, conservatives are hostile to the people. The State as an organization of the people lacks politically powerful groups from which it could
draw support. And this grave shortcoming is most strongly reflected in the
science of public fmance. This is particularly obvious in the fact that the
science of public fmance is that part of the social sciences which has lagged
furthest behind during recent decades and which indeed is less advanced
now than it was in the past. Paradoxically, one of the main reasons for this
is the advance of socialism. While all other branches of economics have
received the most fruitful stimulus by socialism, no such thing can be observed
in the science of public fmance. This could hardly be otherwise, seeing that
the decisive impulse of all economic theory has been the struggle for or against
socialism and that socialism is characterized by its negation of the State which
it regards as moribund.
It is true that nowadays socialism is no longer inclined to wash its hands
entirely of questions of public fmance and to leave them to the ruling classes
alone. Modern socialists no longer unconditionally reject the budget; they
stress very rightly that the important thing is not the kinds and level of taxes
but their use; they insist that only the social effect of a tax can show whether
it is not in fact indirect although its formal features characterize it as direct;
and they demand tl1at the ever-growing consumption and transfer taxes
should be abolished and replaced, not supplemented, by taxation of income
and property (resolution of the Socialist Party Congress, Jena 1909). This
is indeed considerable progress, but it does not amount to a consistent and
internally logical -positive fmancial programme; nor does the rejection of
all public debts and the reiterated demand that besides sharply progressive
income taxes property itself should be radically drawn upon by property
and death taxes.
What is needed above all is a thorough understanding of the functional
part played by public fmance in the evolution of State and society and in
their mutual interdependence. It does not help to work out the most beautiful
programme of duties for the State, if this means asking it to do something
which its given structure does not enable it to do. Hence the main question
is this : whereby can the structure of the State be expected to be fundamentally
alteredl Marx pinned his hopes on the day when capital accumulation and
concentration would have gone so far that the expropriated would expropriate
the expropriators; but he made no allowance for the fact that as soon as
capitalism threatens to become its own gravedigger it plunges the State into
war. Indeed Marx so completely neglected the State in his conclusions, that
he failed to observe how its expropriation helped the private expropriators.
Even now, when socialists have long abandoned the belief that the capitalist
economy can all at once be transformed into a socialist one, and when they
identify themselves with the State to the extent of entering government
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. o- al critique which Marx and. Enge1s h
ev~ e. at pnvate enterpnse could not alter the sovereign position of ave
the
capitalist power State so long as, prisoners of the individualistic ideology
th~y regar~ed the separa~on of worker and means of production as th~
pnmary ev.ll. T~e real soc1al evil resides in the separation of State and means
of productl~n., m the ~act that organized society is debarred from ownership
of t~e nat10n s matenal w.ealth. Nationalization of means of production
remams an e~pty formula w1thout clear understanding of the relations between
~tate ~nd society. The bou:geois classes have conquered the State by stripping
lt of Its ~ealth, the working classes must try to conquer it by returning its
wealth. to 1t. A ~ropertyless State may be politically conquered by the workers
for a tl~e, but 1t cannot be economically held in the long run. The decisive
revolu~onary battle ~ust be fought in the field of the theory and practice
?f publi~ finance and ~n any case the central doctrines of capitalism are rooted
m the sc1ence of pu?hc fmance. This is the reason why public finance reform
means as much or mdeed.more to us than constitutional and administrative
reform mea_nt. to the generation a hundred years ago.
State soctahsm. could not . ac~eve any decisive results. Real progress is
to be found. only m State capttahsm, which fundamentally alters the structure
of the public household and thereby the whole economic structure of the
Stat~. For example, .we can ob.ser:e everywhere that the State is decisively
fashioned by heavy mdustry With tts control over iron and coal by the big
lando:vners an~ the fmancial magnates. However much socialism keeps
~ocussrng atten~o~ on it, this piece of knowledge cannot come to full fruition so long. as tt 1s not thought through to its logical conclusion, namely
th~ pattern tmposed upon public fmance by the influence of these closely
allied classes.
It is therefore both absurd and very strange that nearly all th 1 din ·
"ali th
..
fi
e ea g
soct
st · eorctlctans
rom Marx to our days• who otherw1se
b
.
· so desp1se
·
ourgeots eco~omtc and financial theory, should agree with it completely
on the on~ po.mt that ~~ refor~ and public fmance reform can by and large
alter no~g m ~e extsttng soctal and economic order and that fiscal policy
c~n c?ntnbute little or nothing to a solution of the social question. This
vte~ ts firmly taken by Karl Renner, whose little book Die Steuern und das
arbertende Volk (1909) is one of the best socialist contributions to fmancial
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problems and the first to cont~ significant grou~~work for a financial
sociology ; it is equally appare~t m Eduard Be~-nstem s Das Steuerpro~ramm
der Sozialdemokratie (1914), which for the rest IS full of valuable detaiL To
pose the social question in t~ese t~rms is to make it ~nsolu~le_ a priori. So long
as the basic structure of the public household remams as It Is, no more than
the most modest success can be expected for such slogans as No Public Debts
or Abolish Indirect Taxation, which Renner and Bernstein adopt in company
with the overwhelming majority of social democrats. A State without property
of its own, where the ruling classes wield the tax power, has far too limited
a choice of sources of revenue to be able to forgo radical consumption taxes
even if it wished to do so. Such a State, by reason of its very construction,
is fated to fall more and more into debt however much it tries not to do so.
The exact contrary of what Renner and Bernstein say is true: it is a petit
bourgeois and in the last analysis individualistic illusion to believe that
capitalism and all the evils it entails for State and society alike can be
surmounted without a fundamental reform of the public household and
without eliminating its fiscal foundations. Only a rich State can be a
.
.
just State.
The fundamental insight which can be gained from financial sociology
is this: that nowhere the entirety of any given order of society and economy
is reflected as clearly as in the public household, that the State cannot be
very different from its financial system, that every single private household
is intimately connected with the State household. If the State household
lacks sound foundations, every private household is by the same token not
only economically but morally undermined. we· can go even further and say
that the degree of soundness of the public household determines the level
of public morality. What is the point of the eternal complaints abo~t
low tax ethics, if the fmancial practices of the State and other pubhc
authorities cannot stand the test even of economic standards, let alone
moral ones?

The State Within the State
Nothing much can be altered in the structure and functions of the State
so long as exploitation remains the guiding principle. In this· context it makes
little difference whether the State exploits or is exploited. In either case the
mechanism of exploitation leads to something like a State within the State
and this becomes the real State in the place of that which is declared as such
by the formal legal order and its sham moral trimmings. The science of
public fmance must realize that what it is doing in the main is to deal with
the finances of that State within the State, to describe its laws and to look
for norms to cover its re9,uirements. So long as the science of public fmance
continues doing this rather than conceiving of the public fmances as the
finances of the people and consolidating them as such, so long will the science
of public finance remain divorced from the vital needs of society and indeed
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represented ei er natve se - eceptwn or cunning deception of the people.
The struggle betwee~ the State and the State within the State prevented
·
the State from assummg the functions which it should have assumed ma
h
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c a?gmg soc~ety. T e State remained in contradiction with its own
social foundations, because its fmancial system kept it chained to an obsolete past.
All ~ese conne~tions have bee~ far too neglected in the past. This was
res~on~I~le for failure to understand how strongly tax exploitation and
capitalisti~ exploitation, the tum of the tax screw and the turn of the profit
screw, r~m~orce each other. _Once this is rec;ognized the mutual dependence
?f explo~tatlon at all_ levels Is seen in its full significance. Fiscal exploitation
Is an mdispensabl~ adjunct o~ ex_Ploitation by private enterprise; it constitutes
the_ l~gal foundatiOn of capitalism and an element of its fulfilment. Even
soci~list theory has so far almost completely overlooked this. It gave us a
detailed and astute description of the struggle of the classes for control of
the S~ate, but we lack an equall~ discerning description of the eventually
resulttng struggle_ of all classes agatnst the State. Yet it is precisely this latter
phenomenon which became decisive in shaping public finances and thereby
the whole development of State and society. Over and over again we can
observe that as soon as the capitalist classes' power over the State diminishes
they encourage in~ation by all means; and they immediately return to th;
advocacy of deflationary measures as soon as they sit firmly enough in the
saddle to be able to ride as and where they please. Always the capitalists have
needed the State to ~stablish ~rofits on a really grand scale, never have they
been. able to . c.onsoli~ate thetr econ~rnically, socially and politically predommant p~sitlOn Without the backing of the public finances. The State
beca~e the mstrume~t of th~ r~g classes by the fiscal organization which
they Imposed upon It. Capitalists have used the public household on the
largest scale to ~nhance th_eir profits and extend their power since capitalism
has ~merged ~numphant m the form of finance capital.
Pnvate capital and the group of fmance magnates who constitute the
State within the State kn~w very well where they are most vulnerable. They
~ow that they must r~tam control over the public household if their power
Is not ~o he sappe~ at Its roots. In a democratic community, which is at the
same time economtcally strong, there is no room for a State within the State.
Only a State forced to live from hand to mouth and deprived of sufficient
funds to meet even the most urgent social needs on its own remains at the
mercy of private capital. If the State must constantly fail to satisfy even
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the most urgent social needs because it is, so to speak, the foremost pauper
in the country, because the nation's wealth is on the whole owned by the
nation's private members and because the State has access to all resources
only at one remove -how then can the State arouse anything but hostility
against itself~ Those who hold power are hostile to the State because
they naturally want to keep it economically impotent and unable to take
too much from them without damage to itself; and the poor are hostile to
the State because it is incapable of giving them that for which in their weakness
they can l~ok only to the community. The poor can be helped only if there
are as many rich as possible-this has so far been the unwritten basic law
of economic theory. It was said that to attack private wealth meant creating
poverty for society. The wealthy classes always pretended that the poor
were parasites and would be destroying their host by destroying private
wealth. It is still the ultimate wisdom of those who rule the State that
the economy must be protected against the State and the State against
the poor.
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Public proper an to raise Its pro ~ctivity. The natural social result of such
a developme~t would be a State which gradually needs to take less and less
an~ yet can give more and more. For a well managed public economy necessarily becomes a source of income for all.
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The Restitution of Wealth to the State

Every social problem and indeed every economic problem is in the last
resort a. financial problem. Whatever question is under discussion, whether
it be intensification of agriculture to exploit the astonishing potentialities
opened up by the progress of chemistry, or rationalization of industrial
production, or an attempt to avoid the enormous waste of human life and
health in cultural progress-always we need capital, to "be advanced for
equipment which can yield a return only later. In this sense capitalism is
an eternal economic category and it is immaterial whether the tasks are those
of public economy or private economy. It follows that economic calculation
is much the same for public economy and private economy, except for the
former's ability to apply more precise methods in technical production and
in the economy of human resources. The important divergence between
public and private economy sets in with the manner of creating surplus
value and using it in the interests of society. The extent to which public
enterprises should aim at making a prof1t is purely a question of expediency,
to be decided according to circumstances; it is not a question of principle
which requires a general solution. The important thing is to understand that
the paramount goal must be public capital accumulation and concentration,
and that the community's development potential grows in th" neasure in
which revenue can be converted into durable public investment goods and
high-grade organic capital. For these reasons State capitalism and human
resources are the two basic pillars of an orderly economy.
It is quite certain that the science of public finance will never deserve
to be taken seriously' if it fails to concern itself with the immanent contradiction between capitalist economy and socially productive public economy,
and if it fails to consider how it may be possible to avoid frustrating the
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CONTROVERSIAL QUESTIONS

SOME CONTROVERSIA L QUESTIONS IN THE THEORY OF
TAXATION
By ERIK LINDAHL
Translated from German* by Elizabeth Hendenon

From the economic point of view, the activities of governments and
local authorities are a link in the chain of man's endeavour to satisfy his
needs. To cover the cost of such activity by taxes means converting private
property into public property and so more aptly ser:i~g the. satisfacti.on
of certain general needs. Like any other economic acttvtty, this ~ollecttve
activity, too, must be guided by economic princ~pl~s. Modern pubhc fman~e
and fiscal theories attempt to define those pnnctples and to show thetr
.
relations with the principles governing the private economy.
Thanks above all to the contributions of the Austrian School, the haste
outlines of this theory are now fairly well established. But the~:e remains
disagreement on the details and finer points of t~e th:ory. !his is sho~n
by the criticism levelled at an earlier work of mme 1, m which, follow:mg
Knut Wicksell's tax theory2, I attempted to apply the theory of margtnal
utility to the area of public finance. I p~opose here to discuss some of the
questions raised by my critics.3

Can the value which public services have for the individual taxpayer be assessed
.
.
in terms of money?
the
assumption
this
made
had
and
possible
was
this
that
asserted
had
I
criticized.
widely
been
has
assumption
This
basis of my analysis of taxation.
It has been said that public activity financed by taxes benefits not t~e s:p~rate
individuals but the community as a whole, and that even where mdtvtdual
benefits are identifiable, they escape quantitative measurement.
Not much need be said on the first point. If the State is considered as a
supra-individual organism whose economic needs are covered by t~e ~it.izens'
tax payments, then it is certainly quite consis~ent to d~ny .that mdtvtd~als
benefit by the satisfaction of public needs. But this assumptwn IS a metaphystcal
* " Einige strittige Fragen dcr Steuertheorie", Die Wirtschaftstheorie der Gegmwart, Ed. Hans M~yer •
Vol. IV., pp. 282-304, Vienna, 1928. With the author's approval, some footnotes have been omitted
or shortened.
I Die Gereclatigkeit der Besteuerung, eine Analyse der Steuerprinzipim auf Gr~mdlage der GrttiZtllllzentheorie,
Lund, 1919. (Part of this, pp. 85-98, is translated in this volume-Ed.)
2 Cf particul~rly ("A New Principle of Just Taxation" in this volume).
3 The most elaborate critiques in {;erman are those by E. H. Vogel•. "Das <?erechtigkeitspr~blem
in der Besteuerung, cine kritischc Untersuchung zur werttheoretischen R1chtung mnerhalb der F1.na~
theoric", Jalarbuch fiir Natiot~alokot~omle mad Statlstik, Vol. 118, p. 97 e'. seq., 1922, and by H. Ritschl,
Theorie der Staatswlrtschtiftamd der Besteueru11g (Bonner Staatswissenschafthche Untersuchungen, 1.1), B~nn
and Leipzig, 1925. Both authors are adherents of an organic State theory and hence tak~ a scept1cal.v1ew
of any application of value theory to the theory of public finance. However, even Em.•l Sax •. ~ho ts the
foremost representative of this latter approach, has not applied the theory of margmal utilitY t~ ta~
questions-see his important paper "Die Wertungstheorie der Steu~r" ~t~e central part of .which 1S
translated in this volume-Ed.), Zeitschriftfur Volkswlrtschtift u11d Sozaa/polatak, 1~24. I do not.mt~nd to
engage here in a detailed counter-critique, but shall merely reply to the most Important obJections as
I go along.
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of these public ~eeds ul~i~ately. benefit~ the individuals who together::~~
up the State. This premtse IS qmte sufficient for an individualistic tax theo
~pinions may, of course, differ on the q~estion whether there is any qtia1itat~~
dtfference. between the needs for which the State provides and the needs
of the pnvate econo.my proper, or whether the difference is merely one, of
the manner of meetmg the needs.4 Differences of opinion on this problem
sho~d not, ho~ever, obscure the common view that the satisfaction of
~u~h~ or collective needs is bound to yield some sort of satisfaction to the
mdtvt~ual. as well. On~e . the fiction of the State as a supra-individual
orgarusm I~. abando~ed, 1~ I~ no longer pennissible to speak of the "general
advantages of pubhc actiVIty as of good fairies hovering aloft, but it must
he ac~owledged that thes~ advantages consist in some sort of promotion
of the mte~ests of the physical persons composing the State.
More wetght se~ms to ~ttac? to the second objection, namely that individual
benefit from public se~vices IS. not precisely measurable. Indeed, if any taxpayer were asked for his valuatwn of the general or specific benefits he derives
from public services, he would probably not know the answer. None the
less we make hold .to assert t~at such individual valuation is not only possible,
hu~ forms the basts of taxauon as it forms the basis of all other economic
actwn.
!~ this ~s in all other ~ases, however, it is not total utility but marginal
utih~ which can be prectsely measured. If public activity were so indivisible
~hat Its cost could neither be diminished nor increased-it would cease if
~ts cost were diminished and would function no better if its cost were
mcrease~:-t~en we could speak of the total utility of public services. This
t~tal utilt~ Is normally so high that the individual is prepared to sacrifice
utility can therefore not be exactly expressed
?is all for lt, even his life.
m term~ of mo~ey. In this case the purely economic analysis of taxation,
on the lmes ap~li~able to the private economy, would yield highly uncertain
results. !fence .lt ts of the greatest importance to fiscal theory that the costs
o~ ~u?lic services are variable. If in a given case public expenditure were
d~mtrushe.d by ~e?. per cent, the government would certainly not have to
~1ve up Its a~ttvittes hut wo~d merely be constrained to organize them
m a less effective manner. And tf the budget were increased by ten per cent,
the extra money would not be wasted but would be used for all kinds of
improvem~nts in Rublic administration. Successive increases in public expendit~: result m ~elattv~ly small uti~ity increments, which represent the marginal
utility of public services and which the individual can more or less accurately
evaluate in terms of money.s

!he

4

Cf Die Geruhtigktit der Besteuerung, p. 5f tt seq.
s Cf E. Sax, "Die Wertungstheorie der Steuer", Joe. cit., p. 230.
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to the cost. He may for instance choose the proposal under which h~ would
we not assume that our man values the dtfference
h~ro~ £70. May
between the utility deriving from the 70£ and the 60£ proposals at more
than £10, and the difference between the 80£ and the 70£. pr~po~ls at less
than £10~ This is not to suggest that our man has a really ob~~cttve JU.dg~ment
on the value of each proposal. He may be swayed by poltt~cal preJUdtce or
ublic opinion. If he were fully familiar with a~l the facts, his answer would
p
cr: · nt We are here only talkmg of the value he attaches
no doubt be d'mere
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to some public service in certain .g~ven .ci:cumstances.
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When the proponents of an indivtduahsttc tax theory spe~k m quantttatt~e
terms of the advantages which individual ta~payers der~ve f:om ~ubhc
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evaluation of persons asked to choose between a1ternative
so utions to some
fiscal roblem, in given circumstances. Most taxpayers never have .an
ort~nity for such a choice and are therefore not aware of the evaluatton
~~Pwhich they would base their choice; nevertheless, these values. are not
altogether unknown quantities. They can be. constru~ted theoretically . as
the resultants of those factors which would m any gtven .case determme
the evaluation.6 These factors can be ascertained by analysmg the process
of evaluation.
Most public expenditures are, in the first instance, of some persona1 benefit
to the taxpayer. Law and order protect his life and his property and enable
him to earn his living in orderly conditions. Most of the expenses .for cultural
cr: him dt'rect :~.dvantages in many ways: educatton benefits
purposes a1so oner
.
hi ul
1
him and his family, the higher level of general e~ucati~n mcreases
s c t~~
satisfactions and even helps him in his professional hfe. In most cas~s. It IS
possible to observe such a purely personal benefit which accrues to all cttizens.
But in some cases the personal benefit accrues only to one .or the othe~ grou~
of the population. A small but powerful group may, as m former ttmes o
6 However the critics of the individualistic tax theory are wro~g when thehy plretendh,
as somel'sdn.oc
'
·
1t rests on t e a toget er unrea 1
(~{. for instance E. Sax, "Die We~tungs~eone · · " P· 227)' that
hich each branch of public activity has
1
assumption that every taxpayer himself IS aware o
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ht face to face with several
for him. I repeat that the basic idea is only that every tax~ay~r, "':'hen '::;o~g ill lead
him to prefer one
alternative proposals, is capable of arriving at some so~t o va uat~n w ~ w f mate
this value in given
of them; and that it is possible, with the help of certam extema cton, 0 es 1
circumstances.
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autocratic rule, use public funds to cover its own expenses (a costly court
for instance) and this is certainly not of advantage to the overwhelmin~
majority of the people. Equally, the needs of a poor class of the people may be
~et at. the expense of the comm~ty. Exp~n~iture for the care of the poor
lS of dtrect personal advantage to Its benefictanes, but does not
directly touch
the welfare of the rest of the citizens.
But the benefits which an individual derives from public services arc
not exclusively of such a personal nature. They consist also in the satisfaction
of his altruistic desire that other people should enjoy certain material or
spiritual advantages. Think again of the care of the poor. These expenses
benefit also those members of society who do not receive subsidies, because
they meet the richer persons' desire not to let their poorer brethren starve.
This kind of more or less pronounced altruistic motive tends to, merge with
selfish motives into some sort of undifferentiated interest in the "commo n
weal" of the nation or city or parish. The individual's appraisal of public
services is then the money value of his interest in the increment of common
weal due to them. When the opponents of the individualistic tax theory
stress that the advantages of public activity are of a general nature, they
no doubt have in mind this circumstance which we have discussed, namely
that individual advantages are not only of a personal kind, but of an altruistic
and idealistic kind as well. The objection does not stand when the individualistic
tax theory is interpreted as I have done above. The theory is individualistic
not in the sense that it deals only with tangible personal advantages to be
derived from public activity, but in the sense that its analysis of th~ separate
actions composing that activity proceeds from physical persons.7
We can now identify the factors which determine individual evaluations
of public services. The value of material benefits to the individual, i.e. of
an increase in his income or property, rests on their marginal productivity
as assessed by the individual. Nobody will be willing to give more money
for certain material .benefits than they are worth. On the other hand an
individual may derive subjective benefits from public activity -either direct
personal advantages which he may enjoy, say, by visiting churches, art
galleries or public gardens, or such idealistic and altruistic advantages as he
may derive from the satisfaction of his desire that public services should
benefit other individuals or should serve some common higher purpose.
To the extent that an individual derives such subjective benefits from public
activity, his valuation of it will rest partly on his own interest in the service
and partly on his economic capacity, whereby he can convert a certain interest
into money. At equal interests, the evaluation is directly proportional to
capacity, · and at equal capacity the evaluation is directly proportional to
interest. Since differences in the interests of individuals are of less significance
1 Individuals are not considered in isolation, but as members of society,
with all the implications about
the relevant relationships. The organic state theory is based on the mystical postulate that
society is more
than the sum of its members in that sense.
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than differences in their capacity, the latter must be considered as the most
important factor in determining the value of public servic.es; interest i~ o~y
some sort of modifying factor. It follows that matenal and subjective
advantages are evaluated in terms of money according to quite differ~nt
standards. Both cases have an additional variable factor in common, which
is the individual's greater or lesser ability to recognize the real advantages
of any public service. People are usually unable to appreciate the full implications of these very intricate matters and must hence be content to guess
the value of the advantages. In so doing, they are highly subject to the
influence of public opinion. Individual evaluation is, thus, a comp~cated
process and a function of many factors. But if these factors. are kno~ m a~y
given case, the individual values can be calculated. In ~lus s~~se 1t 1s q~te
correct to speak of the individual advantages due to pubhc act1v1ty as defllllte
amounts of value.
These individual values are not fictitious quantities devoid ofreal significance,
but are of decisive importance for the tax system. This is shown by the fact
that by and large the pattern of tax distributi~n does agree wit~ ~hese values
and that in the last resort they must underhe any actual dec1s1ons on the
amount of public expenditure and the total tax bill. These two que~tions
are still controversial and need closer examination. I shall go on to discuss
the second question here; I will deal with the first one in the next
section.
The amount of public expenditure is not given a priori, but in fact constitutes
one of the most important problems of public finance. In so far as the followers
of the organic state theory consider this problem at all, their so~ution is as
follows. Certain organs of the public administration assess the .stze of st~te
and private economic needs and satisfy the former up to the pomt at which
the general advantages of the satisfaction of publi~ needs comrensate the
individuals for the sacrifices entailed by the curtatlment of pnvate needs
through taxation. This can of course be said, but what is this economic
calculation supposed to mean? The common view would no doubt be that
in any given case of a planned expansion of some public service the. general
benefits are put on one side of the scales and the individual sacrifice~ 1~posed
by taxation on the other. But on second thoughts any such we~g~.g of
one against the other must be seen as nonsense, if only h.ecause mdt~dual
subjective tax sacrifices can hardly be summed. These sacrifices are dtfficult
enough to determine individually, and a sum of a great many of them really
is not a meaningful concept. Tax pressure must surely in general be assessed
from the point of view of the single individual. It follows that the "general
advantages" which are supposed to correspond to the tax pres~ure are ~lso
assessed from the point of view of the individual only. The econormc calculation
in the case under discussion is seen to be of a mainly individual nature: the
value of public activity, assessed from the point of view of the single taxpayer,
is confr9nted with the individual tax sacrifice.
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This is not to suggest that the men in charge of fiscal decisio"us-such
as the members of the appropriate parliamentary committee-necessarily
co~pare the .advantages wi~h their .own tax sacrifice. They probably base
the1r calculat1on on the pomt of vtew of some average citizen. Knowing
the factors which have a bearing on the individual's evaluation, the decisionmakers try to form a judgement on the extent to which the benefits from
public . services compensate the average citizen for his tax sacrifice. Our
discussion has shown that this assessment is not crudely self-centred, but
is very largely conditioned by a variety of ideals and generous motives.
It does not really matter very much what particular person is taken as
representative of an average assessment, since the distribution of the tax
burden is likely to follow individual valuation fairly closely, at least so far
as certain groups of the population are concerned; in that case the economic
calculation relating to the total amoimt of public expenditure leads to the
same result irrespective of the particular individual point of view on which
the calculation is based.
If our argument is correct, then the individual values which we have
analysed ultimately do determine the actual tax burden, because the men
who take decisions base their financial calculations on an estimate of these
individual values. The estimates can of course be wrong. People's interest
in the expansion of so!lle public service may, for instance, be overestimated.
But in this case there will be public protest and somehow or other the real
valuations will become apparent. The politicians will have their error brought
home to them. In this process public opinion as voiced in the press is of the
greatest importance. The last appeal is to the voters themselves. It may well
happen that the solution of some budgetary question, e.g. defence expenditure,
is a vital point in the political parties' platform for parliamentary elections.
If any voter registers his vote for one particular solution of the question,
he thereby discloses his own evaluation, and since the election result naturally
has its bearing on the actual solution of the budgetary question, this solution
rests directly on individual values. There are, thus, direct as well as indirect
links between the individual evaluation of public services and the actual
decision on the amount of taxation.
The above constructions may appear somewhat unrealistic. It may be
said that after all no such calculations are normally made when it is decided
to expand public activity. I~ is indeed true that budgetary questions are most
often settled on the basis of some general feeling of benefit exceeding sacrifice.
But the same is true in the private economy. People do not carefully assess
the marginal utility of each outlay, but act on some sort of general feeling
of what they can afford to spend. However, this feeling does, by and large,
rest on people's experience in making the most of their income, that is, it
rests on considerations concernit).g the amount of benefit in each case. The
same is true of public finance: the feeling of hovr far ·it is legitimate to go
in each case, ultimately rests on individual calculations ofutility and sacrifice.
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How far do general economic principles govern the amount and distribution of
taxation ?
.
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·
bl'
There are, strictly speaking, four mam
pro ems m
pu tc finance.· w.h at
needs are to be covered by public goods; the choice between several. alter~attve
·
c the same purpose a sum allocated to the satisfaction of
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ror
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some need; what is the total cost of each branch of public
acttvtty; an ow
are these costs to be distributed among the taxpayer~.
Once the latter two problems are solved, the solut.lOn of th;: .former. tw~
raises no major difftculties of principle. If any particular pubh.c servtce ts
capable of being performed in several alternative. ways, the. ~h~tce bet~~en
them is in essence made as follows. For each solution an eqmlibnum posttl.on
of amount and distribution of taxation is constructed, and that alternative
chosen which offers all parties the greatest benefit -measu red by a stand~rd
which corresponds to the prevailing con~tellation. of powers. The questt~n
of what needs should be provided for Wlth pubhc. funds, can b~ solved m
a similar manner. If the best public method of meetmg~ome. parttcular n:ed
offers greater net advantages than could be achieved y pnvate enterpnse,
then, and only then, the need will be provided for by .the State.
we shall therefore not go further into these questions, although they
no doubt raise many interesting problems. We shall assun:e .that we are
dealing with some given public service and have to ascert~m. tts .tota~ cost
and distribute it among the taxpayers. The question of dtstnbutlOn. ts te
more controversial. We shall therefore put it first. We shall start Wlth t e
most obvious feature of tax distribution and ask ourselv~s why ~he tax. burden
is not equal for all citizens, but usually has some definite relation to mcome.
Several answers are possible. lt is usual to point out t~at the paramount
difference between the public and the private economy ts t~t the fo~mer
has the power of coercion. This enables the contributions to p~bhc expenditure
to be graduated according to the citizens' ability to pay. This answe~ cann~t
be said to be wrong, since the power of coercion no d~ubt does eave tts
mark on the actual tax distribution; but it is at best .an mcomplete answer.
The kind of price differentiation exemplifted ~y taxation can. e~ually. wel~ be
explained in purely economic terms. There 1s n~ lack of stffillar sttuattons
in the private economy, in the absence of coerclOn. .
bl
We have in mind the circumstance that most pnvate firms ar.e una e
to specify certain costs for the actual product ; these are not mar~mal costs
in the usual sense but must be regarded as costs commo n to the enttre output.
In some cases these costs are distributed evenly over all the products. But
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wherever possible, this principle is abandoned in favour of another, whereb
each good or service is made to bear as much of these col}lmon costs as
can and hence the consumers' valuation of the products becomes determining
for the latters' share in these costs. 8 Strong economic factors work in this
direction. Price differentiation enables output to expand and this leads to
economies of scale. In some cases of joint production of several goods in
technically conditioned fixed proportions, price differentiation becomes a
necessary condition for any equilibrium of supply and demand for all the
products.
The latter type of case is the most important in this context, and I shall
illustrate it by a concrete example.9 Measured in weight, the production
of cotton yields about one third raw cotton and two thirds cotton seed.
The total weight of the annual cotton production of the United States is
estimated to be about ten million tons, that is 31/ million tons of raw cotton
3
and 62/ 3 million tons of cotton seed. Total cost is estimated at 960 million
dollars. In pricing the products this total cost is not apportioned evenly to
each ton-wh ich would mean 96 dollars per ton, irrespective of whether
it is raw cotton or cotton seed-b ut each ton of raw cotton bears about
ten times as great a share of the joint costs as does each ton of cotton seed.
The price of raw cotton is about 240 dollars per ton, that of cotton scred
no more than about 24 dollars; the 31/ 3 million tons of raw cotton account
for 800 million dollars and the 62/ 3 million tons of cotton seed for 160 million
dollars. The reason is of course that raw cotton is more valuable to consumers
than is cotton seed. If the prices of both products were the same, the demand
for raw cotton would exceed its supply, and the supply of cotton seed would
outgrow the demand for it, unless the total production of both goods were
greatly restricted. Only price differentiation makes it possible to establish
equilibrium between the supply of both products and the demand for
them.
Taxation is also a case of distributing commo n costs. The public expenditures
which arc to be financed by taxes cannot be specified for each individual;
they represent services which benefit all citizens or at least a majority of them.
Public expenditures are costs commo n to the satisfaction of certain needs
of the members of society. We have seen that the money value of these
satisfactions is not equal for all, but is conditioned by factors the most important
of which- objecti ve advantage and economic capacit y-have a certain positive
correlation with income. By and large these values rise with higher income. If,
now, taxation is so graduated as to match valuation, the analogy to the above
example taken from the private economy becomes patent. In both cases
joint costs have to be distributed and in both cases they are distributed
according to the consumers' valuation of the goods or services. In these

it

8 For a detailed analysis of the relevant problems, see J. M. Clark,
Studies in the Economics of Overhead
Costs, Chicago, 1923.
9 From H. D. Henderson, Supply and Demand, Cambridg e Economic
Handbooks, I.
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circumstances it would hardly seem extravagant to say that taxation proportional
to income-provided that the .ratio c?rrespond to valu~tion-is a result ~f
the same laws of price format10n which govern the pnvate econo~y. It IS
true that in actual fact the tax distribution tends to be somewhat different,
because the coercive power of the State is used by one strong p~rty to sec~re
advantages for itself at the expense. of other part.ies.
economic explanation
f
the
price
differentiation
exemphfted
by
taxatton
1s
therefore
not a complete
0
xplanation and needs to be qualified by reference to the importance of
~oercion. But it is an explanation not to be overlooked and indeed would
seem to be the best starting point for an analysis of the problem.
To the best of my knowledge, Friedrich von Wieser was the first to have
pointed to this analogy be~ween t~e publi~ and the ~rivate. econo~y. 10
J have elsewhere (op. cit.) tned to dtscuss this analogy m detatl and, m so
doing, have taken account also of the differences, which are due to the fact
that in public finance we have a case not only of common c~sts but of co~mon
goods produced by the coercively maintained coll.abor~uon of all ctttzens.
I should like to add some further comments on this pomt.
The easiest way of showing the analogy is to think of taxation corning
about as follows. All groups of taxpayers (through their parliamentary
representatives) negotiate at the same time abo~t t.he amo~nt and the
distribution of taxes, each group equally safeguardmg 1ts own mterests.
In our example of cotton production the greater demand for .raw c~tt?n
was the direct cause of its being assigned a much larger share m the JOlllt
costs than cotton seed. In the public economy, demand is represented by
the various groups' interest in the expansion of. public activity: The total
amount of public expenditure is not given ; there 1s always a ch01~e betwee~
less costly and more costly solutions. We have alluded earli~r to ~his
circumstance, which enabled us to calculate the value of pubhc services
for the individual; the same circumstance now provides a purely economic
answer to the question of tax distribution. Let us suppose that a start had been
made with the most obvious solution, which is that all citizens, rich and
poor alike, should contribute equal amounts to cover public expenditure.
T he poorer groups would then naturall~ insist that p~blic exp~nditure be
limited as much as possible, because theu share even m a relauvely small
total would be a great burden to them. The wealthier classes, who would
have no difficulty in sustaining the tax burden, would insist that the State
fulftl its obligations in larger measure. T~e conflict c~~ be res~lved ,~Y. th~
choice of another distribution key. The mfluence of demand on pnce
certainly causes more friction here than it does in the market, but we c~n
nevertheless assume that the wealthier group of taxpayers would voluntanly
shoulder a greater share of public expenditure so as to reduce the "price". of
public services for the others and thereby to get their agreement to ap expanston

!he

~

10 "Thcorie

I referred

to

der gesellschafdichen Wirtschaft", Grundriss der Sozialokonomik, I, TUbingcn 1914, p. 426.
this in Gerullligkeit der Besteuerung, pp. 83 and 84.
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margma. utt tty. an pn~~ can e made to coincide. On the assumptionomy'
that
the par~tes are m a posttton to safeguard their interests in equal measurel2,
they will choose that solution.
Let. me give a .simple example to illustrate my meaning. A town council is
pla~g a pubhc garden for the indiscriminate benefit of all rate payers.
It will cos.t at least 10,000 mark a year to maintain the garden. The more is
spent on It, the better will t~e garden prosper and the more readily will
the rate payers be prepared, 1f necessary, to sacrifice more goods for this
purpose. Half the rate payers (A) are fairly well-to-do, the other half (B)
are rather poor. The subjective utility of the garden may be taken to be
roug~y the s~~e for all; but utility in terms of money is much higher for
the. nch than tt IS for the poor, for the rich can pay the same sum much more
easily than can the poor. Let us assume the following figures:
Total cost
of the
garden
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000

Maximum tax
payment by
Group A
10,000
14,000
17,000
19,000
20,000
20,750

Maxtmum tax Maximum possible
payment by
total sum
Group B
of tax
5,000
15,000
7,000
21,000
8,500
25,500
9,500
28,500
10,000
30,000
10,250
31,000

The two parties negotiate about the amount and the distribution of the
cost to be incurred for the garden. No proposal can be accepted unless
11
Rit~~hl neglected this relationship--4 for instance his paper "Zum Abschluss der Saxschcn Steuerwertlehre , Schmollers Jahrbuch, Vol. 50, p. 117.
12 As I ~ave show~ in Gerecl1tigk~it de~ B~slfllerung, p. 86 e/ seq. (sec above, p. 168 et seq.-Ed.), this
case has, stnctly speaking, more affiruty wuh ISOlated barter than with the case of free competition which
~e have .borrowed from the private economy. If we drop the assumption that the parties safeguard their
mrerests m equal measure, the problem would be indeterminate within certain limits. In some cases it
:n:~ ~e.ofa~v~nta~e to a party t~ restrain its desire for an expansion of public activity, if the latter involved
£i m dtstnbuuon. (As a vanant of our cotton example, we may assume that the consumers of raw
cotton and of cotton seed are two great n~onopsonies. The same situation would then obtain. The buyers
of raw cotton mt~ht secure a greater net gam than they could do with free price formation, if they managed
to depress the P.nce of raw cotton by artificial contraction of demand.) However, if such manoeuvres
~ucceed-which IS by ~o means certain, since both parties may play that game-the total net gain, expressed
111 m~ney • of all parttes would fall. T his can be regarded as a
sure sign that one parry has furthered its
own mterests at the expense of others.
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both parties have reached agreement on it. If all are to pay the same amount,
Group B votes only for the cheapest, the 1?,000 mark _garden. But o_ur figures
show that Group A can increase its net gam by offenng to pay a little more
than half, 8,000 mark, towards a 15,000 mark garden. Group B accepts this
proposal. It would clearly be against all ec~nomic rea~on ~o n:ake al~ r_ate
payers contribute the same amount.. The 1d~al sol~t10n 1s dtfferent1at10n
of the payments. Which of the poss1ble soluu~ns w11l be chose~, depe~ds
upon the parties' negotiating skill. Each pa~ty tnes _to get away With paymg
as little as possible, but each is at the same ttme anx10us that the town should
have as large a garden as possible. Some compromise is bound to he reached.
If this consists in Group A contributing twice as much to the cost of the
garden than Group B, then both parties have safeguarded their interests in
equal measure, because only this distribution key corresponds to full agreement
between both parties' wishes regarding the size of the garden.
But the assumption of equal power to safeguard interests does not ho~d
in real life. We have to examine how far the analogy between the pubhc
and the private economy is thereby disturbed.
.
.
.
It is an exception for the amount of taxation to be considered m dtre~t
connection with the distribution of taxation. Normally the amount of pubhc
expenditure is determined first, and then people look for the be~t method
of raising the necessary taxes. But the very fact that the first question can he
solved independently of the second, implies that any discussion of the amo~t
of taxation presupposes that the taxes will be distributed in some way which
is conditioned by their amount-that is to say, that each will ha~e to ?ear
a tax burden more or less corresponding to his valuation of the pubhc services.
We can therefore assume a priori that the distribution question can he solved
by a unanimous decision about the amount of p~blic e~pe~dit~re. In our
case, the real problem/ is to know how the particular distrtbuuon patt~rn
has come about. It is quite consistent with the usual methods of theoret~cal
analysis to start with an examination of the equilibrium positions ofhypotheu~al
cases and to proceed later to identify the forces whic~ would he_ o~erat~ve
in other cases. Tllis is the sense in which the above discussiOn of tax distnbuuon
being determined by the amount of taxation should be understo?d.
There remains the highly important circumstance that, owmg to the
balance of political power in any concrete case, there is a very great differen~e
in the degree to which the various groups .of tax~ayers ~an enfor~e their
wishes regarding the administration of taxation. This certainly qualifies the
above-mentioned analogy. In some cases political power may formally he
vested in one single party, e.g. the capitalists, which regards it as unnecessary
to enter into negotiations with other parties. I have tried to show elsewhere13
that even in such cases the above construction remains applicable, though
in a modified form : the party in power is always to some extent subject
to the influences of other parties. Even with an unequal distribution of power
13 Cf Die Gmchtigktit der Btsteuerung, pp. 49 and 50.
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actual taxation can be explained as a reflection of all the parties' valuati
?f public services. The ~~y. result o~. an une~ual distribution of power ~~
m essence, that the eqwlibnum pos1t10n outlmed above is shifted to the
advantage of those in power; the extent of the shift can be regarded as directly
proportional to the weight of the preponderance of power.
Unless the analogy between the private and the public economy is to be
unduly disturbed, taxation must by and large correspond to individual
valuations. What are the relevant facts?
The divergences between actual taxation and individual values can be
summarized as follows. (1) Irrespective of the balance of political power,
purely technical reasons prevent taxation in each case being arranged exactly
according to each individual's valuation of public activity. At best the overall
pattern of taxation can be roughly so arranged. (2) It is the exception for
purely subjective differences of interest and for varying subjective assessments
of the value of general benefits to receive separate consideration. As a rule
the tax distribution rests not on the real individual values of public services,
but on value estimates made, as shall be shown later, according to the views
of the group in power. (3) A powerful group may bring about a general and
approximately even shift of tax pressure to its own party advantage. As an
example w_e may recall that during the last twenty or thirty years the political
ascendancy of the working class has led to the gradual replacement of indirect
by direct taxes and at the same time to ever more steeply progressive rates
for the higher income brackets. (4) The tax burden may also be shifted in
a more irregular fashion in relation to individual values. This is due above
all to high special taxes on certain kinds of income and property which
prevalent public opinion regards as unjustified. We may mention the example
of capital gains taxes. Other shifts are conceivable. Some knowledgeable
group which possesses superior insight into the intricacies of tax incidence
may turn this knowledge to advantage by imposing on other citizens a tax
burden of which they are not readily aware. (5) Finally, the total amount of
taxation probably undergoes a shift when the distribution alters. From the theoretical point of view the amount may diminish or increase, but in actual fact
an increase is more likely , 14 This tendency towards an expansion of public
. 14 ~en a part~ possessing a given preponderance of political power is bent on achieving that tax
diStnbuuon wh1ch 1s most favourable to itself, this party would no doubt prefer to combine even that
favourable distribution with a considerable increase in public expenditure and total taxation. But the
prep<;>nderance of power having been "used up" as it were, this party may have to scale down its claims
ln th1s ~espect and may find it has to meet the wishes of the other tax-paying parties by restricting public
expenditure. If,- on the other hand, the party in question is content with a smaller distribution shift to
its own advantage, then it can bring greater pressure to bear in favo ur of such expansion of public activity
as it desires at the given distribution. In the first ..case public expenditure w ill be smaller than it would be
in conditions of equal political power, in the second case greater. (An obvious example: If a powerful
working class tried to shift tax pressure so far as possible onto the wealthier groups of the population,
these groups' strong resistance would force the workers at the same time to reduce the total amount of
taxation. But if the shift remained moderate, the working class party can achieve the expansion of public
activity which it desires.) If we have said that an increase is more likely, we have done so for two reasons:
first, because in this case the net gain of the party in power increases through a favourable shift both in
the distribution and the amount of taxation, ~hereas in the contrar y case the diminution of public
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activity seems to be a concomitant of an uneven distribution of power,
as we have indicated; it obviously deserves the economist's most careful
attention.
This catalogue shows that most of the divergences of taxation from
individual values do, after all, have some relation to the latter-whether
these values at least form some general standard for tax distribution, or
whether a general shift of tax pressure from one income group to another
takes place. The divergences do not prevent individual values being reflected
in taxation, even though in modified form. In most cases such general shifts
are much more important than are irregular divergences, most often due
to confiscatory special taxes. We may therefore legitimately maintain that
the analogy of price formation in the public and the private economy is
not unduly qualified by the above-mentioned shift in the equilibrium position
as a result of an uneven distribution of power and of other factors.
It should be clear from what I have said that I do not wish to deny that
there are tangible and essential differences between the public and the private
economy. My intention was merely to insist that certain principles common
to both forms of economy should not be forgotten.

Considerations of this kind led Wicksell (op. cit.) to claim primacy £4
the benefit . pr.inciple. I myself went on fr?m. the. principle of tax justice ~~
~evelop ~his. td~a ~urther. ~ a~gu~d that JUStice m taxation is inextricably
linked wtth JUStice m the dtstnbutiOn of property, since it would obviously
be nonsense to speak of "a just portion of an unjust whole". Just taxatioh
then implies that in the presence of a just property structure taxes are distributed
in accordance with this structure, and that an unjust property structure
needs prior adjustment-if not by other means, then by taxation-so that
the (remaining) tax burden can then be distributed in accordance with the
improved property structure. But if taxation is to correspond to any particular
property structure, it must by and large reflect the individual valuations
conditioned by that structure. Quite apart from anybody's views on the
justice of the existing property structure, taxation according to benefit, in the
above sense, must therefore be an essential element in any rational and just
tax system.
The attempt to re-establish the benefit principle as a generally valid tax
principle has, however, met with some opposition. "We can see in this
theory nothing but a modern variant of the old relative or exchange theory
of taxation, a theory which surely must be regarded as definitely disposed o£
It cannot be revived even in new garb." This is what Sax wrotels, giving
expression to an opinion which is fairly widespread among other public
finance theorists as well.
There is not really much substance to Sax's own disapproval, for so far
as I can see our difference of opinion on this point is merely one of terminology.
What Sax means by his equilibrium position which corresponds to equal
satisfaction of collective and individual wantsl6, is by and large the same
as I mean by "taxation according to benefit". So far as our views differ in
substance, it is mostly a matter of the explanation of this distribution norm.17
My other critics' disagreement with the benefit principle is also more
apparent than real. The controversy concerns formulation rather than real
problems. I shall prove this by giving a brief outline of the two tax programmes
which have been advocated in opposition to my benefit theory. One of
these has been called "taxation according to ability", the other "economically
correct taxation".
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Can the benefit principle be established as a tax principle of general validity?
The theoretical analysis designed to identify the motive forces which
condition taxation should' not be regarded as fruitless speculation. Such
an analysis assumes practical importance by throwing some light on the
real content of the tax principles which have been established and are
actually applied. On the basis of theoretical analysis these principles can be
formulated more precisely and :thereby contribute to more rational ta~ation.
It has been shown that by and large taxation rests on individual valuations.
Hence there is an a priori presumption that most of the historically given tax
principles embody the basic idea that taxation should correspond to these
individual valuations. Given the intricacies of taxation, however, it is also
likely that this basic idea has not always been correctly formulated. Closer
analysis of tax principles confirms this suspicion. Economists therefore have
the clear duty to replace the old and vague formulations of this idea by
a new and fully adequate one resting on more judicious knowledge of the
nature of taxation.
Of the traditional tax principles, the benefit or interest principle can most
easily be made to correspond with the basic idea outlined above. If individual
interests in public activity are to be used as the standard of taxation, they
must be expressed in money terms. This monetary expression of interests
is clearly identical with the individual valuations of public services which
we have discussed.
expenditure reduces the net gain; secondly, because psychologically there is bound to be more resistance
against so tangible a fact as a change in the distribution of taxes than against an increase in public expenditure,
the justification of which is more difficult to judge. Since the party can overcome only a certain amount
of resistance, this latter course w ill probably enable it to achieve a greater net gain.
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I S Die Wutrmgstheorie der Steuer, p. 231.
16 Cf
17 Cf

Op. cit. p. 217 (p. 184 in this volume-Ed.).
Op. cit. pp. 216 and 217 (p. 183 in this volume-Ed.) for Sax's view. Besides postulating that

the common purposes should be achieved in the greatest possible measure, Sax thus sets up the distribution
?orm-equal subjective value of sacrifice (equivalence of cost shares) with wants equal for all-as an
mdependent second postulate, and derives this norm from the relationship of "mutuality" between the
~embers of society. I think we do not need this dualism, since: the distribution norm in question can
aself be regarded as. a result of the realization of the first postulate. If t he common purposes are achieved
m the greatest poSSible measure, that is, if the question of t he amount of public expenditure has found
an economically correct solution from the point of view of every single citizen, this implies that the
appropriate distribution already obtains. This explanation is not in contradiction with Sax's system, as
can be seen from his discussion of "mutuality" (see p. 181 in th1s volume-Ed.), where he expresses
similar ideas. Our basic views do not really differ much and my argument may be regarded as complementary
to that of Sax.
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We have shown that economic capacity is probably one of the most
important among the factors which have a bearing on the individual value
of public services, i.e. individual interest in them expressed in terms of money.
The advantages of public services can be taken to be of a predominantly
subjective nature and their individual value then derives chiefly from the
means which the taxpayer can make available for such purposes. Since, as
we have noted, these individual values ultimately underlie the actual pattern
of taxation, there seem to be good grounds for holding that taxation according
to ability, which may be desired and sometimes actually comes to pass,
can be described as an important branch of taxation according to benefit.
If this is so, there is obviously no contradiction between the two principles,
but rather a relationship of rank: the benefit principle is the general one,
the ability principle a practical norm for meeting the cost of subjective
advantages. Hence the ability principle can go hand in hand with that other
benefit principle, which is the principle of objective advantages. This is the
argument by which I attempted in my earlier work to do away with the old
conflict between these two principles.
Nevertheless it should be noted that there remain some controversial
questions of substance. These can be formulated as a set of alternatives:
taxation according to benefit or ability? We have to examine whether these
real contradictions are at the basis of the conflict between the two principles.
The first question is whether the proponents of the ability principle must
be regarded as taking exception to one particular corollary of the benefit
principle, which says that to the extent that the advantages are objective,
the taxation norm should be based on their value rather than on the taxpayers'
ability to pay. This first question has to be answered in the negative: adherents
of the ability principle have approved taxation according to benefit in cases
where the advantages have proved tangible and easy to estimate- e.g. in the
case of municipal taxes. Besides, it may be assumed that the more elusive
advantages, such as those due to government activity, have some relation
to income and wealth. Hence even taxation according to ability somehow
takes account of these advantages.lB
A second question arises from the fact that the present adherents of the
ability principle take their strongest argument against taxation according to
benefit from the idea that subjective differences of opinion regarding the
advantages of public services must not be allowed to absolve anyone from
contributing to them. Is, then, the conflict between the two principles expressed
in different solutions of the problem of the extent to which subjective
We may also say that at any rate the earlier adherents of the benefit principle, who combined an
objective interpretation of interests with a postulate for the application of the benefit principle to the
whole of taxation, thereby more or less established the goal of taxation according to ability. "In fact the
principle of objective advantages was only a form of taking account of the subjective points of view which
must be made to prevail in tax distribution" (E. Lindahl, Gertclrtigkeit der Besteuerrmg, p. 24). Hence
it
may be said that there was no contradiction of substance between the older interpretations of the two
principles; the dispute turned around the formulation of the tax programme, where neither side was
explicit. (Cf op. cit. p. 16, footnote 2.)
18
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difference~ of inter~st may be refle~ted in taxation? Again the answer is in
the n~gattve. 19 It ~s perfectly posstble to interpret the benefit principle as
me~~g that taxatlon should be based not on objective advantages, but on
subjective. a~vant~ges as defined by the valuations of the ruling majority.
~f the maJonty thinks that the advantages of public services benefit everyone
~n equal measure, then the result of the benefit principle will be taxation
m direct ~roporti~n to ability _to pay. In some cases such an interpretation
of. t~e prmctple_ 1s necessary, m others (e.g. expenditure for the Church)
opllllons may dt~er as to whether differences in benefits should or should
not be reflected m the manner of covering the cost of certam·
d"t
"Th
hi h · . .
.
1 ures.
e ~xte~t to w c md1v1dual mterests may be sacrificed toexpen
the interests
of _socte~ 1s a m~ral. q_uesti~n: The an~~er .depends on whether the general
attitude IS more mdivtduahsttc or antt-mdtvidualistic. Obiect1"vely
1
h · b
"J
, we can
m~re y not_e t . at m ranches of p~blic activity more particularly concerned
wtth co~tltuttonal matters the wtshes of the minority cannot be reflected
as effectively as they can in other branches of a more economic natur 20
Even
a more
taxation according\o
benefit, 1t can hardly be sa!d to_ ~onflict WI~ tax.a?on according to ability.
For e:e~ th~n the taxp~~er s abtlity to pay 1s declSlve: the relation between
tax. dis~b~tlOn and abthty ~o pay is to rest on the relative magnitude of
subjecttve mterests. The conflict between individualism and. anti-individualism
cannot be resolve~ scientifically and must be taken as a datum; but it should
n~t b.e s~rpened mto a co~ct between the benefit principle and the ability
p~ciple :n the fiel? of public finance. This conflict is, rather, expressed in
different mterpretattons of the two principles.
~-ut ev~n ~ran~ed that the conflict between the benefit principle and the
ability pnnctple 1s formal rather than real, we may ask, with reference to
the a~ove. at~emp.t ~o rehabilitat~ the _benefi~ principle: If taxation according
to ~ pnnctple Is m s?bstance Identlcal wtth taxation according to ability,
what xs there to b~ gamed by speaking of "taxation according to benefit"
ra~er ,than acceptmg the now current term of "taxation according to
abihty :
The ans~er is three~old.
T~e ability principle can thereby be more
clearly monvated and 1ts basts of mterpretation becomes firmer. It has been
said that "abili~': as_ such is an empty concept. The point is well taken.
But the term ability IS endowed with a definite content if it is regarded as

~th

indivi~ualistic in~erpre.tation o~

p)

19 Anyone familiar with the history of tax theory will readily
appreciate that the controveny between
the ~lder adheren~s of the two principles did not tum on the solution of this problem. As lw been pointed
out ~ t~e p~ecedmg footnote, the practical result of the two principles was by and large the same i
~
=non m ~~ct proportion to ability to pay. In any case the problem of the practical validity of subje~ti~~
waser~n~ o mt~re.st was not really the point for the older champions of the two principles.
The point
. ~ at_t ~ pnnopl~ were used as weapons in the underprivileged classes' struggle for a more equitable
distnbutton of taxes .. Smce the~ cl~ses were burdened beyond their ability to pay, their primary aim
wasd nboili~oubt to achieve equahty wuh the other citizens in the matter of the relation between taxation
an a ty to pay.
20 Di~ G~r~chtiglttit dtr Btsltutnmg, pp. 140 and 141.
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a factor influencing the money value of interests. We also get a satisfactory
explanation of the fact that the kind of equality to which our sense of equity
aspires involves equal pressure on ability rather than, for instance, equal
tax amounts or such like. {2) We can thereby avoid the dualism of basing
taxation now on advantages-whenever these are tangible and objective-,
now on civic duty. Both forms of taxation can be regarded as means towards
the realization of one and the same principle, namely the benefit principle
in the broader sense. {3) The question of the correct amount of taxation
is automatically solved together with the question of distribution, which is
not possible if the ability principle is regarded as an independent norm of
taxation.
There remains the final question of the implications of taxation according
to benefit for correct economic taxation.
The claim for economically correct taxation is often set up in opposition
to the claim for just taxation, on the grounds that taxation, being an economic
phenomenon, should be organized primarily according to economic principles.21
But economic and moral principles need by no means disagree. Economic
taxation is an empty phrase which becomes meaningful only when taxation
is to serve some particular purpose, for instance a greater and more general
satisfaction of wants. When such a purpose comes to be more closely defmed,
principles of justice may certainly assume decisive importance.
The idea of economic taxation can more soundly be derived from the
following reasoning. For all its being a very common postulate, just taxation
is not, strictly speaking, a logically compelling one. The sense of equity
underlying this claim is historically conditioned and is no necessary basis
of our concept of taxation. The principles of justice may therefore be put
to one side when it comes to determining the aims of taxation and of other
branches of economic activity. The aim may very well be ma;ximum
satisfaction of wants for the whole community, the wants of any one individual
to be measured by the same standard as those of all others. It is irrelevant
to ask whether this solution is just or unjust. A system of taxation which
primarily corresponds to this aim is "economically correct".
This conception of the tax problem has gained more and more approval
among economists22 in recent decades. No wonder, for it ·affords a simple
manner of tackling the tax problem and one.which appeals to the theoretician.
By and large the development of the theory of public finance in this direction
represents distinct scientific progress in comparison with the earlier arbitrary
interpretation of tax principles.
Formally the claim for economically correct taxation is unassailable, since
the ultimate postulates set up in this as in other cases are hardly susceptible

of scientific proo£23 But we may ask whether the adherents of the economic
taxation principle are justified in taking up such a negative attitude towards
the traditional principles of just taxation. Is it not possible to set up the benefit
principle as an ultimate objective of economic taxatiom
To answer this question we can follow the lines of our earlier argument
by which W ( have established a certain relation between taxation and the
given property order. If we assume a property order which leaves nothing
to be desired from the point of view of social purposes, then the economic
principle in public fmance will obviously really lead to taxation according
to benefit-the latter, as we have said, being conducive to maximum
satisfaction of wants as expressed in money terms under the prevailing p~operty
order. On this point there is full agreement between the claims for just taxation
and for economically correct taxation.
It is, however, more likely that the existing property order is not regarded
as the best possible one. In that case it is at least theoretically possible to split
the tax postulate in two: the property order is to be improved by taxation
and the remaining tax burden is to be distributed in proportion with the
new distribution of wealth, i.e. it is to represent taxation according to benefit
in relation to the new property order. The following observations will show
that such a division of the postulate also facilitates the practical execution
of the tax programme in question.
First of all it would be exceedingly difficult to arrive at the desired improvement in the property order by means of measures by any and all tax authorities.
There would be complete chaos if governmental and municipal tax
authorities-each after their own fashion-were to take a hand in such
improvement. The most natural solution is for the government alone to
organize the tax system with a view to influencing the distribution of wealth
in the desired direction, while local authorities accept the existing order and
hence must arrange taxation according to the benefit principle. Since this
principle has full validity at least for local finances, it must for this reason
alone constitute an essential part of an economic tax system.
Secondly, the economic principle is not very useful as a practical tax norm
even for state taxes, since the multiplicity of special problems makes it
wellnigh impossible do decide by direct methods what solution offers the
greatest increase in the overall satisfaction of wants. It is not enough to weigh
the direct subjective tax sacrifices against the direct advantages from public
activity. It is above all imperative to consider all the numerous side effects
of taxation on the size of national income. Unless purely arbitrary assumptions
are to be admitted, this problem can be solved only on very general lines.
The economic principle thus leads to modification of taxation according to
benefit in some respects, e.g. by heavier tax pressure on certain kinds of
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21 Cf for instance H. Ritschl,
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Theorie der Staatswirtschaft und Besteuenmg.
23 I may in the past have expressed myself too categorically in f~vour of just taxation; if. op. cit. p. 6.
Now I have revised my opinion to the extent of admitting the theoretical validity also of the economic
postulate.

22 Edgeworth and Carver were the first to have thought through the theoretical implications of this tax

programme, and in line with their terminology it is sometimes called "the principle of minimum sacrifice".
In Germany, the most recent proponent of the economic principle is H. Ritschl, op cit.
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income which appear less justified from the economic point of view. It is
to be supposed that such extra burdens imposed for social reasons generally
account for only a small part of the total tax bill and taxation according to
benefit thus forms the real core of any tax system.
Thirdly, the distinction between taxation according to ben• fit and taxes
as instrUments of social policy can contribute to the realization of che economic
postulate in yet another way. Taxation always has harmful by-products, in
that it reduces economic incentives; we must assume that these harmful
effects are much greater in the case of social policy tax measures, which
always tend to be confiscatory, than they are in the case of true taxation
according to benefit. The latter has the sole purpose of covering expenditures
for the benefit of the taxpayer himself and is in fact only an expression of
his right of disposal over his own property. If social considerations are to be
allowed to pervade the entire tax system, there is a danger that dislike of
taxation and hence its harmful effects will be much greater than when the
bulk of the tax burden can clearly be seen to constitute only taxation according
to benefit-for in the latter case the taxpayers must admit that they are
ultimately taxed according to their own wishes and that taxation brings
them more advantages than sacrifices. In other words, taxation becomes
uneconomic when it fails to take some degree of account of the people's
sense of justice. Even· from the purely economic standpoint one therefore
arrives at the traditional claim for just taxation. Hence the principles giving
expression to that claim, and chiefly the benefit principle, are indispensable
to any realization of the economic principle of taxation.
By and large we can thus say that the difference between the claims for just
taxation and economic taxation resides only in a slightly divergent approach
to the so-called social aspects of taxation, to the development of which the
"economic" approach has certainly contributed new and fruitful ideas. But
in bo~ cases the central core of the tax system must be some sort of taxation
according to benefit, i.e. taxation in accordance with a definite distribution
of property. The reason is that some definite property order must be the
basis for those individual valuations which in actual fact are operative forces
of the tax system.
In this sense the benefit principle appears as a tax principle of universal
validity. The possibility of working out a rational tax system on the basis
of this principle would seem to be the most important practical result of the
application of the theory of value to the study of tax questions.

COMMUNAL ECONOMY AND MARKET ECONOMY
By HANS RITSCHL
Translated from German* by Elizabeth Henderson

The economy of the State is a form of economy with its own peculiar
properties. We shall try to identify and analyse these properties by means
of a comparison between the basic principles, the form and structure of the
state economy and the free, capitalistic market economy. Despite some
typification and generalization, we shall discuss the state economy in terms
of the actual forms assumed by the economy of the modern State and its
subordinate bodies, such as municipalities. Once we have established the
features peculiar to these forms of economy and classified them, we may
ask whether this type of economy can be described as communal economy.
By then we shall have identified so many elements of the communal economy,
that we may be able to draw the picture of an economy which is exclusively
communal in form, not only by contrast to the free market economy. This
will help us to a full understanding of the principle and nature of the communal
economy. Finally, we shall examine how, in our present-day dualistic economic
systems, such communal economy takes shape in the economy of the State,
and what interaction and distinction there is between it and the free capitalistic
market economy.
'

A. THE FoRM oF SociAL CoHEsioN
Both the state economy and the free market economy presuppose a group
of persons whom the economy encompasses and by whom it is carried.
But there is a great difference in the form of social cohesion within these
supporting groups. The free market economy rests on an exchange society:
the relationship of the individual economic units with each other is merely
"social" in Tonnies' sense. Pictorially, the connection is mechanical rather
than organic. The link is provided by division oflabour and trade, separation
and complementarity. The exchange society represents and carries an economic
compound in which division of labour and the interplay of trade create
an autarkic and economically viable whole.
The elements of this exchange society include economic units of the most
diverse social structure: family associations and family partnerships such as
today still survive amongst the peasantry, but have almost vanished from
urban life; co-operatives, foundations and clubs with their economies; and
associations formed to secure profits properly speaking. Whatever the principle
of cohesion in the internal structure of these units, the social relation among
them is only that of the market: they trade with each other and against each
other. The economy of the State, too, enters into this exchange society

* Gemeinwirtschaft und kapitalistische Marktwirtscl•aft. Zur Erkenntni.<de; dualistischen Wirtsch<!(tsordnu•W·
TUbingen, 1931. The translation includes most of Part II, "Die Staatswirtschaft als Gememwtrtschaft •
pp.32-49.
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in many ways. Timber from State forests is sold to the highest bidder, public
contracts awarded to the lowest tender. But to conceive of the State as
commercial, involves some prior shifting of ground- as indeed is suggested
by the use of the expression fisc as ~pplied to the State in this role essentially
alien to its character, and by the implied assumption of a change in its juridical
status.
The principle of social cohesion in the State is not that of society, but
of commnnity.
We are all alike b?m into the commnnity of the nation and the citizenship
of the State. The htstory and fortunes of State and nation are common to
us. The images through which we understand this bond all derive from the
closest blood ties. The fatherland and the mother tongue make us all brethren
together. Anyone is welcome to the exchange society who obeys its regulations.
But to the national commnnity belong only the men and women of the same
speech, of the same ilk, the same mind. They have in common love of their
home~and, of its mountains, woods and rivers, its villages and cities; they
have m common the great figures of its past, the same hatred and suspicion
of the "hereditary" enemy; they have in common joy of victory, the sacrifice
of their sons, maternal sorrow, the grief of defeat and the bitterness ofbondage.
"Al1 for each and each for all" is the motto of commnnity. But the exchange
socie~'s motto is "Chacun pour soi, Dieu pour nous tous." Through the veins
of soctety streams the one, same money; through those of commnnity the
same blood.
Is it necessary to demonstrate once again that any individualistic conception
of "the State" is a gross aberratiom It is nothing but a blind ideology of
shop.keepers and hawkers, a nniversalization of exchange thinking conceived
prectsely at the moment when the expanding exchange economy. was
beginning to grow to the size of the modern State, and when the State economy
assumed the forms of a money economy. And those who teach us to see
the State as nothing but power and coercion, forget that this power does
not ~rimarily show itself in the statutes of an exchange society, but is personified m the army, which is founded upon the individual's greatest and ultimate
sacrifice for the commnnity: that of his life.
T~us it is the commnnity of the nation nnited in the State which, ultimately,
car~tes t~e State. The State is only the juridical organization ofthis commnnity;
soclOlogtcally, the State is the collectivity.
The collectivity and national commnnity are the basis and subject of the
economy of the State, just as the exchange society is the subject of the free
market economy.
In the principle of cohesion lies the primary fundamental difference between
co~unal economy and market economy. But neither of these systems
extsts today to the exclusion of the other, and they meet and interweave
in a host of ways. It is of the essence that the member of an exchange society
is at the same time a member of the commnnity, that the member of a

commnnity is also a member of an exchange society. Indeed, in the old city
economy with its autarkic nature, to some extent in the manorial economy
and again in the economy of the nation State, the group of persons forming
the exchange society coincides with that forming the national commnnity.
Commnnity and society today carry each other. Sociologically, the commnnity is interwoven with the component elements of the exchange society;
economically, the commnnity today mostly rests on the exchange society;
and juridically, the commnnity in its turn carries and provides the foundation
for the exchange society. But let us not forget that more important than the
individual's juridical bond with the collectivity, is his spiritual, emotional
and cultural bond with the community and its forces. Community can
create society, but society can never give birth to commnnity. Nor can
commnnity be . born of the "collectivization" of the means of production,
as a radical means designed to effect a distribution of income according to
that conceptually highly individualistic principle of rewarding labour with
its allegedly "total" product. Indeed, the claim for such collectivization has
so far never been grounded in the spirit of commnnity, but in class solidarity.
Commnnity and society do not, as Tonnies sees it, supersede each other
through the course of history as the basic forms of social cohesion; here
too, there is today a social dualism, by virtue of which parts of an individual's
being and life belong now to commnnity now to society. The principle
of society has never ruled alone. In our days, man's nostalgia for true fellowship
is again bringing the principle of commnnity to the fore. But it is most
unlikely that society can be displaced completely as a form of social cohesion.
We are far removed from such a possibility, both historically and as matter
of feasible organization.
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THE NATURE OF THE N EEDS

Having established the political commnnity as the subject of the economy
of the State, we have also determined who is the subject of the needs which
that economy satisfies. The state economy serves the satisfaction of communal
needs. They derive as objective communal needs from the goals of the State
to maintain and develop the commnnity. I have shown in my Theory of
the State Economy how these objective communal needs are subjectively
felt by the competent public authorities and by individuals, in so far as they
think, feel and act as members of the commnnity. I shall later have more
to say on the sustaining power of the commnnity spirit. Just as the commnnity
always aims at the welfare of the whole body politic and thereby of its parts,
so the commnnity has its share in assuring the satisfaction of socially important
individual needs; we can then speak of communal needs "partaking" in
individual ones. The satisfaction of such communal needs and the diverse
forms of covering their cost today account for a large part of the state economy·
If the State satisfies needs which are purely individual, or groups of individual
needs which can technically not be met otherwise than jointly, it does so
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for the sake of the revenue only. A profit-making economy is thus incorporated
into the communal economy ofthe State. In essence and substance the economy
of the State is a matter of satisfying pure or partaking communal needs.
These are not in any way to be considered as needs of the individual which
for some te-chnical reason must be provided for "collectively". In the satisfaction of communal needs, be they pure or partaking, the commtmal economy
differs teleologically not so much from the market economy as such, but
from its elements, the individual economic units or firms. These serve the
satisfaction of individual needs, though some of them may be partaking in
the satisfaction of some communal need. Indeed, the economic resources of
the individual units in the exchange economy are often drawn upon for the
satisfaction of a communal need, by virtue of their structure and obligations.
Examples are personal services to the State, compulsory military service,
billeting, taxation. The market economy as a system of providing goods
supplies both spheres, even though it rests only on individual economic
units. The goods serving the fulfilment of communal purposes as ofindividual
purposes are largely purchased on the free market and are made available
by the market economy. However, the motivation of the suppliers on the
market is not the balan<,:ed and general provision for individual and communal
needs, but rather the profitable sale of goods. This balanced provision is
secured by the market economy only in the context of an overall blending
of purposes in the broader framework of the economy as a whole.

C. THE NATURE OF MOTIVATION
In the free market economy the economic self-interest of the individual
reigns supreme and the almost sole factor governing relations is the profit
motive, in which the classical theory of the free market economy was appropriately and securely anchored. This is not changed by the fact that some
economic units, such as those of associations, co-operatives or charities, may
have inner structures where we fmd motivations other than self-interest.
Internally, love or sacrifice, solidarity or generosity may be determining:
but irrespective of their inner structures and the motives embodied therein,
the market relations of economic units with each other are always governed
by self-interest. Herein lies the validity of the economic principle in its first
formulation, i.e. that a given end is to be achieved with the least means,
to buy cheaply and to sell dear. The classical theory was right in observing
on the market none but the homo oeconomicus, but this is only a partial view
of the economy and the classical theory's association of the concept of the
economic process with self-interest has remained disastrous to this day. In
its second formulation, to achieve the greatest utility with given means,
the economic principle has frequently become quite independent of selfinterest operating as between one person and another. The economic principle
is a general principle of rational behaviour (Dietzel)-and not only in a
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rationalistic sense. The principle applies to all deliberate practical action ·
the. fields of material things, art, pol~tics and inte?ectual activity just as mu~~
as m the narrower field of econonucs, whence 1t stems. In this general yet
no less rigorous sense the p~in~iple also applie~ to the state "econom;" as
the sum of all the commuruty s deeds and acttons. This is frequently misunderstood, but it is in this general sense that I have accepted the principle
as for~ative for the state economy a~d have buil~ my. g~neral tax theory
upon 1t. Let us note that the only posstble econormc prmctple is one which
does not, as such, say anything as yet about the motives of action, and one
which can be based on the most diverse motives of action, such as selfishness
communal spirit, love, solidarity, sympathy, ambition, etc.
'
In the exchange society, then, self-interest alone regulates the relations
of the members; by contrast, the state economy is characterized by communal
spirit within the community. Egotism is replaced by the spirit of sacrifice,
loyalty and communal spirit. In the exchange society, the individual is guided
only by his personal advantage; here, he thinks, feels and acts as a memb~r
of the community. His own interests take second place. The communal
spirit is the principle on which rest community and State. The spiritual
metamorphosis which makes an individual a particle of the whole, is not so
much a matter of becoming conscious of being part and parcel of this whole,
but an immediate nascence of the innermost spiritual forces of the individual,
who never ceases to live and to be within the community to which he belongs.
This understanding of the fundamental power of the communal spirit leads
to a meaningful explanation of coercion in the state economy. Coercion is
a means of assuring the full effectiveness of the communal spirit, which is
not equally developed in all the members of the community. Coercion forces
the individual to act as if he were inspired by communal spirit. Coercion is
only the outer clasp and fastening of the community, but if communal spirit
be lacking, coercion can replace it only in part.
It is only when the nation is in the most desperate ~traits that the communal
spirit of all merges into one great single will. In everyday political life there
are necessarily a good many conceptions of the common weal, and they
may combine with group or class interests and become tarnished by them.
Yet each party pursues not only its group interest, but the realization of
its own conception of the common weal. Nor do the parties alone decide,
but the public authorities act out of their own closer integration with the
State. The objective collective needs have a tendency to prevail. Even the
party stalwart who moves into responsible government office, undergoes
factual compulsion and spiritual change which make a statesman out of
a party leader. Contemporary history is full of obvious examples. There
is not a single German statesman of the last twelve years, may he have come·
from the left or the right, who escaped compliance with this law.
The adherents of an all-too-clever materialistic sociological theory think
they can corrode all spiritual unity and grandeur by casting the aspersion
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of ideology upon them; they ~ee not~g but .class and group inter~st at
work. And they think that wtth thetr short-stght~d. and narrow-rmnded
realism they can dismiss this theory of communal spmt.l Let us leave them
with their view.
.
Commu nal spirit is seen throughout history as the sustaining force of
political community, a~d this in a double s~~se: in th~ acti~~ sense of c~eative
communal spirit as cvtdenced by the pohucally active ctttzcn who, m the
old folk state or the modern constitutional state may play his part, sometimes
real sometimes fictitious, in the shaping of the community's volition, or
who may, as a member of Parliament, civil servant or above all as a soldier,
act on behalf of the community and so prove his communal spirit. In a more
passive sense unity is shown ~y the willin.g .subordination t~ th~ will of the
community and State. Obedtence, subrmss10n and subordmatton are held
in honour as manly virtues. Willing subordination remains an indispensable
virtue also in the democratic State. The minority complies.

D.

THE N ATURE OF THE ECONOM IC PROCES S

1. The Underlying Principle
The free market economy is conducted according to the profit motive.
The competing economic units rest on the profit motive and are inspired
by it. The theory of the capitalistic economic system has exposed the profit
motive, the pursuit of profit, the avidity for profit, as the motive power,
the spirit and the economic mentality of the capitalistic system. Since the
market economy as an economic system rests on free competition, it is the
playgrotmd and the scene of unlimited pursuit of profit, which is the motive
power of the system.
The state economy, by contrast, is not out for profit and is not conducted
for the sake of profit; it is neither the intention nor the purpose to earn a
surplus over costs. To that end the state economy would have to be predominantly an organization for production, it would have to inject goods
and services into the market economy, to offer values in order to realize
a plus in value. In my exposition of the history of economic doctrines, I have
shown that repeated attempts have been made to conceive and explain the
economy of the State as a production and profit system. It is quite clear that
these attempts amount to no more than capitalist ideology, and that any
explanation of the state econotp.y in terms of capitalistic analogies is bound
to misjudge its essence. In my theory of the state economy I have demonstrated
in detail that the economy of the State is, in the last analysis of its nature and
content, not a production economy but a consumption economy, and this
view has since become widely accepted.
' Cf H. Sultan, "Die Theorie dcr Staatswirtschaft" (a critique of my
theory), Arc!Jiv fiir Sozialwissenscha(t und Sozialpolitik, 1928; F. Neumark, review of m y Theory in
Conrad's ]ahrbiicl1t r, 1926; to some

ext~nt also Beckerath. On the other hand, we find approval of the theory of communa
l spirit in S. Heland~r,
"Die Grcnzen dcr Besteuerun g", Finanzarc!Jiv 1931, vol. 48, No. 1, p. 160; and
now also E. R. A. Seligman: "It is this membenh ip (in the groups as such) which transmutes and
transfigures the individual."
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This consumption aspect is expressed meaningfully in speaking of the
public household. The economy .of the State is comparable not to the firm
but to the household. The purpose is not to reap proftts by satisfying the needs
of other economic units, but to satisfy plire and partaking communal needs.
The political community is the subject of both the economy and of the needs
satisfied thereby. This consumption economy may include some production
for its own use as well as some profit-making undertakings, for the sake
of revenue.2
If we look for the economic principle behind this consumption character
of the state economy, we find not the proftt principle but the production
for need prmciple. The economy of the State is a production for need economy.
The most rigorous expression of this principle is embodied in the basic rule
of public finance, i.e. that revenue and expenditure must balance. Another
exemplification and illustration of this principle is the theorem which says
that, within the limits of potential revenue, expenditure determines revenue
in the state economy. Revenue is raised only to the extent that the needs
require -althou gh it is true that in most cases the needs are 'tailored to the
measure of potential revenue and indeed are limited by it. It follows that
in princip le-and practically at least within each budgetary period -the state
economy is a static economy, by contrast to the dynamic capitalistic market
economy. Indeed, the wbrds static and state have a commo n root in the
Latin status, situation. We shall have to examine later how the public economy,
in its static non-cyclical form, tries to dissociate itself from the dynamic
market economy and to maintain itself above it.
2. The Principle of Securing the Means
In the free market economy no goods can be acquired withou t a quid pro
quo. Goods and services are available only in exchange for other goods and
services. There is the principle of specific compensation. Each person receives
a share in the yield of the economic process corresponding only to his contribution of labour, capital, means of production and. land. Given unequal
endowm ent with material goods and intellectual capacity, the market system
by itself does not lead to an harmonious and complete satisfaction of all
socially importa nt needs and the gap must be filled by the public economy.
This has justly been stres~ed by economists of such widely divergent views
as Adolph Wagner, Cassel father and daughter, and G. Colm. Therein lies
the reason for the emergence and recognition of communal needs partaking
in private needs, and for an expansion of the public economy into these
areas-n ot, however, the meaning and historical basis of public economy
l "The household (of a sovereign or landlord) can
include enterprise for profit" (Max Weber, "Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft", GmndrijJ dcr So::it~liikonomik Ill, p. 47). At the same
place we find: Household
and enterprise for profit are "both possible in rational form", and: "economi
c organization to satisfy
needs is not, in its rational form, more primitive than enterprise for proftt, although
it comes first historically". Finally, to justify my characterization of the state economy as an
economy for consumption:
"Consump tion economy and enterprise for profit may be so linked in the action
of any one individual,
that only the final act (sale here, consumption there) tells us what process is
on hand."
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itself. Like community and commnnal life, public economy is older than
the free market economy, which detached itselflater.
As community rests on commnnal spirit, ·so the pu~~c economy rests
on the sacrifices of its members. Between State and cttlzen, between the
community and its members, there is_ no reckoning of ~ha_t is given and
what received, no specific compensatton nor any excogttatton of general
rewards. For the means needed for common purposes and aims, the public
economy appeals to the citizens' spirit of sacrifice and demands their property
and life without reward. Given the nnequal measure of people's commnnal
spirit and given the need to ensure the succe~s o~ the willing. sac~if!ce, the
volnntary principle is not enough. The contnbuttons and obhgattons must
be legally determined and laid down. In fnndamental contrast to the exchange
society and market economy, community and public economy rest on
compulsory military service and taxation. Through compulsory military
service the commnnity makes sure that it can dispose of all fit citizens in
time of war. Taxation provides the goods needed for common purposes,
to the extent that the public economy does not itself produce these goods
or their equivalent. Taxation raises these goods either in a form directly
usable for common purposes (building labour for roads, bridges or fortresses,
contributions in kind towards the maintenance of officials and the supply of
armies), or in the form of means of exchange (farm produce to be sold by
the State, and above all money).
3. The Principle of the Use of Means
Taxation effects subsequent changes in the free distribution of incomes
in favour of more important and as yet nnsatisfied communal needs. The
theory of public fmance as a basis of taxation has to show how the economic
principle is to be applied in the process of raising the required means, and
hence in the distribution of taxes among competing groups ·of communal
and individual needs as an economic action resting on social valuations.
Equally, the economic principle governs the use of state revenue. The
purposes and the needs arising therefrom must be satisfied in the order ~f
their importance. When purchasing goods, the State follows the econo~c
principle in its first formulation. This is particularly obvious when pubhc
contracts are awarded on tender.
But even though the economic principle is generally valid in the state
economy as it is in the market economy, the public economy yet has .s~ecia!
forms of using its means. The supply oflabour, for one, rests on the ctttzens
obligation for general personal services and military service, or on volnntary
entry into state service. If this should temporarily or permanently absorb
a man's full working energy and leave him no time to earn his living, the
community must provide for his upkeep.
In the free capitalistic market economy the hiring of outside labour for
services and work is again subject to specific compensation: payment by
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performance, the wage principle. For simple work the wage is paid by
working time, but wherever possible by performance (piece rates) or graduated
according to the quality and importance of the work and the degree of
responsibility.
.
In the state economy, by contrast, we find the principle of maintenance.
The soldier is adequately clothed, housed and fed, and his pay is a sort of
pocket money. The ~fficial receives no w~ges, but a sal~ry ~Geh~lt), whi~h
word (in German) in ttself suggests that he ts held and mamtamed· m a certam
social standing. Salaries arc graduated according to the officials' prior training
and their position. The maintenance principle is further expressed in \yives'
and children's allowances and maternity benefits. If there should temporarily
be no need for an official, he receives a retainer which enables him to keep
up his proper standard of !iving. :or ol~ age, widow~ and ?rphans, th~ State
provides by old age penstons, wtdows and orphans penstons accordt~g. to
the maintenance principle and thereby assures a proper standard of hvmg
for the official's family too. In the free market economy all these cases of
loss of earnings are covered not by the maintenance principle, but by the
insurance principle. But since t?e marke_t economy does n?t apply t~e
insurance principle generally or m good ttme, the State provtdcs by soctal
insurance for collective needs partaking in the care of the nnemployed, the
old and the sick, the disabled, and the widows and orphans. State coercion
thus makes the insurance principle universal. In so far as part of the cost and
contributions is met by the employers or by State subsidies, there is a dovetailing of the maintenance principle of the public economy ~nd t~e ins~ance
principle of the market economy. In the care of the poor and m soctal asststa~ce
the maintenance principle is applied to all those members of the commuruty
who have become destitute.
Thus the employment relationship of the official is th~ pub!ic economy's
form of acquiring the services of labour, the wage relauonship that of the
capitalistic market economy.
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